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The National Federation of Community Broadcasters

Welcome

W
elcome to the Public Radio Legal Handbook.
This publication has a long and accomplished
history of helping people in Community and
Public Radio understand the FCC rules and
regulations that they must live by. Originally

written by Tom Thomas and Terry Clifford in 1977 and updated
in 1986, this valuable resource has been completely revised by
John Crigler of Garvey Schubert Barer, and reviewed by Harriet
Baskas, Michael Huntsberger, and Marcos Martinez. The funding
for this project came from the Corporation for Public Broadcast-
ing. Best of all, the Handbook is online (www.nfcb.org) and
searchable.

We dedicate this edition of the Public Radio Legal Handbook to
Michael Bader for his commitment to Community Radio and to
Rick Madden for his support of this project.

—Carol Pierson

President and CEO
National Federation of Community Broadcasters
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The National Federation of Community Broadcasters

Preface by John Crigler

In 1999, NFCB modestly proposed to update the 1986 edition of the Public Radio Legal
Handbook. How naïve that proposal now sounds. During the interval between the two
editions, the law has been in constant flux. Updating the law was like updating a vol-

cano.

The FCC’s EEO rules, which had been relatively stable for the previous 30 years, were
challenged, struck down, rewritten, struck down again, and rewritten again.

Proposals for inaugurating a Low Power FM service followed a similar pattern. After a pro-
tracted battle between LPFM advocates and critics over technical standards, the FCC
adopted rules for an LPFM service and began accepting thousands of applications. The
standards the FCC adopted were then modified mid-stream, when Congress intervened to
impose a new interference standard. In addition to technical criteria, the Commission also
had to work out complicated rules for processing and evaluating competing applications.
Portions of those rules that disqualified former “pirates” from operating an LPFM station
were immediately, and successfully, challenged.

The FCC adopted electronic filing requirements for most applications, and completely
revamped its procedures for accepting and evaluating applications for new stations. The
days of filing an application whenever an available frequency could be found are long
gone. Under the procedures now in place, applications may be filed only during filing
windows. To no one’s particular regret, comparative hearings were abandoned and
replaced by a point system for evaluating competing applications. The system was chal-
lenged even before it was implemented.

The laws concerning political broadcasting were in turmoil. After candidates from Lyndon
LaRouche to Ralph Nader began demanding free air time on public stations, a federal
statute governing political broadcasting was substantially revised. The Supreme Court
rejected the claim that public stations were the equivalent of a Hyde Park soap box and
affirmed the right of public stations to exclude fringe candidates from debates, provided
that the station (if state-owned) selected candidates based on their news value rather than
their views.

“Consolidation” became rampant. Rules that had restricted the ownership of commercial
radio stations to no more that seven nationwide were revised to permit ownership of up to
eight stations in a single market. A handful of companies came to own hundreds of stations
around the country. Consolidation affected noncommercial broadcasting as well.
Established licensees applied for (or bought) “repeater” stations to extend their service or
to provide a different format. The FCC’s application processing gridlocked, with more than
1,500 competing applications for new stations. A few applicants applied for hundreds of
stations. 

The Internet arrived and with it a whole host of issues that had previously survived only in
the dismal backwaters of copyright law. Everyone became an “IP” expert, preoccupied
with copyright issues and digital forms of communication.
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In the midst of cataclysmic change, some areas of law disappeared altogether. The Fairness
Doctrine sank like Atlantis, leaving behind only a gurgle or two of related doctrines. An
entire chapter on the Fairness Doctrine has been deleted from the Handbook.

Other areas of law, relatively new at the time of the third edition, have undergone hyper-
trophic growth, although the growth does not always provide an increased understanding
of legal principles. At the time of the last edition of the Handbook, “enhanced underwrit-
ing” was a new, and apparently simple, concept. Now, there are scores of rulings that
explain the distinction between language that “identifies” and language that “promotes.”
The hard job is to reconcile and explain the explanations.

In 1986, indecency could be explained in seven words. Now, chapters could be written
on each of the elements of an expanded “generic” definition. What is “patently offensive?”
When is a sexual reference “inescapable” and when is it “oblique?”  What factors make
up the “context” of a broadcast? How do we determine “contemporary standards for the
broadcast medium?” What  weight do we give to the “merit” of a work?

In general, this edition of the Handbook moves from the established to the new. Early
chapters deal with technical and record-keeping requirements that have not changed 
substantially. Later chapters deal with topics that occupied little or no space in the third
edition—topics such as indecency, electronic filings, LPFM, and copyright licensing
requirements. 

For better or for worse, there have been stylistic changes as well. This edition is more
“lawyerly.” Discussions of FCC or judicial rulings are accompanied by a citation to that
ruling; discussions of regulations are accompanied by a link to the regulation. While this
approach should give the Handbook more depth and enable readers to research legal
issues on their own, it comes at a cost. Gains in interactivity and lawyerly precision have
been accompanied by a loss in the personal, conversational tone that made earlier 
editions of the Handbook so readable.

Like any lawyer worth his salt, I blame others for any flaws in this edition. Persistent NFCB
staff (Carol Pierson and Ginny Berson) and critical readers (Harriet Baskas, Marcos
Martinez, and Michael Huntsberger) repeatedly questioned fuzzy explanations and cut off
escape into impenetrable, but sonorous, legal jargon. “What does this mean?” they con-
stantly asked, usually with a picket fence of rude exclamation points. My flip remarks were
stolidly greeted with comments like “Is this supposed to be funny?” Many of my best ideas
were trounced, without, I think, giving them adequate consideration. My relentless critics
said no to turning the Handbook into an opera, to explaining indecency law in a sequence
of frisky limericks, and to adopting a 900-number program that would feature a daily
“dial-a-reg.” I wanted to write a breezy, bawdy, foot-stomping, knee-slapping, finger-
snapping, hummable legal handbook, something you could sing in the shower and haul
out for parties. This fourth edition bears little resemblance to that dream. So I hope my
readers are satisfied. I tried.

iv
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A note about references. The FCC’s rules are contained in Title 47 of the Code of Federal
Regulations. Most of the substantive rules concerning broadcasting are in Part 73. For
example, the proper citation to the regulation concerning Public File requirements is: 
47 C.F.R. §73.3527. For simplicity’s sake, this reference has been shortened to “Section
73.3527.” The Communications Act is set forth in Title 47 of the U.S. Code. For example,
the citation to the portion of the Communications Act that defines an “advertisement” is 
47 U.S.C. §399B. Again, for simplicity’s sake, I have given only the citation and have not
constantly explained that the citation refers to Section 399B of the Communications Act.
Links embedded in the text in the online version will take you directly to relevant provi-
sions of the Communications Act and FCC regulations. In the print version, the links
appear in Arial font which is italicized to aid online perusing, if so desired. URLs are also
made more visible using bold italicized Franklin Gothic font.

FCC rulings and judicial decisions are less easily accessible. There is not, as yet, a univer-
sal, free database of legal rulings. While recent FCC decisions are available on the FCC’s
home page (www.fcc.gov), older decisions are available only in printed form. It is still neces-
sary to go to a law library with specialized communications reference works to get copies
of these decisions. Perhaps, by the time of the fifth edition, that too, will have changed.

—John Crigler

Garvey Schubert Barer
Fifth Floor, Flour Mill Building

100 Potomac St. NW
Washington DC 20007

(202) 298-2521
jcrigler@gsblaw.com

2002

About John Crigler

John Crigler is a partner in the law firm of Garvey Schubert Barer, where he represents
noncommercial broadcast stations and other communications clients. He began practicing
law in 1981, after a career in college teaching. He served on the NFCB Board from 1989
to 1993 and in 1993 received its Leadership Award for distinguished service to community
broadcasting. His other publications include, If You Can't Say Anything Neutral, Don't Say
Anything At All, Journal of Taxation of Exempt Organizations (1994); Why Sparky Can't
Bark, 2 CommLaw Conspetus (1994); and Decency Redux, Catholic University Law review
(Winter 1989).
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Chapter I is an introduction to the Federal Communications
Commission and its structure. It discusses the following topics:

• Organization of the FCC

• The FCC on the Internet

• General Information About Contacting the FCC

• Communicating With the FCC 

• What to Ask

• Complaints From the Public

• FCC Inspections

• FCC Rules and Regulations

• FCC Rulemaking Process
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Chapter I. Introduction to the FCC

Organization of the FCC

The FCC is a large, hierarchical organization (www.fcc.gov/fccorgchart.html), with a com-
plex structure and more than 1,800 employees. Five Commissioners sit atop the
FCC’s organizational structure. Each of the Commissioners is appointed by the

President of the United States and is confirmed by the Senate for a five-year term. The
President designates one of the Commissioners as Chairman. No more then three of the
Commissioners may be members of the same political party. Each of the Commissioners
has a personal staff that advises them on legal and policy issues.

Just below the Commissioners are the Bureaus. There are now seven Bureaus: Media,
Cable Service, Common Carrier, Consumer Information, Enforcement, International, and
Wireless Telecommunications. Most of your interaction with the FCC will be with the
Media Bureau, which regulates matters involving radio services. The Enforcement Bureau
and the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau also affect broadcast stations.

The Media Bureau 
The Media Bureau (www.fcc.gov/mb) is the part of the FCC primarily responsible for matters
involving radio and television broadcast services. The FCC created the Media Bureau on
March 25, 2002, by combining the former Mass Media Bureau and the Cable Services
Bureau. The Media Bureau is made up of several offices and divisions, including Audio,
Video, Policy, and Engineering. The Audio Division (www.fcc.gov/mb/audio) handles a wide
range of matters related to AM and FM radio. The Audio Division reviews applications for
new full-radio stations, translator and booster stations, and Low Power FM stations; initi-
ates rulemaking proceedings that modify, delete, or add rules; and issues Public Notices
and rulings related to radio. The Video Division of the Media Bureau (www.fcc.gov/mb/
video) carries out similar duties with respect to television, Low Power TV, TV translators,
digital TV, Multipoint Distribution Service, and Instructional Television Fixed Service 
stations.

The Enforcement Bureau 
The FCC created the Enforcement Bureau in 1999 by consolidating the enforcement divi-
sions of different bureaus, in the hope that a single Enforcement Bureau could respond
more quickly and decisively to any type of violation. The Enforcement Bureau now issues
almost all Notices of Apparent Liability and Forfeiture Orders (fines) for violations of the
Communications Act of 1934 or the FCC’s rules. The FCC’s Regional and Field Offices
(www.fcc.gov/eb/rfo), which handle the investigation of technical violations, are part of the
Enforcement Bureau. 

The Wireless Telecommunications Bureau
The Wireless Telecommunications Bureau handles FCC domestic wireless telecommunica-
tions programs and policies. For broadcast licensees, it is important because it is in charge
of both the Universal Licensing System (ULS) (www.fcc.gov/wtb/uls), and the Antenna
Structure Registration (ASR) system (www.fcc.gov/wtb/antenna). ULS allows electronic filing
for certain wireless applications used in broadcasting, such as studio transmitter links
(STLs), remote pickup facilities, TIN (Taxpayer Identification Number), and call sign regis-
trations. ASR allows the online registration of antenna structures. 
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The FCC on the Internet

The Internet has revolutionized the way that business is done at the FCC. The FCC’s
ever-expanding Internet site (www.fcc.gov) provides valuable sources of information
and assistance and permits most FCC applications to be filed online.

The FCC continues to add and update databases that provide information to licensees. A
major source of information is the Consolidated Database System (CDBS) 
(http://svartifoss2.fcc.gov/prod/cdbs/pubacc/prod/sta_sear.htm), which allows searches of the
FCC’s databases for information about stations, applications (both granted and pending),
EEO filings, and engineering data. Other sources of information are the Media Bureau’s
homepage (www.fcc.gov/mb) and the Audio Division’s site (www.fcc.gov/mb/audio). You can
also research call signs and apply online for call signs or call sign changes through the
FCC’s Call Sign Reservation and Authorization System (CSRS) (http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/
prod/callsign/prod/main.html). The Video Division has useful information available concern-
ing television, Low Power TV, TV translators, digital TV, Multipoint Distribution Service,
and Instructional Television Fixed Service stations on its website (www.fcc.gov/mb/video).

Finding current copies of FCC forms used to be a major hassle. The development of the
Internet makes the latest version of each form available for printing—or download—on the
FCC’s website (www.fcc.gov/formpage.html). Forms are available only in Adobe Acrobat for-
mat, but the program can be downloaded, free of charge, from the Forms page of the
FCC’s homepage. 

The FCC has been revising all of its forms to make them compatible with online filing.
Once a particular form has been available for online filing for six months, the Commission
requires online filing of that form. The official name for the online filing program is the
Media Bureau Consolidated Database System Electronic Filing System (http://svartifoss2.
fcc.gov/prod/cdbs/forms/prod/cdbs_ef.htm). The Commission will consider waiving the
requirement of online filing in limited circumstances. Its policy is to require licensees to
file online unless Internet access is not readily available in the area of the station. 

General Information About Contacting the FCC

The FCC is open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Eastern (ET), and accepts filings until 
7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. The Commission is closed on all federal holidays.
If you have an emergency situation after hours or on the weekend, you can call the

Watch Officer at (202) 632-6975 or (202) 632-6464. The FCC’s main fax number is 
(202) 418-0232. The Secretary is the FCC official in charge of receiving documents filed
with the Commission, assisting the public’s communication with FCC staff, and providing
guidance on the Commission’s meeting procedures. The Secretary’s office is located in
Room TW 204B; the phone number is (202) 418-0303.

I–4
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Address 
The FCC is located at 445 Twelfth Street SW, Washington, DC 20554. If you are in DC and
planning a visit to the Commission, take a cab to its building or the Orange/Blue line of
the Metro (Washington’s subway) to the Smithsonian stop. Parking on the streets is practi-
cally impossible, the police are efficient at ticketing, and nearby parking lots are often
filled by mid-morning. Cabs are relatively inexpensive from most parts of DC, and mass
transportation is easy to use. 

Make appointments with FCC staff in advance and come prepared with office numbers
and directions. You cannot gain access to the Bureaus without an appointment.

Phone Calls 
The FCC allows you to search its phone book online (www.fcc.gov/fcc-bin/pbFCC.pl). Such
searches are restricted to specific FCC employees. For general information about whom to
call, contact the FCC’s Consumer Hotline at (888) 225-5322. The main number for the
FCC’s headquarters is (202) 418-0190. 

In practice, it is difficult to get information after 4:30 p.m. ET or during the hours from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. ET. See “Directory of Telephone Numbers” below.

Directory of Telephone Numbers
A functional listing of FCC telephone numbers of interest to broadcasters is available
(www.fcc.gov/mb/mbstaff.html). You can also call the FCC’s Consumer Hotline at (888) 
225-5322 to be connected to the office you are seeking. Phone numbers of individual FCC
staff can be researched via the FCC’s website (www.fcc.gov/fcc-bin/findpeople.pl). An FCC
phone directory can also be purchased through the International Transcription Service
(ITS), the Commission’s contractor for public records duplication. Be advised, however,
that there are frequent changes in staff and phone numbers at the Commission.

Field Location and Facilities 
A complete listing of the FCC’s Regional and Field Offices is available on the FCC’s 
website (www.fcc.gov/eb/rfo).

Copies of FCC Documents 
The FCC releases a Daily Digest of its releases on its website (www.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/
Daily_Digest). You can also subscribe to the Daily Digest mailing list, which will allow you
to receive a list of the daily releases at a designated e-mail address. If you need to obtain
copies of documents that are not available on the FCC’s website, the International
Transcription Service has a contract with the FCC to provide search, replacement, and
duplication services for the public. ITS sells everything from the FCC’s phone directory to
copies of documents in various station and docket files to an annual subscription service
for the FCC’s daily releases of decisions and actions. For further information, call ITS at
(703) 838-7773, (703) 838-7774, (703) 838-7771 (fax), or write ITS at 901 North
Columbus Street, Alexandria, VA 22314, or visit its website (www.itsdocs.com).
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Other Similar Services
FCC daily releases and other FCC information are also available from Berry Best News
Service (www.berrybest.com), (202) 293-4964, as hard copies and/or daily e-mail. The FCC
maintains a list of other research services.

Communicating With the FCC 

Mail Communications: Filings and Letters 
After the events of September 11, 2001, the FCC adopted rather complicated filing require-
ments for different types of documents. For example, documents that had been filed with
the FCC Secretary at Commission headquarters, Room TW 204B, 445 Twelfth Street SW,
Washington, DC 20554, can still be sent to that address if sent by the United States Postal
Service (USPS) first-class mail, Express Mail, or Priority Mail, but hand deliveries or docu-
ments sent by other forms of overnight mail are no longer acceptable. Instead, depending
on the nature of the delivery service used, such documents must be sent to the following
addresses in DC or Maryland: 

TYPE OF DOCUMENT ADDRESS

Hand-delivered or messenger-delivered 236 Massachusetts Avenue NE 
paper filings for the Commission’s Secretary Suite 110
(8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.) Washington, DC 20002

Other messenger-delivered documents, including 9300 East Hampton Drive
documents sent by FedEx or overnight mail services Capitol Heights, MD 20743
other than USPS Express Mail and Priority Mail
(8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.)

Faxed Correspondence 
The FCC has also established a fax number for all general correspondence to the
Commission, other than official filings with the Commission’s Secretary. That fax number is
(202) 418-0188. The Commission suggests that all faxed correspondence include the fol-
lowing: 

• The Commission’s full name and address 
(445 Twelfth Street SW, Washington, DC 20554)

• The name of the Commission Bureau or Office to which 
the correspondence is directed

• The name and room number of the FCC staff person to whom 
the correspondence is directed

As noted above, this fax number for general correspondence may not be used for official
filings addressed to the Commission’s Secretary.

For additional information on contacting the Commission, go to www.fcc.gov/contacts.html. 
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FCC Registration Numbers 
The Internet has both complicated and simplified the filing and recovery of FCC docu-
ments. One of the complications involves applicant identification for log-on and security
purposes. 

Effective December 3, 2001, most FCC applications require that the applicant identify
itself by an FCC Registration Number (FRN). The requirement is applicable to all parties
that file applications electronically, including applications filed with the Universal
Licensing System (ULS) or registrations of antenna towers with Antenna Structure
Registration (ASR). 

An FRN is obtained through the Commission Registration System (CORES) 
(http://svartifoss2.fcc.gov/cores/CoresHome.html). The site uses the registrant’s Taxpayer
Identification Number (TIN) and a password created by the registrant to generate the FRN.
Print out and retain the confirmation page. You will need both the FRN and password to
file an application online. If you forget or lose the password, FCC Technical Support, 
(202) 414-1250, will provide prompts or a new password, but the process may be lengthy. 

FCC Forms 
Most FCC forms include a set of instructions, sometimes as part of the form itself and
sometimes as a separate sheet. Make sure you have the instructions; some of the more
complicated forms are almost impossible to complete without them.

The number of copies required for each filing is specified in the introduction to the appli-
cation form (e.g., “Prepare and file three copies of this form . . .”). Instructions typically
include applicable requirements for public notice or retention in the station’s Local Public
Inspection File (the Public File) [Section 73.3512].

Filings that require the payment of a fee must be accompanied by FCC Form 159 and go
to the FCC’s office in Pittsburgh, PA [Section 0.401(b)]. (Nonprofit organizations are exempt
from most filing fees.) The street address for fees sent by courier is Federal Communi-
cations Commission, c/o Mellon Bank, Three Mellon Bank Center, 525 William Penn Way,
27th Floor, Room 153-2713, Pittsburgh, PA 15259-000. Different applications should be
sent to different P.O. Boxes and Fee Codes. These are provided on the FCC's homepages
under the heading, Application Processing Fees (http://www.fcc.gov/fees/appfees.html).

Make sure that the proper person signs your filings. Ordinarily, the signature of an officer
of the organization is required. Check the application to make sure that the date the form
is signed postdates all other dates contained in the form. A common error made on appli-
cations is a signature date that predates other dated information. This raises a question as
to whether the person certifying the accuracy of all information on the form has actually
reviewed the materials [Section 73.3513].

For hard-copy filings, only one application, amendment, or related statement needs to
have an original signature. Faxed signatures now qualify as original signatures. The form
containing the original signature is the “original.” All other copies, including any copies
placed in the station’s Public File, do not require an original signature. 
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It is important to get a “Stamp & Return” copy of any hard-copy filing. This is a copy of the
filing, stamped by the Secretary’s office at the time the filing is received. It can be obtained
either in person or by requesting that an additional copy of your mailed filing be stamped
and returned to you in a self-addressed, postage-paid envelope provided for that purpose.
This stamped copy serves as proof of the filing and documents the date on which the filing
occurred. If you file an application electronically, print out a copy of the entire application
to serve as the proof of filing.

If the authorized officer is absent from the country or physically disabled and cannot sign
a document as required by the Commission, an applicant’s attorney may sign the docu-
ment in the officer’s place. In this case, however, the attorney is required to explain in
writing why the application could not be signed by the applicant and submit the explana-
tion as part of the application. In addition, if the attorney does not have personal knowl-
edge of the facts, the attorney must state the reasons he or she believes statements made in
the application are true.

The due date for applications indicates the date by which the Commission must receive
the application. Material can be sent by mail, in which case the Commission’s mailroom
stamps the date received on the application. A postmark does not determine the receipt
date for material that is tendered to the Commission.

If there are minor omissions in a filing, the FCC usually will request a supplemental filing
with the missing information. Filings considered substantially incomplete are usually
returned or dismissed, sometimes with disastrous consequences for the applicant, since a
returned or dismissed application may lose its legal standing, particularly if the application
had to be filed by a deadline that has passed. 

Letters to the Commission should include a heading or summary at the top of the letter
with pertinent file numbers and references to the letter’s content—for example, Re: Change
of Mailing Address; Re: Request for Clarification of Sponsorship Identification Rules; Re:
File No. BPED-1234567; Re: Facility ID No. 12345; and Re: Application for Translator
License. 

Inspecting Your Station’s Files
The FCC’s hard-copy files are organized according to activity area. Ownership Reports, for
example, are in one file. Complaints are usually kept in the files of the Enforcement
Bureau. The original application for a construction permit and subsequent major and
minor change applications are in another file.

Most hard-copy files are kept at the FCC for only a limited period of time. They are then
retired to the FCC’s archives in suburban Washington. It is possible to visit the archives,
but it is a full day’s undertaking. It can take weeks to get a file shipped from the archives
back to the Commission’s headquarters.
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What to Ask

The FCC is well prepared to handle some questions, not well equipped to answer
other questions, and is prohibited from answering some questions.

Ask Informed Questions
Before communicating with the FCC, collect all pertinent information. If you are inquiring
about a station, for example, be able to identify the call letters, facility ID number, licens-
ee name, city of license, and any pertinent file numbers. This information is available from
the FCC’s website by conducting a search for station information at http://svartifoss2.
fcc.gov/prod/cdbs/pubacc/prod/sta_sear.htm. Make clear from the start whether your inquiry
concerns a noncommercial or commercial station; whether the service is radio or TV, AM
or FM; and whether the facility is a full-service broadcast station or a secondary station,
such as a translator or booster. Identify yourself and your position. Giving the FCC the right
background information is the first step to getting the right answer.

Think carefully about what information you need from the Commission. If you have a
number of questions, write the questions down before calling and take notes on answers
to each question.

Status Checks 
A common inquiry concerns the status of an application being processed by the FCC
(yours or someone else’s), such as whether it has been accepted for filing, placed on a cut-
off list, or granted a construction permit. CDBS (http://svartifoss2.fcc.gov/prod/cdbs/
pubacc/prod/sta_sear.htm), the FCC’s online database, contains information on the status of
many types of applications. In addition, the Audio Division of the Media Bureau has a
page dedicated to application information (www.fcc.gov/mb/audio). For information concern-
ing other FCC online resources, see the section of this chapter titled “The FCC on the
Internet.”

If you cannot find status information online, the FCC’s staff can help you determine the
legal status of an application. Generic information can be obtained from the FCC Contact
Representative (Commission staff who can tap directly into the FCC’s computerized data-
base) or the department staff processing the application. The Audio Division’s Consumer
Hotline is (202) 418-2730. A list of phone numbers of FCC staff is available from the
Media Bureau’s Functional Listing (www.fcc.gov/mb/audio). 

It is also usually possible to find out how many of the various processing steps have been
completed (engineering, legal, financial) and how many are left. Applicants may be able to
determine if an application has been found to be defective and whether the defects will
delay processing.

Application Requirements
Legal and technical staff can answer many questions about application requirements, such
as appropriate forms, necessary exhibits, filing procedures, or required technical showings.
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Deadlines and Timetables
It is important to know the dates for required filings, for comments in rulemaking proceed-
ings, or for matters such as a Petition to Deny an application. Some of these dates are
announced, some have to be determined from procedural rules. 

Interpretation of the Rules 
It can be difficult to figure out how to apply an FCC rule to a particular situation. Staff will
usually provide guidance in areas such as content-related requirements, including political
broadcasting, underwriting, or contest rules.

Do not expect Commission staff to resolve all of your quandaries, however. Many rules,
particularly programming rules, require a judgment call for which the station licensee is
ultimately responsible. Commission staff usually try to give helpful answers, but different
Commission staff may give different answers regarding questions that fall into a gray area.
For this reason, informal opinions of individual staff are not legally binding. The risk of
making the correct decision remains on the broadcaster. 

Bounce your questions off other, experienced broadcasters, particularly if you have
received an answer from the Commission that does not seem to make sense. Staff at organ-
izations such as the National Federation of Community Broadcasters, National Public
Radio, Public Radio International, and the Development Exchange have handled dozens of
inquiries about various programming, regulatory, and underwriting issues and can offer
useful advice or help you obtain the advice you need. If your station has legal counsel,
double-check troublesome issues with counsel, especially if you have done the ground-
work and can minimize your legal costs.

Ex Parte Rules 
FCC staff are prohibited from discussing the merits of contested cases pending before the
FCC. Examples include license applications that have had a Petition to Deny filed against
them, mutually exclusive applications, and revocation proceedings. While factual
inquiries, such as a status check, are allowed, discussion of the relative strengths and
weaknesses of a case are prohibited. This ban includes not only the actual parties
involved, but anyone acting on their behalf or at their urging. For example, the ex parte
rules apply to contacts with the Commission by Congress and congressional staff. Before
you ask your Representative or Senator for help, make sure that the matter is not contest-
ed. A helpful legislator can actually hurt your case through ex parte contacts.

The ex parte rules are contained in Sections 1.1200–1.1216 of the Commission’s regula-
tions and should be reviewed carefully by anyone involved in a potentially contested case.

Whether to Write or Call 
Status checks, questions about deadlines, and other similar “informational” questions are
best handled by an online inquiry or phone call. As a general rule, questions about pro-
gramming practices are better handled with a call than with a letter. Commission staff are
under pressure to handle assigned projects and may not respond promptly to a written
request for an interpretation. Written requests also lack the give and take that occurs 
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during a phone call and the chance to pursue points of interest that arise during a 
conversation.

Stating Questions as Hypothetical Situations
It is not uncommon for management to discuss a questionable programming or technical
question with Commission staff. State such questions as hypothetical situations; do not
preface your conversation with information about whether your station has or is engaged
in such a practice. Stating your question as a hypothetical situation may avoid placing
both you and Commission staff in an awkward position.

Violations: When to Notify the FCC 
Some technical situations trigger a requirement to notify the Commission within a speci-
fied period of time (e.g., operation below authorized power levels for more than 10 days).
In the absence of such a notification requirement, however, licensees are not obliged to
“confess” regulatory violations to the FCC.

If you discover that a current or past practice is a violation of FCC rules but does not trig-
ger notification requirements, you should (1) correct the problem and (2) document your
corrective measures.

Internal documentation of violations can be placed in your personal business files or can
take the form of a confidential memo to your Board Chairman, your attorney, or, in the
case of university licensees, to the administrator with responsibility for the station. You
should not send a copy of this document to the Commission or place such documentation
in the station’s Public File. It is common, though, for the Commission to investigate a pos-
sible violation weeks and even months after the fact. If there is an investigation, an internal
memo may serve as evidence that management was in control of the situation and took
prompt, appropriate measures. Such efforts may favorably influence the FCC’s handling of
the situation.

Complaints From the Public

The Commission receives a tremendous volume of mail concerning possible technical
and programming violations. That mail is forwarded to the correct FCC division,
placed in the station’s file, and considered by FCC staff. In many cases, the

Commission dismisses the complaint without even informing the station that a complaint
has been received. 

On occasion, however, the Commission receives a complaint that warrants contact with
the station. In most cases, the Commission writes a letter outlining the complaint and
requests a response from the licensee within a given period of time. 

If you receive notice from the Commission that a complaint has been filed against your
station, closely analyze the accusation and investigate the facts. If your station practices
have been deficient, decide what steps you will take to avoid such an incident in the
future. Write back to the Commission, giving your explanation of the facts. Even if the facts
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stated in the complaint are true, you may want to argue that they do not constitute a viola-
tion of FCC rules or that you have adopted policies to prevent any violation of the rules in
the future. 

Your response to letters from the FCC should indicate management’s control over the sta-
tion’s operations. Do not attempt to excuse a violation by explaining that the station left
programming decisions to individual programmers or that you can’t afford competent tech-
nical support. Harping on the lack of supervision or expertise will not help your case.
Make it clear that you have modified station procedures to assure future compliance. If
you feel uncertain about the phrasing of your letter, discuss it with a lawyer or the staff at
one of your station’s membership organizations.

In extreme situations, the Commission sends staff to investigate allegations of programming
or technical violations—sometimes without giving a station warning. Needless to say, if
FCC staff arrive on your doorstep and advise you that you have the right to remain silent
until your lawyer arrives, you are probably in serious trouble. Drop this book and call a
communications attorney.

FCC Inspections 

The FCC’s Field Offices conduct routine, on-site inspections of stations each year. FCC
staff arrive without warning and review the station’s technical facilities, Public File,
Emergency Alert System (EAS) Log, and other required documents. In addition, the

FCC may monitor a station’s programming or technical operations if it has reason to
believe that there are ongoing violations of its rules.

FCC staff usually arrive during regular business hours, despite their right to arrive at any
time the station is in operation. Instruct station staff to inform management immediately
upon arrival of Commission staff and to answer any questions (“Where is the Public File?,”
for example) to the best of their knowledge. 

Commission staff may ask to take Station Logs or other materials with them. Inspectors
have the right to take certain station documents (see Chapter VIII), but management should
make copies of any such materials before they are removed from the station and demand a
receipt. (Note: The Commission also has the right to ask a station to send certain specified
documents, such as logs, to the Commission in Washington or to an Enforcement Bureau
Field Office.)

The Commission takes a “no news is good news” approach to inspection: If no violations
are found, you may not hear from the FCC. Notification of violations (a “Notice of
Apparent Liability”), however, will be communicated along with procedures and time
limits to correct the violations. A written response is required—usually within 10 to 30
days. Failure to respond may itself result in a fine. If you believe no violation has occurred,
you need to communicate this fact. If you admit the violation, the letter should include an
explanation of why the violation occurred and how you have remedied or will remedy the
situation.
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Although the Commission usually levies fines for infractions of its rules, it is not unusual
for the Commission to reduce a fine if the station has taken prompt corrective action and if
the station has a record of past compliance with FCC rules. If, after all is said and done,
you feel the Commission has levied an unjust fine, communicate this concern to the FCC
(make sure to include information about how and when you modified operations to com-
ply with the regulations). Monetary fines are intended to punish violators, so don’t expect
the Commission to be sympathetic to a defense of economic hardship unless you clearly
document your economic position and demonstrate that you are unable to pay the fine.

Standard forfeitures for violation of particular regulations are established in Section 1.80 of
the FCC rules—for example, $10,000 for constructing or operating a technical facility
without proper authorization; $14,000 for exceeding power limits; $8,000 for failure to
install or operate EAS equipment. These standard fines may be increased or decreased,
depending on the seriousness of the violation or its isolated or repeated nature. 

If a violation is found, correspond directly with the office that issues the violation. In many
cases, the notice of violation will come from a Field Office and you can communicate
with that office. 

FCC inspections are like fires: You will handle the real thing better if you have practice
beforehand. For a thorough review of what station operation procedures must be followed,
see Chapter II. 

FCC Rules and Regulations 

The regulations that govern technical and operational standards for public radio sta-
tions are a basic tool of every licensee’s trade. You should have a copy or print-out of
the portion of Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) containing Parts 70

through 79. This is also available online (www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/cfr-table-search.html).
Part 73 covers broadcast operations—noncommercial and commercial; AM, FM, and TV.
Part 74 covers experimental, auxiliary, special broadcast, and other program distribution
services, including translators and boosters.

The FCC’s procedural rules are covered in Title 47 of the CFR, Volume I, Part 1. Ex parte
rules, for example, are covered in this part. The FCC’s website (www.fcc.gov/mb/audio)
allows you to search its rules according to rule number. The Government Printing Office
(GPO) now has the CFR available online through its website (www.access.gpo.gov/nara/
cfr/cfr-table-search.html). On this site, the FCC rules are contained in Title 47, Part 73, of the
CFR, labeled “Telecommunications.” You can also purchase hard copies of all volumes of
the CFR from the GPO via its online website or by calling (202) 512-1800. 
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FCC Rulemaking Process

The FCC has numerous ways of modifying existing law or creating new rules or 
policies. One way is through a formal rulemaking process. Here are some of the
common procedures used in that process.

Notice of Inquiry (NOI)
An NOI is used to solicit facts and develop ideas on specific issues. The NOI typically
identifies critical questions and solicits relevant facts and opinions that will help the FCC
answer those questions. The NOI will also inform the public on how to file comments with
the FCC, where the public can review the comments filed by others, and how to reply to
other comments (reply comments). An NOI is often used to develop the foundation for a
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
An NPRM proposes changes to the FCC’s rules and seeks the comments and reply com-
ments of the public on specific issues or proposals. The proceeding usually results in a
Report and Order that makes changes or additions to the rules. Occasionally, before issu-
ing a Report and Order, the FCC issues a Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to allow
further public comment on issues discussed in the NPRM proceeding. 

Report and Order (R&O)
After reviewing the comments filed in an NPRM proceeding, the FCC usually issues an
R&O. The R&O will either make changes to the rules or announce a decision to make no
changes. The effective date of a rule change is usually based on the date on which the
R&O is published in The Federal Register, a daily publication of the GPO.

Petition for Reconsideration
Interested parties are allowed to challenge a decision made in an R&O by filing a Petition
for Reconsideration with the FCC within 30 days of the publication of the R&O in The
Federal Register.

Memorandum Opinion and Order (MO&O)
The MO&O is the basic means used for announcing general FCC decisions or policy state-
ments. The FCC also issues an MO&O (or an Order on Reconsideration) to respond to a
Petition for Reconsideration. 
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Although the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau and Field Offices inves-
tigate third-party complaints and conduct unannounced station
inspections, the FCC depends heavily on voluntary efforts by

individual stations to ensure compliance with FCC rules. The purpose
of this chapter is to help you conduct a regulatory inspection of your
station.

By following the FCC’s “Self-Inspection Checklist,” you can do essen-
tially what an FCC field officer would do if he showed up at your
door. Separate checklists are available for FM and AM stations, as
well as Low Power FM stations, at www.fcc.gov/eb/bc-chklsts.

These checklists track administrative requirements, such as the post-
ing of FCC authorizations and the maintenance of a Local Public
Inspection File (the Public File), requirements related to antenna
structures, Emergency Alert System (EAS) requirements, and other
technical requirements. They focus largely on technical and adminis-
trative requirements, as opposed to content-related requirements.

It is a good idea to conduct a complete self-inspection at least once a
year or, even better, to swap station inspections with another non-
commercial station in your area. Many state broadcast associations
also offer station inspection programs that use professional engineers
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to review your compliance with the FCC’s technical rules. Any of
these voluntary methods of station inspections usually detect poten-
tial violations that would have drawn a fine or admonishment from
an FCC inspector. 

To help you conduct an inspection of your station, the remainder of
this chapter provides a brief summary of relevant rules and the rule
numbers to use to access the full text of those rules on the FCC’s
website.  
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Paperwork
Station Documents and Records

Station Log and technical records must be available in station 73.1225(c)
files (see “Station Log” section).

Station license and other FCC authorizations (the original or a copy) 73.1230(a)
—such as construction permits, renewal card, auxiliary antenna 
systems, and special or temporary authorizations—must be posted 
at the principal control point of the transmitter. 

Photocopies of licenses and authorizations must be posted at all 73.1230(a)
other control points.

Designation of Chief Operator must be posted. 73.1870(a)

If Chief Operator works on contract, the contract must be 73.1870(b)(3)
on file at the station.

Leasing agreements for Subcarrier Communications Authorization 73.3613(c)
(SCA) operations must be in station files. 

For New Stations and New Facilities

Equipment test notice must be filed with the FCC. 73.1610(a)

Advance notice of program testing of new facilities must be filed 73.1620(a)
with the FCC.

License application for non-directional antenna must be filed 73.1620(a)(1)
within 10 days of commencement of program tests.

Holders of non-directional antenna construction permits must 73.1620(a)(2)
obtain Program Test Authorization to operate with 100% power 
or operate at 50% of authorized power until license application 
is granted.

Station Log
Logs must be signed by person making entries. 73.1800(a)

Pages must be numbered and dated, time of entries must be 73.1800(b)
recorded, and time must be indicated as standard or advanced 
(daylight savings).

Corrections must be made following specified procedures. 73.1800(c)

Tower light failures must be entered in the Station Log. 73.1820(a)(1)

Emergency Alert System (EAS) tests and activations must be entered. 73.1820(a)(1)
Records of EAS tests may be kept in a separate EAS Log at a 
different location, but are still considered part of the Station Log.

Any special technical data required by the FCC must be properly 73.1835
entered.

Logs must be retained for two years. 73.1840(a)
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In addition to other duties, the Chief Operator must review, 73.1870(c)
sign, and date logs on a weekly basis.

For AM Directional Antenna Stations Without 
an Approved Sampling System

AM directional antenna field strength measurements must 73.61(a)
be entered in the Station Log pursuant to Section 73.1820.

Entries must be made for adjustments to transmitter parameters. 73.1820(a)

Entries must be made at commencement of each mode and at 73.1820(a)(2)
three-hour intervals that record:

• Antenna or common point current

• Plate voltage and plate current upon determining power by 
indirect method

• Antenna monitor phase or phase deviation

• Antenna monitor sample current, ratio, or ratio deviation

For Automatic Logging

Automatic logging equipment must meet specifications for  73.1820(b)
accurate calibration and for time, date, and circuit functions.

Local Public Inspection File (the Public File)
The Public File must be maintained at the station’s main studio. 73.3527(b)

The file must be made available during regular business hours. 73.3527(c)

All of the materials in the file must be made available for 73.3527(c)
photocopying by the public. Stations may charge requesting 
parties reasonable copying costs.

Stations may maintain all or part of the file in a computer database 73.3527(c)
but must make material in the file available for printing or copying 
upon requests made in person.

Stations that maintain their main studio and Public File outside of 
their community of license must make copies of Public File 
documents available by mail upon telephone request.

What Goes in the Public File? (and How Long to Keep It)

Current FCC authorizations (until superceded). 73.3527(e)(1)

Pending FCC applications (until grant or denial of the 73.3527(e)(2)
application is final), including:

• Application for construction permit (for new station or 
modified facilities)

• License renewal application
• Transfer or assignment of control application
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• Request for extension of time on construction permit for 
a new station

• All amendments, exhibits, changes, initial decisions, final 
decisions, Petitions to Deny the applications listed above, 
certifications of public notice for renewal applications

Current facilities information, including coverage maps 73.3527(e)(3)
(until superceded).

Ownership information, including the most recent Ownership 73.3527(e)(4)
Report, articles of incorporation and bylaws if a corporation, 
partnership agreement if a partnership, operating agreement if
an LLC, and any other documents required to be filed pursuant
to Section 73.3527(e)(4) (until a new Ownership Report is filed).

Requests for airtime by political candidates, with notation as to 73.3527(e)(5)
the disposition of the requests (two years) [Section 73.1943].

Annual Employment Reports (until final action on next license 73.3527(e)(6)
renewal application).

The Public and Broadcasting: A Procedure Manual (current version). 73.3527(e)(7) 

Quarterly list of issues and programs broadcast in response to 73.3527(e)(8)
them (until final action on next license renewal application).

List of donors supporting specific programming (two years). 73.3527(e)(9)

Certification of the dates and times at which required license 73.3527(e)(10)
renewal announcements or published public notice were made
(for as long as the application to which it refers is pending) 
[Section 73.3580].

Items that have a substantial bearing on any claim or complaint 73.3527(e)(11)
against the licensee or that relate to an FCC investigation (until 
the licensee has been advised by the FCC that the material may be 
discarded or, if the matter or claim is a private matter, upon the 
expiration of the statute of limitations or resolution of the complaint).

Technical Operations 

Radio Operators
If the Chief Operator is not on duty, the licensee must designate 73.1870(a)
another person as Chief Operator on a temporary basis.

Operator on duty must be properly instructed in operation of 73.1870(c)
station equipment and requirements for maintaining station in 
compliance with FCC rules and terms of station authorization.

Chief Operator and alternate must be designated in writing. 73.1870(a)

Agreements with the Chief Operator serving on a contract basis 73.1870(b)(3)
must be in writing, with a copy kept in the station files.
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Transmitter Operations
Function of all meters must be labeled. 73.258(b)

If indicating instruments are defective for more than 60 days, 73.258(c),
an informal request for additional time must be filed with 73.58(e)
the FCC’s Engineer-in-Charge.

Transmitter and control points must be equipped with 73.1215
accurate meters that meet requirements for scale and range. 

Calibration of repaired meters must be certified before meters 73.1215(f)
are returned to service.

Frequency must be maintained within prescribed 73.1545
tolerance: AM–20 Hz, FM–2,000 Hz, Class D FM–3,000 Hz.

Operating power must be maintained at not less than 73.1560
90% and not more than 105% of authorized power (no
minimum for Class D stations).

The FCC must be notified within 10 days if power is below 73.1560(d)
authorized levels. A request for Special Temporary Authorization
(STA) must be submitted to the FCC if the power is below  
authorized level for more than 30 days.

Modulation must be within tolerance (85% to 100%). 73.1570

Main transmitters must comply with FCC specifications. 73.1665

Most modifications to the transmission system must be approved 73.1690(b)
in advance by the FCC.

Tower and Antenna
If required, tower must be painted and lighted in accordance 17.21
with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) specifications.

Each new or altered antenna structure must be registered 17.23
according to FAA recommendations.

The FAA must be notified immediately if top and/or flashing lights 17.48
do not work.

Tower paint must be clean and in good condition. 17.50

If emergency antenna is used (after damage to regular antenna), 73.1680
an informal request for approval must be filed with the FCC 
within 24 hours.

Authoritization must be obtained for any change in the radiating 73.1690(b)
system.

AM Stations Only

Antenna and transmission line must not be exposed. 73.49

Base fence must be secure and grounded. 73.49

Tuning house must be secure. 73.49
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Remote antenna current pickup point must be collocated with, 73.57(b)
but below, the associated main ammeter.

Remote ammeter must be calibrated to base ammeter and be 73.57(d)
accurate to within 2%.

All indicating instruments must conform to technical specifications. 73.58(a)

Directional antenna system must be functioning within prescribed 73.62
tolerances.

Radials must be protected and in good condition. 73.189(b)

Station must maintain satisfactory field strength. 73.189(b)

Directional AM Stations Only

Field strength measurements must be made as often as is necessary 73.61(a)
to ensure compliance with license. 

Field strength meter must be available and working. 73.61(a)

Base currents and antenna monitor currents must agree with license. 73.62 

If applicable, approved sampling system must meet FCC requirements. 73.68

Antenna monitor must be installed and working. 73.69

Antenna monitor must be an authorized type. 73.69

Studio and Control Point
Licensee or permittee must be able to monitor and control 73.127(e),
Subcarrier Communications Authorizations (SCAs). 73.295(e)

Absent a waiver, the main studio must be located in station’s 73.1125
community of license, within the principal community contour of any 
AM, FM, or TV broadcast station or within 25 miles of the center of
the station’s community of license as defined in 73.208(a)(1). 

Chief Operator must be designated in accordance with 73.1870. 73.1350

If Remote Control Used

Remote control operation must comply with Emergency 73.1300
Alert System (EAS) rules in Part 11.

Remote control personnel must have the capability to turn the 73.1350(b)
transmitter off within three minutes at all times.

Remote control operation must be discontinued within 73.1350(d)
three hours of any technical malfunction not in compliance
with the rules.

Licensee must notify the FCC of the location of the transmission 73.1350(g)
system control point—if it is at a location other than the main 
studio or transmitter—within three days of first use of that control 
point unless responsible station personnel can be contacted at 
the transmitter or studio site during hours of operation.
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If Automatic Transmission System (ATS) Used

An ATS must be configured to contact a person designated by the 73.1400(a)
licensee in the event of a technical malfunction.

Emergency Alert System (EAS)
The current EAS Operating Handbook must be displayed. 11.15

Copies of the EAS Operating Handbook must be present at all 11.15
control points.

EAS encoder timing tones must be 8–25 seconds in length. 11.32

EAS encoder and decoder must be installed and working (Class D 11.32, 11.35
stations exempt). 

EAS encoder must be tuned to correct stations in accordance 11.52
with local/state EAS plans.

Station must immediately broadcast any national level alert that 11.54
is received

Required Weekly Test (RWT) and Required Monthly Test (RMT) 11.61
must be performed.

RWTs and RMTs must be logged properly in the Station Log. 11.61

Stereo and Subcarriers
For FM Stations

Stereo pilot must be checked as often as necessary to assure it is in 73.297(b)
tolerance.

Subcarrier baseband must be within limits. 73.319(c)

Total subcarrier injections (stereo and others) must be within limits. 73.319(d)

Stereo pilot injection must be within limits of 8% to 10% and 73.322(a)(2)
frequency must be within 2 Hz of 19 kHz.

Stereo subcarrier must be suppressed to less than 1% modulation 73.322(a)(5)
of main carrier.

For AM Stations

Modulation of the stereo signal must comply with bandwidth 73.128(b)
limitations.

Remote Pickup Stations
Unattended operation permitted, but station must be under control 74.18
of licensee at all times.

Station must maintain tower light records as required by Part 17. 74.30

Power must be within licensed limits. 74.461
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Frequency must be within tolerance. 74.464

Required station identification must be given. 74.482

When Operated by Remote Control

Unit must provide adequate monitoring and control functions. 74.434(a)

Unit must be protected against unauthorized operation. 74.434(b)

Unit must prevent inadvertent transmitter operation caused 74.434(c)
by malfunctions in the system.

Equipment Measurements
The station’s transmission system and all required monitors must 73.1580 
be inspected as often as necessary for proper station operation.

FM stations must make equipment performance measurements 73.1590(a)
when a new transmitter is installed, an existing transmitter is 
modified, an AM or FM stereo is added, or a subcarrier or 
stereophonic equipment is installed (Class D stations exempt).

AM stations must make equipment performance measurements 73.1590(a)
at least once each calendar year, with no more than 14 months 
between measurements (Class D stations exempt).

A description of the equipment and methods used for measure- 73.1590(d)
ments must be signed and dated by the person taking  
measurements and kept on file for two years.

General Operating Requirements

Hours of Operation
FM stations must meet minimum hours requirement: 73.561

• At least 36 hours a week, at least five hours a day on at least six days 
of the week (stations licensed to schools are not required to operate 
on Saturday or Sunday or during vacation periods)

• At least 12 hours a day to protect against share-time applications 
(no exemption for school stations)

If it is impossible to meet minimum scheduling requirements, 73.561(d)
the FCC must be notified by the tenth day of operations at less 
than minimum schedule. If the station does not meet the minimum 
for more than 30 days, the station must obtain Special Temporary 
Authorization to operate at a reduced schedule. 

Announcements
Station identification announcements must be made at the  73.1201(a)
beginning and the end of operation and at least hourly 
throughout the broadcast day.
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Prerecorded material must be identified with an announcement 73.1208(a)
at the beginning of the program if time is of significance or an 
attempt is made to create the impression that the material is “live.”

Sponsorship identification announcements must be made in 73.1212(a)
connection with all programming furnished to the station or for 
which underwriting or other consideration has been received.

For political broadcast matter or furnished programming on 73.1212(d)
controversial issues of public importance, sponsorship 
announcements must be made at the beginning and end of all 
material over five minutes (only once for programming of five 
minutes or less).

Equal Employment Opportunity File

On January 16, 2001, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit struck
down a revised broadcaster Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) rule adopted by the FCC
last year [MD/DC/DE Broadcasters Association et al. v. FCC 236 F.3d 13 (DC Cir. 2001)]. The
court held that the rule was unconstitutional because it created a race-based classification
that was not narrowly tailored to support a compelling governmental interest.

The FCC suspended its enforcement of the broadcast EEO rule on January 31, 2001
[Suspension of the Broadcast and Cable Equal Employment Opportunity Outreach Program
Requirements, Memorandum Opinion & Order, FCC No. 01 34, January 31, 2001]. As dis-
cussed in Chapter III, however, the FCC has proposed new EEO rules that are designed
to remedy the constitutional defects of the old rules. 



Getting a broadcast license is the beginning, not the end, of a
close relationship with the FCC. The broadcast industry is a
regulated industry and a broadcast license involves a continu-

ous stream of forms and reports that must be filed with the FCC and
placed in the station’s Local Public Inspection File (the Public File).
Some of these filings must be made on an annual basis (e.g., the
Annual Employment Report), some are more occasional (e.g., license
renewal applications once every eight years), and some are required
only in special situations (e.g., transfer of control of the licensee, the
legal entity to whom the license is issued, when there is a change in
the majority of the members of the governing board).
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This chapter reviews the following filing requirements:

Ownership Report, This form, documenting who controls the station, is filed in conjunc-
tion with license renewal applications, every two years thereafter on the anniversary date
of the station’s renewal date, and within 30 days of the grant of an initial construction per-
mit [Section 73.3615]. Licensees owning more than one station with different anniversary
dates must file only one report on the anniversary date of their choice, as long as the
reports are not more than two years apart. Ownership Reports must also be filed within 30
days of the consummation of authorized assignments or transfers of licenses and permits.
Ownership Reports are filed on Form 323-E.

Assignments of License and Transfers of Control. “Control” of a licensee cannot be trans-
ferred without the FCC’s approval. Such changes range from routine changes on a station’s
board to assignment of a license to a completely different party. Applications are filed on
Forms 314, 315, or 316, depending on the nature of the change. 

Contracts and Key Documents. Certain contracts and agreements must be filed with the
Commission or made available to an FCC representative upon request [Section 73.3613].

Change of Official Mailing Address. Licensees must give notice of any change in their offi-
cial mailing address [Section 1.5].

License Renewal: Broadcast Stations. A radio station must renew its license every eight
years by filing an application no later than the first day of the fourth full calendar month
prior to expiration of the license. The date for the filing of renewal applications is deter-
mined by the state in which the station’s community of license is located. Stations licensed
to the same state are licensed on the same renewal cycle and must file renewal applica-
tions by the same date [Sections 73.1020 and 73.3539]. License renewal applications are
filed on Form 303-S. 

License Renewal: Auxiliary Facilities, FM Booster Stations, and FM Translators. FM booster
and FM translator renewals are sought on Form 303-S. Licensees of primary stations, that
also hold the license of an FM translator located in the same state as the primary station,
can seek renewal of the translator license on the same Form 303-S as the primary license
renewal application. If a translator is located in a different state than the primary station,
the renewal application for that translator must be separately filed by the date specified for
translators in that state [Section 74.15]. Licenses for “auxiliary stations,” such as studio
transmitter links (STLs), are automatically renewed with the primary station license.

Issues Programs Lists. The FCC requires each station to prepare a quarterly list of programs
that respond to issues of importance for the station’s community of license, and to place
the list in the station’s Public File. There is no requirement that the list be filed with the
FCC [Section 73.3526]. (See Chapter VIII for more details.)



Equal Employment Opportunity. Stations with five or more full-time employees are
required to engage in affirmative outreach in recruitment and to document their efforts
annually. Affirmative outreach takes two forms: recruitment for each full-time vacancy, and
participation in longer-term recruitment initiatives such as job fairs. A report of affirmative
outreach activity must be prepared annually and placed in the Public File, and posted on a
station’s website, if it has one. In addition, the FCC prescribes three equal employment
opportunity report forms:

• EEO Model Program Report (Form 396-A), for filing by all applicants for a con-
struction permit for a new station or for FCC consent to license assignment or
transfer of control. 

• EEO Program Report (Form 396), for filing by all applicants for renewal of
license. 

• Broadcast Mid-Term Report (Form 397), for filing by non-exempt stations on
the fourth anniversary of the filing for license renewal. 

Annual Employment Report (Form 395-B). Summary statistics on the station workforce are
filed annually. 

About Forms and Filings 

Before turning to particular forms, here are a few general suggestions that apply to all
of the documents reviewed in this chapter.

Get the Instructions. Virtually all FCC forms include a set of instructions, often separate
from the form or application itself. Review the instructions before filling out an FCC form.
These are available for download from the Forms page of the FCC’s Internet site
(www.fcc.gov/formpage.html). Instructions answer many questions and refer you to relevant
FCC regulations. 

File Online. The Commission now requires that most filings be made over the Internet. It is
essential to determine whether a given form may be filed on paper or whether it must be
filed electronically. A list of the forms that must be filed electronically is available on the
FCC’s website (http://svartifoss2.fcc.gov/prod/cdbs/forms/prod/cdbs_ef.htm). (See Chapter I for
further information concerning electronic filing.)

Sign the Form. Most forms must be signed by specifically designated individuals, generally
one of the officers of the licensee. A common error in routine FCC filings is to forget to
have the form signed and dated by the appropriate station official, or to send the FCC
unsigned documents while the signed original sits in a file at the station. The FCC will now
accept faxed signatures as original signatures on paper filings. When filing forms electroni-
cally, you must provide the name and title of the individual signing the form. Before filing
the form, therefore, be certain that the signer has reviewed the contents of the form and
has approved the use of his/her signature.
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Use the Current Form. If filing a hard-copy form, make sure it is the current version of that
form. The Commission will generally return an out-of-date form with a request that the
information be filed on a current version. FCC forms contain a date indicating the date on
which the form was approved for use (e.g., December 2000). You can find the most recent
version of each form on the FCC’s Forms page (www.fcc.gov/formpage.html).

Be Candid. Every submission to the Commission must accurately report the relevant facts.
Any misrepresentation of a material fact or an attempt to mislead the Commission by a
“lack of candor” can have devastating effects. On the other hand, unnecessary detail can
confuse the staff, slow down the application process, or raise new legal issues. The rule of
thumb is to keep your answers clear and to the point.

Over the past two decades, the FCC has embraced a policy of reducing the frequency of
filings and the quantity of information that must be filed. This “deregulatory” trend should
not make stations lackadaisical about fulfilling FCC rules. One of the consequences of the
reduced filing requirements has been stricter enforcement of those that remain—including
steep fines for failure to file required reports and applications.

Public File Requirements. A copy of most of the documents reviewed in this chapter must
be kept in the station’s Public File. When preparing the filings for the FCC, be sure to make
an extra copy for this purpose and place it in the Public File immediately after filing. (See
the “Local Public Inspection File” section in Chapter VIII for details on which materials
must be made available for public inspection and the period of retention for the respective
documents.)

For more information about correspondence, filings, and telephone contacts with the FCC,
refer to Chapter I.

Ownership 

Licensees must periodically file detailed information concerning station ownership and
control. This requirement arises from provisions of the Communications Act that place
limits on the ownership of licenses for broadcast facilities, including the control that

can be exercised by foreign governments and non-U.S. citizens. Commercial broadcast
stations have long been subject to rules related to multiple ownership of mass media and
concentration of media control. These rules look beyond the ownership interests held by
the licensee to the interests in the licensee held by other legal entities or by individuals. 

The sometimes complex rules that determine when an interest is significant enough to be
counted (in legalese, when an interest is “cognizable”) and to whom a cognizable interest
should be attributed were once irrelevant to noncommercial stations because multiple
ownership limits did not apply to noncommercial stations [Section 73.2080(i)(3)]. For the
most part, the Commission was concerned only in determining who “owned” the licensee
entity, and in determining that the organization meet basic eligibility requirements, such as
having a bona fide educational purpose. Because most nonprofit organizations are non-
stock entities, the “owners” were deemed to be the directors or trustees of the licensee. 
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The concept of ownership became more complex when the Commission began to use
attribution principles to determine what applicants were eligible to apply for a Low Power
FM station and to determine if an applicant was entitled to a diversity credit under the
point system used to evaluate mutually exclusive applicants. Those principles are dis-
cussed in Chapters XI and XII.

This chapter covers four types of ownership filings:

1. Ownership Reports, which notify the FCC of minor changes in station 
control

2. Applications for the assignment of a station license or construction permit,
where the license or permit passes from one entity to another; or applica-
tions for a Transfer of Control of the licensee, where there is a change in the
effective control of the station

3. Station contracts, related to ownership or control, that must be filed with the
FCC

4. Requirements concerning certain contracts that, although not filed with the
FCC, must be kept on file at the station

Ownership Report
Public radio stations must file an Ownership Report on four different occasions: 

1. Within 30 days after the grant of an initial construction permit

2. Within 30 days of effecting or “consummating” an assignment or Transfer of
Control of licenses and permits

3. At the time of filing the station’s renewal application

4. Every two years thereafter, on the anniversary of the date on which the
renewal application must be filed

If the Ownership Report on file with the Commission is current, the licensee may certify
that the Ownership Report on file is accurate rather than file a new Ownership Report
[Section 73.3615].

The Ownership Report, Form 323-E, solicits the following information:

• The name, residence, citizenship, office held (if any), amount of any owner-
ship interest in the licensee (if greater than 1%), principal profession or
occupation, by whom appointed or elected, and identification of attributable
interests in any other broadcast station (all solicited information applies to all
officers, members of the governing board, and holders of a 1% or more
ownership interest in the licensee) 

• Ownership information regarding any other entity that has direct or indirect
control over the licensee or permittee (e.g., an entity that has the power to
appoint one or more of the directors of the licensee entity)
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• A list of all contracts that may affect ownership or control of the station (see
the “Contracts and Key Documents” section below), along with the date of
execution and expiration of each contract

Licensees with more than one noncommercial, educational FM, AM, or TV broadcast sta-
tion may file a consolidated Ownership Report for all stations at two-year intervals, regard-
less of the renewal schedules of the individual stations.

Assignments and Transfers
The FCC rules contemplate two different types of situations in which the control of a
broadcast facility passes from one group to another:

1. Assignment of License (or Permit). Often referred to as a “sale” of a station, an
assignment takes place when a license or permit passes from one organization to
another. For example, if a school board gives or sells its station to an independent,
community-based organization, the exchange would be considered an assignment of
the license.

2. Transfer of Control. When the organization holding a license or permit remains the
same, but the effective control of that organization changes (e.g., through a change
in a majority of the Board of Directors), a Transfer of Control occurs.

The Commission must give prior consent to all assignments and transfers of control. It
therefore requires that an application for such changes be submitted at least 45 days prior
to the contemplated change [Section 73.3540].

Assignment of License. When a license is assigned from one group or corporation (the
“assignor”) to another (the “assignee”), the application must be filed on Form 314,
“Assignment of License.” 

In some circumstances in which the assignor and assignee are related, the assignment is
considered a “paper” (or pro forma) transaction, with no real change in the effective own-
ership of the licensee. Form 316, the “short form,” is used in these situations. Form 316
can be used for (1) an assignment from a corporation to a wholly owned subsidiary or vice
versa or (2) an assignment from one corporation to another corporation in which both cor-
porations have the same directors. 

Transfer of Control. A Transfer of Control occurs when there is a change in the “control”
over the entity that holds the station license. A Transfer of Control may occur through regu-
lar turnover in directors or through changes in the structure of the organization—for 
example, by a change in the way in which directors are elected. 

As with the assignment applications discussed above, the Commission recognizes two
types of Transfers of Control: (1) those in which there is a substantial change in effective
control of the licensee and (2) those that are the result of routine changes that have no
substantial effect on the nature of the licensee or its purposes. 
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Transfers of Control occur for a variety of reasons. Often, the transfer occurs through a nor-
mal course of events for a nonprofit organization. For example, control of a licensee’s
Board of Directors may change through regular or special elections, resignations, new
appointments, turnover in positions that entitle a person to an ex officio director’s seat, or
the death of one or more directors. By contrast, some transfers occur because of a specific
policy decision to increase or decrease the number of directors to include or exclude spe-
cific constituencies, or to assimilate other organizations into the licensee’s governance. A
licensee may decide, for example, to give another organization control of certain seats on
the Board of Directors, sometimes a majority of the total. In such a case, the name of the
licensee would remain the same, but control of the station could shift to another 
organization.

Which Form to Use for Transfers of Control. The question of whether to apply for a
Transfer of Control on Form 315 or Form 316 is more than a matter of how much paper-
work is involved. Use of Form 315 suggests that a significant change is involved, prompts
a closer scrutiny by Commission staff, requires that the licensee give formal public notice
of the filing of the application, and provides an opportunity for interested persons to file
Petitions to Deny. Because Form 316 generally concerns a pro forma transfer, it receives
more routine treatment at the Commission, does not require public notice, and may be
granted at any time after filing. 

The Issue of Timing in Transfers of Control. The FCC rules require that any Transfer of
Control (long or short form) be filed 45 days prior to the contemplated date of transfer. The
Commission must grant the proposed Transfer of Control before the actual transfer occurs. 

When Does a Station File for a Transfer of Control on Form 315 (Long Form)? The follow-
ing are some examples of situations that require the use of a long-form Transfer of Control
application:

• A university station is operated by a separate University Broadcasting
Corporation, the directors of which are selected by the university’s Board of
Trustees. The bylaws of the licensee corporation are changed to provide that
a third of the directors will be selected by the university trustees, a third by
contributors to the station, and a third by major social service and arts
organizations in the community. Control of the licensee has passed from the
university to three separate groups.

• A community station in deep financial trouble approaches a fiscally healthy
arts group for a bailout. The arts group conditions its support on getting the
right to name a majority of the Board of Directors for the station. Control of
the licensee passes to the arts group.

• The bailout in the above example succeeds and, after a few years, the arts
group agrees to reduce the board seats under its control to a third of the
board. Control of the licensee would change again.
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When Does a Station File for a Transfer of Control on Form 316 (Short Form)? In 1989,
the FCC initiated an inquiry into the question of when transfers of control of non-stock
licensees occurred [Transfers of Control of Certain Licensed Non-Stock Entities, 4 FCC Rcd
3403 (1989)]. Because the inquiry did not result in specific changes in FCC rules, there is
still some uncertainty about the issue when a Transfer of Control occurs. 

To manage this uncertainty, FCC staff have informally adopted principles articulated in the
inquiry as guidelines for processing Transfer of Control applications. That inquiry analo-
gized the directors of self-perpetuating boards to the stockholders of a for-profit corpora-
tion and distinguished between “substantial” and “insubstantial” changes in board 
membership, and between changes that occurred “abruptly” and those that occurred
“gradually.” A “substantial” change is a change in the majority of the board. An “abrupt”
change is one that occurs in less than one year. The inquiry reasoned that substantial
changes that occurred abruptly were more likely to signal a change in the purposes of the
organization and should be examined more closely by requiring that the change be
explained more fully on a long form (FCC Form 315). By contrast, substantial changes that
occurred gradually were more likely to be “evolutionary” in nature. For such changes, a
short form is sufficient. 

All licensees of noncommercial stations are required to keep the Commission informed of
changes in the ownership of the station by filing Ownership Reports every two years. In
addition, organizations governed by self-perpetuating boards* are expected to seek FCC
approval when there is a cumulative change in the majority of the board members. When
a substantial change occurs in less than a one-year period, the licensee should seek FCC
approval on a long-form application. The long form not only requires the applicant to pro-
vide a more detailed explanation of the Transfer of Control period, but subjects the appli-
cation to greater regulatory and public scrutiny. The long-form applicant must broadcast
announcements concerning the filing of the application. The Commission issues a Public
Notice of the acceptance of the application and will entertain Petitions to Deny the appli-
cation for a 30-day period following the issuance of the Public Notice (see Section
73.3580—application filing announcements—and Section 73.3584—filing petitions to
deny Transfer of Control applications).

The Commission may scrutinize any Transfer of Control to determine whether it gives con-
trol to a new control group or is merely a routine transfer that arises through changes on a
board. The Commission reserves the right to require that Transfer of Control applications
filed on Form 316 be filed on the longer Form 315.
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*The Notice of Inquiry proposed treating changes in self-perpetuating boards differently than
changes in the boards of membership organizations or governmental entities. Gradual changes in
the governing boards of membership organizations and governmental entities were not regarded as
Transfers of Control, even when the changes resulted in the replacement of a majority of the board
members. Abrupt changes in a majority of the governing board of a membership organization or
governmental entity was regarded as an “insubstantial” Transfer of Control, which required only a
short-form application [see Transfer of Control of Certain Licensed Non-Stock Entities, 4 FCC Rcd 3403,
3404–3405 (1989)]. 



Public Notice Requirements. If an application for assignment of a license is filed on Form
314 or Transfer of Control is filed on Form 315, licensees are required to give public notice
through broadcast announcements [Section 73.3580(d)(3)]. The filing of 316 does not trigger
public notice requirements. 

The broadcast announcements are to be made during the second week following the filing
of the application with the Commission. The announcements should be made at least once
a day for four days. While there is no prescribed schedule for public radio stations, the
FCC requires commercial radio stations to make these announcements between the hours
of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. or between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. Stations that do not
broadcast during those hours must make the announcements during the first two hours of
the broadcast day.

If a station does not broadcast during the portion of the year in which the above broadcast
announcements are required, the public notice must be published in a newspaper [Section
73.3580(e)]. The notice should be published in a daily newspaper of general circulation in
the station’s service area at least twice a week for two consecutive weeks within 30 days of
the time the application is filed with the FCC. If no daily newspaper is published in the
community of license, the notice can be published in a weekly newspaper for three weeks
within four weeks of the filing date. If no daily or weekly newspaper is published in the
community of license, the daily newspaper with the largest local circulation should be
used to publish the notice at least twice a week for two consecutive weeks within 30 days
of the filing date [Section 73.3580(c)].

A Certificate of Compliance, which certifies that the required notices have been given at
specified dates and times, must be associated with a copy of the filed application in the
station’s Public File. The Certificate of Compliance does not have to be filed with the FCC.
If a station is unable to broadcast the announcements during the periods specified by the
Commission, it must attach an explanation to the Certificate of Compliance [Section
73.3580(h)].

Contracts and Key Documents

Stations must file with the FCC copies of certain documents that may affect control of
the station. Such documents, including any amendments, supplements, cancellations,
and written summaries of oral contracts, must be filed with the Commission within 30

days of their execution. The required materials [Section 73.3613] are:

Contracts Relating to Ownership or Control
These include articles of incorporation or amendments to the articles of incorporation,
bylaws, or changes in the bylaws, any agreement concerning Transfer of Control of the
license, and any mortgage or loan agreement that restricts freedom of operation (limita-
tions on equipment purchases, requirements for maintenance of current assets, etc.).
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Contracts Relating to Personnel
These include management consultant agreements with independent contractors; contracts
for management services from persons other than an officer, director, or regular employee;
contracts that sign over a percentage of the station’s income to persons other than the
licensee; and any similar agreements.

A list of the current versions of any of the documents listed above (but not the documents
themselves) must be submitted as part of any Ownership Report (Form 323-E), including
the Ownership Report filed at the time of license renewal.

Other Contracts and Agreements
The following contracts must be kept at the station and made available upon request for
inspection by FCC representatives (they do not, however, have to be filed with the
Commission):

• SCA lease agreements

• Contracts with Chief Operators working with the station on a contract basis
(as opposed to being full-time employees) [Section 73.1870(b)(3)]

Contracts that are not filed with the Commission and that do not have to be made avail-
able for inspection include:

• Contracts with radio networks

• Contracts that grant the right to broadcast music, such as ASCAP, BMI, or
SESAC agreements

• Agreements with regular station employees

• Contracts with attorneys, accountants, or consulting engineers

• Contracts with performers

• Contracts with station representatives

• Contracts with labor unions

Change in Official Mailing Address

Section 1.5 of the FCC rules requires licensees, permittees, and applicants to inform
the Commission immediately of any change in mailing address for the licensee or its
representative. Only one mailing address can be maintained for each broadcast sta-

tion. A notification of change of address should include the name of the licensee, street
address or post office box, city, state, and zip code, and call sign (if already assigned). The
Commission has a change of address form that can be used (Form 5072), available at the
FCC’s Forms page, www.fcc.gov/formpage.html, but a letter to the Commission containing the
above information is acceptable. If the change in address corresponds with a change in the
station’s studios, the station must also certify that the license will continue to comply with
the rules concerning the location of its main studios [Section 73.1125].
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Renewal

The license term for public radio stations is eight years, unless otherwise specified by
the FCC [Section 73.1020]. The license term for secondary facilities, such as translators
and boosters, is also eight years [Section 74.15].

This section reviews the various requirements associated with renewal of the primary 
station license and other associated facilities.

Renewal for Broadcast Stations
Stations file for license renewal on Form 303-S. Applications for Renewal of License must
be filed no later than the first day of the fourth full calendar month prior to the expiration
date of the license. If the deadline falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or a national holiday, the
due date is the first full business day thereafter. (See Filing and Expiration Dates table at
the end of this chapter.)

Applications must be received at the Commission by the due date, whether the application
is mailed or hand-delivered. The due date is not the date of the postmark, but the date the
renewal application is stamped-in as received by the Commission’s mailroom. Applications
can also be hand-delivered to the office of the Secretary of the Commission. 

Applications for renewal filed after the due date will not be denied solely because they are
late, but may not be granted until after the expiration date for the license. If a renewal
application is filed late, the FCC will accept Petitions to Deny up to 90 days after the FCC
gives Public Notice that it has accepted the late-filed application for filing [Section
73.3516(e)(1)]. The Commission will allow the station to operate until the renewal applica-
tion is granted, but the lack of a license in the interim will make everyone nervous.
License renewal dates for radio and television stations are available in Section 73.1020 of
the FCC rules.

Associated Materials. A license renewal application will not be granted unless several
other documents also have been filed [Section 73.3539(b)]. These materials include:

• A current Ownership Report (Form 323-E)
• Contracts relating to control required to be filed with the FCC

The requirements for all of the above are discussed in earlier sections of this chapter.

Public Notice Requirements: Broadcast Station License Renewal
Licensees must broadcast a Public Notice concerning the filing of a license renewal appli-
cation for a broadcast station, both before and after the application is filed. No newspaper
publication notice is required for noncommercial licensees. If a licensee subsequently
amends the renewal application, the Public Notice requirements must be repeated.
Broadcast notice requirements [Section 73.3580(d)(4)] are as follows:

Pre-Filing Announcements. Four announcements must be broadcast during the two months
prior to the date the renewal application is filed (beginning six months prior to the date a
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station’s license expires). The licensee must make at least one announcement on the first
and sixteenth day of each month.

At least two of these four announcements should be broadcast between 7:00 a.m. and
9:00 a.m. or between 4:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. If a station does not broadcast during these
hours, at least two of the announcements should be made during the first two hours of the
station’s normal broadcast day. A public radio station does not need to make these
announcements during any month in which the station does not normally operate.

The wording of the announcement, which should be broadcast in the primary language
used by the station in its broadcast service, is as follows:

“On (date of last renewal grant) (station’s call letters) was granted a license by the
Federal Communications Commission to serve the public interest as a public
trustee until (expiration date).

“Our license will expire on (date). We must file an application for renewal with
the FCC (date four calendar months prior to the expiration date). When filed, a
copy of this application will be available for public inspection during our regular
business hours. It contains information concerning this station’s performance dur-
ing the last (period of time covered by the application).

“Individuals who wish to advise the FCC of facts relating to our renewal applica-
tion, and to whether this station has operated in the public interest, should file
comments and petitions with the FCC by (date first day of last full calendar
month prior to the month of expiration).

“Further information concerning the FCC’s broadcast license renewal process is
available at (address of location of the station’s Local Public Inspection File) or
may be obtained from the FCC, Washington, DC 20554.”

Post-Filing Announcements. Six announcements must be broadcast in the three months
following the filing of the renewal application [Section 73.3580(d)(4)(ii)]. During the month
stations file their renewal and for the following two months, licensees must broadcast
announcements on both the first and sixteenth day of each month. 

At least three of these announcements must be broadcast between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00
a.m. or between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. If a station does not operate during these hours,
at least three announcements must be made during the first two hours of the station’s
broadcast day.

The station must broadcast at least one announcement between noon and 4:00 p.m. and
at least one between 7:00 p.m. and midnight. The scheduling of the remaining announce-
ment is left to the licensee’s discretion.

A public radio station is not required to broadcast post-filing announcements during any
month in which the station does not normally operate. If the station does not broadcast all
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of the announcements because it is off the air during the filing period, it must nonetheless
comply with the FCC rules to the extent possible. For example, if the station can broadcast
only three post-filing announcements, all three should be between the hours of 7:00 a.m.
and 9:00 a.m. or between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. If a fourth announcement is broadcast,
it should air between noon and 4:00 p.m.

The wording of the post-filing announcement is as follows:

“On (date of last renewal grant) (station’s call letters) was granted a license by the
Federal Communications Commission to serve the public interest as a public
trustee until (expiration date).

“Our license will expire on (date). We have filed an application for renewal with
the FCC.

“A copy of this application is available for public inspection during our regular
business hours. It contains information concerning this station’s performance dur-
ing the last (period of time covered by the application).

“Individuals who wish to advise the FCC of facts relating to our renewal applica-
tion, and to whether this station has operated in the public interest, should file
comments and petitions with the FCC by (date first day of last full calendar month
prior to the month of expiration).

“Further information concerning the FCC’s broadcast license renewal process is
available at (address of location of the station’s Local Public Inspection File) or
may be obtained from the FCC, Washington, DC 20554.”

If a station does not broadcast primarily in English, the station should broadcast the
announcements in the primary language it uses. 

Public Stations That Do Not Broadcast at All. Public stations that do not broadcast at all
during the pre-filing or post-filing announcement periods are required to publish the
required notice in a daily newspaper of general circulation published in the station’s serv-
ice area. This notice should be published twice a week for two consecutive weeks within a
three-week period. If no daily newspaper is published in the community of license, the
notice can be published in a weekly newspaper once a week for three consecutive weeks.
In the absence of a daily or weekly newspaper, the licensee can publish a Public Notice in
the daily newspaper that has the largest general circulation in the community of license.
The notice should be published twice a week for two consecutive weeks within a three-
week period [Section 73.3580(e)].

If emergency operation interrupts the pre-filing or post-filing announcement schedule, the
station should shift the announcement to the next regular broadcast day or make the
announcement during one of the other time periods specified above.

Certificate of Compliance. A Certificate of Compliance that contains the times, dates, and
text of all pre-filing and post-filing announcements must be associated with the renewal
application in the station’s Local Public Inspection File. The Certificate of Compliance
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should not be filed with the FCC. If a station is unable to broadcast the announcements
during the time periods specified by the Commission, it should attach an explanation to
the Certificate of Compliance. Stations are expected to broadcast (or publish) the total
number of required announcements, even if they cannot do so at the correct times [Section
73.3580(h)].

Granting License Renewal. License renewal will be granted if (1) no Petition to Deny the
application is filed; (2) the application for license renewal demonstrates that the applicant
is legally, technically, financially, and otherwise qualified to hold a license; (3) the appli-
cant is not in violation of the FCC rules or policies; and (4) the Commission finds that a
grant of the application will serve the public interest, convenience, and necessity. 

Petitions to Deny. Any party may submit a Petition to Deny an application for license
renewal. Such petitions may be filed up to the first day of the last full calendar month prior
to the expiration of the license. The applicant for license renewal may file an opposition to
the Petition to Deny up to 30 days from the date the petition was filed. Failure to respond
to the petition is not construed as an admission of facts alleged by the petitioner, but it is
rarely advisable to ignore a Petition to Deny. 

Unless an extension of time is granted, Petitions to Deny that are not filed in a timely man-
ner may be dismissed without consideration. The Commission may grant a license renewal
even when an untimely Petition to Deny is pending [Section 73.3584].

The FCC may also consider informal objections to a station’s renewal application. Informal
objections do not need to meet the formal requirements of a Petition to Deny, but are not
accorded the same procedural guarantees. For example, the licensee may never be notified
of the filing of an informal objection and may never have an opportunity to respond.
Although the Commission is not obliged to consider an information objection, it may do
so. If a station’s renewal application is not granted by the expiration date of the old
license, it is wise to find out the reason. If the reason is a pending informal objection, the
station should obtain a copy of the objection and decide whether the allegations warrant a
response. 

Renewal of Other Facilities
Auxiliary Facilities. Licenses for auxiliary facilities (e.g., remote pickup units, studio trans-
mitter links) are renewed automatically with the filing of the primary station’s license
renewal. There are no separate Public Notice requirements for license renewal of auxiliary
facilities. 

Booster Stations and FM Translators. Renewal applications for booster stations are due on
the same date and use the same Form 303-S application as the broadcast station’s license
renewal. When an FM translator is located in the same state as the primary station, the
licensee can seek renewal of the translator license on the same Form 303-S as the primary
license renewal application. If a translator is located in a different state than the primary
station, its renewal application should be filed on the date specified for translators located
in that state [Section 74.15]. Public notice requirements for translator and booster station
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license renewals differ from those for the primary broadcast station. For boosters and trans-
lators, follow the requirements outlined below [Section 74.15].

Public Notice Requirements: Translator and Booster Station License Renewal. Applicants
for renewal of an FM translator or FM booster station must publish at least one notice con-
cerning the renewal application in a daily, weekly, or biweekly newspaper of general 
circulation in the area of service. If no such newspaper serves the community, the licensee
must determine an appropriate alternative, such as posting notice at the local post office.
This Public Notice is also required in the event a licensee submits a major amendment to
the renewal application [Section 73.3580(g)(1)].

The Public Notice should be published immediately following filing of the renewal appli-
cation with the Commission (within one or two weeks) and must contain the following
information:

• Name of the applicant, the community or area served, and the transmitter site

• Purpose for which the application was filed (i.e., Renewal of License)

• Date the application was filed with the FCC

• Output channel or channels on which the station is operating and the operating
power

• In the case of an application for changes in facilities, the nature of the proposed
change

• In the case of a major amendment to an application, the nature of the 
amendment

• A statement that the station engages in rebroadcasting, along with the call 
letters, location, and channel of the primary station

• A statement that invites comment from individuals who wish to advise the FCC
of facts relating to the renewal application and whether the station has operated
in the public interest

Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Requirements

The FCC’s commitment to nondiscrimination in the broadcast industry dates to 1969.
The evolution of the law in the succeeding 30 years, however, led the Commission to
retool its EEO regulations from a results-oriented, job-hires evaluation to an efforts-

based examination of recruitment activity. The FCC's new recruitment outreach require-
ments grew out of a series of challenges to the previous EEO plans. As a result of these
challenges, the new rule focuses on general outreach efforts, rather than on the recruit-
ment of minorities and women. The new rule became effective March 10, 2003. 

The FCC’s EEO rule contains four components: a nondiscrimination provision, general pro-
gram requirements, specific recruitment obligations, and record-keeping requirements
[Section 73.2080]. 
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The first component applies to every broadcaster: no station may discriminate in employ-
ment on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex. 

The general program, recruitment, and record-keeping components apply fully to stations
or employment units that employ more than ten persons full time. (The FCC defines
“employment unit” as a station or group of commonly owned stations in the same market
that share at least one employee. An employee working 30 or more hours per week is con-
sidered to be full time.) General program, recruitment, and record-keeping requirements
are relaxed for stations or employment units with ten or fewer full-time employees, and
further relaxed for those with five or fewer full-time employees. (See the Exemption Table
on page III-27 for details.) As adopted, the requirements apply to vacancies for full-time
positions only. The FCC continued a study of whether and to what extent part-time posi-
tions should be included in the rule. 

Voting Interest Exemption. Owners holding a 20 percent or greater voting interest in a
licensee will not be regarded as station “employees” for EEO purposes (unless a single
owner has more than 50 percent voting control, in which case he or she will be the only
one not regarded as an “employee”). This exemption has greater impact on commercial
broadcasters and does not apply to the usual, organizational form of noncommercial
licensee. 

General EEO Program Requirements
Non-exempt broadcast stations must establish, maintain, and carry out a positive continu-
ing program of specific practices designed to ensure equal opportunity and nondiscrimina-
tion in every aspect of station employment policy and practice. These general program
requirements obligate non-exempt stations to:

(1) Define the responsibility of each level of management to ensure vigorous
enforcement of its policy of equal opportunity, and establish a procedure to
review and control managerial and supervisory performance; 

(2) Inform its employees and recognized employee organizations of the equal
employment opportunity policy and program and enlist their cooperation; 

(3) Communicate its equal employment opportunity policy and program and its
employment needs to sources of qualified applicants without regard to race,
color, religion, national origin, or sex, and solicit their recruitment assistance
on a continuing basis; 

(4) Conduct a continuing program to exclude all unlawful forms of prejudice or
discrimination based on race, color, religion, national origin, or sex from its
personnel policies and practices and working conditions; and 

(5) Conduct a continuing review of job structure and employment practices and
adopt positive recruitment, job design, and other measures needed to ensure
genuine equality of opportunity to participate fully in all organizational units,
occupations, and levels of responsibility. 
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Radio and television stations and employment units with fewer than five full-time employ-
ees are exempt from these general EEO program requirements. 

Specific Recruitment and Record-Keeping Requirements
The recruitment requirements of the EEO rule consist of three prongs. The FCC has granted
exemptions of varying degrees from certain of the requirements. 

Non-exempt employment units have a basic outreach obligation to widely disseminate
information concerning each full-time job vacancy (Prong 1). They must provide notice of
openings to qualifying organizations that request such notice (Prong 2). They must regular-
ly engage in longer-term recruitment initiatives (Prong 3). The Commission provides a
menu of 16 choices from which to select such initiatives.

Non-exempt employment units must annually document their recruitment efforts, place
them in the Public File, and post them on their websites. Details about when the EEO
report must be placed in the Public File and what information it must contain are dis-
cussed below. 

With an application for renewal of license, every station—exempt or not—must file a
Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity Program Report (Form 396). The Report of non-
exempt employment units must be accompanied by the two most recent EEO Public File
reports. 

A Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity Model Program Report (Form 396-A) must
be filed with every application for a construction permit to build a new station or for an
assignment of license or Transfer of Control, regardless of whether an applicant is exempt. 

Midway through the license term, television station employment units with five or more
full-time employees, and radio station employment units with more than ten employees,
must file the two most recent EEO Public File reports with the Commission, using the
Broadcast Mid-Term Report (Form 397). Others are exempt. 

The Annual Employment Report is not part of a station’s EEO program, and is not to be
placed in the Public File or to be made publicly available. It is filed with the FCC only for
industry monitoring purposes. (Note: The Commission suspended the filing of the Annual
Employment Report (Form 395-B) pending revisions to the form, but it expects a revised
form to be adopted in time for broadcasters to file by the annual September 30, 2003 filing
deadline.)

The specific EEO recruitment requirements for non-exempt broadcast station employment
units, incorporating the three prongs referred to previously are grouped in the following
elements, which require a non-exempt employment unit to:
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1. Recruit for every job vacancy in the operation (Prong 1).

A station employment unit must use recruitment sources for each vacancy which is
sufficient in its reasonable, good faith judgment to widely disseminate information
concerning the vacancy. Sources that specifically target minorities or women may
be used, but are not required to be used. 

A job filled by an internal promotion is not considered a vacancy for which
recruitment is necessary. 

An employment unit must provide notification of each vacancy to any organiza-
tion, on request, that distributes information about employment opportunities to
job seekers or refers job seekers to employers (Prong 2). An organization may
request notice of all vacancies. The FCC emphasizes the importance of honoring a
“requesting” organization’s desire to receive notice of vacancies. Records should
therefore clearly identify “requesting” organizations so they can be notified. 

2. Engage in at least four of the FCC’s prescribed initiatives in a two-year period
coinciding with the license renewal filing date (Prong 3), regardless of whether
any vacancies occur. 

If the employment unit has five to ten full-time employees or is located in a
“smaller market,” it is required to engage in only two initiatives. A “smaller mar-
ket” includes metropolitan areas as defined by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) with a population of fewer than 250,000 persons, and areas outside
of all metropolitan areas as defined by OMB. (See the attachment to OMB Bulletin
No. 99-04 for a list of metropolitan areas as of June 30, 1999, at
www.whitehouse.gov/omb/bulletins/b99-04.html.) 

The Commission prescribes the following Prong 3 initiatives from which to choose:

(i) Participation in at least four job fairs by station personnel who have substantial
responsibility in the making of hiring decisions (Note: counts as one initiative);

(ii) Hosting of at least one job fair;

(iii) Co-sponsoring at least one job fair with organizations in the business and pro-
fessional community whose membership includes substantial participation of
women and minorities;

(iv) Participation in at least four events sponsored by organizations representing
groups present in the community interested in broadcast employment issues,
including conventions, career days, workshops, and similar activities;

(v) Establishment of an internship program designed to assist members of the com-
munity to acquire skills needed for broadcast employment;

(vi) Participation in job banks, Internet programs, and other programs designed to
promote outreach generally (not primarily directed to providing notification of
specific job vacancies);
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(vii) Participation in scholarship programs designed to assist students interested in
pursuing a career in broadcasting;

(viii) Establishment of training programs designed to enable station personnel to
acquire skills that could qualify them for higher-level positions;

(ix) Establishment of a mentoring program for station personnel;

(x) Participation in at least four events or programs sponsored by educational insti-
tutions relating to career opportunities in broadcasting;

(xi) Sponsorship of at least two events in the community designed to inform and
educate members of the public as to employment opportunities in broadcasting;

(xii) Listing of each upper-level category opening in a job bank or newsletter of
media trade groups whose membership includes substantial participation of
women and minorities;

(xiii) Provision of assistance to unaffiliated non-profit entities in the maintenance of
websites that provide counseling on the process of searching for broadcast
employment and/or other career development assistance pertinent to broadcast-
ing;

(xiv) Provision of training to management level personnel as to methods of ensuring
equal employment opportunity and preventing discrimination;

(xv) Provision of training to personnel of unaffiliated non-profit organizations inter-
ested in broadcast employment opportunities that would enable them to better
refer job candidates for broadcast positions;

(xvi) Participation in other activities designed by the station employment unit reason-
ably calculated to further the goal of disseminating information as to employ-
ment opportunities in broadcasting to job candidates who might otherwise be
unaware of such opportunities. 

3. Analyze the recruitment program on an ongoing basis to ensure that it is effec-
tive in achieving broad outreach to potential applicants, and address any prob-
lems found as a result of its analysis.

4. Periodically analyze measures taken to:

(i) Disseminate the station’s equal employment opportunity program to job appli-
cants and employees;

(ii) Review seniority practices to ensure that such practices are nondiscriminatory;

(iii) Examine rates of pay and fringe benefits for employees having the same duties,
and eliminate any inequities based on race, national origin, color, religion, or
sex discrimination;

(iv) Utilize media for recruitment purposes in a manner that will contain no indica-
tion, either explicit or implicit, of a preference for one race, national origin,
color, religion, or sex over another;
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(v) Ensure that promotions to positions of greater responsibility are made in a
nondiscriminatory manner; 

(vi) Where union agreements exist, cooperate with the union or unions in the devel-
opment of programs to assure all persons equal opportunity for employment,
irrespective of race, national origin, color, religion, or sex, and include an effec-
tive nondiscrimination clause in new or renegotiated union agreements; and

(vii) Avoid the use of selection techniques or tests that have the effect of discriminat-
ing against any person based on race, national origin, color, religion, or sex. 

5. Retain records to document that the employment unit has satisfied the require-
ments of paragraphs (1) and (2) above. 

The  records may be maintained in electronic format. They must be retained until
after grant of the renewal application for the term during which the vacancy was
filled or the recruitment initiative occurred. The following records must be main-
tained:

(i) Listings of all full-time job vacancies filled by the station employment unit, iden-
tified by job title;

(ii) For each such vacancy, the recruitment sources utilized to fill the vacancy
(including, if applicable, organizations entitled to notification pursuant to Item
(1), which should be separately identified), identified by name, address, contact
person and telephone number;

(iii) Dated copies of all advertisements, bulletins, letters, faxes, e-mails, or other
communications announcing vacancies;

(iv) Documentation necessary to demonstrate performance of the initiatives required
by Item (2), if applicable, including sufficient information to fully disclose the
nature of the initiative and the scope of the station’s participation, including the
station personnel involved;

(v) The total number of interviewees for each vacancy and the referral source for
each interviewee; and

(vi) The date each vacancy was filled and the recruitment source that referred the
hiree.

6. Place in a station’s Public File (and on its website, if it has one) annually, on the
anniversary of the date for filing the station’s license renewal application, an EEO
Public File report containing the following information:

(i) A list of all full-time vacancies filled by the station’s employment unit during the
preceding year, identified by job title;

(ii) For each such vacancy, the recruitment source(s) utilized to fill the vacancy
(including, if applicable, organizations entitled to notification pursuant to Item
(1), which should be separately identified), identified by name, address, contact
person and telephone number; 
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(iii) The recruitment source that referred the hiree for each full-time vacancy during
the preceding year; or, in the case of an internal promotion, a notation that the
vacancy was filled by internal promotion;

(iv) Data reflecting the total number of persons interviewed for full-time vacancies
during the preceding year and the total number of interviewees referred by each
recruitment source utilized in connection with such vacancies; and

(v) A list and brief description of initiatives undertaken pursuant to Item (2) during
the preceding year.

Religious Broadcasters
Religious broadcasters that elect to apply a religious qualification to all employees are not
required to comply with the recruitment requirements of Prongs 1 and 2, or the recruit-
ment initiatives of Prong 3. They must, however, make reasonable, good faith efforts to
recruit applicants, without regard to race, color, national origin or gender, among those
who are qualified based on their religious belief or affiliation. Documentation as to the
full-time vacancies filled, the recruitment sources used, the date each vacancy was filled,
and the recruitment sources of such hires must be placed annually in the station’s Public
File. The FCC defines a “religious broadcaster” as “a licensee which is, or is closely affiliat-
ed with, a church, synagogue, or other religious entity, including a subsidiary of such an
entity.”

A religious broadcaster that elects to establish a religious qualification for some-but not
all-job positions must comply with Prongs 1 and 2 with respect to positions not subject to
a religious qualification. A religious broadcaster that treats five or more of its full-time
positions as non-religious must additionally engage in the recruitment initiatives of Prong 3
because, the FCC says, the station is in a comparable position to stations that have five or
more full-time employees, none of which is subject to a religious qualification. Similarly, a
religious broadcaster electing to treat none of its positions as subject to a religious qualifi-
cation would be required to comply with all three prongs of the rule.

The religious broadcaster exemption does not relieve a religious broadcaster from the pro-
visions of the EEO rule on nondiscrimination, general program requirements, and record-
keeping.

Brokering Situations
If a station is subject to a time brokerage agreement, the licensee must file Forms 396 and
397 and EEO Public File reports concerning only its own recruitment activity. 

If a licensee is a broker of another station or stations, the licensee-broker must include its
recruitment activity for the brokered station(s) in determining the bases of the Forms 396
and 397 and EEO Public File reports for its own station. 

If a licensee-broker owns more than one station, it must include its recruitment activity for
the brokered station in Forms 396 and 397 and in the EEO Public File reports for its own
station that is most closely affiliated with, and in the same market as, the brokered station. 
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If a licensee-broker does not own a station in the same market as the brokered station,
then it must include its recruitment activity for the brokered station in Forms 396 and 397
and in the EEO Public File reports for its own station that is geographically closest to the
brokered station. 

Enforcement
Although the Commission acknowledges that the question whether broad outreach is
achieved in any case is a subjective one, enforcement activity, including substantial fines,
is likely to focus on compliance with the detailed record-keeping requirements of the rule.
The probability that record-keeping violations will occur is heightened by the record reten-
tion requirements. Stations are obligated to retain records for the entire eight-year term of
a license, during which time station personnel could change substantially and repeatedly.

Record-keeping also includes an additional element not covered by the rule, but required
to be confronted at license renewal time. The EEO Program Report (Form 396) that every
station must file with its license renewal application asks for a description of any pending
or resolved complaints filed during the preceding license term alleging unlawful discrimi-
nation in employment. Due to the likelihood of personnel changeover from one eight-year
license term to the next, it is important to institutionalize the maintenance of complete
records of any such activity. 

Q&A

Q1: I'm new to this area of regulation. Where do I start?

A: The first step is to determine how the EEO rule applies to you. All stations must
comply with the basic requirement not to discriminate against any person in
employment because of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex. If you employ
fewer than five persons full-time, you are exempt from the general program require-
ments and the parts of the rule on recruitment and record-keeping (but you must
still file FCC Form 396 or 396-A with license renewal, or if applying for a new sta-
tion or acquiring an existing station). If you employ between five and ten persons
full-time, you must complete only two, instead of four, recruitment initiatives in a
two-year period. Radio stations employing fewer than ten persons full-time are
excused from filing the mid-term EEO report (Form 397) with the FCC. 

Q2: My station is licensed to a school system with dozens of employees, but only two
full-time employees are associated with the station. What requirements apply?

A: The station is exempt from the general program, recruitment, and record-keeping
requirements of the rule, but it must comply with the nondiscrimination provision. 

Q3: My station employs six persons, but three of them work only 20 hours a week. Am
I exempt?

A: Yes. Employees that work fewer than 30 hours a week are not considered to be full
time, and the EEO rule presently applies only to full-time employees. 
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Q4: If I hire a volunteer as a full-time employee, is that an internal promotion? 

A: Probably not. Although the FCC does not address the issue of volunteer staffs, what
it said about part-time employees provides a rough analogy. Converting a part-time
employee to full-time status in the same or similar position is an internal promotion
only if he or she was initially hired pursuant to the recruitment requirements of the
EEO rule. So if the volunteer position was not filled after full recruitment, or the hire
is for a different position, then the recruitment requirements would likely apply.
There may be exigent circumstances, however, to excuse you from the recruitment
process. See Q&A 9 below.  

Q5: My radio station employs 10 persons full time but it is not located in an OMB-
defined metropolitan area. How does that affect my EEO obligations? 

A: You are subject to all requirements of the EEO rule, except that (1) you need to
complete only two Prong 3 recruitment initiatives in a two-year period, and (2) you
do not have to file a mid-term EEO report (Form 397). 

Q6: All air personnel on my station are required to be members of the church that the
station is licensed to. We employ ten persons full time, six of them on-air. What
requirements apply? 

A: Vacancies in on-air positions are subject to the requirement to make reasonable,
good faith efforts to recruit applicants without regard to race, color, national origin
or gender, among those who are qualified based on their religious belief or affilia-
tion. Vacancies in other positions are subject to the Prong 1 and Prong 2 recruit-
ment requirements because the station employs more than five persons full-time.
However, because only four positions are covered by those recruitment require-
ments, you are exempt from engaging in Prong 3 recruitment initiatives. 

Q7: Where do I start with the various record-keeping requirements of the rule?

A: First, identify and compile a permanent record of sources of recruitment and refer-
rals. As a whole, the sources should be sufficient to ensure wide dissemination of
information about a full-time job opening. The list may include sources specifically
targeted to minorities or women, but the FCC does not require such sources to be
included. Then, keep track of all vacancies, all recruitment sources you notify for
each vacancy, all interviewees and the recruitment source for each one, the recruit-
ment source that referred each hiree, and the total number of referrals from each
recruitment source. You’ll need this information to prepare the annual EEO Public
File report.

Q8: Does "wide dissemination" mean that if I’m looking for a station engineer, I have
to advertise in the want ads of my daily newspaper? 

A: Not necessarily. The Commission recognizes that different positions may require dif-
ferent qualifications, and that in a given case, different recruitment sources may be
appropriate to reach persons likely to possess the requisite qualifications for the job.
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The Commission requires only that you use whatever recruitment sources can rea-
sonably be expected to widely disseminate notice of the vacancy to qualified appli-
cants. There is one exception to the rule: in every case you must provide notifica-
tion of full-time job vacancies to any organization involved in assisting job seekers
that requests such notification.

Q9: My development director quit suddenly due to a family crisis, and I need to fill the
position immediately. Do I have to go through the recruitment process, or can I
offer the job to someone I know is immediately available? 

A: The FCC acknowledges that in occasional exigent circumstances, recruitment may
not be feasible, and that hires may be made outside the recruitment process. The
Commission said in some instances, the unique nature of a particular position and
the need to proceed promptly to fill it may qualify as an exigent circumstance that
would warrant a decision not to recruit. The FCC cautioned, however, that it
expects non-recruited vacancies to be rare relative to the number of vacancies for
which recruitment is conducted because the EEO rule generally requires recruit-
ment for every vacancy. 

Q10: I just want to know what, when, and where to file! 

A: Filing requirements for the Public File and for the FCC are keyed to the filing date
for a station’s license renewal application. That filing date is four months prior to
expiration of the station’s license. For example, licenses that expire October 1st
have a June 1st filing date (see the table following this Q&A for license expiration
dates, by state). 

Every year on that date a non-exempt station must compile and place its annual
EEO report in the Public File, and post it on the station’s website if it has one. 

With the station's license renewal application, a non-exempt station’s two most
recent annual EEO Public File reports must be filed with the FCC (using Form 396). 

At the mid-term anniversary, four years into the license term, television station
employment units with five or more full-time employees, and radio station employ-
ment units with more than ten employees, must file the two most recent annual
EEO reports with the FCC (using Form 397). The first mid-term reports are not due
until June 1, 2007, for licenses that pass mid-point on October 1, 2007. 

Q11: Are these the only reminders I need to put on my calendar? 

A: No. In every two-year period, calculated from station’s license renewal filing date, if
you are a non-exempt station or employment unit, you must complete four of the
sixteen recruitment initiatives contained in the EEO rule. Only two initiatives must
be completed if the radio or television employment unit has five to ten full-time
employees or is located in a smaller market. 
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Q12: We have a very diverse staff. Because of this, will the FCC expect us to maintain
our current level of diversity when we recruit? 

A: The FCC does not examine station employment profiles. It no longer focuses on
employees. It looks only to recruitment efforts and how widely an employer dissem-
inates information about job openings. More than this, the EEO rule does not
require stations to keep or to report statistics on the gender and race of applicants
or candidates. Although the Annual Employment Report (Form 395-B), solicits gen-
der and race information about employees, it is compiled only for industry-wide
monitoring purposes. It is not publicly-available information and it is no longer a
part of the FCC’s EEO program. 
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Exemption Table
The following table summarizes the elements of the recruitment, record-keeping, and FCC
filing requirements of the EEO rule from which broadcast stations or employment units
may be exempt. No station is exempt from the nondiscrimination provision of the rule. 
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General EEO Program no yes yes yes

Recruitment for no yes yes yes
All Vacancies
(Prong 1)

Notification to no yes yes yes
Requesting Groups
(Prong 2)

Recruitment Initiatives no yes yes yes
(Prong 3)

Annual EEO Public no yes yes yes
File Report—Form 395-B

Broadcast EEO Program
Report—Form 396 yes yes yes yes
(license renewal)

Broadcast EEO 
Model Program 
Report—Form 396-A yes yes yes yes
(new or acquire)

Broadcast Mid-Term
Report—Form 397 no no yes yes

Number of Full-Time Employees

5 to 10
(Television)

5 to 10
(Radio)

Fewer 
Than 5

More
Than 10

EEO Rule Compliance
Requirement

License Expiration Dates
The FCC sets license terms on a state-by-state basis, separately for radio and for television.
The expiration and renewal cycle courses generally from Washington, DC, south and west-
ward, then through New England, the Northeast, and the Mid-Atlantic states. The filing
date for renewal is four months prior to the expiration date. 

(four in two years,
but two in two years

in small markets)

(two in 
two years)

(two in 
two years)



Following are two tables. The first shows a filing month with its corresponding expiration
month and the second shows expiration dates for radio and television by state.
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June October
August December

October February
December April

February June
April August 

Filing Month Expiration Month

Filing and Expiration Dates for Radio and Television

State or Territory Filing Month Radio Television
Alabama December April 1, 2004 April 1, 2005
Alaska October February 1, 2006 February 1, 2007
American Samoa October February 1, 2006 February 1, 2007
Arizona June October 1, 2005 October 1, 2006
Arkansas February June 1, 2004 June 1, 2005
California August December 1, 2005 December 1, 2006
Colorado December April 1, 2005 April 1, 2006
Connecticut December April 1, 2006 April 1, 2007
Delaware April August 1, 2006 August 1, 2007
District of Columbia June October 1, 2003 October 1, 2004
Florida October February 1, 2004 February 1, 2005
Georgia December April 1, 2004 April 1, 2005
Guam October February 1, 2006 February 1, 2007
Hawaii October February 1, 2006 February 1, 2007
Idaho June October 1, 2005 October 1, 2006
Illinois August December 1, 2004 December 1, 2005
Indiana April August 1, 2004 August 1, 2005
Iowa October February 1, 2005 February 1, 2006
Kansas February June 1, 2005 June 1, 2006
Kentucky April August 1, 2004 August 1, 2005
Louisiana February June 1, 2004 June 1, 2005
Maine December April 1, 2006 April 1, 2007
Mariana Islands October February 1, 2006 February 1, 2007
Maryland June October 1, 2003 October 1, 2004
Massachusetts December April 1, 2006 April 1, 2007
Michigan June October 1, 2004 October 1, 2005
Minnesota December April 1, 2005 April 1, 2006
Mississippi February June 1, 2004 June 1, 2005

Expiration Date
(every eight years)
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State or Territory Filing Month Radio Television
Missouri October February 1, 2005 February 1, 2006
Montana December April 1, 2005 April 1, 2006
Nebraska February June 1, 2005 June 1, 2006
Nevada June October 1, 2005 October 1, 2006
New Hampshire December April 1, 2006 April 1, 2007
New Jersey February June 1, 2006 June 1, 2007
New Mexico June October 1, 2005 October 1, 2006
New York February June 1, 2006 June 1, 2007
North Carolina August December 1, 2003 December 1, 2004
North Dakota December April 1, 2005 April 1, 2006
Ohio June October 1, 2004 October 1, 2005
Oklahoma February June 1, 2005 June 1, 2006
Oregon October February 1, 2006 February 1, 2007
Pennsylvania April August 1, 2006 August 1, 2007
Puerto Rico October February 1, 2004 February 1, 2005
Rhode Island December April 1, 2006 April 1, 2007
South Carolina August December 1, 2003 December 1, 2004
South Dakota December April 1, 2005 April 1, 2006
Tennessee April August 1, 2004 August 1, 2005
Texas April August 1, 2005 August 1, 2006
Utah June October 1, 2005 October 1, 2006
Vermont December April 1, 2006 April 1, 2007
Virgin Islands October February 1, 2004 February 1, 2005
Virginia June October 1, 2003 October 1, 2004
Washington October February 1, 2006 February 1, 2007
West Virginia June October 1, 2003 October 1, 2004
Wisconsin August December 1, 2004 December 1, 2005
Wyoming June October 1, 2005 October 1, 2006

Expiration Date
(every eight years)

Filing and Expiration Dates for Radio and Television (continued)





This chapter covers the Sponsorship Identification (ID) Rules.
These rules are not only the basis for the FCC’s regulation of
“payola” and “plugola,” discussed in this chapter, but also for

the underwriting rules discussed in Chapter V. Topics discussed in this
chapter include: 

• “Payola” and “Plugola”

• Content of Sponsorship ID Announcements

• Sponsorship and Donations

• Sponsorship Payments to Employees

• Station Liability for Sponsorship ID Rules Violations

• “Plugola”

• Sponsorship ID of Political and Controversial Programming

• Scheduling of Sponsorship ID Announcements

• The “Garage Sale” Exception

• Example of Station Policy on Sponsorship ID

• Scenarios Illustrating the Sponsorship ID Rules

• Appendix: Station/Employee Sponsorship Identification Declaration
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The rules related to “sponsored” program material are premised on the public’s right
to know by whom it is being persuaded [Broadcast Announcement of Financial Interests
of Broadcast Stations and Networks and Their Principals and Employees in Services and

Commodities Receiving Broadcast Promotions (“Plugola Practices”), 46 RR 2d 1421 (1980)]. The
public is generally entitled to assume that programming is unsponsored, and that the
licensee has decided what to broadcast based solely on its view of the interests and needs
of the community it serves. In situations in which this assumption is incorrect, the station
must inform the public that material is “sponsored, paid for, or furnished by” a third party
[Section 73.1212(a)].

This simple principle isn’t always easy to apply. Programming decisions are often affected
by many factors other than the broadcaster’s understanding of community issues.
Economic factors, such as the cost to acquire or produce different types of programming,
changes in a licensee’s governing board, the availability of programs from other program-
ming sources, the receipt of grants or donations to produce a program or program series,
the discovery of a talented volunteer with a wonderful music collection—all of these, and
many other factors, can “influence” programming decisions. Distinguishing between a
“sponsored” program and one that does not require any special notice to the public is not
always a simple task. That distinction is made even more complicated by the fact that a
broadcaster’s duty to disclose sponsored programs extends to programs produced by vol-
unteers or employees. Has an announcer’s selection of music been affected by CDs he has
been given by a particular label? Is a volunteer using her program to promote her own
concerts or plug her website? Has the receipt of travel benefits or free tickets influenced
the decisions of a Program Director? These are some of the questions addressed in this
chapter.  

“Payola” and “Plugola”

The Sponsorship Identification (ID) Rules [Section 73.1212] grew out of the “payola”
practices of the 1960s, when congressional investigations revealed that radio station
personnel were accepting under-the-table payments from record companies in

exchange for playing certain songs. “Payola” has come to mean the broadcast of material
for which a station or its employees, producers, or program suppliers have received or are
promised consideration, without disclosing that the consideration was paid or promised. 

The Communications Act and FCC regulations [Sections 317 and 507; Section 73.1212] also
prohibit a related practice known as “plugola.” “Plugola” refers to the on-air promotion of
goods or services in which a person with programming responsibility has a financial inter-
est. The standard situation is one in which a programmer promotes a club, music store, or
concert in which he has an undisclosed personal interest. 

In most situations, the antidote to both payola and plugola violations is an announcement
that clearly discloses the sponsor of the material. At the end of this chapter, you will find a
section entitled “Scenarios Illustrating the Sponsorship ID Rules.” It shows how the
Sponsorship ID Rules are applied to specific factual situations. 
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The key portion of the Sponsorship ID Rules [Section 73.1212(a)(1)-(2)] is as follows: 

“[W]hen a broadcast station transmits any matter for which money, service, or
other valuable consideration is either directly or indirectly paid or promised to,
or charged or accepted by such station, at the time of the broadcast, [the station]
shall announce:

“(1) that such matter is sponsored, paid for, or furnished, either in whole
or in part, and

“(2) by whom or on whose behalf such consideration was supplied”

The rules require the identification of those who pay or promise anything of value in
exchange for the broadcast of any “matter.” The rules do not require broadcasters to identi-
fy those who make general donations to the station or those who provide the station with
goods or services at no cost or at a nominal cost unless these goods or services are provid-
ed in exchange for an identification of any person, product, service, trademark, or brand
name beyond an identification reasonably related to the use of such service or property for
the broadcast [Section 73.1212(a)(2)]. A station, thus, has to distinguish a pure gift from
“consideration” offered in exchange for a product mention. For example, if a local coffee
shop provides a radio station with free coffee for early morning broadcasts, a sponsorship
identification announcement is not required unless the coffee is provided in exchange for
an identification of the coffee shop. 

As this example illustrates, underwriting rules grow out of, and are closely linked to, spon-
sorship identification requirements. One simple distinction between sponsorship identifica-
tion requirements and underwriting rules should be noted here. The Sponsorship ID Rules
are  triggered by broadcasting matter for which consideration has been received. Thus,
even non-promotional material, such as simply playing a song in exchange for considera-
tion, may violate the Sponsorship ID Rules, even though no violation of underwriting rules
would arise because the song was not “promoted.” 

Content of Sponsorship ID Announcements

Sponsorship announcements must include:

• The fact that program material was sponsored, furnished, or funded by a
grant

• The identity of the person, organization, or other entity that provided the
program or made or promised payment

• The identity of the person, organization, or other entity that furnished 
material for a program involving political matter or discussion of 
controversial issues of public importance
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The standard sponsorship identification announcement is: “This program was sponsored
(or ‘furnished’ or ‘paid for’) by X.” Because, as noted above, noncommercial stations may
not accept consideration for broadcasting programs, other formulations for indicating
sponsored programming have become customary. These include: “This program made
possible by a grant from X,” or “Support for this program provided by X.” 

Stations must exercise “reasonable diligence” in determining the true sponsor of program-
ming [Section 73.1212(e)]. When a licensee knows that an agent is acting on behalf of
another entity, the announcement must include the name of the sponsor rather than that of
the agent [Section 73.1212(a)(2)]. For example, the FCC found that several radio stations in
Oregon failed to identify the true sponsor of a political advertisement that was paid for by
a citizens’ group funded almost exclusively by the tobacco industry. The tobacco industry,
and not the citizens’ group identified, was the sponsor of the programming [Trumper
Communications of Portland, Ltd. 5 CR 256 (Mass Media Bureau 1996)].

Sponsorship and Donations 

Sponsorship identification is not required for simple donations, whether cash or in-
kind. The obligation to air a sponsorship ID arises only if there is an exchange of
something of value for the broadcast of some matter [Section 73.1212]. 

Note, however, that the sponsorship ID requirements apply to nonprofits as well as for-
profits. Noncommercial stations may carry such programs subject to the following 
limitation [Section 73.503(c)]:

[Noncommercial educational broadcast stations] . . . “may broadcast pro-
grams produced by, or at the expense of, or furnished by persons other than
the licensee, if no other consideration than the furnishing of the program and
the costs incidental to its production and broadcast are received by the
licensee. The payment of line charges by another station, network, or some-
one other than the licensee of a noncommercial educational FM broadcast
station, or general contributions to the operating costs of a station, shall not
be considered as being prohibited by this paragraph.” 

As indicated by the rule just cited, certain types of payments are excluded from the defini-
tion of “consideration.” Third parties, such as venues for remote broadcasts, may pick up
the cost of telephone line charges without triggering the sponsorship identification require-
ments. This principle is strictly applied, however. Payments of anything beyond “inciden-
tal” production costs will be viewed as consideration for mentioning the venue.

While noncommercial stations may accept programming from outside entities, they must
identify the source of such programming to the public. A broadcast program provided to a
station by a third party, even at no cost to the station, is subject to the Sponsorship
Identification Rules on the theory that the program itself is the “consideration” for broad-
casting it [Section 73.1212].
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Sponsorship Payments to Employees

Sponsorship not only includes payments to the station, but payments to station person-
nel and other persons directly involved in programming. Station employees or volun-
teers who pay, accept, or agree to accept consideration to broadcast a program or

part of a program must notify the station of this agreement before the program airs. When
a licensee is made aware that consideration has been received in exchange for broadcast
material, the licensee must make an appropriate announcement in connection with the
programming at the time of broadcast [Section 507]. If, during or after a program airs, the
licensee becomes aware of the fact that the program was sponsored, the licensee must
broadcast a sponsorship identification announcement that identifies the sponsor as soon as
possible [Section 73.1212(c)].

Station Liability for Sponsorship ID Rules Violations

Licensees must use “reasonable diligence” to obtain the information necessary to fulfill
sponsorship identification announcement requirements. As a practical matter, this
means that the licensee must inform employees and volunteers of the Commission’s

sponsorship ID requirements, and make sure that all persons with influence over the pro-
gramming content understand and comply with the rules. 

The FCC takes sponsorship ID requirements seriously. A station’s failure to comply with the
FCC’s Sponsorship Identification Rules can result in fines or criminal charges against the
station and employees [Payola and Undisclosed Promotion, 4 FCC Rcd 7708]. The Commis-
sion has authority to fine stations up to $10,000 per violation and can commence license
revocation proceedings against a licensee for violating the Sponsorship Identification
Rules. In addition, the Department of Justice has jurisdiction over these rule violations, and
violators may be subject to criminal penalties and jail time. In at least one case, the FCC
rejected a station’s claim that it made a good faith effort to comply with the rule by refer-
ring to a sponsor as the “host” of the program [Southern California Broadcasting Co., 69 RR
2d 953 (1991)].

“Plugola”

The on-air promotion of goods or services for which the station or anyone with pro-
gramming responsibility has an undisclosed financial interest is considered “plugo-
la.” If any volunteer or employee promotes goods or services on-air for which the

employee receives a financial benefit, an appropriate sponsorship identification is required
[Broadcast Announcement of Financial Interests of Broadcast Stations Networks and Their
Principals and Employees in Services and Commodities Receiving Broadcast Promotions, 76
FCC 2d 221 (1980)]. The legal principle involved is that broadcast stations are licensed to
serve the public interest, not the private interests of their personnel [Gross Telecasting, Inc.,
14 FCC 2d 239].
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Sponsorship ID of Political and Controversial Programming

Stations that air programs on controversial issues are required to air sponsorship identi-
fication if the program material is furnished by an outside entity [Section 399B]. In
addition, stations must keep a list of the names of corporate officers or directors of the

entity sponsoring political or controversial programming. This list must be kept in the sta-
tion’s Public File for a period of two years [Section 73.1212(e)]. (For a more in-depth analy-
sis of political broadcasting, see Chapter VII.)

Scheduling of Sponsorship ID Announcements 

Stations must make at least one sponsorship identification announcement for any spon-
sored program material. If the sponsored program is political or controversial and is
five minutes or less, the station may make only one sponsorship announcement at the

beginning or end of the program. If the program is more than five minutes, the station must
air an announcement at the beginning and end of the program [Section 73.1212(d)]. These
announcements may be brief, but must meet all of the content requirements discussed
above.

The “Garage Sale” Exception

Stations are not required to air sponsorship identification announcements when broad-
casting unpaid “classified ads” on behalf of individuals. This waiver of the
Sponsorship Identification Rules does not extend to “want ads” by businesses, corpo-

rate or otherwise. If a station broadcasts an on-air garage sale as a public service, the sta-
tion must maintain a list of the individuals who offer items for sale. The list should contain
the person’s name, telephone number, and address. Stations must retain this list for two
years after the broadcast. The list need not be kept in the station’s Public File, but must be
made available to members of the public who have a legitimate interest in obtaining infor-
mation on the list [Section 317; Section 73.1212(g)].

Example of Station Policy on Sponsorship ID

All stations should have a policy regarding sponsorship identification requirements
and should take steps to ensure that staff understand and comply with the policy.
Here is one version of such a policy:

No employee or volunteer at [station name], who has any role in the production
or selection of broadcast matter, may: 

1. Accept money, services, goods, or other valuable consideration from indi-
viduals, organizations, associations, or other entities to broadcast a pro-
gram or program material, or

2. Promote any activity or matter in which he or she has a direct or indirect
financial interest, or
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3. Broadcast any material that to his or her knowledge requires sponsorship
identification as outlined in the FCC’s regulations and that does not include
the required sponsorship identification.

Stations should ask employees who are in any way connected with station programming to
sign a “payola/plugola” declaration periodically. The declaration both familiarizes employ-
ees with the rules and evidences the fact that the licensee has taken steps to comply with
the FCC’s regulations. A sample declaration is contained in the Appendix to this chapter.

Scenarios Illustrating the Sponsorship ID Rules

The FCC has provided considerable guidance about the kinds of consideration and
remuneration that require on-air acknowledgment and about the kinds of exchanges
that constitute a sponsorship relationship. The Commission is aware that stations

typically receive records, books, tickets, premises for remotes, and programs. Such goods
or services do not automatically trigger the FCC’s requirement for a sponsorship announce-
ment, even though they may influence a station’s programming.

The following hypothetical situations are taken from past and recent Commission notices,
rulings, and publications interpreting the Sponsorship Identification Rules [Applicability of
Sponsorship Identification Rules, May 6, 1963, Public Notice, 40 FCC 141; as modified by Public
Notice April 21, 1975, 52 FCC 2d 701]. Situations requiring a sponsorship identification are
identified in caps as “REQUIRED,” and situations that do not require a sponsorship identi-
fication are identified in caps as “NOT REQUIRED.”

Situation A record distributor furnishes copies of records to a broadcast station or a disc
jockey for broadcast. No announcement is required unless the supplier furnishes
more copies of a particular recording than are needed for broadcast purposes. If
a record supplier furnishes 50 or 100 copies of the same release, for example,
with the agreement by the station, express or implied, that the record will be
used on a broadcast, an announcement would be REQUIRED because consider-
ation beyond the matter used on the broadcast was received.

Situation Several record distributors supply a new station, or a station that has changed its
format, with a substantial number of different releases. A sponsorship identifica-
tion is NOT REQUIRED if the records are furnished for broadcast purposes only
and if the station would have received the same material had it previously been
on the air or followed its current program format.

Situation Records are furnished to a station or disc jockey in consideration for plugging
the record supplier or artist beyond an identification reasonably related to the
use of the record on the program. If the disc jockey says, “This is my favorite
new record and sure to become a hit. It is available on the Sony label at XYZ
stores,” a sponsorship announcement would be REQUIRED, because it is under-
stood that this statement is made in return for the record and that this type of
statement would not have been made absent such an understanding and the
supplying of the record free of charge. 
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On the other hand, if a disc jockey, in playing a record, says, “Listen to this latest release
of performer X, a new singing sensation,” and such matter would be included whether or
not the particular record had been purchased by the station or furnished to it free of
charge, the identification by the disc jockey is reasonably related to the use of the record
on that particular program and an announcement is NOT REQUIRED.

The practice of permitting record labels to send promotional CDs directly to program pro-
ducers is a dangerous one, since it is not subject to station supervision and may affect
programming decisions. It also prevents the CDs from becoming part of the station’s music
library. The safer course is to have all CDs and other promotional materials, such as tickets,
back-stage passes, or travel benefits donated to the station so that station management can
decide on the propriety of the donation and determine whether sponsorship identification
is required.

The following scenarios illustrate situations where a broadcaster is given a service or prop-
erty free of charge for use in connection with a program. 

Situation A record company buys underwriting in support of a station concert and offers
to have one of its recording artists appear at the concert, but pressures the sta-
tion to play the artist’s new song despite the fact that the song does not fit the
radio station’s regular format. The station agrees to add the new song to its play-
list and gives it significant airplay. Although it is not directly being paid to play
the song, a sponsorship identification announcement is REQUIRED each time
the song is played because the station is playing the song in exchange for “con-
sideration”—the underwriting and the concert appearance [AMFM Texas Licenses
Limited Partnership, DA 00-2315 EB, (October 12, 2000)]. 

The same result would apply if, given the same facts, the record company threatened to
cancel the concert appearance based on lack of airplay and the radio station gave the song
increased airplay for several weeks in order to prevent cancellation of the concert.
Because the radio station is receiving indirect consideration for broadcasting the song, a
sponsorship announcement is REQUIRED when it airs the song [AMFM Radio Licenses,
L.L.C., DA-2314 (EB, October 12, 2000)].

Situation Free books or theater tickets are furnished to a book or drama critic of a station.
The books or plays are reviewed on the air. A sponsorship announcement is
NOT REQUIRED. 

Situation On the other hand, if 40 theater tickets are given to the station with the under-
standing, express or implied, that the play would be reviewed on the air, a
sponsorship announcement would be REQUIRED. 

Situation News releases are furnished to a station by government, businesses, and labor
and civic organizations. The station draws on these materials for news reporting
and editorial comment. A sponsorship announcement is NOT REQUIRED.
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Situation A government department furnishes air transportation to radio newscasters so
they can accompany a foreign dignitary on his travels throughout the country. A
sponsorship announcement is NOT REQUIRED.

Situation A university makes one of its professors available to give lectures in an educa-
tional program series. A sponsorship announcement is NOT REQUIRED [Section
73.503(c)].

Situation A well-known performer appears as a guest on a program at union scale
because the performer likes the show, although the performer normally com-
mands a much higher fee. A sponsorship announcement is NOT REQUIRED.

The following scenarios illustrate situations in which a station receives goods or services
free of charge for use in, or in connection with, programming. If there is an agreement,
either expressed or implied, that the station will make an identification of the goods or
services beyond the use for which they are reasonably related to the program, a sponsor-
ship identification is REQUIRED. 

Situation X furnishes a refrigerator to a radio station for use as a prize with the under-
standing that a brand identification will be made at the time of the give-away. In
the presentation, the announcer mentions the brand name of the refrigerator, its
cubic content, and such other features that describe the prize. A sponsorship
announcement is NOT REQUIRED because such identification is reasonably
related to the use of the refrigerator on the show. 

Situation A hotel permits a program to originate from its premises. A sponsorship
announcement is NOT REQUIRED. 

Situation Same scenario, but the hotel also furnishes electricity, cable connections, and
rooms for the production crew free of charge. A sponsorship announcement is
NOT REQUIRED so long as there is no identification of the hotel during the
program beyond that reasonably related to the use made of the hotel on the
program. 

Situation A hotel furnishes free, or at a nominal charge, any services or items that are not
for use on or in connection with a program that originates from its premises
(e.g., furnishing free room and board for the producer for a period of time not
related to the production of the program at the hotel site). A sponsorship
announcement would be REQUIRED if there is an agreement that the services
and goods are furnished in exchange for an announcement identifying the hotel.

Situation The host of a gardening show is employed by a wholesaler of fertilizers, pesti-
cides, and other garden products that the host often recommends on the show.
A sponsorship announcement is REQUIRED because the station should disclose
the host’s employment since it constitutes a potential conflict of interest [Taft
Broadcasting, 39 FCC 2d 1070 (1973)].
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The following examples represent situations in which public stations that broadcast public
service announcements (PSAs) on behalf of nonprofit or governmental entities are
REQUIRED to make sponsorship identification announcements.

Situation The United States Surgeon General’s new anti-smoking campaign includes sev-
eral paid PSAs on local radio stations. A sponsorship announcement is
REQUIRED because broadcasters must identify clearly that the Surgeon
General’s Office paid for or sponsored the PSAs.

Situation A local radio station broadcasts a PSA furnished by a local nonprofit group on
the benefits of recycling. A sponsorship announcement is REQUIRED because
the station must announce the name of the nonprofit entity on whose behalf the
PSA is aired.

Situation A national nonprofit domestic violence group pays for several PSAs about its
toll-free spousal abuse hotlines. A sponsorship announcement is REQUIRED
because stations are required to identify the name of the group paying for the
PSAs.
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Station/Employee Sponsorship Identification Declaration

I have read Sections 317 and 508 of the Communications Act and Section 73.1212 of the
Commission’s rules, which are attached hereto. I understand the penalties outlined in
Section 508, which include a fine of up to $10,000 and imprisonment of up to one year
for each offense.

I will comply with the policy that any person at this station who has any role in the selec-
tion of broadcast matter will not a) accept money, services, goods, or other valuable con-
sideration from individuals, organizations, associations or other entities to broadcast a
program or program material, b) promote any activity or matter in which he or she has a
direct or indirect financial interest, or c) air any material which to his or her knowledge
requires sponsorship identification as outlined in Commission Rule 73.1212 and which
does not include a proper sponsorship identification announcement.

(date) (name)

(witness)
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This chapter considers the regulation of underwriting and on-air
fundraising and promotion. Some of the topics covered include:

• Origin of the Underwriting Rules

• Current Rules and Regulations
– The Definition of an Advertisement
– Mandatory Identification of Sponsorship

• Underwriting Announcements
– Permissible Underwriting Announcements
– What Is Underwriting?
– Content of Underwriting Credit Announcements

– Logos

– Impermissible Underwriting Announcements

– Sheduling of Underwriting Announcements

– Duration of Underwriting Announcements

– Underwriting Announcements for Nonprofits
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• On-Air Fundraising and Auctions
– Station Fundraising

– Fundraising for Other Nonprofits
– Auctions
– Waivers

• Promotional Programming
– Promotions for Which No Consideration Is Received

– Host Selling

– Program-Related Materials

• Issue Ads and Political Ads

• Illustrations of the Underwriting Rules
– Impermissible Announcements

– Permissible Underwriting Announcements and Practices

• Example of Nonprofit Promotional Announcements

• Questions and Answers
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The FCC underwriting rules represent the efforts of Congress and the Commission to
strike a balance between preserving a noncommercial broadcast service and giving
noncommercial stations the ability to attract contributions from commercial spon-

sors. The tension is between mission and money. 

This chapter focuses on the regulatory constraints imposed by the Commission and does
not explore many other factors that may affect fundraising efforts—from the station’s image
in its community to the practical issues of how to staff and compensate a development
department. The first section of the chapter reviews the pertinent rules. The second section
contains examples of permissible and impermissible announcements and a Q&A on
underwriting. 

Origin of the Underwriting Rules 

The early vision of noncommercial broadcasting called for a service totally divorced
from commercial enterprise. The rules banned both a station’s own entrepreneurial
efforts and the unpaid promotion of other nonprofits. 

As the fiscal requirements for high-quality public broadcasting grew but outstripped public
and federal support, the government became more willing to encourage efforts by public
broadcasting to attract contributions through underwriting, creative fundraising, and joint
ventures with for-profit or other nonprofit entities. 

For many years, the FCC rules provided that “no announcements promoting the sale of
product or service shall be broadcast in connection with any program” on a public station.
These rules prohibited any announcements promoting the products or services of either a
for-profit or nonprofit entity, and any announcement promoting the licensee’s own activi-
ties where the sale of goods and services was involved. In addition, while the FCC
required stations to acknowledge commercial entities and others that had contributed to
the costs of a specific program, these announcements were restricted in timing and fre-
quency and were limited to no more than the name of the underwriter.

The movement toward current policy began in June 1981. In an era of deregulation for
broadcasting and of major cutbacks in federal support for public broadcasting, the
Commission amended its rules to allow public broadcasters greater flexibility in program-
ming and fundraising practices [Commission Policy Concerning the Noncommercial Nature of
Educational Broadcast Stations, Second Report and Order, 86 FCC 2d 141 (1981)]. In adopting
the new rules, the Commission stressed that the changes would allow public broadcasting
to grow in the manner envisioned by Congress, while maintaining noncommercial pro-
gramming standards consistent with a public service programming mission. The
Commission also emphasized its intent, consistent with the First Amendment, to impose
the minimum regulatory framework needed to accomplish these objectives.

The language of the 1981 Second Report reflected a fundamental change in the
Commission’s approach to the fundraising practices of noncommercial broadcasters. The
ban on all promotional programming was replaced with a “consideration received” rule,



designed to protect public broadcasting’s programming from influence by the commercial
marketplace while expanding the public service options, programming choices, and First
Amendment rights of public stations.

The Second Report concluded that if the existing restrictions on underwriting announce-
ments were loosened, more entities would be willing to contribute. The “name only”
restriction was lifted and stations were allowed to include “a corporate logo and other
non-promotional information about the donor, including location and identification of
product lines.” The Commission gave public stations complete discretion as to the timing
and frequency of underwriting announcements.

Shortly after the Commission’s Second Report, Congress passed the Public Broadcasting
Amendments Act of 1981. This legislation was consistent with the FCC’s new rules in most
respects, with three notable differences. First, the Commission’s 1981 rules prohibited the
broadcast of any promotional material for which the station had received consideration.
The legislative language applied that prohibition only to goods and services offered by for-
profit entities. Second, the Commission’s rules removed all time and frequency restrictions
on the airing of donor announcements. Congress expressed concern that such freedom
might “clutter” programming schedules. Finally, the House report that provided back-
ground to the legislation expressed concern that the FCC rules would permit language of a
promotional nature to be contained in donor acknowledgments.

The Commission reviewed the new legislation and public comments concerning its 
implementation and, in 1982, adopted several modifications of its 1981 decision
[Commission Policy Concerning the Noncommercial Nature of Educational Broadcasting Stations,
Memorandum Opinion and Order, 90 FCC 2d 895 (1985)]. Key provisions of this 1982 order
included the following:

• Public stations were allowed to air promotional announcements for the goods and
services of nonprofit entities, including the station licensee itself, even if considera-
tion was received.

• The 1982 order prohibited donor announcements from interrupting regularly sched-
uled programming.

• Stations were allowed to air aural and visual logograms, including slogans, provided
that such logos and slogans (1) only provided value-neutral description of the donor’s
general product line or services, (2) did not include a specific listing of products or
services, and (3) did not promote a product or service or use qualitative language.

The restriction on the identification of products and services limited announcements to a
“generic identification.” For example, “General Motors, maker of automobiles and auto-
mobile accessories” would be permissible; “General Motors, maker of Oldsmobile Cutlass,
Pontiac Firebird, Buick Century, and Cadillac Eldorado” would not.

Following these modifications, the Commission continued to receive comments seeking
clarification or amendment of these rules. In addition, Congress established a Temporary
Commission on Alternative Financing for Public Telecommunications (TCAF), which 
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published a report on funding sources that would augment the federal investment in public
broadcasting. One of TCAF’s recommendations encouraged Congress to allow public
broadcasters to identify supporters by using brand names, trade names, slogans, brief 
institutional-type messages, and public service announcements.

In 1984, the Commission released an order further modifying its rules to allow the inclu-
sion of brand names, logos, location, and other value-neutral descriptive material as part
of donor announcements [Commission Policy Concerning the Noncommercial Nature of
Educational Broadcasting Stations, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 97 FCC 2d 255 (1984)]. The
FCC noted that the statutory language itself did not prohibit such “enhanced underwriting
announcements” and that the Commission’s earlier retrenchment had been prompted by
legislative report language that questioned the timing of the FCC’s initial relaxation of
underwriting rules, not the substance.

Based on the TCAF recommendations and its own review, the Commission concluded that
there was clear evidence that enhanced underwriting offers “significant potential benefits
to public broadcasters in terms of improving the financial self-sufficiency of the service,
yet, properly limited, does not threaten its underlying noncommercial nature.”

In 1986, the Commission further clarified its views with more specific policies concerning
promotional programming, donor announcements, program-related materials in general
programming and in children’s programming, and fundraising practices in foreign language
programming, all of which are addressed in the first parts of this chapter [Commission Policy
Concerning the Noncommercial Nature of Educational Broadcasting Stations, 7 FCC Rec 3
(1986)].

Throughout the evolution of these rules, the Commission encouraged stations to rely on
their own “good faith” judgment with regard to many of the details. At the same time, the
FCC left no doubt that the broadcast of flagrantly commercial messages for for-profit enti-
ties will not be tolerated: 

“The Commission will continue to rely on the good faith determinations of
public broadcasters in interpreting our non-commercialization guidelines. We
emphasize, however, that we will review complaints and, in the event of
clear abuses of discretion, will implement appropriate sanctions, including
monetary forfeitures” [Commission Policy Concerning the Noncommercial Nature
of Educational Broadcasting Stations, Public Notice, 7 FCC Rec. 3 (1986)].

Day-to-day applications of the Commission’s underwriting rules force stations to balance
their noncommercial mission with the need to generate revenue. That policy decision
underlies many of the difficult judgments about whether particular words or phrases “pro-
mote” rather than “identify,” and whether, even if legally permissible, the announcement
sounds too “commercial.” There is no simple resolution to these issues. Like many pro-
gramming rules, Section 73.503 provides general guidance rather than a precise formula
for determining what may be broadcast. Legitimate differences in approaches result in an
ongoing discussion about underwriting standards. 
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Current Rules and Regulations

The FCC’s underwriting policies are derived from the Communications Act of 1934, 
47 U.S.C. Section 399 (amended as “the Act”), FCC regulations that implement the
Act, 47 CFR Sections 73.503(d) (radio) and 73.62(e) (television), and various inter-

pretive Public Notices and rulings. 

The Definition of an Advertisement
The Act prohibits stations from broadcasting advertisements. An advertisement is defined as
[Section 399B(a)(1)–(3)]:

“(a) Any message or programming material which is broadcast or otherwise trans-
mitted in exchange for any remuneration, and which is intended:

“(1) to promote any service, facility, or product offered by any person who
is engaged in such offering for profit;

“(2) to express the views of any person with respect to any matter of public
importance or interest; or

“(3) to support or oppose any candidate for political office.”

It is useful to break down this definition into a ban on three different types of ads: com-
mercial ads, issue ads, and political ads. The ban on the first of these three types of ads,
the promotion of for-profit entities in exchange for remuneration, has received the lion’s
share of attention from the FCC and public broadcasters. 

The Act authorizes the broadcast of certain types of information concerning a commercial
entity [Section 399A]:

“Each public television station and each public radio station shall be authorized to
broadcast announcements which include the use of any business or institutional
logogram and which include a reference to the location of the corporation, com-
pany, or other organization involved, except that such announcements may not
interrupt regular programming.” 

Permissible “business or institutional logograms” that may be included in announcements
are [Section 399A]:

“Any aural or visual letters or words, or any symbol or sign, which is used for the
exclusive purpose of identifying any corporation, company, or other organization,
and which is not used for the purpose of promoting the products, services, or
facilities of such corporation, company or other organization.”
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Mandatory Identification of Sponsorship
As discussed in the preceding chapter, public broadcasters must identify entities from
which they receive consideration in exchange for broadcasting any matter. The
Sponsorship Identification Rules [Section 73.1212(a)(1)-(2)] require that:

“When a broadcast station transmits any matter for which money, service,
or other valuable consideration is either directly or indirectly paid or
promised to, or charged or accepted by such station, at the time of the
broadcast it shall announce:

“(1) that such matter is sponsored, paid for, or furnished, either in
whole or in part, and

“(2) by whom or on whose behalf such consideration was supplied.”

FCC regulations do not require broadcasters to provide a sponsorship announcement for
general monetary contributions to the station, nor for goods or services contributed at no
cost or at a nominal cost, unless the sponsoring entity provides the goods or services in
consideration for an identification of any person, product, service, trademark, or brand
name beyond an identification reasonably related to the use of such service or property for
the broadcast [Section 1212(a)(2)]. (See Chapter IV for a more in-depth analysis of the
Sponsorship Identification Rules.)

Underwriting Announcements 

Permissible Underwriting Announcements
The Sponsorship Identification Rules define what broadcasters must announce when they
receive direct or indirect remuneration in exchange for broadcasting any matter.
Underwriting rules are generally concerned with what broadcasters may announce in rec-
ognizing a contribution to the station.

What Is Underwriting?
Underwriting is the contribution of some form of consideration in exchange for recogni-
tion in an on-air announcement. 

Content of Underwriting Credit Announcements
Underwriting credit announcements may “identify” the underwriter and its facilities, serv-
ices, or products. “Identification” has been interpreted [Public Notice FCC 86-161, 36590
(April, 11, 1986)] to include the following:

• The name of the person or entity
• Location information
• Telephone numbers
• Audio logograms or slogans that identify but do not promote
• Value-neutral descriptions of a product line or service

• Brand and trade names and product or service listings that do not include qualitative
or comparative language 
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Logos
The FCC permits the use of logos and aural slogans if these are not promotional in nature.
For example, the slogan “XYZ Oil Corporation of New York, refiners of petroleum prod-
ucts” is permissible; the slogan “XYZ Corporation of New York, refiners of the cheapest
petroleum products around” is not permissible. 

Logos have acquired a special and, sometimes confusing, life of their own in underwriting
law. Because logos are usually designed to promote a company, it seems paradoxical to
ask if a logo is promotional. This paradox has been compounded by a conundrum. FCC
staff rulings have found that logos, even those containing comparative or qualitative lan-
guage, may become so “established” that they become part of the underwriter’s “identity.”
For example, FCC staff in 1989 rendered an informal opinion that the DuPont logo,
“Makers of Better Things for Better Living” was not promotional, despite the fact that the
term “better” was used twice in the logo. The staff found that use of the logo was “long-
standing” and that the logo did not describe a particular product or service, or compare
DuPont’s products or services with those of its competitors [Letter to Jim Metzner, Mass
Media Bureau].

The confusion deepened when the FCC fined station WTTW-TV for airing promotional
announcements that included the logo “Sun America, because it’s not just your retirement,
it’s your future,” but then rescinded the fine after finding that the station could reasonably
have concluded that the logo was not promotional [Letter to Chicago Educational Television
Association, DA 95-2216 (Mass Media Bureau, October 31, 1995)]. The Commission has, how-
ever, subsequently admonished a station for airing announcements that included the logo
“We’re Lumber One, we’re number one” [Letter to Station KOUZ(FM), Enforcement Bureau
(July 12, 2000)]. 

In short, the law of logos is embarrassingly illogical. Logos are permitted under the
Communications Act if they do not contain comparative or qualitative language, or if they
do contain comparative or qualitative language (“better things for better living”) that con-
veys a corporate philosophy or image but does not promote specific products or services.
Established logos are less likely to be deemed promotional than new logos, but the FCC
has given no guidance for determining when a logo is “established.” Is the test based on
usage of the logo for some period of time (e.g., more than a year)? Usage in media other
than underwriting announcements (e.g., on letterhead or business cards)? Recognition of
the logo by the public? Protection of the logo as a trademark? 

Because there are no definite answers to these questions, broadcasters are thrown back on
their “good faith” judgment. That gives stations interpretive leeway, but often puts stations
in an awkward position when they are asked to explain why a logo—to which the under-
writer may be passionately loyal—cannot be aired. Under this standard, the best suffer 
the most.
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Impermissible Underwriting Announcements
The FCC has identified several specific types of impermissible promotional announce-
ments, including those containing:

Price Information
Information regarding product or service price, including interest rate information or other
indications of savings or value associated with the product, is prohibited. Examples
include:

• “7.7% interest rate available now.”

• “Tickets are $2.50 and $1.50 for students.”

Calls to Action
Messages presented in exchange for remuneration cannot include a call to take a specific
action. Examples include:

• “Stop by our showroom to see a model.”

• “Try product X next time you buy oil.”

Inducements to Buy, Sell, Rent, or Lease
Inducements to buy, sell, rent, or lease a product or utilize a service violate the rules.
Examples include [Public Notice FCC 86-161, 7 FCC Rec. 827, (1986)]: 

• “Six months of free service.”

• “A bonus available this week.”

• “Special gift for the first 50 visitors.” 

A fourth type of promotional announcement—one containing comparative or qualitative
language—is discussed in more detail below.

Scheduling of Underwriting Announcements
Underwriting announcements may not interrupt regularly scheduled programming. During
periods in which station fundraising activities are being conducted and regularly scheduled
programming is suspended, stations may make underwriting or donor announcements “as
often and for as long as they choose,” so long as those announcements are in compliance
with the content regulations outlined above.

Duration of Underwriting Announcements
The FCC does not impose specific time limits on underwriting announcements, although it
has warned that the longer the announcement the more likely it is to be considered pro-
motional [WNYE-TV, 7 FCC Rcd 6864, Mass Media Bureau (1992)]. More pointedly, it has
noted that announcements more than 30 seconds long appear “excessive” [Tri-State
Inspirational Broadcasting Corporation, DA 01-2178, Enforcement Bureau, September 18, 2001].
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Underwriting Announcements for Nonprofits
In acknowledging consideration from nonprofit entities, stations may promote a nonprofit’s
products, services, and activities, but may not alter substantially or suspend regular 
programming [Public Notice FCC 86 161, 7 FCC Rec. 827 (1986)]. This rule permits a station
to run short plugs for other nonprofits, but prevents a station from conducting an on-air
fundraising event for another nonprofit without obtaining a waiver of the FCC rules. 

On-Air Fundraising and Auctions 

Station Fundraising
A noncommercial station may engage in unlimited on-air fundraising for itself. A station’s
ability to conduct on-air fundraisers does not extend to other nonprofits or to a licensee’s
other interests. For example, a university radio station cannot suspend programming to
raise funds for a new gymnasium.

Fundraising for Other Nonprofits
Stations may not substantially alter or suspend regular programming in order to raise funds
for other nonprofits. For example, the FCC found that this rule was violated by a special
Christmas program in which the station and various other nonprofits offered to sell goods
or services to the public [Sponsorship Identification Chapter IV; WTTW, Windows To The World
Communications, Inc., forfeiture letter, (December 3, 1997)]. The violation arose not from pro-
moting the other nonprofits or giving price information about their offerings, but from sus-
pending regularly scheduled programming to conduct a fundraiser that was not solely for
the benefit of the station. 

Stations are permitted, at their discretion, to broadcast brief announcements that directly
or indirectly raise funds for other organizations, if fundraising announcements occur at the
beginning or end of a program, during an “intermission,” or at natural breaks in the 
program.

Auctions
There is no limit to the amount of broadcast time that may be used for auctions on behalf
of the station itself. Licensees may not conduct auctions for other entities without obtain-
ing a waiver of the underwriting rules.

Waivers
The Commission will consider requests for a waiver of the underwriting rules so that a sta-
tion can conduct on-air fundraising for another nonprofit. Waivers for fundraisers to benefit
victims of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks were liberally granted, but the FCC is
not generally inclined to grant fundraising waivers. 
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Promotional Programming

Promotions for Which No Consideration Is Received
The FCC does not restrict programming that promotes the products, facilities, or services of
any for-profit or nonprofit entity, as long as:

• No consideration has been received by the licensee in exchange for such 
promotion, and

• The licensee deems it in the public interest to broadcast the promotional 
message.

Stations traditionally understood that they had virtually unrestricted freedom to promote
local events so long as the station did not receive any consideration in exchange for the
promotion. Music program announcers often talk freely about “transitory events,” such as
artists who are performing in local clubs or groups that give local concerts. 

One FCC decision indicates that, in some circumstances, a station’s ability to promote
“transitory events” is more limited than previously assumed. The decision concerns a con-
cert put on by a for-profit promoter but “sponsored” by the station. The station lent its
name to the “WNCW Mountain Oasis Music Festival,” received tickets to the concert,
which it gave away to listeners and donors, and aired announcements that promoted the
concert. The FCC ruled that the station had violated the underwriting rules by promoting a
for-profit event in exchange for consideration. It also found that the promotions could not
be excused as the promotion of a “transitory event” because the announcements were
motivated by the station’s self-interest, rather than the public interest [Isothermal Community
College, DA 01 283, Enforcement Bureau (December 6, 2001)]. 

Host Selling
As discussed above, stations are permitted to broadcast promotional announcements offer-
ing the goods or services of a nonprofit entity from which the station has received consid-
eration, provided these announcements do not interrupt regularly scheduled programs.
One exception to this general rule relates to children’s programming. “Host selling” of 
program-related materials during children’s programming is presumed to take unfair advan-
tage of children and is considered to be contrary to a station’s responsibility to operate in
the public interest. The rule encompasses selling by program talent as well as fictional
characters that appear in children’s programs. 

Program-Related Materials
Public broadcasters may promote the goods and services of a nonprofit entity so long as
they deem the sale of the materials to be in the public interest. The sale of program-related
materials must be at a “nominal price.” Audiotapes of a featured program, or the printed
play on which a radio drama was based, are examples of acceptable “program-related”
material. Program material announcements must clearly indicate the identity of the spon-
soring entity [Second Report].
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Issue Ads and Political Ads 

While most stations have guidelines related to promotion of commercial ads—i.e.,
announcements that promote the products, services, or facilities of a for-profit
entity—there is less awareness of similar bans on issue and political ads. The

FCC itself has relegated discussions of these restrictions to footnotes in its underwriting rul-
ings and left broadcasters with scant guidance.

Issues programs can involve subtle issues as to whether “consideration” is received. The 
furnishing of a program is generally deemed to be “consideration” for broadcasting that
program. In order to allow stations to broadcast free programs, however, FCC rules permit
stations to receive programs and production costs from third parties if no additional con-
sideration is received [Section 73.503(C)]. Thus, if a station is supplied with a series of com-
mentaries addressing public issues, and no other consideration is involved, the station may
broadcast such programming, provided it airs a sponsorship announcement disclosing that
the material was furnished [Section 73.503(C)].  

Similarly, if in the course of meeting its obligations to provide “equal opportunities” to a
political candidate, a station receives material produced by the candidate’s campaign
organization, it may broadcast such material, along with an appropriate sponsorship iden-
tification.

A station may not, however, broadcast any matter that expresses a view on a public issue
or supports or opposes a political candidate if it receives consideration beyond the pro-
gram or the costs incurred in producing it. There is no nonprofit exception to this rule. 

The restrictions on issue and political ads are designed to provide “insulation of program
control and content from the influence of special interests—be they commercial, political,
or religious.” As long as the station (1) determines which views are heard by applying a
public interest rather than a partisan standard and (2) does not receive donations or under-
writing contingent upon the exclusive presentation of a particular view, support for issue-
oriented and political programming is acceptable.

One approach used to generate underwriting for issue-oriented programming is a “public
affairs fund.” In this model, donors contribute to a general fund that is used to pay the
costs of various public affairs programs. By breaking the direct link between the considera-
tion and the presentation of a specific view, the requirements of the law can be satisfied.

Illustrations of the Underwriting Rules 

Impermissible Announcements
This section provides examples of underwriting announcements that violate one or more of
the FCC rules and policies reviewed in this chapter. The first set of examples shows what
cannot be included in announcements made about for-profit entities that furnish some
form of consideration in exchange for the broadcast of an acknowledgment. 
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Examples of Price Information

“7.7% interest rate available now.”

“Tickets are $2.50 and $1.50 for students.”

“A discount of 15% off the normal price is available.”

“Mention our call letters and receive a special discount.”

Examples of Calls to Action

“Stop by our showroom to see a model.”

“Try product X next time you buy oil.”

“Let us show you how accommodating . . .”

“Spoil yourself or a client . . .”

“Call the retail loan rate line at . . .”

“Consult with a DeCarless professional and rent trucks, trailers, and vans . . .”

“It pays to do business where business is being done.”

“Your child’s vision may be the most important tool he or she takes to 
school, so be sure that your children’s vision needs are met. Have the 
whole family’s eyes checked today by the vision care professionals at 
Eye Care.”

Examples of Inducements to Buy

“Six months of free service.”

“A bonus available this week.”

“A special gift for the first 50 visitors.”

“Does your current health insurance really cover you for all hospital expenses for
major surgery, illness, and accidents? Preferred Care members are covered for
unlimited days and unlimited dollars for hospitalization.”

“Even you can buy at wholesale price.”
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Examples of Qualitative or Comparative Language

“A relaxing and comfortable evening in one of A&J’s luxurious limousines . . .”

“For the perfect way to enjoy a perfect and safe evening . . .”

“Light Beer from Miller. Tastes great and it’s less filling.”

“Anheuser Busch . . . the finest in the world for more than 100 years. Somebody
still cares about quality.”

“No one tells a story just the way we do . . . Kodak and youuuuuu.” (Jingle)

“JB would like to remind you that a lawnmower merely cuts your grass, but at JB
Sales, Service, and Rental Center there is a Snapper Hi Vac. This 121-inch, self-
propelled mower has the power-vacuum system and attachments to keep your
lawn beautiful the year round.”

“Insurers of many of the contractors, manufacturers, and retailers in the Northern
Monmouth County area, Bitner and Carton’s insurance costs are usually lower
than most competitors. But Bitner and Carton's pleasant, personal service sets
them apart from everyone else.”

“This note from The Art of Framing, the largest area frame center on the Jersey
Shore.”

“ For a small intimate dining experience, it’s Jerry’s Fishery. Their oysters are moister,
their trout packs a clout, their King Crab is fit for a king.”

“The new Via Madrid Restaurant specializes in the most delicious Spanish dishes
that will please the entire family. The service at the Via Madrid Restaurant is also
top-notch because the customer always comes first.”

“What’s the difference between a fine fur and an exquisite fur? You can always
find the difference at Knowel’s Fur Shop. So for that fur that stands above the rest,
it’s Knowel’s Fur Shop.”

“Exxon, producer of fine petroleum products.”

Permissible Underwriting Announcements and Practices
Below are examples of acceptable announcements made about for-profit entities. 

“This program made possible by a grant from . . .”

“XYZ Department Store, featuring men’s clothing by Haggar and Levi’s, women’s
fashions by Anne Klein and others, and appliances including General Electric
and Westinghouse.”
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“XYZ Restaurant, which serves steaks, seafood, and homemade breads and soups.
XYZ is located at A and B streets in downtown Orlando.”

“First International Bank, providing banking services that include checking and
savings accounts, stock, bonds, mutual funds, and insurance, as well as advisory
services and consulting. First International Bank at (800) 888-8989 or
www.FIB.com.”

“Computer Technologies, provider of integrated hardware, software, and Internet
solutions in classrooms and homes. Computer Technologies can be reached at
(800) 333-3434 or at www.corporatetech.com.”

“The Spirit Shop, providing domestic and imported wines and beers and monthly
educational tasting events featuring individual wineries.”

“Iowa State Bank and Trust Company, Iowa City and Coralville; providing support
for public radio, and assistance for personal and commercial financial needs.”

“Woock’s Handcraft Music, Elk Run Heights, Waterloo; providing sales, service,
repair, and rental of woodwind, brass, and stringed instruments.”

“Amelia Earhart Deli, East Washington, Iowa City; offering homemade breads and
soups, deli lunches and dinners, plus continental cuisine every evening.”

“Honeywell, who believes that together we can find the answers.”

“Hewlett-Packard, worldwide manufacturer of computers and instrumentation for
industry and science.”

“The Chubb Group of Insurance Companies, business and personal insurance
underwriters worldwide.”

Example of Nonprofit Promotional Announcements 

The following is an example of an announcement that could be made on behalf of a
nonprofit entity that has paid the station for the message:

“For an exhilarating evening of hilarious entertainment and fun, come to the
Folger Theatre’s production of The Taming of the Shrew. And while you’re there,
be sure to check out our discount rate for season tickets. Mention this station’s
call letters and you’ll get 10% off your tickets for the night. The Folger—for the
best in theater.” 

The fact that such announcements are permissible does not mean that a station should air
them. Listeners may not always understand that an entity is a nonprofit, and it may be hard
to explain to a for-profit underwriter why a station permits other underwriters to use the
very promotional language it has told the for-profit it may not use. Consequently, many
stations apply the same underwriting criteria to for-profits and nonprofits alike.
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Questions and Answers

The following questions highlight typical station concerns with underwriting, fundrais-
ing, and promotion issues. 

Q: A local auto parts store is underwriting our station. The storeowner wants
to read his own underwriting credit. Is this allowed? Can the store back up
the announcement with a song called “Crazy ‘Bout an Automobile?”

A: The FCC rules do not restrict who can read an announcement; that decision
is left to the discretion of the licensee. There is also no prohibition of back-
ground music, so long as that music and its lyrics do not promote the under-
writer’s goods or services. The FCC does not prohibit humor on public radio
(although sometimes you wouldn’t know it). This is not to say that jingles or
underwriter-voiced announcements may not increase the likelihood of get-
ting a complaint or a fine. Since such techniques are not used to “identify”
the underwriter, they may affect the FCC’s judgment that an announcement
is “promotional.” 

Q: Can we say “Underwritten by your Cablevision Company, with 24 channels
of basic service for $11.00, plus Home Box Office, the Disney Channel, and
the Music Video Channel?”

A: No. Use of the qualifier “your” is generally considered promotional in
nature. Price information is prohibited. 

Q: During our last marathon, a pizza parlor delivered free pizzas to our sta-
tion. Everybody was so excited about the gesture that we talked at length
about the pizza and how good it was. Did we break the underwriting rule?

A: This scenario raises several issues. The FCC prohibits donor announcements
that interrupt “regular programming.” During fundraising periods, the FCC
leaves the issues of timing and frequency of acknowledgments to the discre-
tion of the licensee, however. So the length of the discussion is probably not
an issue in these circumstances. 

Does pizza constitute “consideration?” Yes. In-kind contributions qualify.
The tougher issue is whether the pizza was given “in exchange for” mention.

In a case similar to this example, the Commission found that the connection
between the remuneration and the announcement could be inferred because
the pizza store was a regular underwriter on the station. 
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Q: One of our favorite local musicians has cancer. Our station wants to put on
a benefit concert to raise money for her medical bills. Is it OK to give that
concert a big push on the air?

A: Probably, if the announcements are limited to short plugs. One issue is
whether this is a station event or a fundraiser for a third party. If all proceeds
go to the musician, the station should not air the concert without getting an
FCC waiver. The FCC might well deny the waiver request since the musician
is a private individual, not a nonprofit.

Q: Our station is running a paid “promotional announcement” for a nonprofit
group. Do we have to state the name of the group and say that the ad was
paid for by that group?

A: Yes. The Commission’s Sponsorship Identification Rules require that listeners
be informed when a station airs programming in exchange for consideration.
The name of the nonprofit organization must be stated at the time of broad-
cast. It is an optional but common practice to tag such messages with lan-
guage along the lines of “This message is furnished by XYZ, a nonprofit
organization.” 

Q: Is it OK to include operating hours as part of a credit? 

A: Yes. The FCC rules do not specifically allow hours of operation as part of the
“identification” of an underwriter, but unless this information is presented in
a promotional fashion (e.g., “Open Sunday for your convenience”), a station
could make a good faith judgment that such information is “value-neutral.” 

Q: A local food co-op wants our station to announce its hours, membership
fee, and discount rates compared with regular food store prices. Can we air
such programming?

A: The answer depends on the for-profit or nonprofit status of the food co-op
and on whether the proposed announcements are to be made in connection
with some consideration from the co-op, or simply as a service to listeners. If
the co-op is a nonprofit entity, as most are, the matter is left to the discretion
of the licensee. If the co-op is a for-profit entity, the price-related promotion
could be broadcast only if (1) no consideration was received from the co-op,
and (2) the station deemed it to be in the public interest to provide such
information. 

Q: Can we run an underwriter announcement that states “Underwritten by
Curly’s Record Shop, which carries current popular records, including
Whitney Houston”? Can we play a cut from the latest Whitney Houston
album behind the announcement?

A: Assuming Curly’s is a for-profit entity, the message is probably permissible as
stated. The word “popular” is ambiguous, however. Does it mean “best-sell-
ing” or does it merely describe a type of music? A judgment call is required.
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The rules allow for product listings, which could include the name of an
artist such as Whitney Houston.

Most public radio stations do not use background music because it makes
the announcement sound “commercial,” even if the announcement complies
with FCC requirements. The FCC has never ruled that background music is
inherently promotional. 

Q: A local concert promoter has offered our station a large block of tickets for
an upcoming concert. Our station may keep the proceeds from the sale of
the tickets. Can we promote the concert? 
Second scenario: We are putting on a concert at a local club. Our station is
booking and paying the group, and we get the cover charge at the door.
The club gets the take from the bar. Can our station promote this activity
on the air?

A: The question of “co-sponsorship” is complicated and the Commission has
never fully articulated the criteria to be used. There is no simple formula for
determining when an event is a “station” event.

In the first scenario, the station receives a block of tickets and any proceeds
from those tickets. The logical inference is that the station is given the tickets
(“consideration”) in exchange for announcements about the concert. If those
announcements are promotional, the station would violate the underwriting
rules. 

The second scenario is a closer case. The station actively participates in set-
ting up the concert and has clearly invested time and money in the event.
On the other hand, if the bar stands to make a profit on the event, the FCC
would probably find promotional announcements to violate its underwriting
rules, since a for-profit entity has provided consideration (the revenue) in
exchange for the promotion of an event from which it may derive a profit. 

Q: We ordinarily announce the local appearances of musicians in connection
with the airplay of their records. Given this situation, can we announce the
concert of this musician? Can we give records away over the air and plug
the concert in connection with the giveaway?

A: An announcement of an upcoming club date is clearly within the FCC rules
if the announcements do not promote the event, or if the station receives no
consideration. An announcement of the concert date in connection with
giving away records (as premiums, a contest, or whatever) is okay so long as
there is no explicit or implicit understanding that such announcements
would be made. The fact that the station regularly announces upcoming 
concerts is additional support for the fact that this particular mention is not
given “in exchange for” remuneration. A larger number of free records
would support a theory that the “gift” is really an inducement to air an
announcement. 
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Q: A volunteer involved in producing a concert wants to have our station run
underwriting announcements in connection with the upcoming perform-
ance. Can we air an announcement that states “Underwritten by Rocking
Chair Production, presenting Fred Frith and Skeleton Crew at Mickey’s on
September 6?” Can the underwriting announcement be run in connection
with the volunteer’s music show?

A: Running underwriting announcements for a volunteer’s concert in the volun-
teer’s music show is a dangerous practice. Nothing in the FCC rules prohibits
such a practice, as long as station management controls the underwriting
announcements and assures that they do not contain promotional language.
The practice may create serious problems, however. Other volunteers may
want to use their programs to promote projects in which they are involved.
Potential “payola” and “plugola” issues abound. 

Q: A volunteer involved in a local band has been promoting that band’s per-
formances during his late night air-shift. Is this permissible?

A: No. If the band is a for-profit entity, such promotional announcements vio-
late the Commission’s “plugola” policies discussed in Chapter IV. It is good
station policy to require all staff who have control over the selection of
broadcast material to sign a statement that they will not promote any activity
or matter in which they have a direct or indirect financial interest without
explicit permission from the station’s management. 

Q: A candidate for City Council wants to underwrite on our station. Is this
allowed? Can our station run an underwriting announcement that reads
“Underwritten by Shirley Johnson, the Working Woman, a candidate for the
City Council”?

A: Underwriting by political candidates is a potentially complicated area
because such underwriting triggers the political broadcast rules as well as
the underwriting rules. There are also a variety of situations in which candi-
date underwriting, while technically legal, may create the appearance of
inappropriate partisanship or conflict of interest.

The FCC’s underwriting rules give station licensees discretion to decide
whom they will accept underwriting from and what rates will be charged.
The fact that a person is a candidate for public office would not automatical-
ly disqualify him or her from underwriting a program.

The underwriting rules do prohibit the broadcast, in exchange for remunera-
tion, of material that supports or opposes a candidate for public office, or
that expresses a “view” on a topic of public interest. Underwriting by a polit-
ical candidate must not advance that person’s candidacy, oppose his or her
opponent, or express a “view.”

In the above example, identifying the underwriter as “a candidate for the
City Council” would be permissible. Similarly, an incumbent might be iden-
tified by his or her title. Anything else should be viewed with suspicion. For
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example, the slogan “the Working Woman,” especially if it is the candidate’s
campaign slogan or theme, crosses the line into prohibited areas. The “logo”
exception applies only to commercial underwriters, not political 
underwriters. 

Q: A station in a small city is presenting a debate between candidates for local
office. One of the participating candidates has offered to underwrite the
debate. Is this allowed?

A: A program involving candidates for political office may or may not be con-
sidered programming that supports or opposes a particular candidate,
depending on how the program is structured. The FCC’s political rules define
certain debates—those arranged by “neutral” parties, including stations that
meet specific standards regarding balance—as bona fide news events which
are exempt from the strict “equal opportunities” provisions that apply to
“uses” of a station by candidates.

If a debate meets the standards for a news event (see Chapter VII for more
details), it would be permissible for such a debate to be underwritten. For
the sake of appearance, however, the station would be ill-advised to air such
underwriting from only one of the participating candidates.

Q: A candidate wants to voice his own underwriting announcement.
Permissible?

A: Very dangerous. Under the FCC’s political broadcast rules, any “use” of a
station by a legally qualified candidate, other than in the course of specifi-
cally exempted news, documentary, and interview programs, gives legally
qualified candidates for the same office “equal opportunities” to use the sta-
tion. A candidate’s participation in an underwriting announcement—even
one that does not support his candidacy or express a view—could be con-
sidered a “use.” Because stations cannot censor what candidates say in exer-
cising their “equal opportunities” rights, the situation could get out of hand if
opposing candidates fully exercise these rights. 

Q: The nonprofit Nuclear Free Task Force wants to buy time for a message that
highlights the dangers of nuclear power and that encourages people to sup-
port an anti-nuclear referendum item. Is this permissible?

A: No. The proposed announcement would express a view with respect to a
matter of public interest. It is irrelevant that the underwriter is a nonprofit. 
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Although the First Amendment assures a great deal of freedom
in programming decisions, broadcasters are subject to FCC
regulations that are not imposed on print media. These regula-

tions have been based on a number of rationales, including the
scarcity of broadcast frequencies; the ubiquitous and intrusive nature
of the broadcast signal; the broadcaster’s duty to serve the “public
interest;” and, in the case of public stations, the duty to preserve a
noncommercial service. 

This chapter reviews FCC rules that mandate or prohibit the broadcast
of certain types of program material, including:

• Station Editorials and Political Editorials
• Obscenity, Indecency, and Profanity

• Personal Attack Doctrine Repealed

• Broadcast of Telephone Conversations

• Rebroadcasts

• Emergency Alert System (EAS)
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• Other Programming Concerns
– Use of Recorded Material

– Interception of Wire or Radio Transmissions

– Drug-Related Song Lyrics

Other program-related topics are discussed in other chapters. For
example, the regulations that cover broadcasts by and on behalf of
political candidates are discussed in Chapter VII. Underwriting
announcements are discussed in detail in Chapter V.
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Station Editorials and Political Editorials 

In 1984, the Supreme Court overturned the long-standing prohibition of editorials by
noncommercial stations stations [FCC v. League of Women Voters of California, 468 US 364,
(1984)]. Prior to the Supreme Court’s decision, stations were free to carry programs that

presented the opinions of individuals or organizations, but could not themselves take edi-
torial stands. The Supreme Court found the editorial ban to be a content-based restriction
that violated the First Amendment. 

The fact that FCC rules do not prohibit station editorials does not, of course, mean editori-
als present no legal problems. Editorializing may implicate other laws such as state
defamation law or IRS regulations related to grassroots lobbying.

Although there are no special requirements with regard to identifying station editorials, it
is a general journalistic and broadcast practice to state when an opinion has been present-
ed on behalf of the licensee. There are no special logging or Public File requirements for
station editorials.

The freedom to editorialize does not extend to political editorials, i.e., editorials that
endorse or oppose a political candidate. In October 2000, the FCC repealed the political
editorial rule [Section 73.1930] after the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia found
that the FCC had done nothing to justify the rule’s existence [In the Matter of Repeal or
Modification of the Personal Attack and Political Editorial Rules 2000, FCC LEXIS 5725 (2000)].
Even with the repeal of this rule, however, noncommercial stations are prohibited from 
airing political editorials. Section 399 of the Communications Act states that “No noncom-
mercial educational broadcasting station may support or oppose any candidate for politi-
cal office” [Section 399].

The FCC ban on political editorials applies only to licensee endorsement of or opposition
to particular candidates for public office. It does not exclude the expression of political
views by candidates or other parties over a public station. In fact, the FCC’s political
broadcasting rules encourage the even-handed discussion of political issues. (For a
detailed discussion of the political broadcasting rules, see Chapter VII.) 

Obscenity, Indecency, and Profanity

This section discusses the legal definitions of obscenity, indecency, and profanity, and
the issues to be considered in crafting and administering a station policy in this area. 

The Commission does not monitor broadcasts for content. Its enforcement actions are
based on complaints of indecent or obscene broadcasting received from the public. 

Stations must be prepared to defend everything they broadcast. While the Commission
treads carefully in the area of program content, it is strict with regard to licensee control.
The Commission will have little sympathy for a licensee that defends a questionable
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broadcast by stating, “We had no idea anybody was going to play records like that.” Such
a statement is tantamount to admitting that the licensee is not in control of the airwaves
entrusted to it. 

Clear station policies and prompt, consistent enforcement of those policies are essential to
demonstrate that a licensee exercises control over its programs. Station policies regarding
the broadcast of sensitive material should clearly state who has ultimate authority over
programming decisions (generally, the Program Director or Station Manager), and should
outline punishment for infractions. 

Legal Definitions 
Two statutory provisions are relevant to the broadcast of obscene, indecent, or profane
language:

“Whoever utters any obscene, indecent, or profane language by means of radio
communications shall be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more
than two years, or both.” [18 U.S.C. §1464]

“Nothing in this [Communications] Act shall be understood or construed to give
the Commission the power of censorship over the radio communications or 
signals transmitted by any radio station, and no regulation or condition shall be
promulgated or fixed by the Commission which shall interfere with the right of
free speech by means of radio communication.” [Section 326]

As these provisions indicate, the Commission must walk a fine line between its obligation
to penalize licensees that break the law and its inability to interfere with the licensee’s
rights of free speech. The tension between these competing duties is addressed in a 
number of judicial and administrative decisions, as are the distinctions between obscene
and indecent material. 

Obscenity
FCC rules prohibit broadcasters from transmitting obscene material at any time [Section
73.3999(a)]. The Supreme Court has determined that three elements must be present for
material to be considered obscene [Miller v. California, 413 US 15, (1973)]:

• An average person, applying contemporary community standards, would
find that the material, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest

• The material depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct
specifically defined by the applicable law

• The material, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or 
scientific value
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What does this mean in practical terms? In one case, Morality in Media of Massachusetts,
Inc., filed a petition to deny the license renewal of WGBH-TV of Boston, MA [WGBH
Educational Foundation, 69 FCC 2d 1250, (1978)]. Morality in Media contended that the sta-
tion had repeatedly broadcast offensive, vulgar, and other material harmful to children
without adequate supervision or parental warnings. Among the programs cited were
Monty Python’s Flying Circus and Masterpiece Theatre. Morality in Media claimed the
programs were obscene. 

The FCC denied this petition. It pointed out that the FCC was prohibited by the First
Amendment and by Section 326 of the Communications Act from censoring broadcast
matter and held that Morality in Media had failed to show that the programs cited met the
legal definition of obscenity. For example, Morality in Media did not indicate which pro-
grams appealed predominantly to the prurient interest of minors, nor did Morality in
Media show that the programs lacked serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value
for minors.

While the above discussion illustrates the Commission’s cautious approach in the area of
obscene programming, there have been several instances in which the FCC has taken
action against broadcasters for obscene programming. Probably the best known case con-
cerning a noncommercial station involved WXPN-FM, a Philadelphia station licensed to
the University of Pennsylvania. In December 1975, WXPN-FM was fined $2,000 for the
broadcast of obscene material in connection with a live, weekly call-in program, The
Vegetable Report [Notice to Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania of Apparent Liability for
Forfeiture, 57 FCC 2d 782 (1975)]. During the shows in question, callers carried on sexually
explicit conversations with the disc jockeys that included the words “fuck,” “piss,” and
“titties” and discussed “beating off” and “blow jobs.” During one call, a three-year-old boy
was asked if he could say “fuck” and the mother of the boy was told that she should let
her son “screw” her so he wouldn’t turn out to be a rapist.

The Commission’s harshest action against WXPN was not based on the obscenity, but on
the lack of control by the University licensee. When the station’s license came up for
renewal, the Commission denied the renewal. The University had to reapply for its fre-
quency and face the risk of competition from other parties [Application of the Trustees of the
University of Pennsylvania Radio Station WXPN(FM), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania for Renewal of
License, 69 FCC 2d 1394 (1978)]. Miraculously, the University’s construction permit applica-
tion was approved and the University got the station back.

Indecency 
Unlike obscene material, indecent material is protected speech under the Constitution. It is
channeled to certain hours, not banned altogether. The FCC rules limit the time period in
which indecent material may be broadcast to the hours between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
[Section 73.3999(b)]. The broadcast of any indecent programming outside this safe harbor
period is prohibited.
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The FCC defines indecency as language that:

“. . . describes, in context, in terms patently offensive as measured by contempo-
rary community standards for the broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activi-
ties and organs.” [Infinity Broadcasting Corporation of Pennsylvania, 2 FCC Rcd 2705
(1987) (subsequent history omitted), citing Pacifica Foundation, 56 FCC 2d 94, 98
(1975), aff’d sub nom. FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, 438 US 726 (1978)]

While this definition is similar to that for obscenity, there are three important differences.
First, obscenity requires that the language in question appeal to the prurient interest; inde-
cent language need not. Indecent speech need refer only to sexual or excretory activities
or organs in a “patently offensive” way. Second, material is obscene only if it lacks any
literary, artistic, political, or scientific value. A great literary work is never obscene, but
may be indecent. Merit is relevant to the issue of whether material is indecent, but is not a
complete defense. Third, obscenity is defined by reference to local community standards;
indecency, by a single national standard “for the broadcast medium.” Local community
values are irrelevant to the issue of whether a work is indecent. 

The “Seven Dirty Words” 
The standard initially used by the FCC in enforcing the indecency standard was
determined by, and for many years narrowly limited to, the language in a satiric George
Carlin routine. This case was considered by the United States Supreme Court in 1978 [FCC
v. Pacifica Foundation, 56 FCC 2d 94 (1975), aff’d 438 US 726 (1978)]. The Supreme Court
upheld an FCC ruling that comedian George Carlin’s 12-minute monologue, “Filthy
Words,” broadcast at 2:00 p.m. when children were likely to be in the audience, was inde-
cent. Carlin’s monologue repeatedly used what became known as the “seven dirty words”:
fuck, shit, piss, motherfucker, cocksucker, cunt, and tit. The Pacifica decision affirmed the
Commission’s constitutional authority to regulate indecent speech and “channel” the
“repetitive, deliberate use” of words that referred to excretory or sexual activities or organs
in an offensive fashion. For almost a decade after Pacifica, the Commission limited its
enforcement of Section 1464 to those broadcasts which repeatedly used the “seven dirty
words” before 10:00 p.m. 

In April 1987, the Commission issued a Public Notice that expanded the definition of
indecency and the FCC’s enforcement policy [Indecency Enforcement Standards, 2 FCC Rcd
2726 (1987)]. The Public Notice summarized three concurrently released decisions that
found several broadcasts, which would not have been found indecent under the prior FCC
standard, would violate the new standard. Two of the broadcasts had aired after 10:00
p.m. (Ironically, one of the broadcasts, which involved dramatic readings from a play
describing gay sex, was aired by a station licensed to the Pacifica Foundation.) The Public
Notice announced that the definition of indecency would no longer be limited to Carlin’s
“seven dirty words,” but would thereafter extend to any material found indecent under a
broad, “generic” definition of indecency. This expanded definition not only included
graphic descriptions, but innuendo and indirect allusions. The new definition would be
enforced whenever there was a reasonable risk that children would be in the audience.
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On reconsideration, the FCC defined a safe harbor period and clarified other aspects of its
new policy. Broadcasters were not given leeway to make reasonable, good faith judgments
as to what was indecent. Instead, broadcasters would be strictly liable for weighing a “host
of variables” that made up the “context” of the material. Variables which the broadcaster
had to weigh included the “vulgar” or “shocking” nature of the language or imagery at
issue, the “manner” of presentation, consideration of whether the material in question was
isolated or fleeting, and the merit of a work. The Commission hastened to add that merit
was simply one of many variables, and that it was entitled to no greater weight or respect
than any other variable [2 FCC Rcd 2726 (1987)]. 

The Action for Children’s Television (“Act”) Cases
Act I . The Commission’s indecency standard was reviewed and invalidated in part by the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in Action for Children’s Television v.
FCC (“Act I”), 852 F.2d 1332 (DC Cir. 1998). The court found itself “impelled” to affirm
the “less than precise” definition of indecency, because that definition was derived from
the Supreme Court’s Pacifica decision. A determination that the standard was unconstitu-
tionally vague would have to be left to “higher authority.” Merit, the court found, although
properly a factor considered by the FCC in its analysis, did not automatically “immunize”
indecent material from FCC channeling authority. The court did, however, strike down the
“safe harbor” period that had been prescribed (midnight to 6:00 a.m.) as arbitrary and
capricious. The court found that the Commission not only failed to explain how the pro-
posed safe harbor would achieve the government’s interest of helping parents supervise
their children’s listening, but failed to explain what constituted a “risk” to children. 

The court remanded the case to the FCC for a “full and fair hearing” to determine an
appropriate safe harbor period. The court instructed the FCC to keep in mind that indecent
material is protected by the First Amendment and that “the FCC may regulate such materi-
al only with a due respect for the high value our Constitution places on freedom and
choice in what people say and hear” [Act I at 1334].

In the wake of the Act I decision, Congress stepped in and directed the FCC to promulgate
regulations imposing a 24-hour ban on broadcast indecency. 

Six months later, the Supreme Court decided Sable Communications of Cal., Inc. v. FCC,
492 US 115 (1989), which struck down a 24-hour ban on indecent telephone services. In
Sable, the Court reaffirmed that “sexual expression which is indecent but not obscene”
deserves full First Amendment protection and can only be proscribed if government choos-
es the least restrictive means to further a compelling governmental interest. The means
chosen must be carefully tailored to achieve those ends without unnecessarily interfering
with First Amendment freedoms. 

In spite of the Sable decision, the Commission followed the congressional directive and
imposed a 24-hour ban on indecent broadcasts. The Commission declined to consider
“individual station data” on grounds that “such data are unnecessary to determine chil-
dren’s listening and viewing habits” [Notice of Inquiry, 4 FCC Rcd 8358 at 8361, 8366 n. 30
(1989)]. The Commission instead relied on composite national listening and viewing data
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to support its conclusion that there was a reasonable risk that significant numbers of chil-
dren (ages 17 and under) listen to radio and view television at all times without “active”
parental supervision [Report and Order, 5 FCC Rcd 5297 at 5306 (1990)].

Act II. The Commission’s generic definition of indecency and the 24-hour ban were again
challenged in the Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in Action for
Children’s Television v. FCC (“Act II”), 932 F.2d 1504 (DC Cir. 1991). Although the court
again rejected the challengers’ argument that the definition of indecency was unconstitu-
tionally vague, it struck down the 24-hour ban. The court stressed that the Supreme Court’s
decision in Sable affirmed the protected status of indecent speech and the strict constitu-
tional standard that government regulations of such speech must satisfy. The court again
ordered the Commission to conduct a “full and fair hearing” to determine the times 
indecent speech could be broadcast. As part of this inquiry, the court instructed the
Commission to consider the appropriate definition of children and what constituted a 
“reasonable risk” of exposing children to indecent material, program-specific audience
data broken down by age group, and the scope of the government’s interest in regulating
indecent broadcasts.

Before the FCC could implement the court’s mandate, Congress again intervened by enact-
ing the Public Telecommunications Act of 1992. Section 16(a) of the Act directed the FCC
to promulgate a rule banning indecent broadcasts from 6:00 a.m. to midnight. The FCC,
accordingly, again solicited public comment and issued a rule implementing the congres-
sional mandate.

Act III. In Action for Children’s Television v. FCC (“Act III”), 11 F.3d 170 (DC Cir. 1993), a
panel of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia unanimously struck
down Section 16(a) on the grounds that it was not “narrowly . . .  tailored” to avoid
“unnecessary abridgment of First Amendment rights.” The court found that the 6:00 a.m. to
midnight ban was not the least restrictive means to advance the Commission’s asserted
interest of protecting children since it did not provide adults with a reasonable period
during which they could “exercise a meaningful choice to view the material while still
awake” [Act III at 182]. Nor had the Commission demonstrated that the government’s inter-
est in protecting children outweighs the First Amendment rights of adults and older minors
in receiving such protected material.

The court again remanded the case to the FCC to conduct a “full and fair hearing” to
determine an appropriate safe harbor and to review and address concerns the court had
raised in Act I and Act II. 

Act IV. Before the Commission acted on the Act III mandate, all of the judges on the court
of appeals re-heard the case and, in a 7-to-4 opinion, reversed the prior decision of the
three-judge panel [Action for Children’s Television v. FCC (“Act IV”), 58 F.3d 654 (DC Cir. 1994)].
The 6:00 a.m. to midnight ban on indecent broadcasts was upheld as constitutional.
Because there was a reasonable risk that children would be in the audience during the
restricted hours and because, the court held, the safe harbor period would provide an
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opportunity for “adult” programming, the proposed rule would effectuate the goal of pro-
tecting children from indecent broadcasts without unduly restricting the First Amendment
rights of adults. The court concluded that “although the restrictions burden the rights of
many adults, it seems entirely appropriate that the marginal inconvenience of some adults
be made to yield to the imperative needs of the young” [Act IV at 667].

The court also addressed an exception in the regulations which allowed public radio and
television stations that went off the air at or before midnight to broadcast indecent pro-
gramming beginning at 10:00 p.m. The court found this distinction to be unjustified. The
less restrictive approach was to enforce a 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. ban for all stations.

The Supreme Court chose not to hear an appeal of the Act IV decision [Action for Children’s
Television v. FCC, 58 F.3d 654, DC Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 516 US 1043, 1996)], and thus 
indirectly upheld the FCC’s enforcement of its generic definition of indecency and the 
6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. safe harbor period. 

Policy Statement
In March 2001, the FCC released a Policy Statement to illustrate its interpretation of the
indecency standard [In the Matter of Industry Guidance on the Commission’s Case Law
Interpreting 18 U.S.C. §1464 and Enforcement Policies Regarding Broadcast Indecency, 2001
FCC LEXIS 1889 the “Policy Statement”]. The Policy Statement reviewed FCC indecency rul-
ings and identified three basic principles underlying its decisions. These are: 

• Whether the description or depiction of sexual or excretory activities is
explicit or graphic 

• Whether the material dwells on or repeats at length descriptions of sexual or
excretory organs or activities

• Whether the material panders or titillates, or is presented for its shock value 

The particular weight given each of these, and other factors, depends on the overall “con-
text” of the broadcast [Policy Statement, paragraph 5].

Explicit/Graphic Description Versus Indirectness/Implication. The first issue the FCC con-
siders is whether the material “depicts or describes” sexual or excretory activities or
organs. The more explicit or graphic the description or depiction, the greater the likelihood
that the material will be considered patently offensive and, thus, indecent [Policy Statement,
paragraph 12]. The FCC issued either a warning or a Notice of Apparent Liability after find-
ing that the language in question was immediately understandable as sexual in nature
[Policy Statement, paragraph 13]. 

Even in cases involving innuendo or double entendre rather than explicit references to sex
or excretion, the FCC has found language to be indecent where the context of the lan-
guage made the sexual or excretory import “unmistakable” [Policy Statement, paragraph 14
(e.g., “Candy Wrapper,” a song which uses the names of different kinds of candy to suggest sexu-
al organs and activities)]. 
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In some cases, the FCC did not find material to be indecent, despite sexual innuendo,
because the context of the broadcast did not have “inescapable sexual import” [Policy
Statement, paragraph 15 (e.g., a suggestive description of a Peterbuilt truck as “Big Peter”)]. 

Otherwise indecent material may not be actionably indecent if such material is edited or
“bleeped out.” The editing must be effective, however. If portions of the indecent material
are understandable, the FCC may still find the material indecent [Policy Statement, para-
graph 16 (e.g., “What’s up fu(bleep)ckhead”)]. 

Dwelling/Repetition Versus Fleeting Reference. The more repetitive the references to sexu-
al or excretory material are, the more likely the FCC is to find the material indecent [Policy
Statement, paragraph 17]. In a few cases, the FCC has found that fleeting or isolated refer-
ences to sex or excretion are not indecent. These cases grant the broadcaster some latitude
for spontaneous remarks made during live broadcasts [Policy Statement, paragraph 18 (e.g., a
single usage of the word “motherfucker”)]. 

All factors are not created equal. For example, offensive references to sexual activities with
children or extremely graphic sexual material have been found indecent even when the
references are fleeting [Policy Statement, paragraph 19 (e.g., a joke about “screwing an eight-
year-old”)]. 

Presented in a Pandering or Titillating Manner or for Shock Value. An analysis of “con-
text” includes more than a verbal analysis of the language used. The FCC considers the
“purpose” for which the material is presented. A sexual act graphically described on a
radio program for the purpose of titillating, sexually arousing, or amusing listeners is more
likely to be found indecent than similar language used in a bona fide news program or
medical program, even if explicit language is used. Context is the most important factor in
determining “purpose” [Policy Statement, paragraphs 20 and 21 (e.g., a sex education program
for teens was not considered indecent because the material was presented in a clinical or instruc-
tional manner)]. 

One inaccurate conclusion to draw is that a “news” context is an absolute defense to an
indecency complaint. The newsworthiness of a particular topic does not immunize the
programs from an indecency ruling if the topic is presented in a pandering or titillating
manner [Policy Statement, paragraph 22 (e.g., banter about the alleged rape of Jessica Hahn by
the Rev. Jim Bakker)].

Similarly, the absence of a lascivious purpose is not an absolute defense. References to
sexual activities or organs may be patently offensive even if those references are not pan-
dering or titillating [Policy Statement, paragraph 23 (e.g., “Penis Envy,” a satiric song about
what a woman would do if she had a penis)]. 

Although broadcasters are required to apply these less-than-precise indecency standards
with unerring accuracy, the FCC gets to make mistakes. The Commissioners may reconsid-
er and reverse a staff ruling, or Enforcement Bureau staff may reverse an earlier decision.
For example, after fining a commercial station $7,000 for airing an edited version of the
Eminem song, “The Real Slim Shady,” outside of the safe harbor period, the Enforcement
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Bureau rescinded the fine and concluded that the sexual references (e.g., “My bum on
your lips”) contained only “oblique” sexual references that were not “patently offensive”
after all [Citadel Broadcasting Company, DA 02-23 (Enforcement Bureau, January 8, 2002)]. 

The FCC’s Enforcement Process 
The FCC does not monitor broadcasts for indecent material, but relies on complaints from
the public. Complaints will be considered by FCC staff if they include (1) a full or partial
tape or transcript of the offending program, (2) the date and time of the broadcast, and 
(3) the call sign of the station that aired the program. If FCC staff conclude that they do not
have enough information to determine whether a program is indecent, or if the allegedly
indecent material was aired during the safe harbor period, the complaint will be dismissed
with a letter from the staff to the complainant. If the staff conclude that the material meets
the definition of indecency and it was broadcast outside the safe harbor period, they will
analyze the material for patent offensiveness. 

If FCC staff determine that the material was not indecent, the complaint will be denied.
The staff may issue a Notice of Inquiry (NOI) if they need more information about the
circumstances surrounding the broadcast in question. The staff may also issue a Notice of
Apparent Liability (NAL), to which the licensee can respond, or refer the case to the full
Commission in cases that may raise new policy issues. For additional examples of inde-
cency rulings, visit the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau website (www.fcc.gov/eb/broadcast/
obscind.html). 

Profanity
Although the Communications Act prohibits the broadcast of “profane” as well as
“obscene” and “indecent” language, the FCC has not treated profanity as a separate cate-
gory of speech. Complaints concerning profanity have been analyzed under the indecency
standard [LBJS Broadcasting Company, L.P., 13 FCC Rcd 20956 (Mass Media Bureau 1998)]. 

Personal Attack Doctrine Repealed

The “personal attack” rule provided that if an attack was made on a person’s integrity
during the presentation of views on a controversial issue of public importance, the
station had to inform that person or group attacked and provide a reasonable oppor-

tunity to respond [Section 73.1920]. The rule was under scrutiny for more than 10 years
because of First Amendment concerns that it chilled free speech. In 1999, the Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia ordered the Commission to explain its ration-
ale for the rule [Radio-Television News Directors Association v. FCC, 184 F.3d 872 (DC Cir.
1999)]. In October 2000, the same court ordered the FCC to repeal the personal attack rule
after the FCC took no action to justify the rule’s continued existence [Radio-Television News
Directors Association v. FCC, 229 F.3d 269 (DC Cir. 2000)]. 
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On October 26, 2000, the FCC repealed the personal attack rule, but noted that it could,
consistent with the District of Columbia court’s order, institute a rulemaking proceeding to
reinstitute the rule if, in the future, it found that the rule was in the public interest [In the
Matter of Repeal or Modification of the Personal Attack and Political Editorial Rules, 15 FCC Rcd
20697 (2000)]. 

Broadcast of Telephone Conversations 

The FCC’s “telephone conversation rule” protects the privacy of telephone conversa-
tions by requiring licensees to notify any and all parties to a phone call of the sta-
tion’s intention to broadcast or record the conversation. This notice must be given

before the station broadcasts or records any portion of the conversation [Section 73.1206].

A telephone conversation begins the moment a party answers the phone. Therefore, a
party’s “hello” on the air or on tape before the required notification is given violates the
rule. The rule requires a station to “inform” members of the public that the call is “being
broadcast live” or “being recorded for broadcast” prior to the broadcast. 

Express notification is not necessary when it is obvious from the circumstances that the
conversation is likely to be broadcast. For instance, the rule presumes a person’s awareness
that a conversation will be aired if that person originates the call to a call-in show or if the
person is associated with the station (such as an employee or part-time reporter).

Violations may occur when callers are given misleading information. For example, nation-
ally syndicated shock jocks Don Geronimo and Mike O’Meara pushed the telephone con-
versation rule’s limits too far by informing a caller she was being placed on hold, while
they continued to broadcast her private (and quite personal) conversation with her sister
[Infinity Broadcasting Corp. of Washington, DC, Licensee Radio Station WJFK-FM, Manassas, VA,
14 FCC Rcd 5539 (1999)].

Although the caller was informed at the outset that her conversation was being broadcast
live, the FCC found that she reasonably believed her “on-hold” conversation was private.
Even after the embarrassed caller settled a civil suit against two stations that aired the 
program and withdrew her FCC complaints regarding the matter, the FCC issued a $4,000
fine to the stations. The fact that the stations were broadcasting a syndicated program
rather than originating the program was also found to be irrelevant—the licensee was held
responsible for the content of any material broadcast on its station, regardless of the
source. 

Broadcasters have periodically sought to have the telephone rule changed in order to
allow stations to record or broadcast conversations that are spontaneous and unguarded.
The Commission has always rejected elimination of the rule on grounds that it protects the
private citizen’s right to privacy [Broadcast of Telephone Conversations, 3 FCC Rcd 5461
(1988)].
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How Stations Handle the Prior Notification Rule
The prior notification requirements outlaw “ambush interviews,” in which a reporter gets
on the air, telephones a party, and simply broadcasts that conversation live without telling
the other party what is happening. The rule also prohibits live outgoing calls to unsuspect-
ing members of the public. An announcement that “This is Susan Smith of station WXYZ
and you’re being broadcast live” does not satisfy the prior notification requirement if the
party called is already on the air. Stations may, however, call a party and immediately
advise the party that the call will be broadcast, and then put the call on the air. 

Licensee Control During Live Telephone Broadcasts
A licensee is generally responsible for any and all material it broadcasts. Statements by
members of the public during the course of a live telephone call-in program are no excep-
tion. Programs devoted to controversial issues require a high alert. Content issues are more
likely to arise during a discussion of AIDS than during a discussion of cooking techniques.

Some stations use a tape delay for live programming, regardless of the nature of the pro-
gram. The technique involves recording a program, program host, guests, and callers, but
delaying actual broadcast by several seconds. If an inappropriate statement (such as inde-
cent language) is made, the material can be bleeped over or cut out, and the show can
still be billed as live. 

Some stations use other techniques. For example, call-in programs can be handled by two
or more staff. One person takes the calls and talks with the callers before connecting them
to the person on the air. The on-air host typically makes a statement along the lines of,
“Hi, you’re on the air.” The first staff member can thus screen the calls, give the required
notice, and avoid putting a party on the air who is calling the station on other business. 

Scheduling is another factor. Call-in programming that might elicit highly charged reac-
tions from the audience should be scheduled during the indecency safe harbor hours
between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. A skilled on-air host who projects a sense of authorita-
tive control can also discourage indecency and encourage informed and rational dialogue.

Regardless of how calls are handled, on-air staff should be prepared to make quick judg-
ment calls regarding what should and should not be edited. This requires an understanding
of FCC rules regarding indecency, obscenity, and libel, and station policies concerning
sensitive program content. 

Rebroadcasts

Radio signals from other media sources can be a good source of program material,
especially for news and public affairs programming. The FCC rules on the rebroad-
cast of such material vary depending on the signal source [Section 73.1207, 47 

USC §325]. The rules discussed below relate to the rebroadcast of certain transmissions.
These rules apply without regard to whether the rebroadcast in question violates copyright
interests in program content. 
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Definition of Rebroadcast
A “rebroadcast” is a reception by radio of the transmissions of a radio station and the
simultaneous or subsequent retransmission by a broadcast station. Programs transmitted
from their point of origin by common carrier facilities (wire or radio) and the broadcast of
programs relayed by a remote pickup broadcast station are not considered rebroadcasts.
The rebroadcast rules apply to complete programs or any parts thereof.

Rebroadcast of Other Broadcast Stations
Stations may not rebroadcast another broadcast station’s programming without express
written authority from the originating station. Permission from the FCC is not required, but
the licensee of the retransmitting station must keep a copy of the written consent and
make it available to the FCC upon request. 

Note, however, the following special situations:

Emergency Alert System (EAS). Stations can rebroadcast the emergency communications
of an originating station (operating under a state area EAS plan) without written authority.

Subcarrier Signals. Subcarrier Communications Authorization (SCA) programming can only
be rebroadcast with written permission of the originating station.

U.S. Government Stations. Voice of America (VOA) and Armed Forces Radio and
Television Service (AFRTS) programming can be rebroadcast only pursuant to a program-
specific written contract.

Foreign Broadcast Stations. Unless precluded by international agreement, stations can
rebroadcast the programming of a foreign broadcast station and do not need to obtain the
consent of the originating station. Consent generally needs to be obtained to rebroadcast
programs from stations in Canada, Mexico, and Latin America.

Rebroadcast of Non-Broadcast Transmissions
Some non-broadcast material can be picked up over the airwaves, but is not originally
transmitted to the general public—Citizens Band (CB) radio transmissions, for example.
The following rules apply to non-broadcast transmissions:

Amateur Radio and CB Messages. Messages originated by stations in the Amateur and CB
radio services can be rebroadcast without consent of the originating party.

Other Privately Owned Non-Broadcast Stations. Messages originated by privately owned
non-broadcast stations that are not part of the Amateur and CB radio services may be
broadcast only with prior permission from the non-broadcast licensee. Messages transmit-
ted by common carrier stations may be rebroadcast only with prior permission from both
the station licensee and the originator of the message. (See the section in this chapter on
“Interception of Wire or Radio Transmissions” for additional information on use of non-
broadcast station transmissions.)
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Federal Government Non-Broadcast Stations. In general, stations must obtain written per-
mission from the appropriate government agency before broadcasting material that origi-
nates from a non-broadcast station licensed to the federal government. 

Special Non-Broadcast Rules
Stations may rebroadcast time signals of the U.S. Naval Observatory and the National
Bureau of Standards and weather information of the National Weather Service without
prior permission, under the following conditions:

Naval Observatory Time Signals. (1) The programming must be obtained by direct radio
reception or land-line circuits of a Naval radio station. (2) An announcement must be
made without reference to any commercial activity. (3) The Naval Observatory must be
identified as the source of the programming—substantially as follows, “With the signal the
time will be . . . courtesy of the U.S. Naval Observatory.” (4) Schedules of time signal
broadcasts are available from the Superintendent, U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington,
DC 20390.

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Time Signals. (1) The programming must be obtained
by direct radio reception from an NBS station. (2) Rebroadcast equipment must not delay
rebroadcast of time messages by more than 0.05 seconds. (3) Time messages must be
rebroadcast live and cannot be rebroadcast from tape or other recording. (4) NBS call sign
information (voice or code) may not be rebroadcast. (5) The rebroadcast must be made in
association with an announcement that states substantially as follows, “At the tone, 11
hours 25 minutes Coordinated Universal Time. This is a rebroadcast of a continuous serv-
ice furnished by the National Bureau of Standards, Fort Collins, Colorado (or appropriate
city and state).” No commercial sponsorship of this announcement is permitted and none
may be implied. (6) Stations using NBS time signal messages must forward notice of this
use, on a semiannual basis, to the National Bureau of Standards, Radio Stations
WWV/WWVB, 2000 East Country Road 58, Fort Collins, CO 80524 [Section 73.1207]. 
(7) Stations cannot produce programming that imitates NBS time messages and present
that programming as NBS time signals, even if the station calibrates its clocks to the NBS
time in the process of producing such a message. (8) Details on automatic or manual
switching techniques for rebroadcast of NBS time signals are contained in the FCC rules
[Section 73.1207(d)(2)(vii)] and can be obtained from NBS at the above address.

National Weather Service Messages. Messages of the National Weather Service (NWS)
must be rebroadcast within one hour of the original broadcast. If advertisements are given
in connection with weather rebroadcast, these advertisements must not directly or indirect-
ly convey an endorsement by the U.S. government of the products or services advertised.
Stations must include announcements that credit the National Weather Service as the pro-
gramming source in association with use of NWS weather information.
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Emergency Alert System (EAS)

In 1994, the FCC established the Emergency Alert System  to replace the Emergency
Broadcast System (EBS), and created a new set of EAS regulations found in Part 11 of the
FCC rules. The EAS allows the President and other government officials to communicate

with the public in the event of a national, state, or local emergency. EAS works through
coordination of broadcast networks, individual broadcast stations, cable networks, pro-
gram suppliers, and other electronic media which use a common EAS protocol. 

All broadcasters (with the exception of Class D noncommercial educational FM stations,
which do not need to install EAS encoders) are required to install EAS equipment. EAS is a
digital system that allows broadcasters and other participating media to send and receive
emergency information quickly, even if those facilities are unattended. The new system is
automated and can be programmed to operate without the need for human intervention.

Each state has an EAS plan that contains procedures which must be followed by emer-
gency officials and broadcast stations in that state in order to activate the EAS. Local area
plans contain procedures for local officials to transmit emergency information to the pub-
lic during a local emergency. Sometimes, local plans are part of state plans. The FCC has
compiled a “mapbook” that lists locations of stations and cable systems in a state, organ-
ized by their EAS local area and any special designations needed to identify their role in
the system. The mapbooks are distributed to all broadcast stations that participate in the
EAS. Stations should consult the FCC mapbook to determine which state and/or local area
plans they must follow. Links to some state and local area plans can be found at
www.fcc.gov/eb/eas/plans.html.

Stations must ensure that all EAS operators understand and comply with the EAS rules. In
1999, the FCC began inspecting stations for EAS violations and has issued steep fines for
noncompliance. For example, the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau imposed a forfeiture of
$8,000 on a radio licensee for failure to ensure that its EAS equipment was installed and
functioning. The licensee had not noted the equipment failure in the Station Log [In the
Matter of AM Broadcast Station KTNC and C.R. Communications, Inc., 2000 FCC LEXIS 5294
(2000)]. 

EAS Activation 
The EAS Operating Handbook [Section 11.15]. The EAS Operating Handbook summarizes
the actions to be taken by station personnel upon the receipt of Emergency Action
Notification (EAN) and Emergency Action Termination (EAT), tests, or state and local area
alerts. Stations must display the current handbook, which can be obtained directly from
the FCC or from the FCC website (www.fcc.gov/eb/eas/handbook.htm). The handbook must
also be displayed at all other control points—e.g., a second studio or a remote control
location such as a telephone answering service.

Emergency Broadcasts: Emergency Action Notification (EAN) and Emergency Action
Termination (EAT) [Sections 11.13 and 11.54]. In the event of a national emergency, each
station will receive an EAN on its EAS decoder display. Stations used to be required to
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verify EAN messages with a secret “authenticator list” distributed by the FCC. That list is no
longer required. The FCC now asks that EAS equipment be set to run in an automatic
mode, which requires neither human intervention nor authentication.

State and Local Emergency [Section 11.55]. Stations have the discretion to interrupt regular
programming for day-to-day emergency situations “posing a threat to life and property.”
Such natural emergencies include tornadoes, floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, heavy
snows, icing conditions, widespread fires, etc. Other man-made emergencies, such as
toxic gas leaks or liquid spills, widespread power failures, industrial explosions, or civil
disorders may also justify EAS activation. EAS operations must follow the relevant state and
local area EAS plans.

EAS Equipment Requirements
EAS Protocol. The EAS uses a four-part message for emergency activation of the EAS:
Preamble and EAS Header Codes, audio Attention Signal, message, and Preamble and End
of Message (EOM) codes. Details can be found in Section 11.31 of the FCC rules.

EAS Encoder and Decoder. EAS encoders generate the EAS codes and the Attention Signal.
The specifications for EAS encoders can be found in Section 11.32 of the FCC rules.
Generally, Class D noncommercial educational FM stations (those operating with no more
than 10 watts transmitter power output) are not required to have encoders.

EAS decoders detect the EAS codes and the Attention Signal. Section 11.33 of the FCC
rules explains the requirements for EAS decoders.

EAS Monitoring Requirements
EAS Code and Attention Signal Monitoring Requirements [Section 11.52]. All broadcast
stations must be capable of receiving the Attention Signal required by Section 11.33(a)(9)
and emergency messages of other broadcast stations during their hours of operation. In
addition, all stations must install and operate, during their hours of operation, equipment
capable of receiving and decoding, either automatically or manually, the EAS Header
Codes, emergency messages and End of Message (EOM) codes. All broadcast stations are
required to interrupt normal programming, either automatically or manually, when they
receive an EAS message in which the header contains an Emergency Action Notification,
Emergency Action Termination, or Required Monthly Test for their state or county location.
Automatic interruption of programming is required when facilities are unattended. If man-
ual interruption is used, messages must be retransmitted within 15 minutes of the receipt
of an EAN, EAT, or RMT.

EAS Recording Requirements 
EAS operators must log the transmission and receipt of EAS messages in the Station Log, or
a special EAS log [Section 73.1820(a)(iii)]. Automatic transmissions of EAS messages must
include a permanent record that contains the following information: originator, event,
location, and valid time period of the message. EAN messages must be transmitted imme-
diately and monthly EAS test messages must be transmitted within 15 minutes of receipt.
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Manual interruptions must also be logged. EAS logs must be maintained for two years and
reviewed weekly by the person designated as the station’s Chief Operator.

Participation in EAS
Participating Stations Versus Non-Participating Stations [Section 11.41]. All stations are
considered Participating National (PN) stations unless they submit a written request to the
FCC to become a non-participating station and receive a Non-Participating National (NN)
authorization letter. Regardless of their participating or non-participating status, all stations
must install and maintain EAS equipment and participate in the weekly and monthly tests
of the system. In addition, all stations must monitor for state and local EAS activations.
Once a state or local level activation has been received, the station management can then
decide whether or not to participate further at that level.

During national level Emergency Activation Notification alerts, a PN station will stay on
the air to provide necessary information while an NN station takes its carrier off the air. 

Monthly and Weekly Tests
Required Monthly Test (RMT) and Required Weekly Test (RWT) [Section 11.61]. Each
month, Local or State Primary EAS sources will transmit test messages of the EAS digital
Header Codes, the two-tone Attention Signal, a Test Script, and EOM codes. Stations must
retransmit monthly tests within 15 minutes of receipt. In odd months, the tests must be
conducted between 8:30 a.m. and local sunset. In even months, tests must be conducted
between local sunset and 8:30 a.m. Class D noncommercial educational FM stations are
required to transmit only the Test Script. 

All stations must conduct tests of the EAS Header and EOM codes at least once a week on
random days and times between 8:30 a.m. and local sunset. Class D noncommercial edu-
cational FM stations do not need to transmit the Attention Signal. A weekly test is not
required the week that a monthly test is conducted. 

EAS Checklist 
The following checklist is not a substitute for a thorough knowledge of the EAS rules and
the EAS Operating Handbook, but should help you determine whether you are in compli-
ance with the EAS rules. 

Current EAS Operating Handbook Displayed? Stations must display the current hand-
book, which can be obtained directly from the FCC or from the FCC website
(www.fcc.gov/eb/eas/handbook) [Section 11.15].

Copies at All Control Points? Copies of the EAS handbook must be present at all other
control points (e.g., a second studio or a remote control location such as a telephone
answering service) [Section 11.15].
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EAS Encoder/Decoder Installed and Operational? Stations are responsible for ensuring
that EAS encoders, EAS decoders, and Attention Signal generating and receiving equip-
ment used as part of the EAS are installed so that the monitoring and transmitting func-
tions are available during the times the station is in operation (Class D noncommercial
educational FM stations are required to have only EAS decoders [Section 11.32]).
Stations do not need special FCC permission to operate if the encoder or decoder
becomes defective as long as the equipment is repaired within 60 days. If repair or
replacement is not possible within 60 days, stations must submit an informal request
for additional time to the District Director of the FCC Field Office serving the station’s
broadcast area. Despite faulty equipment, monthly test scripts must still be transmitted
[Sections 11.32 and 11.35].

EAS Encoder Tuned to Correct Stations in Accordance With Local/State EAS Plans?
Stations must comply with any EAS plan imposed by the state in which the station is
located [Section 11.52].

Encoder Timing Tones 8 to 25 Seconds in Length? The encoder must have timing cir-
cuitry that automatically generates the two tones simultaneously for a time period of
not less than 8 nor longer than 25 seconds [Section 11.32].

Tests of EAS Procedures: Required Weekly Test (RWT) and Required Monthly Test
(RMT) [Section 11.61].

Transmit Test—Is the RWT conducted weekly? Send test messages once every
week on random days and times. During the week of the monthly test, no
weekly test is required.

Transmit Test—Is the RMT conducted within 15 minutes of reception?
Retransmit the monthly test message between 8:30 a.m. and sunset in odd-
numbered months, and between sunset and 8:30 a.m. in even-numbered
months. 

Are RMTs and RWTs Logged Properly on Station Log? An EAS log form recommended
by the FCC’s Compliance and Information Bureau [Section 11.61] can be found at the
end of this chapter. Does your Station Log reflect the: 

RWT Transmit Test?
RWT Receive Test?
RMT Transmit Test? 
RMT Receive Test?

Immediately Broadcast Any National-Level Alert That Is Received. The EAS Operating
Handbook summarizes the procedures to be followed during a national-level emer-
gency [Section 11.54].
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The FCC Has Discontinued Use of EAS Authenticator Lists. As of September 1998, the
FCC discontinued its distribution of the Emergency Alert System authenticator lists
[Public Notice, Commission to Discontinue Distribution of EAS Authenticator Lists (September
3, 1999)]. The FCC now asks that EAS equipment be set to run in an automatic mode. 

Other Programming Concerns 

The final section of the chapter discusses programming concerns still regulated by the
FCC, and other concerns that have been regulated by the Commission in the past but
are now under the jurisdiction of state or federal courts.

Use of Recorded Material
Increasingly sophisticated recording and sound delivery technology has enabled broad-
casters to bring music and cultural events from every corner of the world into the living
room or car of the listener. With these increased capabilities come new opportunities for
abuse. A reporter may press for an interview at an embarrassing moment or record com-
ments without the person realizing that the interview is meant for broadcast. Broadcast of
conversations obtained through a telephone wiretap or through a surreptitious recording of
a private conversation may violate laws that protect privacy interests. 

While the FCC has rules designed to prevent such abuse, stations are also governed by
federal, state, and local laws and regulations that protect private citizens from injurious
invasions of privacy. Station policies on broadcast and non-broadcast use of recorded
material should reflect both the Commission’s regulations and a range of other legal 
concerns.

This section discusses rules that apply to:

• Broadcasts of recorded material that create the impression of a live 
broadcast

• Telephone conversations recorded for broadcast and non-broadcast use

• Recording with “hidden microphones”

Recorded Material That Sounds Live. Whenever a broadcaster tries to create the impres-
sion that recorded material is actually occurring live at the time of broadcast, or presents
recorded material in which time is of special significance, that programming must be pre-
ceded by an announcement that the material is recorded [Section 73.1208]. Such an
announcement prevents listeners from being misled. Programming of a public service
nature need not be identified as recorded.

Recording of Telephone Conversations. Although the Commission does not regulate
recordings of telephone conversations for non-broadcast purposes, federal law requires
that at least one party give prior consent to such a recording [18 U.S.C. §2511]. That party
can be the licensee or the station personnel actually making such a recording. A number
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of states have enacted more stringent requirements that may require all-party consent and
prior consent before any use is made of such a recording.

As broadcasters devise station policies regarding recorded conversations, state and federal
statutes regulating recordings of both wire and oral communications must also be taken
into consideration. While these laws are generally concerned with the use of recorded
conversations in a manner that would be injurious to the individual involved, they impli-
cate the broader issue of an individual’s right to privacy. Almost all jurisdictions have some
laws restricting “invasion of privacy.”

Recording Conversations. FCC rules require all-party consent for recordings made with a
wireless microphone. A key exception is made, however, for the recording of private con-
versations that are not, in effect, “private” (i.e., conversations that occur in a semi-public
or public place and in a manner that others would be likely or able to overhear).
Restaurants, parks, and streets are all examples of such places. An office, hotel room, and
other such locations fall into a gray area. Check with a lawyer for advice on how to pro-
ceed in these circumstances [Section 15.9]. 

In situations in which a parabolic or shotgun microphone, or other device not apparent to
those being recorded, is used to record conversations, state laws may again impose more
stringent requirements than are contained in federal law. In some states, for example, the
interception itself may have been carried out in a legal manner, but use of the material for
either non-broadcast or broadcast purposes would require all-party consent.

Use of a recording of a private conversation without permission may subject a station to a
suit for violation of the right of publicity. The right of publicity (sometimes confusingly
called a right of privacy) is the right of every person to control the commercial use of his
or her voice, image, or name. Most of the cases relate to celebrities, such as Bette Midler,
who sued to stop an imitator on a TV commercial from imitating a personal, but commer-
cially viable, attribute—her voice. 

Surreptitious or undercover news-gathering techniques may implicate any number of non-
FCC legal issues. For example, in Greensboro, NC, in 1992, an ABC television series,
PrimeTime Live, sent undercover producers to get jobs with the grocery store, Food Lion,
so that they could secretly record unsanitary meat-handling practices with hidden video
cameras and microphones. After some of the footage was used in a broadcast of
PrimeTime Live, Food Lion sued ABC and the PrimeTime Live producers and reporters for
millions in damages, claiming fraud, breach of duty of loyalty, trespass, and unfair trade
practices [Food Lion, Inc. v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 194 F.3d 505 (4th Cir. NC 1999)]. The court
held that ABC had illegally trespassed because the journalists had used misrepresentation
to gain access to parts of the store that were off-limits to regular customers. Had the film-
ing taken place in an area open to the public, such action would not have constituted a
trespass.
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Editing Recorded Material for Broadcast Use. Editing inevitably affects the nuances of
recorded material and may radically transform the substance. Many people are shocked to
hear only a snippet of an interview in which they expounded at length on some topic. A
simple release form that clearly gives a station permission to record, edit, and broadcast a
taped interview will establish a station’s right to use the recorded material. (A sample
release form can be found at the end of this chapter.) Permission to use recorded material
for broadcast does not, of course, obligate the broadcaster to use that material—unless
such a restriction was explicitly agreed to by both parties.

While the Commission and the courts recognize the problems associated with editing
material, broadcasters have generally been afforded great discretion. A quote from Chief
Justice Burger sums up this widely held sentiment: “For better or worse, editing is what
editors are for; and editing is selection and choice of material. That editors—newspapers or
broadcast—can and do abuse this power is beyond doubt, but that is no reason to deny
the discretion Congress provided. Calculated risks of abuse are taken in order to preserve
higher values” [Columbia Broadcasting System v. Democratic National Comm., 412 US 94, 
124-25 (1973)].

Prerecorded Telemarketing Messages. The Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991
(TCPA) restricts the use of certain telemarketing messages. The TCPA is a consumer protec-
tion statute enacted to protect the privacy rights of residential telephone subscribers. 

The FCC rules implementing the TCPA [Sections 64.1200 and 68.318] place numerous
restrictions on the use of an artificial or prerecorded voice to deliver a message over the
telephone. Such calls must not be made to emergency lines, guest or patient rooms of
hospitals, or to telephone numbers assigned to paging services, cell phone services, or
similar services for which the called party is charged for the call. These restrictions also
apply to autodialing systems, regardless of whether a recorded message is used. If an artifi-
cial or prerecorded telephone message is delivered by an autodialing system, the message
must identify the entity on whose behalf the call is made at the beginning of the message
and state the telephone number or address of such entity during or after the message.
Other restrictions further limit autodialing.

The TCPA and the related FCC rules should be consulted before executing any telemarket-
ing plan, particularly one that includes an automatic telephone dialing system or an 
artificial or prerecorded voice.

Interception of Wire or Radio Transmissions 
Broadcasters should obtain written permission to make use of any material transmitted
over police, fire, FAA, and similar frequencies used in the preparation or airing of broad-
cast programming. The transmission need not be used as over-the-air programming in
order to violate the Communications Act. Simple interception of the message requires
permission.

Written authorization should be obtained from the licensee of the frequency and kept in
the station’s records. Stations regularly reach agreements that authorize monitoring of
either specific frequencies or all frequencies used in the licensee’s community.
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Federal law treats unauthorized use or interception of these transmissions in the same
manner as wiretapping and electronic eavesdropping. Sanctions include prison and fines
[47 U.S.C. §705].

Drug-Related Song Lyrics 
The broadcast of lyrics that glorify or promote the use of drugs is subject to the same stan-
dards applied by the Commission to other broadcasts: licensees are expected to exercise
responsible discretion. There is no outright ban on the broadcast of drug lyrics, but a
broadcaster could jeopardize the station’s license by failing to exercise reasonable judg-
ment in this area.

The Commission has said that “. . . selection of records is a matter for the licensee’s judg-
ment. Licensees could reasonably and understandably reach differing judgments as to
whether a particular record promotes drug usage. Such an evaluation process is one solely
for the licensee. The Commission cannot properly make or review such individual licensee
judgments. At renewal time, the Commission’s function is solely limited to a review of
whether a licensee’s programming efforts, on an overall basis, have been in the public
interest” [Licensee Responsibility to Review Records Before Their Broadcast, Memorandum
Opinion and Order, 31 FCC 2d 377 (April 16, 1971)].

The FCC’s policy on drug lyrics is a sleeper. Although drug lyrics were a hot topic in the
1960s and 1970s, the issue does not regularly receive much FCC attention. It is important
for broadcasters to remember that the FCC’s policy is still on the books and that it can be
reactivated in times of intense public concern regarding record lyrics. 
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Note: The Chief Operator is required to do a weekly review of EAS logging requirements. If
“Receive” and “Transmit” tests are missing, appropriate entries documenting why the tests were
missing should be noted in the Station Log. Any EAS Log entries should specify date, time, and
signature of employee making the logged entry.

4/97 Edition

EAS Log



By signing this Authorization and Release, I give

permission to record and to broadcast my voice and likeness, in analog or digital format;

preserve the work in any medium; edit, reproduce, archive, webcast, and promote the

work and create derivative works or compilations; distribute the work to other noncom-

mercial radio broadcast stations or noncommercial radio networks; utilize the work for

promotional and public relations purposes; and incorporate the work or any portion in one

or more compact discs for premium and promotional use.  

shall own all rights, title, interest, and copy-

right to the work.

Signature

Printed Name

Address
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Date:

is a not-for-profit organization that operates a

noncommercial radio station in 
Station Name

City of License

Station Name

Station Name
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Programs involving political candidates are subject to special
rules that reflect a legislative awareness of the tremendous
impact the electronic media have on the political process. These

rules curtail a broadcaster’s customary ability to control programs
when the programs are of a political nature. 

This chapter canvasses the rules affecting political broadcasting and
includes discussion of the following topics: 

• Basic Principles: Equal Opportunities, Non-Censorship,
Reasonable Access

• Who Is a Candidate

• What Is a “Use”

• Exempt Programs 

• Equal Opportunities 

• Requests for Equal Opportunities 

• Censorship of Candidates

• Reasonable Access
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• The Zapple Doctrine

• Special Rules for Public Stations

• Sponsorship Identification

• Public File Requirements
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Afew hours spent studying the rules and explanatory material will make one some-
what knowledgeable in the area of political broadcasting, but stations should not
expect all programmers to be on top of the political broadcast rules. There are sim-

ply too many complexities and nuances. Someone associated with the station (the station’s
lawyer, Program Director, or News Director, for example) should act as a resource person
for the staff as a whole. This person should be familiar with state and local laws regarding
political campaigns as well as with FCC requirements. The Commission’s Political
Programming Group can be reached at (202) 418-1440 to answer written and oral ques-
tions. FCC policy is to work with stations and candidates to resolve problems as they arise. 

Basic Principles: Equal Opportunities, Non-Censorship,
Reasonable Access 

The federal statutes on political broadcasting and the FCC regulations that implement
those statutes are designed to address several basic concepts: 

• Broadcasters will give all candidates “equal opportunities” to use broadcast sta-
tions [Section 315(a)].

• Candidates can speak without fear of censorship by broadcast stations 
[Section 315(a)].

• All qualified candidates for federal elective office will have reasonable access to
airtime on broadcast stations [Section 312(a)(7)].

• The rates commercial stations charge for candidates’ use of airtime will be at least
as low as the rates given to the station’s most favored advertisers. As discussed
later in this chapter, noncommercial stations are prohibited from airing political
ads, but may broadcast material for which they charge nothing [Section 315(b)].

FCC rules focus on the consequences that arise when a candidate appears on, or “uses,” a
broadcast station. The FCC rules do not address many other concerns that arise in the
course of an election, such as coverage of public issues, balance between political parties,
and internal party politics. This distinction is especially important in understanding the
different requirements that apply to such situations as candidate appearances on news-
casts, documentaries about a political campaign, and statements by candidate support
groups.

In 1984, the FCC issued the Political Primer, a readable guide to the intricacies of the
political broadcast rules, which remains a helpful, if dated, guide. In 1991 and 1992, the
FCC systematically reviewed and revised its political broadcast rules [In the Matter of
Codification of the Commission’s Political Programming Policies, Report and Order, 7 FCC Rcd
678 (1992); In the Matter of Codification of the Commission’s Political Programming Policies,
Memorandum Opinion and Order, 7 FCC Rcd 1616 (1992); In the Matter of Codification of the
Commission’s Political Programming Policies, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 7 FCC Rcd 4611
(1992)]. 



One change in the political broadcasting rules occurred immediately after the November
2000 elections. Congress amended the Communications Act to relieve noncommercial
stations of their duty to provide “reasonable access” to federal candidates. This amend-
ment grew out of well-publicized demands that noncommercial stations air, for free, the
same paid political spots that congressional and presidential candidates were running on
commercial stations. 

Who Is a Candidate?

The Commission uses three criteria to define a legally qualified candidate. First, the
person must publicly announce that he or she is a candidate. Second, the person
must meet the qualifications for office prescribed by applicable federal, state, or

local law. Third, the person must either qualify for a place on the ballot or seek election by
write-in ballot and make a substantial showing that he or she is a bona fide candidate. The
following examples illustrate these principles.

The candidate must meet the legally prescribed qualifications for office.

Example Station WXYZ has had the Republican and Democratic candidates for governor
on the air. A candidate from the “Hip-Hop Party” calls up and demands airtime.
She is 19 years of age. Is station WXYZ obligated to give airtime?

If the Hip-Hop Party candidate met all the qualifications of law, the station
would certainly be obligated to consider her request for airtime. If state law
requires a person to be at least 21 years of age to hold the office of governor,
however, the Hip-Hop party candidate is not a legally qualified candidate and,
thus, is not entitled to equal opportunities.

Example The Hip-Hop Party has registered a 22-year-old with the state as a candidate for
governor. She meets all of the legal qualifications, but it’s clear she’ll be lucky to
get a smattering of votes. In the station management’s view, this person is not a
serious candidate. Is the station obligated to afford her equal opportunities for
airtime?

If a candidate is legally qualified, the political broadcast rules apply—even if it
appears the candidate has no chance to win.

The political rules apply only to primaries and elections.

Example The issue of whether to recall a county commissioner has been placed on a
ballot. The county commissioner appeared on station WXYZ. A councilman
who is interested in holding that public office has demanded equal time. Must
the station provide the councilman an equal opportunity for airtime?

VII–4
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No. The vote is on the issue of recall. Since there are no legally qualified candi-
dates running for a public office, the political broadcast rules do not apply. If the
recall ballot had been an election, the candidate rules would have applied.

The political rules apply only to elections to a public office.

Example Station WXYZ recently aired a commentary by a woman who is seeking the
“County Democratic Committee Chair.” A man claiming to be her opponent
calls the station and demands time to respond.

The political rules apply only in situations in which a legally qualified candidate
seeks public office. A party office may involve election by some members of the
public, but a vote by members of the public does not necessarily make the
office a “public office.” For clarification about whether an election is an election
for public office, contact the secretary of state, state attorney general, or state
election bureau.

The political rules apply only to election by the public.

Example The city council will vote to fill the unexpired term of a council member who
resigned. Two people are seeking the post. The race is controversial. Do the
political broadcast rules apply?

No. The political rules apply only in situations involving election by the general
public.

The political rules apply only within a station’s community of service.

Example Station WXYZ serves towns A, B, and C. The station recently aired the views of
a man who is running for the office of mayor in town D, located outside the
station’s service area. The opposing candidate for mayor calls station WXYZ and
demands equal time. She says that station WXYZ’s program will affect town D’s
election process even if the signal does not reach that area. Do the political
rules apply?

No. If the station’s broadcast signal does not reach at least one county in the
district in which the candidate is running for office, the political rules do not
apply. The reach of a station’s signal is determined by the station’s primary signal
contour (0.5 mV/m for AM stations, 1 mV/m for FM stations).
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Example What if, in the above example, WXYZ was carried on town D’s cable system? 

Same answer. Candidates in communities where WXYZ is retransmitted by
cable, the Internet, translators, or boosters would not be eligible for equal oppor-
tunities in the above example. The political rules apply only to a station’s broad-
cast coverage area. Cable systems are directly subject to political rules only
when the cable system originates the political material.

The political rules distinguish between primaries and general elections.

The distinction affects the determination of when candidates are “opposing candidates.”
Prior to the completion of primary elections, including any “run-offs,” candidates who
seek the nomination of the same party for the same office are opposing candidates in a
primary. Candidates seeking the nomination of different parties are not opposing candi-
dates in the primary. After the primary, those competing for the same office are opposing
candidates.

Example In the District of Columbia, Democrats outnumber Republicans by a huge ratio.
The battle over the Democratic nomination for mayor is considered the “real
race.” A station has devoted virtually all of its primary campaign coverage to the
Democrats, and Republican candidates complain that their exclusion during the
primary period hurts their visibility and thus their chances in the general elec-
tion. Must the station provide more balanced treatment?

No. The political rules allow a licensee to decide what amount of time to allo-
cate to different races. The Democratic and Republican primaries are considered
to be separate races. There is no requirement to balance the time devoted to the
two races.

What Is a “Use?” 

Many of the FCC’s requirements are triggered by the “use” of a broadcast station by
a political candidate. A “use” is defined as the broadcast of a candidate’s voice
(or, in television, by the candidate’s picture or image). In general, a “use” by one

candidate requires the broadcast station to provide to opposing candidates equal opportu-
nities to use the station, if a timely demand is made. 

Any programming that portrays the candidate in a positive light is considered a “use,”
unless it falls into one of the categories of exempt programming discussed below. This
definition can result in some surprising “uses.” For example, when old Ronald Reagan
movies, such as the chimpanzee comedy, Bedtime for Bonzo, were aired during one of
Reagan’s political campaigns, other candidates were entitled to equal opportunities.
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Similarly, appearances by a celebrity candidate that are unrelated to an election campaign,
such as a public service spot promoting the United Way, would be considered a “use.”

Even if a public service announcement voiced by an incumbent official does not help the
public understand the candidate’s political platform, such programming may promote a
favorable image of the candidate and, thus, constitute a “use.” 

In order to constitute a “use,” the candidate’s voice or image must appear in an identifi-
able and positive manner. In other words, Candidate X’s negative use of Candidate Y’s
voice or image does not create equal opportunities for Candidate X or other candidates
opposing Y. 

Example Richard Smith, Randy Stenner, and Robert Schneider are candidates for U.S.
Congress. Schneider is the incumbent. Smith runs a spot on which Schneider
says “I will not raise taxes,” followed by an announcer listing three tax increases
for which Schneider voted. The spot ends with the announcer saying, “He did it
before and he’ll do it again. Vote Smith.” Stenner demands equal opportunities
based on Schneider’s appearance in the spot. Should his request be granted?

No. Smith’s spot does not cast Schneider in a positive manner and therefore
does not give rise to equal opportunities.

Example Jim Thorn and Rita Daye are candidates for mayor. The Jim Thorn for Mayor
Committee is given airtime. What are Rita Daye’s rights to airtime?

If the broadcast includes the voice of Jim Thorn (live or prerecorded), Rita Daye
is entitled to equal opportunities. If the broadcast does not contain the voice of
Thorn, however, the answer is more complicated. The candidate rules are prima-
rily designed to afford equal opportunities to individual candidates, not to com-
mittees or other members of the public. Political programming in which
candidates themselves do not appear may nonetheless result in obligations for
“quasi-equal opportunities” under what is known as the Zapple Doctrine. See
the end of this chapter for a discussion of the Zapple Doctrine.

Example Jim Thorn and Rita Daye are candidates for mayor. A campaign by the All Bark
No Bite Committee portrays Thorn as a sleeping dog, with Thorn’s head super-
imposed on a hound’s body. Daye demands equal opportunities. Is Thorn’s
appearance a “use” by Thorn?

No. Thorn’s appearance in the spot is not positive and is, thus, not a “use.” In
addition, coverage of the All Bark No Bite campaign presumably occurs in a
newscast, an exempt program, as discussed in the next section.
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Requirements related to a candidate “use” apply only when a person actually
becomes, or is designated as, a legally qualified candidate.

Example Jim Thorn, incumbent Democratic mayor, has a regular monthly 10-minute
“constituent report” on station WXYZ. Rita Daye has been nominated as the
Republican candidate for mayor. Jim Thorn has not formally announced his
intentions, but it is generally assumed that he will seek another term on the
Democratic ticket. Rita Daye requests equal opportunities from station WXYZ. Is
she entitled to the time?

No. Until Jim Thorn becomes a legally qualified candidate for the office of
mayor, Rita Daye is not entitled to equal opportunities afforded an opposing
candidate. After Jim Thorn announces his candidacy for office, or is nominated
for office, Rita Daye will be entitled to equal opportunities.

Exempt Programs

Bona fide newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, and on-the-spot coverage
of news events are exempt from equal opportunities requirements. A candidate’s
appearance in these programs is not a “use.”

The Commission takes a number of factors into account in determining whether programs
are exempt. Such factors include:

• Whether the program in question is regularly scheduled

• How long and how often the program has been on the station’s schedule

• Whether station staff produce or control program content (in whole or part), as
opposed to programming produced by an outside source

• Whether the program is intended to advance the candidacy of a particular person

• Whether the candidate or topic is newsworthy

The Commission has held that the bona fide news coverage exemption extends to debates
arranged and controlled by stations themselves [Petitions of Henry Geller, 95 FCC 2d 1236
(1983), aff’d sub nom., League of Women Voters v. FCC, 731 F.2d 995 (DC Cir. 1984)]. In order
to be exempt, however, the debate must meet the following criteria:

• A decision to broadcast the debate must be a bona fide journalistic decision by the
station and the format of the presentation must ultimately be determined by the
station or by an independent third party

• There must be “structural safeguards” to ensure that no candidate will be favored or
disfavored in the broadcast

• All station decisions, including the exclusion of certain candidates, must be based
on viewpoint-neutral, bona fide news judgments
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Consider the following news programs the Commission has ruled exempt from equal
opportunities provisions:

• Today, Good Morning America, Access Hollywood, Inside Edition, 60 Minutes, Meet
the Press, Face the Nation, and (believe it or not) Entertainment Tonight.

• A regularly scheduled program in which the governor gives unrehearsed and unedit-
ed answers to questions from a group of area journalists—the program was
produced by the station and had been on the air for two years.

• An A&E Biography series on current presidential candidates—this illustrates how a
program that does not qualify for one exemption may qualify for another. In order
for a documentary to be exempt, for example, the candidate’s appearance must be
“incidental” to the program. The A&E Biography series did not qualify as a docu-
mentary because the candidate’s appearance was not incidental to the program, but
the program was found to be exempt as a bona fide news interview program. 

• A 30-minute news interview program run on a regular basis but lengthened to one
hour for six weeks prior to the election—the Commission ruled that the length did
not significantly alter the content of this regularly scheduled program.

• Phone Forum, a regularly scheduled program with a two-year run—guests were
selected by the station’s news department and the same staff controlled selection of
the phone callers to assure balance in the questions.

• A news interview program aired on station KABC, which was regularly rebroadcast
several weeks later by station WXYZ.

• A documentary in which a candidate appeared for less than two minutes, and the
appearance was incidental to the program.

• Coverage of political conventions.

• A broadcaster-sponsored debate covered live and in its entirety and broadcast on the
basis of its newsworthy content. Delayed broadcast would also be exempt. 

By contrast, the Commission has ruled the following programs were not exempt from
equal opportunities provisions:

• A series of three news interview programs aired on station KABC from which station
WXYZ sought to rebroadcast one program—selection of the one program altered the
initial balance of a three-program series.

• Governor’s Forum, a regularly scheduled program in which the incumbent governor
selected letters he had received, and sent an edited, prerecorded program to the
broadcaster.

• A special interview scheduled with an incumbent—despite complete editorial 
control by news staff and newsworthy content, the program did not meet the test for
interview programs because it was not regularly scheduled.

• A program entitled Know Your Congressman, scheduled to begin 11 weeks prior to
the election.
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Equal Opportunities 

Whenever a legally qualified candidate makes “use” of a broadcast station in a
non-exempt program, that station must afford all opposing candidates equal
opportunities to air programming that reaches comparable audience size. The

obligation is to provide “equal opportunities,” not equal time. For example, if one candi-
date has been given five minutes during peak audience, morning drive time, while an
opposing candidate is given five minutes at 1:00 a.m., the two candidates would have
been given equal time but not equal opportunities to communicate with the public.

A station is not obligated to contact candidates to offer “equal opportunities” after a com-
peting candidate has appeared on the station. The station’s obligation is simply to place a
record of “use” in its Public File (see Chapter VIII) as soon after the appearance as possi-
ble. Legally qualified opponents must assert their right to equal opportunities within seven
days of the appearance by the first candidate (see discussion of the “seven-day rule” in the
section “Requests for Equal Opportunities” later in this chapter), so prompt placement of a
record of the appearance in the Public File is critical.

The right of equal opportunities may be exercised by candidates for any state, local, or
federal primary or election.

Example An announcer conducts a 30-minute interview program after he becomes a
candidate for U.S. Congress. His opponent requests equal opportunities in the
form of a series of 60-second announcements that total 30 minutes. Must the
station comply with the opponent’s request?

No. The opponent is entitled to the same block of time as given the first candi-
date, in a comparable time period, but is not entitled to reconfigure the time
into a series of 60-second spots. Generally, the opponent will only be entitled to
equal opportunities for the amount of time the announcer/candidate is actually
on the air, not the entire length of the program on which he or she appears.

Example Suppose a DJ becomes a legally qualified candidate for public office. Can the
DJ continue to work at the station?

Yes, but each broadcast of the DJ/candidate’s voice will be a “use,” even if the
DJ does not talk about his candidacy or discuss political issues. The opponents
of the candidate would be entitled to demand equal opportunities based on the
amount of time the DJ is on the air. There have been instances where opposing
candidates have waived their rights to equal opportunities based on a 
DJ/candidate’s “use,” but opposing candidates are under no obligation to sign
such waivers.
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Example Slick and Shiny Car Wash is a frequent underwriter on a station. Sammy Slick,
the owner of the car wash, recently became his party’s nominee for U.S. Senate.
If the station continues to air Slick and Shiny Car Wash underwriting announce-
ments, will it owe Sammy’s opponent equal opportunities?

It depends on whether the candidate’s voice is heard in the announcement. If
Sammy’s voice is heard in the Slick and Shiny Car Wash announcements, then
the underwriting announcements will constitute a “use” that will trigger the sta-
tion’s equal opportunities obligations. If Sammy’s voice is not heard in the
announcement, no “use” will occur.

The following are further illustrations of how the equal opportunities principle is applied:

• When time is made available at different periods of the broadcast day, but with
approximately equal audience potential during each, the equal opportunities
requirement is met.

• Two opposing candidates are offered equal amounts of time in the same time slot,
but one candidate uses more time than another. The second candidate has the right
to request additional time, but must make the request within seven days of the
opposing candidate’s appearance.

• A station invites only two of five competing candidates to participate in a station-
sponsored debate. If conducted in compliance with FCC guidelines, debates are
exempt programs. The exclusion of some candidates from the debate is appropriate
as long as the decision is based on “reasonable, viewpoint-neutral exercise of jour-
nalistic discretion” [Arkansas Educational Television Commission v. Forbes, 523 US 666,
118 S. Ct. 1633, 140 L. Ed. 2d 875 (1998)].

• A station offers three candidates for state office the opportunity to appear on an
interview program. Two candidates accept, but one candidate declines and the sta-
tion withdraws its offer of time based on its conclusion that the programs will be of
interest to the public only if all candidates appear. As long as no actual “use” has
occurred, no equal opportunities rights arise.

• A station offers four candidates the opportunity to appear on a program. Three can-
didates accept and the program airs. If the program qualifies for one of the exemp-
tions, the fourth candidate is not entitled to equal opportunities. If the program is
not an exempt program, the fourth candidate is entitled to equal opportunities even
though he or she was unable or did not choose to participate in the program offered
by the station.

• A station offers all candidates for an office an opportunity to appear on a program.
The moderator of the program agrees on a format that should result in roughly equal
amounts of time for each candidate, but fails to enforce the procedure. One candi-
date receives approximately 75% of the airtime. The other candidate is entitled to
additional time on the station.
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Requests for Equal Opportunities 

Astation’s responsibility to provide equal opportunities extends for a seven-day period
following the “use” of the station by a legally qualified opposing candidate. This
“seven-day rule” [Section 73.1941(c)] reads as follows:

“A request for equal opportunities must be submitted to the licensee within one
week of the day on which the first prior ‘use,’ giving rise to the right of equal
opportunities, occurred . . .”

A person requesting equal opportunities must have been a legally qualified candidate for
the office in question at the time of such first prior “use.”

Example Mary LaForge has been making a weekly five-minute broadcast on behalf of her
candidacy for Congress. After the fourth such broadcast, her opponent makes a
request for 20 minutes of time.

LaForge’s opponent is entitled only to the amount of time used in the previous
seven days, i.e., five minutes.

There are several key points to remember with regard to the timing of a request for equal
opportunities. For example, only a “use” by a legally qualified candidate triggers the
responsibility to provide equal opportunities, and only a legally qualified candidate can
assert a claim for equal opportunities.

Example Paul Anderson has been nominated as the Democratic candidate for governor.
Alice Pibble, the current lieutenant governor, is running unopposed for the
Republican gubernatorial nomination but has not yet been officially nominated.
Pibble appears on a candidate forum and denounces Anderson as a “prisoner of
special interests.” Anderson claims a right to equal opportunities to respond.

Since Pibble is not yet a legally qualified candidate for governor, lacking only her
party’s nomination, her appearance on the candidate forum does not create an
equal opportunities obligation with respect to candidates for governor.
Anderson’s claim is, thus, invalid.

Example In the above example, could the station comply with Anderson’s request?

Yes, but if Anderson’s response is a “use,” it would trigger equal opportunities
rights for any other person who is a legally qualified candidate in the
Democratic primary.
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Example Same situation as above: Paul Anderson has the Democratic nomination for
governor and Alice Pibble is unopposed in seeking the Republican nomination.
Immediately after his nomination, Anderson, in a non-exempt program, directly
attacks Pibble as incompetent. Pibble demands an equal opportunity to
respond.

Since Pibble is not yet a candidate for governor, she is not an opponent of
Anderson and cannot assert an equal opportunities claim.

Example Pibble is nominated by the Republicans three weeks after Anderson’s campaign
began. Anderson continues his attacks on Pibble in a non-exempt program the
morning after her nomination. Pibble again makes an equal opportunities claim.

Pibble’s claim is now valid, provided she makes the claim within seven days of
Anderson’s “morning-after” message. She cannot claim equal opportunities for
the broadcasts prior to her nomination.

When there are multiple opposing candidates, the initial broadcast date triggers the seven-
day request period. 

Example Candidate 1 appears in a non-exempt program on station WXYZ. Candidate 2
requests equal opportunities within seven days of that broadcast. Candidate 2
appears on station WXYZ. Candidate 3 requests equal opportunities based on
candidate 2’s airtime, but candidate 3’s request for airtime is made more than
seven days after the appearance of candidate 1. The station is not obligated to
afford equal opportunities to candidate 3 because the request for airtime was
not made in a timely fashion.

If a station announces a scheduled appearance by a candidate, that candidate’s opposition
can request equal opportunities prior to the actual “use.” However, the obligation to 
provide the equal opportunities does not arise until the scheduled appearance has taken
place.

Example A station decides to broadcast a special series of four weekly interviews with
the Democratic and Republican nominees for U.S. representative. Within seven
days of the first interviews, the candidate of the Reform Party makes an equal
opportunities claim. That claim may be asserted not only with respect to the first
interviews, but also with respect to the three interviews scheduled to take place
subsequently.

If a licensee mistakenly denies equal opportunities due a candidate, the
Commission expects that the first step in remedying the situation will be an
attempt by the licensee and candidate to work out a mutually acceptable 
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solution. If the licensee and candidate are unable to reach an agreement, FCC
staff will usually try to resolve the issues informally. If the candidate remains
dissatisfied, he or she can file a formal complaint with the FCC.

The Commission has noted that even if timely requests for equal opportunities are made
under the “seven-day rule, a “licensee may be called upon to exercise reasonable judg-
ment in affording ‘equal opportunities,’ particularly where there has been an accumulation
of time” [Complaint of Emerson Stone, Jr., 40 FCC 385 (1964)]. This flexibility should only be
used if last-minute requests for equal opportunities would deluge the air with candidate
statements or preclude a fair chance for messages by all opposing candidates.

Non-Censorship of Candidates

Section 315 of the Communications Act prohibits broadcasters from censoring a candi-
date’s statements—even candidate statements that are libelous, indecent, or likely to
incite racial hatred or violence. 

Stations cannot force candidates to sign an indemnity agreement. The Supreme Court has
ruled that licensees are immune from suits for libelous statements made by candidates and
that to require a formal indemnification agreement would have a chilling effect on a can-
didate’s proclivity to use a station [Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union of America,
North Dakota Division v. WDAY, Inc., 360 US 525, 535 (1959)]. 

Broadcasters cannot require that a candidate appear live or that a program be prerecorded,
review the candidate’s programming material in order to make changes in the content,
insist that a candidate discuss certain issues or refrain from discussing certain issues, or
require the candidate to include or exclude the other individuals in the broadcast.

A station is entitled to take a few measures to assure compliance with the political rules.
To ascertain the equal opportunities obligations that may be incurred by a candidate’s
“use” of the station, as well as to ensure compliance with other FCC requirements, 
broadcasters may request an advance script or tape to check such matters as length of the
broadcast, proper sponsorship identification announcements, or actual appearance of the 
candidate [Primer on Political Broadcasting and Cablecasting, 100 FCC 2d 1476, 1512 (1984)]. 

The anti-censorship restrictions apply only to programming that would constitute a “use”
[see WMUR-TV, Inc., 11 FCC Rcd 2728 (1996)]. Other politically oriented programming is
subject only to the usual content-related considerations. Such programming includes state-
ments by a candidate’s supporters in which the candidate does not participate, and news
and information programming that is specifically exempt from the candidate rules as dis-
cussed above. In these cases, a station is free to control program content, specify program
format, and apply normal editing procedures.

Broadcasters may be liable for defamatory programming that is not a “use.” It would be
entirely proper for a station to refuse to broadcast a program by a campaign committee or
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a political action committee (PAC) if the station concludes that the content is potentially
libelous [Felix v. Westinghouse Radio Stations, 186 F.2d, (3d Cir. 1950), cert. denied, 314 US
909 (1950)]. 

Reasonable Access 

While a wide range of programming may serve the public interest, Congress his-
torically elevated access to airtime by candidates for federal office to a unique
status. Until recently, all broadcast stations were required to provide reasonable

access to any candidate for federal elective office who requests such time. 

In December 2000, an eleventh-hour addition to an Omnibus Budget Bill exempted non-
commercial stations from the federal access provision of the Communications Act and
forbade the FCC from taking action against any noncommercial educational station that
declined to carry a political advertisement. 

The amended Section 312 of the Communications Act now reads:

“(a) The [Federal Communications] Commission may revoke any station license or
construction permit—

“(7) . . . for willful or repeated failure to allow reasonable access to or to
permit purchase of reasonable amounts of time for the use of a broad-
casting station, other than a noncommercial educational broadcast
station, by a legally qualified candidate for Federal elective office on
behalf of his candidacy.”

The full impact of the amended language may not be known until the Commission is faced
with specific cases. Until then, noncommercial educational stations should assume that
the only purpose of the statutory language is to relieve them of the duty to grant demands
for reasonable access. Public stations are presumably not relieved of duties to comply with
equal opportunities, sponsorship identification, and Public File requirements. 

Before Congress exempted noncommercial educational stations from granting access to
federal candidates, a station had to make its “reasonableness” determination on a case-by-
case basis. In deciding whether a request for time is reasonable, a station could consider
such practical factors as the number of candidates in a race and the amount of time
requested [Carter/Mondale Presidential Committee, Inc., 453 US 367, 387 (1981)]. 

The Zapple Doctrine 

The Zapple Doctrine is a cousin of the Fairness Doctrine, which is triggered when
supporters of candidate A advocate A’s election or oppose the election of candidate
B, A’s opponent. The doctrine has limited applicability for noncommercial radio

because of the bans on political ads and political editorials. The demise of the Fairness
Doctrine in 1987 has also created doubts as to the constitutionality of the Zapple
Doctrine. The Zapple Doctrine is still enforced by the FCC, however.
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The Zapple Doctrine requires that, in particular situations, broadcasters afford “quasi-equal
opportunities” [Letter to Nicholas Zapple, 23 FCC 2d 707; First Report, 36 FCC 2d 40 (1972)].
The Zapple Doctrine applies to broadcasts by supporters of legally qualified candidates in
which no candidate actually appears. 

Even though such broadcasts do not constitute a “use,” the Commission recognizes the
broadcasts are “in the political arena” and has required that when such broadcasts are
made, the licensee must, if requested, provide comparable amounts of time, under compa-
rable circumstances, to an opposing candidate or to an opposing candidate’s supporters for
a similar message. (Note the programming flexibility that is left to the broadcaster.) The
Commission has emphasized that obligations outlined under the Zapple Doctrine are lim-
ited to formal campaign periods, apply only to major political parties, and do not apply to
programming exempt from equal opportunities (bona fide news, etc.) [In the Matter of the
Handling of Public Issues Under the Fairness Doctrine and the Public Interest Standards of the
Communications Act, First Report, 36 FCC 2d 40 (1972)]. 

Special Rules for Public Stations 

Most of the political broadcast rules apply to commercial and noncommercial
broadcasters alike; some special restrictions and exemptions apply only to public
stations. The Communications Act contains four provisions that ban certain types

of programming on noncommercial stations: (1) political editorials, (2) political ads, 
(3) issue ads, and (4) ads on behalf of for-profit entities. 

The rule with respect to political editorials is simple: “No noncommercial educational
broadcasting station may support or oppose any candidate for political office” [Section
399]. This ban applies only to licensee endorsement of, or opposition to, particular candi-
dates. It does not exclude the expression of political views by candidates or other parties
over a public station. In fact, the candidate rules encourage the discussion of political
issues. On-air personnel should, however, be carefully instructed to refrain from making
statements that suggest the station supports or opposes any candidate. 

The Communications Act bars public broadcasting stations from presenting political
“advertisements.” A political advertisement is defined as “any message or other program-
ming material broadcast or otherwise transmitted in exchange for any remuneration and
which is intended . . . to support or oppose any candidate for political office” [Section
399B].

Section 399B of the Communications Act also bans “issue ads.” This ban includes pro-
gramming broadcast in exchange for remuneration that expresses “the views of any person
with respect to any matter of public importance or interest.” The ban on issue ads thus
includes, but is broader than, ads which advocate a position on a political topic. The ban
applies to programming which expresses a view “with respect to any matter of public
importance or interest” and is not limited to political candidates or political campaign
groups. It applies to “any person”—even other nonprofit organizations—offering to remu-
nerate a station for expressing a “view.” Issue ads are discussed at greater length in
Chapter V in the “Underwriting Announcements” section. 
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Historically, the ban on political editorials, political ads, and issue ads did not relieve the
station of its duty to grant candidates for federal office “reasonable access.” In fact, Section
312(a)(7) of the Communications Act provided that the Commission could revoke any
station license or construction permit for failure to allow reasonable access to a broadcast-
ing station by a legally qualified candidate for federal elective office on behalf of his can-
didacy. The FCC reconciled these conflicting directives by requiring public stations to grant
federal candidates “reasonable access,” but at no charge. Public stations were entitled to
charge only for expenses incurred in producing a political spot for a candidate. As dis-
cussed above, noncommercial stations have not been exempted from the “reasonable
access” requirements. 

Sponsorship Identification 

The Sponsorship Identification Rules [Section 73.1212] require that when a station
transmits any matter in exchange for the payment or promise of any consideration—
including programming furnished by the sponsor—the station must air a complete

sponsorship identification. (See Chapter IV for a more comprehensive discussion of spon-
sorship identification requirements.) Stations may insert the sponsorship ID into any pro-
gramming that fails to include it even if the insertion causes the spot to be modified. If
time prohibits adding the ID, the licensee may air the spot without the proper identifica-
tion, as long as the ID is added before the next airing. The identification must appear at
the beginning and end of any program longer than five minutes.

A sponsorship identification must state that the political announcement is “sponsored by”
or “furnished by” the specific entity on behalf of whom such announcement is made.
While there is no absolute formula for the length or format of a sponsorship ID announce-
ment, the audience must be accurately informed as to who sponsored the spot [Design
Media, Inc., 5 FCC Rcd 5584 (1990)]. For example, “Friends of Al Konyers” may be too gen-
eral unless it is the official name of the entity [Letter to KOOL Radio-Television, Inc., 26 FCC
2d 42 (1970)]. Stations need not be private investigators, but they must use “reasonable
diligence” to confirm that the sponsor identified is truly the entity behind the spot.

Public File Requirements 

Astation must keep a “Political File” as a part of its Public File (see Chapter VIII). The
Political File rule [Section 73.1943] requires that, for a period of two years, stations
keep the following records in this Political File:

• A record of all requests for broadcast time made by or on behalf of candidates

• A record of the station’s response—positive or negative—to any request for time
by or on behalf of a candidate, and the charge made

• A record of any “use”
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This chapter covers FCC record-keeping requirements. Topics 
discussed include:

• Station Log

• Program Record-Keeping

• Designing the Right System

• Local Public Inspection File
– Access to the Public File
– Availability
– Guidelines for Inspection of the Public File
– Making Copies
– Contents of the Public File 
– Document Retention Periods 
– Obligation When a License Is Transferred
– General Notes on the Public File

• Other Files and Records

• Designation of Chief Operator 

• FM Subchannel (SCA) Leases

• Technical Measurements

• Rebroadcast Agreements 
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The FCC once required stations to keep detailed, daily records concerning program-
ming and technical operations. Many of those requirements, including those related
to program logs, operating logs, maintenance logs, and formal ascertainment of com-

munity issues have been eliminated or relaxed.

Despite the reduction in record-keeping requirements, FCC rules still require that stations
keep a great deal of information on file. One of the emerging issues is the extent to which
stations will have to begin posting documents on their websites. As discussed in Chapter I,
more and more applications filed with the FCC are filed electronically and are available
on the FCC’s website. The FCC now encourages broadcast stations to post Local Public
Inspection File documents on their websites, but does not yet require such posting.

The availability of electronic information makes stations more readily subject to scrutiny
than ever before. Stations remain accountable for maintaining compliance with a broad
range of programming and technical requirements, and must carefully design and organize
operational data. 

Station Log 

Each licensee must keep a Station Log in which it enters technical items required by
the FCC. Stations may, at their discretion, keep additional information in the Station
Log.

Required Entries 
Stations must make the following entries in the official Station Log [Section 73.1820]:

• Information about any malfunctions of a tower’s lighting system: A descrip-
tion of the problem with the date and time the problem was detected and
the date, time, and nature of the adjustment or repairs made to solve the
problem. The FAA must be notified immediately if required antenna lighting
is not working, and a note should be made in the log of the date and time of
such notification [Sections 17.48 and 17.49].

• An entry for each test and activation of the Emergency Alert System (EAS).
Stations are allowed to keep their EAS information in a separate EAS Log,
maintained at the same location, which will be considered part of the
Station Log.

• Results of required field strength measurements for AM stations with direc-
tional antenna systems [Section 73.61].

• Regular entries of operating parameters of directional AM systems that do
not have an FCC-approved antenna sampling system [Sections 73.1820(a)(2)
and 73.68].

• Any entries required by the FCC, on a case-by-case basis, due to reported
interference problems, rule violations, or deficient operations.

• Any other entries that may be required by the station authorization.
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Optional Information 
Stations may keep other information in the Station Log, subject to the requirement that
data in the log must accurately reflect station operations [Section 73.1800(a)]. FCC rules
require stations to keep the results of various equipment measurements “on file” (see the
“Other Files and Records” section at the end of this chapter for a discussion of these
requirements). The results of these tests and measurements are not required to be kept in
the Station Log, although many stations find it convenient to design a log in which they
maintain all of their technical records. 

Who May Keep the Log?
Entries in the Station Log may be made by any station employee who is competent to
make the entries and has actual knowledge of the facts required. The person who makes
an entry in the log is required to sign (and should also date) the log as a certification to the
accuracy of the information [Section 73.1800(a)].

What Is a “Log?”
It is important to keep the definition of a log in mind when designing the Station Log or
the log for EAS tests and activations. An envelope stuffed with printouts from EAS tests is
not a “log.”

Section 73.1800 sets out the general requirements for a log. Logs must be kept in an order-
ly and legible manner, and in suitable form. Each sheet of the log must be numbered and
dated. Any abbreviations or symbols used should be accompanied, within the log, by an
explanation of their meaning. All time entries should be in local time, with an indication
as to whether the time is standard or daylight savings time [Section 73.1800(b)].

Taking Measurements
Data may first be recorded in rough form and later entered into the log or corrected, but
the actual time of observation must be recorded with each entry and not the time or the
date when the material is entered in the log. The log entry must be made by the person
who observed and recorded the information [Section 73.1800(c)].

All required technical and operating measurements must be recorded before any adjust-
ment of the equipment. When adjustments are made to restore operating levels to their
proper values, a new measurement must be taken after the adjustment and the results must
be entered into the log. If operating parameters were outside legal limits, make a note in
the log regarding the corrective action that was taken. Measurement of any operating
parameter that is affected by modulation of the carrier must be read without modulation
[Section 73.1800(a)].

Automatic Logging
Automatic log-keeping equipment is allowed by the FCC and is becoming increasingly
commonplace. The FCC requires that automatic logging equipment [Section 73.1820(b)]
must:
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• Have the appropriate time, date, and circuit functions

• Not affect the operation of the circuits or the accuracy of the indicating
instruments of the equipment being monitored

• Have a recording accuracy equivalent to the accuracy of the indicating
instruments

• Be calibrated against the original indicators as often as necessary to ensure
accuracy

• Have indicating instruments that conform to the requirements in Section
73.1215 for such instruments 

Automatic logging equipment must be checked periodically to ensure that data is being
properly recorded. If the equipment fails for any reason, required entries in the Station Log
must be made manually. 

Weekly Review
The station’s Chief Operator is responsible for seeing that the Station Log is reviewed at
least once each week to ensure that entries are made correctly and that the station is oper-
ating in compliance with the FCC rules and the station’s authorization [Section
73.1870(c)(3)].

This weekly review must be conducted by the Chief Operator or a person designated by
the station as the Acting Chief Operator. Upon completion of the review, the Chief
Operator must:

• Sign and date the log

• Initiate any corrective actions that are needed 

• Advise the licensee of any technical problems that are occurring on a 
repetitive basis

This weekly review and the required follow-up constitute one of the principal responsibili-
ties of the Chief Operator. Individuals have been fined by the FCC for failing to ensure that
these duties are carried out.

Corrections to the Log
Once a log entry is signed, corrections should be made only by striking out the erroneous
portion and making a corrective notation in the log or in an attachment to the log [Sections
73.1800(c) and (d)]. Corrections should be made only by the person who made the original
entry, the station’s Chief Operator, the Station Manager, or an officer of the licensee. Any
correction to the Station Log must be signed and dated [Section 73.1800(c)].

Retention
Ordinarily, Station Logs must be kept for two years. In special cases, such as when logs
relate to a disaster or a matter under FCC investigation about which the licensee has been
notified, they must be kept until the FCC authorizes the station in writing to destroy them.
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Similarly, any logs relating to a situation in which there is a claim or complaint (such as a
civil action), of which the licensee has been notified, must be retained until the matter is
resolved or the statute of limitations expires [Section 73.1840(a)].

Program Record-Keeping

At one time, the FCC required stations to keep a detailed Program Log, an hour-by-
hour record of all programming, entries for various required announcements, a
listing of program titles, and notes about the source and type of each program. The

requirements discussed below are the only remaining vestige of these elaborate logging
requirements. Stations now have the latitude to keep information concerning programming
in any form that meets their needs.

Required Records 
When the FCC eliminated the Program Log requirement, it did not eliminate all require-
ments related to programming. The following record-keeping requirements are still in force
with respect to specific types of programs.

Political Broadcasts. Stations must keep a record of how they handle all requests for air-
time by and on behalf of candidates for public office [Section 73.1943]. The term “legally
qualified candidates” is defined in Section 73.1940(d). Information that must be recorded
includes the time requested and when spots actually aired. The station must also keep a
record of any free airtime that is provided for use by or on behalf of a candidate. This
information must be kept in the Political File for two years. As discussed in Chapter VII,
Congress has eliminated the requirement that noncommercial stations give “reasonable
access” to all candidates for federal office.

Issues Programs Lists. Each station (other than a Class D or instructional station) is
required to place in its Public File a quarterly list of several community issues addressed
by the station’s programming during the previous three months. The list must be placed in
the file within 10 days of the end of the preceding quarter. The FCC requires that the list
include the time, date, duration, and title of programming in which the issues were cov-
ered [Section 73.3527(a)(8)]. These lists must be maintained in the Public File until final
action is taken on the station’s next renewal application. (See the “Local Public Inspection
File” section later in this chapter.)

Public Notice of Applications. When an operating broadcast station files an application for
Renewal of License or an amendment to an application for Renewal of License, it must
broadcast specified announcements informing the public that the application has been
filed with the FCC [Section 73.3580(d)]. The station must certify its compliance with these
requirements in a statement placed in its Public File. The certification should document the
date, time, and text of the required announcements.

Personal Attacks. In October 2000, a federal court of appeals ordered the FCC to vacate its
rule regarding personal attacks. Stations are no longer required to provide notices of 
“personal attacks” or to offer opportunities to respond. 
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Emergency Information. During special emergency situations, a station may, at the request
of responsible public officials, broadcast point-to-point messages for the purpose of
requesting or dispatching aid, assisting in rescue operations, and the like. At the conclu-
sion of the emergency, the station must file a report with the FCC outlining the nature of
the emergency, the hours during which emergency information was broadcast, and a
description of the material broadcast [Section 73.1250]. (See the “Emergency Alert System”
section in Chapter VI for more information.)

Other Needs for Program Records
Stations may have uses for accurate programming records, even if those records are not
required by the FCC. 

Program Underwriting. Many donor and underwriter contributions require an announce-
ment regarding the contribution or a report to the donor or contributor that can be used
for tax purposes. In addition, underwriters often want assurance that they have received
appropriate on-air credit. Many stations have contracts with underwriters and donors that
set out specific commitments regarding the number, timing, and content of such on-air
announcements.

Detailed programming records can provide documentation that underwriting announce-
ments were made at the specified times, with the specified frequency, for a specified 
duration, and in conjunction with the appropriate programming.

On-Air Fundraising Drives. Contributions by individuals are generally the largest source of
private support for noncommercial stations. These funds are usually raised through on-air
fundraising drives. Most station managers and development directors want to control the
amount of time dedicated to fundraising activities so that they can evaluate the amount of
money raised in relation to the time spent raising it. Accurate records of on-air fundraising
provide the necessary information. 

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting. Stations that receive grants from the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting (CPB) are frequently asked to supply information about various
aspects of their programming, such as:

• Service to minority audiences

• Use of work from independent producers

• Division of airtime between local and non-local programming

• Percentage of airtime devoted to several categories of program types, such as
music, public affairs, instruction, and drama

Without accurate program records, such information can only be estimated.

Other Responsibilities
Most public radio stations are accountable for their programming to a variety of groups
including administrators and board members of the educational institutions that may hold
the station license, community advisory boards, major funders, and the general public.
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Program records are a key element in documenting the service a station provides to its
community, its attention to specific needs and constituencies, its fulfillment of grant
requirements, and its overall performance in meeting its mission and goals.

Designing the Right System 

Because public radio stations have a host of nonregulatory reasons for keeping regular
program records, most stations continue to keep some form of a program log, even
though not required by the FCC. 

License renewal announcements (see Chapter III for more information) are a case in point.
Since stations renew their licenses only once every eight years, it is not really necessary to
the design of the log to record the broadcast of these announcements. A more appropriate
way to handle this record-keeping requirement would be to prepare a “checklist” of the
scheduled dates and times for such announcements, perhaps in the same document as the
text of the announcement itself. Leave a place for the on-air operator to note the actual
date and time for each announcement, a place for a signature or initials for each
announcement, and you have a ready-made certification form that can be inserted directly
into the Public File when the announcements are completed. By contrast, a more compre-
hensive system is needed to collect the information for the quarterly Issues Programs List
and the Political File. 

Program logs should record information needed for the station’s own purposes. The station
may want to record information, such as underwriting announcements or public affairs
programming, on a continuous basis. In other areas, periodic sampling may do the job. For
example, detailed records of all programming for one month each quarter may be suffi-
cient to analyze the balance of airtime among different sources and types of programming.
Similarly, a station may want to keep more precise program entries during special fundrais-
ing periods than would otherwise be the case.

Program record-keeping can serve as an effective management tool. One way to remind
on-air personnel to make required station identification announcements or PSAs is to
require that they be logged. Such record-keeping also makes it easier to enforce station
programming policies. Give careful thought to the design of the form or forms on which
information is to be kept. A well-designed form makes accurate information easier to
record and retrieve. At most public stations, successful program record-keeping is a team
effort. Simple forms and good training produce the best results. 

Local Public Inspection File

The Local Public Inspection File (the Public File) is a collection of documents that
must promptly be made available to anyone who asks to see it. The rationale is that
the public should have access to sufficient information to hold each station account-

able, determine whether the representations that the station has made to the FCC are accu-
rate, and identify those who control and operate the station. Most of the rules regarding
Public Files for public stations are found in Section 73.3527.
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Access to the Public File 
The station’s Public File must be available to any representative of the FCC and to any
person who asks to see it during normal business hours. The FCC has set out very specific
procedures regarding the inspection of the Public File. These procedures ensure that mem-
bers of the public have ready access to certain documents, free of harassment by station
officials, and that stations are protected from undue time and expense in fulfilling their
obligations for public access.

Availability
The Public File must be kept at the station’s main studio or, in the case of an applicant for
a new station or a change in the community of license, at the proposed main studio or
some other accessible place in the proposed community of license. The main studio is the
station’s principal business office and/or studio where full-time managerial and full-time
staff personnel are present on a regular basis during normal business hours. For more
information about main studio requirements, including the location of the main studio, see
Chapter IX.

Many noncommercial stations operate “satellite” stations and obtain a waiver of the “main
studio” rules [Section 73.1125]. If the main studio and Public File are maintained outside of
the community of license [Section 73.3527(c)(2)], the licensee must:

• Upon telephone request, make available by mail to people within the sta-
tion’s geographic service area (the 1 mV/m contour for FM stations) photo-
copies of documents in the Public File (with the exception of the Political
File). The station must pay any necessary postage.

• Mail the most recent copy of The Public and Broadcasting to any member of
the public who requests a copy.

• Assist members of the public in identifying the documents that they would
like to have sent.

The FCC requires that the Public File be available for inspection “at any time during regu-
lar business hours.” This refers to the hours during which the station’s business office is
normally open—not the full broadcast day (or night). An informal ruling by the
Enforcement Bureau allows noncommercial stations flexibility in establishing “reasonable”
business hours, so long as the public is notified of the station’s business hours. 

Guidelines for Inspection of the Public File
A station may require personal identification before providing access to its Public File.
Such identification is limited to name and address. Stations may not require the disclosure
of any organizational affiliation, the purpose of the inspection, or the specific documents
to be inspected. 
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Requests to inspect the Public File are rare. At most stations, years go by between requests.
In part because such requests are so rare, station personnel tend to get flustered when a
request is actually made. The following suggestions can help station staff avoid some of the
confusion:

• Managers should periodically remind staff and volunteers about the require-
ments for access to the Public File, and make sure that anyone serving as
receptionist understands Public File procedures. 

• All requests for inspection of the Public File should generally be referred to
the senior staff person on duty at the station, but any employee or volunteer
who handles the reception desk during regular business hours should know
how to handle such requests. The absence of management staff is not a rea-
son to deny access to the Public File during normal business hours.

• Be courteous to people who want to look at the Public File. The way you
handle such requests can be as important as what is in the files themselves.

• Don’t be foolish. Don’t leave a person alone in your file room just because
that is where the Public File materials happen to be, or give them access to
the Station Log or other documents which should be made available only to
FCC officials.

• If something is missing from the Public File, don’t try to bluster your way
through the situation. Apologize for the inconvenience and make arrange-
ments to supply the material as soon as possible.

• Never let your Public File or program logs leave the station except under the
care of station staff. You may never see them again. 

• FCC officials are entitled to remove required station records and logs or to
have the station mail them. If the FCC is concerned enough about something
to want your records, you should make a copy of the records before letting
them go. If an FCC representative is actually present to take possession of
the records or logs, he or she is required to furnish the station with a receipt.
This provision applies only to records required by FCC rules [Section
73.1226(a)].

Making Copies 
If a member of the public wishes to have copies of Public File materials, the station must
fulfill the request within seven days. The station can make copies itself or have the copies
made by a commercial copying firm. In either case, stations can ask the person making the
request to reimburse the station for the “reasonable costs” of copying or require guarantee
of payment in advance (e.g., by requiring a deposit or obtaining credit card information).
The station may also make the requested Public File materials available at a location
where the person can make his or her own copies. A station is not required to honor
requests for copies of Public File materials that are made by mail, unless the main studio
for the station is outside its community of license. In these circumstances, as discussed
above, the station must provide photocopies of Public File documents (except the Political
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File) to persons within the station’s geographic service area and pay the cost of postage.
The station may still charge for the reasonable cost of copying the material [Section
73.3527].

All or parts of the Public File may be kept in a computer database, as long as a computer
terminal is made available, at the location of the file, to members of the public. Simply
posting the contents of the Public File on the station’s website does not satisfy a station’s
duty to give public “access” to those documents. 

Contents of the Public File 
Each of the following items must be in the Public File:

Authorizations. A copy of the current FCC authorization to construct or operate the sta-
tion, and any modifications or conditions thereto, must be placed in the Public File.

Applications. A copy of all pending applications filed with the FCC, including all related
materials (i.e., exhibits, correspondence with the FCC), must be kept in the Public File.
Applications must remain in the Public File until “final action” has been taken—that is,
until any Petitions to Deny or other objection has been resolved and the time for filing any
further appeals or requests for review or stay has expired. Applications for a new construc-
tion permit or for assignment or transfer of license must, however, be kept in the file for as
long as the waiver is in effect. If any Petitions to Deny are filed against an application, a
statement that the petition has been filed, along with the name and address of the party
filing the petition, must be placed in the Public File. Examples of applications that must be
placed in the Public File include the following:

• Construction permit for a new station

• Renewal of License

• Major change in station facilities

• Assignment or Transfer of Control of license

In addition, any document or other material referred to in any of the required applications
must also be available in the Public File. (Material that has previously been filed with the
FCC can be “incorporated by reference” in later filings by noting the appropriate file num-
ber of the earlier document, provided there has been no change in the original information
since the time of filing.) If material incorporated by reference is already in the Public File,
it need not be duplicated, provided the reference clearly identifies the document so that it
may be readily located.

Stations are not required to keep the engineering sections of their applications (and materi-
al related to those sections) in their Public File. The only engineering material required is a
map showing the station’s service contour and the location of its studio and transmitter.

Ownership Information. The Public File must contain a copy of the most recent, complete
Ownership Report (FCC Form 323-E) as well as all contracts listed in the Ownership
Report. Exhibits, letters, amendments, and other materials related to these contracts and
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documents must also be included (see Section 73.3615(d) of the FCC rules for information
about Ownership Reports and Section 73.3613 for details on required contracts).

The FCC requires that the following contracts and documents be placed in the Public File:

• Articles of incorporation (with any amendments).

• Bylaws (with amendments).

• Any agreement or document providing for the assignment of a license or
permit directly or indirectly affecting the ownership or voting rights of the
licensee or permittee; transfer of stock; issuance of new stock; or pledges,
options to purchase stock, or other agreements that relate to rights to acquire
the licensee’s stock in the future. Upon request by the FCC, licensees and
permittees must also place certain information about trust agreements in the
Public File. 

• Management consultant agreements with a person other than an officer,
director, or employee of the station, such as an independent contractor, and
other contracts that provide for profit-sharing or loss.

Most stations have numerous contracts and agreements that do not need to be kept in the
Public File. Examples of documents that should not be disclosed to the public include:

• Contracts with regular employees and union contracts

• Contracts and agreements with consulting engineers, attorneys, accountants,
performers, or station representatives

• Contracts and agreements with networks

• Lease agreements for SCA operations

• Music licensing agreements with organizations such as ASCAP, BMI, and
SESAC

Note that while SCA leases and contracts with Chief Operators do not need to be in the
Public File, they must be made available to the FCC upon request. Multiple station
licensees should keep copies of the above contracts and documents in the Public File of
each station. 

Contour Maps. A copy of any service contour maps, when submitted with an application
to the FCC—along with any information in the application regarding the service contours
and/or main studio location—must be maintained for as long as they reflect accurate, cur-
rent information about the station. 

Political File. Information concerning requests for, and uses of, airtime by qualified politi-
cal candidates must be kept in the Public File [Section 73.1940(d)]. These records, which
should be placed in the file as soon as possible, include:
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• A record of all requests for airtime made by, or on behalf of, candidates for
public office (whether or not the request was granted)

• Notes showing the disposition of each such request, including the charges
made, if any

• Notes regarding any free use of airtime by, or on behalf of, a candidate for
public office

The Public and Broadcasting. A copy of the FCC’s manual, The Public and Broadcasting
(Revised Edition, June 1999), which can be obtained through the FCC, must be kept in
each station’s Public File.

Issues Programs Lists. Each station (other than Class D stations and those with wholly
instructional programming) must place in the Public File, every three months, a list of sev-
eral community issues addressed by the station’s programming.

These lists are to be placed in the Public File no later than the tenth day of each calendar
quarter (i.e., January 10, April 10, July 10, and October 10) and should cover program-
ming for the preceding three months. For example, the list placed in the file by January 10,
would cover programming for the preceding October through December.

The list should include a brief narrative of how each issue was treated. The program
descriptions should include the date, time, and duration of each broadcast, together with
the title and the type of programming (e.g., call-in show, public service announcement,
documentary).

Donor List. Stations must keep a list of donors supporting specific programs broadcast on
the station. Donors making a general contribution to the station are not required to be
identified [Section 73.3527(e)(9)]. Informally, FCC staff advise that donor lists be kept for
locally produced, as well as nationally syndicated and network, programs.

Sponsors of Controversial Programming. When a group sponsors or furnishes program-
ming of a political nature or programming regarding a controversial issue of public impor-
tance, the station must keep a list of the chief executive officers or members of the
executive committee or the board of directors of such group. When such a program is
originated by a network, the required list may, instead, be kept at the network headquar-
ters [Section 73.1212(e)].

Renewal Announcement Certification. The Public File must include certification that the
required public notice of renewal filing was made, including the dates and times of the
pre-filing and post-filing announcements and the text of the announcements. This certifica-
tion must be placed in the file after completion of the last broadcast announcement
[Section 73.3580(d)]. (See the “Renewal” section of Chapter III for details.) Note that major
amendments to renewal applications also require public notice and certification of such
notice to be placed in the Public File.
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Material Concerning an FCC Investigation or Complaint. Any material that has a substan-
tial bearing on a matter that is subject to FCC investigation, or a complaint to the FCC of
which the applicant, licensee, or permittee has been advised, must be placed in the Public
File. An example would be materials concerning a conflict arising from a political broad-
cast [Section 73.3527(e)(11)].

Document Retention Periods 
Stations must maintain their Public File (and provide for public inspection of the Public
File) for as long as they hold a station authorization—even if the station is not on the air.
Applicants for construction permits for new stations must maintain their Public File for as
long as the application is pending before the FCC or while any proceeding involving the
application is pending. Once the application is granted, all of the requirements for author-
ized stations apply.

The FCC has established varying periods of retention for the different types of documents
that must be placed in the Public File. Once the required retention period has passed,
materials should be removed from the Public File. Stations may wish to retain such materi-
als in their business files. 

The retention periods are defined in the following table:

Document How Long to Keep It
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The Public and Broadcasting

Applications

Ownership information

Contour maps

Political broadcasting files

Issues programs lists

Donor list

Sponsors of controversial programs

Certification of renewal announcements

FCC investigation and complaint materials

Indefinitely

Until final FCC action is taken

Most recent Ownership Report and
copies of all related contracts

As long as they are current and accurate

Two years

For the license term

Two years from the date of broadcast of
the program sponsored by the donor

Two years from the date of broadcast

Until final FCC action on the renewal
application

Until notified in writing that the materi-
al may be discarded



Obligation When a License Is Transferred
While an application to assign a license is pending before the FCC, the licensee (the
“assignor”) has the responsibility for maintaining the Public File until the assignment is
approved by the Commission. As soon as the assignment of the license is completed, the
new licensee (the “assignee”) assumes responsibility for the Public File. This responsibility
includes maintaining in the Public File all necessary documents from before the assign-
ment as well as those that must be placed in the Public File after the assignment of the
license.

General Notes on the Public File 
Because the Public File does not play an active role in the day-to-day operations of the
station, it can easily become disorganized. When the Public File is disorganized, it is hard
to know whether required documents are present or missing, and harder still for citizens or
FCC inspectors to find the documents they are seeking. One convenient way to keep the
station Public File in order is to create a Table of Contents to be kept with the file. The
Table of Contents can be updated as new material is added and old material is removed. 

It is not a good idea to keep originals of key documents in the Public File; it is too easy for
them to disappear or to become mangled with use. If you find that something that should
be in the Public File is missing, remember that many of the required documents will be on
file at the FCC and can be obtained through the FCC’s copy service or via the FCC’s web-
site (see Chapter I for more information).

All multi-page documents should be bound together. Otherwise, they will soon be separat-
ed and mixed in with other materials. Consider a metal fastener or clamp. This makes it
easier to copy specific pages—and more difficult for the first and last pages to get torn off.

Also consider using a distinctive cover page for each Public File document. In large letters,
the cover should indicate “PUBLIC FILE COPY: DO NOT REMOVE.” The cover should also
have a place for a brief description and date of the document. Use of the cover page will
help you keep out documents that don’t belong in the Public File. 

The FCC is not the only agency that requires certain documents be made available for
public inspection. It is crucial, however, to separate required FCC documents from other
materials. Keeping the FCC materials separate will make it much easier for the station and
the FCC to determine whether all FCC Public File requirements are being met.

Lastly, keep all station staff and volunteers informed of the Public File’s existence. Anyone
who answers the phone or opens the door to visitors should be aware that the Public File
is available, upon request, for inspection. If the Public File is only available during certain
hours, staff should be able to supply that information. 
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Other Files and Records 

In addition to the Station Log and the Public File, the FCC requires each station to main-
tain a wide range of other documents, records, and files. This section outlines these 
miscellaneous requirements.

Licenses 
Station License. In addition to the copies of authorizations kept in the Public File, stations
must post, in a conspicuous place at the principal control point of the station’s transmitter,
both the broadcast license and any other station authorization instruments [Section
73.1230]. This posting may be accomplished either by mounting the licenses on the wall at
the required location or by keeping them in a folder or binder at the required location. A
photocopy of the license and other authorizations must be posted at any other control
points or automatic transmission system (ATS) monitoring and control points.

Examples of required licenses and authorizations include:

• Station license, including any postcard notices of the grant of a license
renewal

• Un-built construction permits, both for new stations under construction and
for existing stations making changes

• Auxiliary broadcast licenses, such as studio transmitter links (STLs) and
remote pickup units (RPUs)

• Temporary operating authorizations for special tests or operations outside the
normal terms of the station license (often in the form of telegrams from the
FCC granting Special Temporary Authorization)

• Emergency Alert System (EAS) authorization

• Pre-sunrise or post-sunset authorizations for AM stations

If the station’s principal control point is a semi-public place (such as the main control
room/studio), keep the actual license elsewhere for safekeeping (such as locked up with
the transmitter itself) and substitute a photocopy in the more accessible location.

Designation of Chief Operator 
Each station must designate one person to serve as the station’s Chief Operator [Section
73.1870]. If that person is unavailable or unable to act (e.g., because of a vacation or ill-
ness), the station must designate an Acting Chief Operator. The designation of the Chief
Operator must be in writing, and a copy of the designation must be posted with the station
license. Agreements with Chief Operators working on a contract basis must be in writing
and kept in the station files.
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The Chief Operator for FM stations may be a volunteer. The Chief Operator for nondirec-
tional AM stations, with no more than 10 kW operating power, may be either an employee
of the station or a person working on a contract basis, and must be on duty for the number
of hours necessary, per week, to keep the station’s technical operations in compliance with
FCC rules and the terms of the station authorization. At AM stations with directional anten-
na systems or an operating power in excess of 10 kW, the Chief Operator must be an
employee of the station.

FM Subchannel (SCA) Leases
Any agreements for use of an FM station’s subchannel(s) for subsidiary communications
services must be in writing, kept in the station’s records, and made available for inspection
upon request by the FCC [Section 73.3613(e)].

The FCC does not specify the period for which these agreements must be maintained, but
it is reasonable to assume that the agreements must at least be kept on hand during the
time they are in effect. It is probably wise to retain copies of SCA leases at the station until
final FCC action on the next renewal application that follows the expiration of the 
agreement.

Technical Measurements 
AM and FM stations are required to make periodic tests and measurements of their equip-
ment, and the records of these tests and measurements must be kept in the station’s
records. Included are:

AM and FM Equipment Performance Measurements. All AM and FM stations (except Class
D stations authorized at output power of 10 watts or less) must make periodic proof-of-
performance measurements of each main transmitter. For AM stations, the inspection must
occur annually, with no more than 14 months between inspections. For FM stations (other
than Class D stations), inspections must occur periodically, generally when significant
changes are made in transmission equipment [Section 73.1590].

FM Stations: Subchannel Tests. FM stations are required to make certain tests after
installing multiplex subcarrier transmitting equipment [Section 73.322(f)]. 

In addition, AM stations with directional antenna systems must conduct regular field
strength measurements [Section 73.61] and directional antenna proofs-of-performance
[Section 73.154]. The results of these measurements should be entered in the Station Log.

FCC requirements for these various measurements are discussed in more detail in 
Chapter X. 
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Rebroadcast Agreements 
Before a station can rebroadcast another station’s signal, it must obtain the written consent
of the licensee that originated the program [Section 73.1207]. (See the “Rebroadcasts” sec-
tion of Chapter VI.) This requirement does not apply to messages originating in the
Amateur and Citizens Band services.

A copy of the written consent must be retained in the station’s files. While the FCC does
not specify a retention period, at a minimum such consent must be retained for as long as
the station is engaged in the rebroadcast activity and probably should be kept until final
FCC action on the renewal application following the last rebroadcast covered by the
agreement.
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This chapter reviews a variety of operating requirements, 
including:

• Station Identification Announcements

• Hours of Operation 

• Required Operating Schedule

• Share-Time Agreements

• Local Service
– Main Studio Location

• Lotteries

• Contests

• Multiplex Transmissions

• Call Signs

• Special Temporary Authorizations (STAs) and Waivers
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Station Identification Announcements

All broadcast stations are required to make periodic station identification announce-
ments. While stations may identify themselves informally (e.g., “You’re in tune with
FM 90”) at any time, stations must also make announcements that meet prescribed

requirements concerning timing and content.

Station identification announcements must be made:

• At the beginning and end of day if the station does not broadcast 24 hours
per day [Section 73.1201(a)(1)]

• Hourly, as close to the “top of the hour” as feasible, at a natural break in
program offerings [Section 73.1201(a)(2)]

Each required station identification announcement must include the station’s assigned call
letters immediately followed by the community or communities specified in the station’s
license [Section 73.1201(b)]. When airing a required station ID, the station has the option of
inserting the name of the licensee or its frequency, or both, between the call letters and the
community of license. No other sequence is permissible.

Acceptable IDs:

“KAAA, Anytown”

“KAAA, 88.1 FM, Anytown”

“KAAA, University of Anytown, 
Anytown”

“KAAA, Anytown, your public
radio station

The unacceptable IDs are unacceptable only for the required top-of-the hour or sign-
on/sign-off ID. They would be fine for other announcements.

The optional identification of a station’s frequency may be made in any number of ways,
such as “FM 90.1,” “90.1 Megahertz,” “90.1 on your FM dial,” or “Channel 211.”

Identification of Other Communities. A station may include, in its official station identifi-
cation, the names of any additional community or communities it serves, so long as the
community to which it is licensed is named first. For example, a station licensed to
Anytown could identify itself as “KAAA, Anytown, Neartown, and Fartown.”

Simultaneous Announcements. If the same licensee operates AM broadcast stations in the
535–1605 kHz band and in the 1605–1705 kHz band, and both stations are licensed to
the same community and simultaneously broadcast the same programs, station IDs may be
made jointly for both stations [Section 73.1201(c)(2)]. 

Unacceptable IDs:

“In Anytown, this is KAAA”

“FM 88, Anytown”

“KAAA, the listener-supported broadcast
service of the University of Anytown”

“KAAA, public radio for Anytown



IX–4

Satellite Operation. When the programming of a station is rebroadcast simultaneously
over the facilities of a terrestrial satellite (or “repeater”) station, the originating station may
make station identification announcements for the satellite station [Section 73.1201(c)(3)].

Hours of Operation

All noncommercial FM stations are licensed for unlimited hours of operation [Section
73.1705(a)]. Even if the station’s license application proposed only a limited sched-
ule, hours may be expanded with no further permission from the FCC.

AM stations in the 535–1705 kHz band are licensed for unlimited hours of operation
[Section 73.1705(c)]. AM stations currently licensed only for “daytime” operation or other
limited-time operation may continue to broadcast on a limited schedule, but no new AM
stations will be granted such part-time operation. The Commission will, however, allow
full-time stations to reduce operating hours to daytime-only in order to resolve 
interference. 

Noncommercial AM stations in the 535–1605 kHz band and all noncommercial FM sta-
tions may apply for share-time agreements or other specified hours of operation [Section
73.1715].

Required Operating Schedule

Noncommercial AM stations are not required to operate on a regular schedule and
have no minimum operating schedule. The FCC does note, however, that it may
take the actual hours of operation into account during license renewal [Section

73.1740(b)]. Thus, a highly irregular or limited schedule could be taken into consideration
in determining whether to renew a station’s license. 

Noncommercial FM stations are subject to a two-tiered minimum schedule requirement:
One set of requirements sets the standards stations must meet to maintain their license; a
more stringent set of requirements sets the standards that stations must meet in order not to
have to share the use of their frequency.

Minimum Hours of Operation [Section 73.561(a)]. The minimum operating schedule for
noncommercial FM stations is 36 hours per week, consisting of at least five hours of oper-
ation on at least six days of the week. In order to accommodate the needs of educational
institutions, the Commission has made two important exceptions. Stations licensed to edu-
cational institutions are not required to operate on Saturday or Sunday (and may thus meet
the 36-hour obligation on five rather than six days), nor are these stations required to
adhere to the minimum operating schedule during those days designated on the official
school calendar as vacation or recess periods.

Protection Against Share-Time Applications [Section 73.561(b)]. Stations that wish to pro-
tect their frequencies against applications to share use of their frequency must operate at
least 12 hours per day each day of the year. The FCC has made no exceptions to this 
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provision with regard to educational institutions, although it has been reluctant to force
educational institutions to share a frequency in circumstances where the institution has
only temporarily dipped below minimum operating requirements [In re Application of Seattle
Public Schools; for Renewal of License for Station KNHC(FM), Seattle, Washington, 4 FCC Rcd
625 (1989)].

A station that does not meet the 12-hour-per-day schedule may be required to share its
frequency upon FCC approval of an application by another party proposing a share-time
arrangement.

Operating on a Reduced Schedule [Section 73.561(d)]. When circumstances beyond the
control of the licensee make it impossible to operate on a minimum schedule, the station
may reduce its hours of operations or discontinue normal operations for up to 30 days
without further authorization from the FCC. In such cases, however, the licensee must
notify the FCC no later than the tenth day of reduced or discontinued operation. If the
station’s normal operating schedule is resumed within the 30-day period, the licensee must
immediately notify the Commission of the date on which regular operations were restored.

If causes beyond the licensee’s control make it impossible to resume a minimum schedule
within the 30-day period, the station should ask the FCC for Special Temporary
Authorization (STA) to remain dark or to operate with a reduced schedule for a period
greater than 30 days. 

Even if a station has notified the FCC of a reduced operating schedule or obtained an STA
to be off the air, a station’s license will expire as a matter of law if the station fails to trans-
mit broadcast signals for any consecutive 12-month period [Section 73.561(d)].

Share-Time Agreements

Ashare-time agreement is a means by which two separate entities share a single
broadcast frequency. A share-time agreement may be entered into voluntarily or
imposed by the FCC. Under a share-time agreement, each party holds its own

license from the FCC. Each enjoys all of the rights and each must meet all of the obliga-
tions of a licensee, with the exception that the license for each licensee specifies opera-
tions only during certain hours. In some share-time situations, the two licensed parties
share station facilities, or some part of the facilities, such as the transmitter and antenna. In
other situations, the two parties operate with separate studios, at different power levels,
and from different transmitter locations.

A licensee may propose a voluntary share-time arrangement for its frequency at any time.
The FCC uses involuntary time-sharing to resolve proceedings between mutually exclusive
applicants, each of whom seeks a permit to construct a new station. (For a discussion of
the use of time-sharing to resolve proceedings involving mutually exclusive applications,
see Chapter XI.) The FCC may also require a licensee to share its channel if the licensee
does not meet minimum operating requirements
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Voluntary Agreements [Sections 73.1715(a) and 73.561(b)(1)]. A party proposing shared use
of a frequency applies to the FCC under the same procedures that would be used in filing
an application for a new station. If the licensee whose frequency will be shared agrees to
the proposed sharing, the share-time application will be processed immediately. If the two
parties cannot agree on a share-time arrangement, the application proposing time-sharing
will be considered only in connection with the license renewal application of the incum-
bent licensee. In such contested situations, the new application must be filed no later than
the deadline for filing petitions to deny the renewal application of the incumbent.

Voluntary time-sharing agreements must be in writing, must set forth the proposed hours of
operation for each station throughout the year, and must be submitted to the Commission
as part of an application or a settlement agreement. If the agreement is acceptable to the
FCC, it will then become a part of each station’s license.

FCC-Imposed Agreements [Sections 73.1715(b) and 73.561(b)(2)]. If the parties are unable to
agree upon a division of time, the Commission must be so informed in the application
proposing the time-sharing. The two applications will then be designated for a hearing. The
hearing may include any qualification issues relevant to either applicant (e.g., legal or
financial qualifications, character issues). If there are no such issues, the FCC will schedule
a hearing on the single issue of time-sharing. At the conclusion of the hearing, the FCC
will either conclude that time-sharing is not required or impose a time-sharing agreement
on the parties if they cannot arrive at an agreement among themselves.

Changes to Share-Time Agreement [Sections 73.1715(c) and 73.561(c)]. Once a share-time
schedule is approved by the FCC, it remains in effect for the duration of the license term.
Changes are allowable, however, if an agreement for change is reduced to writing, signed
by the licensees, and filed in triplicate with the FCC prior to the time of the proposed
change. When time is especially important (e.g., the parties agree for one station to broad-
cast outside its normal hours to cover a special event), the Commission will permit the
licensees to make changes prior to filing the agreement, provided appropriate notice is
sent to the FCC.

Consideration of share-time applications proposing time-sharing is an exception to the
general rule that the FCC no longer permits the filing of a competing application for the
renewal of a broadcast license [Section 309(K)(4)].

Local Service

To ensure that each station operates from and provides a local service to the commu-
nity to which it is licensed, the FCC invokes a number of requirements under its
“main studio” rules.

Main Studio Location
In 1998, the FCC amended the main studio rule to give broadcasters more flexibility in
locating their main studios. The relaxed rule combines a signal contour and a mileage
standard. Except for those stations described later in this section, and those for which the
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FCC has granted a main studio waiver, each station must maintain a main studio at one of
the following locations [Section 73.1125]:

• Within the station’s community of license,

• Within the station’s principal community contour (5 mV/m for AM radio,
3.14 mV/m for FM radio), or

• Within 25 miles from the reference coordinates of the station’s community of
license 

AM stations licensed as synchronous amplifier transmitters (“AM boosters”) are not
required to maintain their main studios at the locations described above.

Waiver of the Main Studio Rule. The Commission allows noncommercial stations to locate
their main studios at locations other than those specified above if a station can show that it
would be in the public interest.

Waiver requests must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, but each waiver request
should contain a commitment to (1) maintain a telephone number which permits those
within the service area to contact the main studio toll-free, (2) determine the programming
needs of the community of license, (3) meet those needs through programs carried on the
station, (4) include residents of the community of license on the governing board or on an
advisory board that regularly advises the licensee on programming needs, and (5) accom-
modate listeners who wish to examine the contents of the station’s Public File.

Studio Relocation. A station may move its studios to a new location without prior permis-
sion from the FCC so long as the new location meets the requirements for a main studio
location. A station may also move its studio without prior FCC approval in the following
situations:

• An AM station may move its main studio to its transmitter site at any time.

• When an AM/FM combination is licensed to the same community of service
and the AM transmitter is located outside the principal community of serv-
ice, the FM station can move its main studio to the AM transmitter site at any
time in order to collocate with the AM main studio.

Prompt notification of the FCC is required in all of the above situations.

Staffing Requirement. A main studio is more than equipment capable of originating pro-
gramming. It must be a “meaningful presence” in the area served [Jones Eastern of the
Outer Banks, Inc. 6 FCC Rcd 3615 (1991), clarified 7 FCC Rcd (1992), aff’d 10 FCC Rcd 3759
(1995)]. FCC rulings have defined this presence in staffing terms and have held that a main
studio must maintain at least one managerial and one full-time staff person. Management
personnel need not be chained to their desks, but must use the studio as “home base.”
Staff members may take on other responsibilities of another business while attending to
their duties at the station [Liability of W-AIR, Inc., DA 96-1310 (Mass Media Bureau 1996)]. In a
March 16, 2000, Letter to NFCB, EB-00-IH-0088, the Enforcement Bureau indicated that it
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would allow noncommercial stations latitude in establishing “regular business hours” so
long as the main studio was “reasonably accessible” to the public. The same letter also
made clear that the staffing requirement of the main studio rule could be satisfied by
unpaid as well as paid staff and that, while staff could be “shared” with another business,
it did not permit a station to delegate main studio duties to “next-door neighbors.” The
essence of the staffing requirement was that “a member of the station’s staff, paid or
unpaid, must be present at the studio at all times during regular business hours.”

Lotteries

Section 1304 of the U.S. Criminal Code prohibits the broadcast of any “advertisement
of any lottery or any information concerning a lottery” [18 U.S.C. §1304]. Although the
“anti-lottery statute” and the implementing FCC regulation [Section 73.1211] are still

“on the books,” their enforcement has been greatly limited by numerous exemptions and
by judicial decisions. For the most part, state law has replaced federal law with respect to
the broadcast of lotteries and stations should be familiar with relevant state law. Many
states permit nonprofit organizations to conduct lotteries, subject to certain conditions, or
the grant of a lottery permit.

Definition of a Lottery [Section 73.1211(b)]. A lottery has three basic elements: prize,
chance, and consideration [Federal Communications Comm’n v. American Broadcasting Co.,
347 US 284 (1954)]. All three elements must be present to constitute a lottery. If any one
element is missing, no lottery occurs. The definition of these elements varies from state to
state, but follows a common pattern.

• Prize: The prize is money or anything of value, awarded to a winner.

• Chance: The element of chance is present if the person (or persons) who
receives the prize, or the amount of the prize, is determined by chance,
rather than the skill of the contestant. 

• Consideration: Participants are required to pay money or contribute some-
thing of value, possibly including the expenditure of substantial time or ener-
gy, in order to participate. Consideration usually includes the requirement to
pay for products made, sold, or distributed by the contest sponsor. A drawing
limited to station contributors could inadvertently constitute a “lottery” if
there are no provisions by which those who do not give the station money
can enter.

Contests

The FCC’s contest rule [Section 73.1216] requires three things. First, a station must fully
and accurately disclose the material terms of a contest it conducts. Second, the sta-
tion must conduct the contest substantially as announced or advertised. Third, the

material terms must not be false, misleading, or deceptive. 
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A “contest” is defined as “a scheme in which a prize is offered or awarded, based on
chance, diligence, knowledge, or skill to members of the public.” While this definition is
similar to that for lotteries, there are two important differences. First, if consideration is
present, the contest may be a lottery. Second, the contest rule applies only to contests
conducted by the station. The lottery rule applies to lotteries conducted by third parties as
well as by the station.

Material Contest Terms. “Material terms” are “those factors which define the operation of
the contest and which affect participation therein.” The material terms of a contest include
the following: 

• Details of how contestants enter and/or participate in the contest

• Restrictions on eligibility

• Deadline dates for entry or participation (i.e., dates the contest or promotion
begins and, more important, ends)

• Whether prizes can be won 

• When prizes can be won

• The extent, nature, and value of prizes 

• Terms and conditions of how winners can select prizes 

• Procedures for breaking ties 

When Material Contest Terms Should Be Disclosed. The obligation to disclose material
terms arises at the time the audience is first told how to enter or participate in the contest
and continues thereafter. Material terms need not be disclosed each time the contest is
announced, but should be disclosed periodically throughout the duration of the contest.
The FCC has ruled that airing contest rules only in overnight time periods is not reasonable
and has fined stations for failure to make adequate disclosure of contest rules [CBS, Inc., 
9 FCC Rcd 705 (1994)].

Potentially Misleading or Deceptive Terms. The following are some of the practices the
FCC has found to be deceptive or improper: 

• Failing to give a full and accurate description of the terms of the contest 

• Changing the rules or material terms of the contest or promotion without
prompt, repeated notice to the public 

• Applying arbitrary or inconsistent standards for judging winners

• Providing aid or assistance to some contestants, but not all

• Failing to supervise the conduct of the contest adequately 

• Failing to assure each contestant a fair and equal opportunity to win the
prizes announced

• Predetermining or prearranging winners in games of chance
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• Failing to award prizes as announced or within a reasonable time after com-
pletion of the contest or promotion  

• Failing to provide procedures for breaking ties between winners

• Creating the appearance that contestants won prizes of equal value, when
only one contestant actually won the grand prize

• Creating the appearance that prizes can be won at times that they cannot be

• Giving the false impression that non-cash winners were cash winners

• Disseminating false clues  

• Distortion in other programming, such as news, to promote a contest 

Practical Suggestions. The rules in every contest or promotion should provide (1) a time
period in which the prizes must be claimed or used (e.g., the time period within which a
trip must be taken), (2) a warning that no substitutions for prizes or travel arrangements
will be permitted, and (3) a statement that the station is not liable for the failure of any
third-party provider of the prize (e.g., a travel agent) to satisfy its obligation to furnish the
prize. If the prize involves travel or other potential risks, it is wise to have the prizewinner
release the station from liability for any injury he or she may suffer by accepting the prize.

Do not exaggerate the nature of the prizes or chances of winning. Hyperbole can cause
trouble. For example, if a “travel” prize includes only hotel accommodations but not trans-
portation, terms such as “vacation” or “trip” should be avoided, since they suggest that
transportation is included [Randy Jay Broadcasting Co., 64 FCC 2d 1121 (1977)]. A station’s
promotion of its “$100,000 People’s Choice Contest,” which appeared to indicate that
$100,000 worth of cars would be given away as prizes, was declared misleading when, in
fact, the prize was one car worth substantially less than that amount [Stoner Broadcasting
System, Inc., 7 FCC Rcd 3574 (1992)].

Documentation. Documentation regarding the contest is a station’s best defense against
complaints. Make up a separate file for each contest. This file should not be included in
the Public File. The following materials, however, should be regularly preserved in the
contest file:

• Rules and eligibility requirements for the contest

• Verification as to when the rules for the contest were broadcast or otherwise
disseminated

• Promotional materials relating to the contest or promotion, such as broadcast
copy, recordings or air-checks of the copy as it was broadcast, print adver-
tisements, billboard and poster layouts, direct-mail pieces, bumper stickers,
and promotional merchandise

• A list of prizes awarded and the names, addresses (and in the case of prizes
with a value of more than $599, Social Security numbers) of the winners 

• Prize receipts signed by winners 
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• Personal releases allowing the station to use the name, voice, and/or image
of contest winners for promotional purposes

• Any written complaints or internal memoranda concerning complaints about
the contest

• Recordings of any on-air telephone calls that were an element of the contest

The standard fine for violation of the FCC’s contest rule is $4,000.

Non-FCC Liability. A station’s most significant exposure may not be FCC sanctions, but
lawsuits from disgruntled contestants. Such liability can drastically be reduced by taking a
number of precautions.

• Impose realistic and legitimate eligibility restrictions on every contest or
promotion. The first restriction should be that no station employee, and no
family member of station employees, should be eligible to be a contestant. 

• If age is a material term (such as in a car give-away), be sure to include age
restrictions among the eligibility qualifications.

• In any contest involving physical participation by contestants, obtain a full
liability release from all contestants before they are permitted to participate.

Those participating in a contest should be advised that they do so at their own risk. Often,
particularly at station-sponsored dances or other events involving large gatherings of peo-
ple, it is difficult to have every participant sign a release. In such cases, station manage-
ment should consider the use of admission tickets or vouchers that contain disclaimers and
notices of risk assumption for the ticket bearers. 

A broadcaster could also be liable for a defect in a product that is awarded as a prize (e.g.,
a champagne bottle that explodes). In order to limit this liability, have each prizewinner
sign a form that releases the station from liability. 

Historically, contests that resulted in personal and property damage involved such com-
mon themes as:

• Treasure or scavenger hunts on public or private property

• Events which attract large crowds and divert local authorities and police
from other duties

• Competitions requiring contestants to travel specified distances in short 
periods of time, or that disrupt traffic flow or encourage traffic violations

• Discharging objects from the back of moving vehicles or from aircraft, par-
ticularly during a large assemblage of people (e.g., dropping a football or
money over a stadium during a football game)

• Nuisance calls by the contestants calling randomly selected numbers in
search of a specific slogan or response from the answering party
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• Competitions requiring the accumulation and deposit of materials or items
(e.g., scrap metal) in such a way as to obstruct access to commercial estab-
lishments or public offices 

Criminal Liability. Section 508 of the Communications Act prohibits the broadcast of con-
test information where the outcome has been predetermined. A station that gives a contest-
ant secret assistance in a contest of purported intellectual skill may be subject to criminal
sanctions [Section 508].

Tax Aspects of Contests and Promotions. Prizes and awards may be taxable income under
the Federal Internal Revenue Code. Here are the general tax considerations of contests and
promotions.

• With few exceptions, amounts received as prizes from contests must be
included in the winner’s gross income. If a prize is not money, but goods or
services, the fair market value of the goods or services is the amount to be
included in gross income. 

• The broadcast licensee must report to the IRS the identity of contest winners
and the amounts awarded to them on MISC Form 1096. The report must
include (1) the name and address of the prize recipient and (2) the aggregate
amount of payments to that recipient. This reporting requirement is triggered
whenever the aggregate amount given to a recipient in one year is $600 or
more. In addition, a copy of IRS Form 1099 MISC must be provided to prize
recipients by January 31 of the year following the calendar year in which a
prize is awarded. 

• The obligation to report income occurs when the amount or prize is credited
or set aside for the recipient. Therefore, regardless of when the recipient
claims the prize, the obligation to report the income arises when the broad-
cast station makes the prize available. 

Multiplex Transmissions

An AM or FM channel accommodates “side channels” as well as the main channel
which carries the station’s programs. The side channels can be used by one or more
“subcarriers” without disruption of the main channel service. Making multiple uses

of the broadcast channel is called “multiplexing.”

FM Subsidiary Communications Services and AM Subcarrier Services. Broadcast stations
may transmit FM or AM subcarriers not audible on ordinary consumer receivers to provide
a Subsidiary Communications Authorization. Radio reading services, foreign language
programs, utility load management, market and financial data and news, paging services,
point-to-multipoint messages, and traffic control signal switching are some of the SCA
services possible. Stations are at liberty to provide SCA services for both broadcast and
non-broadcast purposes, with the following caveats [Sections 73.593, 73.295 (FM), and
Section 73.127 (AM)]:
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• If the SCA service is offered on a common carrier basis, the licensee must
apply to the FCC’s Common Carrier Bureau for authorization for that service
and comply with all relevant regulations. For example, a paging service
available to any member of the public who subscribes would be a common
carrier service. It is the responsibility of a licensee to determine when a serv-
ice is common carrier in nature.

• While stations are free to provide or not provide such services or to lease
this capacity to another party, stations cannot “sell” or transfer this authoriza-
tion separate from the broadcast license itself.

• Requirements for station identification, delayed recording, and sponsorship
identification announcements are not applicable to SCA services. 

• Licensees are responsible for all material transmitted in a broadcast mode
and should reject the broadcast of any material deemed inappropriate.

• Remunerative use of a public station’s FM subcarrier capacity cannot pre-
clude or be detrimental to a radio reading service. Thus, a station that leases
an SCA channel at cost to a reading service could not replace the reading
service with a more profitable tenant if the reading service was left without
SCA service.

• An AM station is prohibited from using its carrier in such a way as to
degrade its own programs or the programs of another broadcast station.

FM and AM Multiplex Transmissions. The technical standards for FM multiplex subcarriers,
except those used for stereophonic sound broadcasts, are found in Section 73.319 of the
FCC rules. The technical standards for AM multiplex subcarriers, except those used for
stereophonic broadcasting, are found in Section 73.127.

FM Stereophonic Sound Broadcasting. Noncommercial FM stations do not need authority
from the FCC to transmit in stereo, but must install proper equipment pursuant to Sections
73.322 and 73.1590 of the FCC rules. Specifications governing FM stereophonic sound
transmission standards are found in Sections 73.322 and 73.597.

AM stations may transmit stereophonic programs only upon installation of type-accepted
transmitting equipment and required measuring equipment to ensure that such transmis-
sions conform to the required modulation characteristics. While the FCC does not specify
composition of the transmitted stereophonic signal, the signal must comply with occupied
bandwidth limitations, must be compatible with AM receivers using envelope detectors,
and must comply with pertinent international agreements [Section 73.128].

Call Signs

Four-letter call signs beginning with the letter K are assigned to stations located west of
the Mississippi River; call signs beginning with the letter W are assigned to stations
located east of the Mississippi River [Section 73.3550(e)]. Stations operating in different

broadcast services and under common control (e.g., commonly named AM and FM, FM
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and TV stations) can ask to use the same call sign. Low Power FM stations are assigned
four-letter call signs in the same manner as described above, followed by the suffix “-LP”
[Section 73.3550(f)].

The call sign of an FM broadcast translator station consists of the initial letter K or W, fol-
lowed by the channel number assigned to the translator and two letters [Section
74.1283(a)]. FM booster stations use the call sign of the primary station, followed by the
letters “FM” and the number of the booster station being authorized, e.g., WFCCFM-1
[Section 74.1283.(b)].

Requests for new or modified call signs must be made via the FCC’s Broadcast Call Sign
Reservation and Authorization System found on the FCC’s website (http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/
prod/callsign/prod/main.html) [Section 73.3550]. Paper requests for new call signs or call sign
changes are no longer accepted. Licensees and permittees may use this online system to:

• Determine the availability of any call sign

• Select an initial call sign for a new station

• Change a station’s call sign

• Modify an existing call sign to add or delete an “-FM” or “-TV” suffix

• Exchange call signs with another licensee or permittee in the same service

• Reserve a different call sign for a station being transferred or assigned

Applicants may request a call sign of their choice as long as the call sign requested is not
assigned to another entity. The Commission will grant a request for a call sign assigned to a
station in another service (e.g., a TV or AM station) if the FM applicant certifies that the
other station has consented to the use of its call sign. If an applicant wishes to use a call
sign assigned to the Coast Guard, it must make a request to the Coast Guard to release the
call sign to the FCC. After it is released, the broadcaster may apply for the call sign. No
application fee is charged for call sign requests for noncommercial stations.

Organizations granted a construction permit should apply for call letters as expeditiously
as possible following authorization [Section 73.3555(b)]. If the permittee does not request a
call sign, the FCC will randomly assign one. 

Stations that choose to modify their call letters can request an “effective date” for the
change as long as that date falls within 45 days of the Commission’s receipt of the request
for change [Section 73.3550(j)].

If a station license or permit is being transferred or assigned, the proposed transferee or
assignee may request a new call sign for the station or construction permit. Such a change
will not be effective until the relevant application is granted and the FCC receives notifica-
tion of consummation of the transaction [Section 73.3555(c)]. 
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Special Temporary Authorizations (STAs) and Waivers

Although FCC regulations are rigorously enforced, the Commission recognizes that
equipment breakdowns occur, unique technical situations may demand an exemp-
tion from normal requirements, and special situations may warrant operation out-

side of the rules. Generally, any noncompliance with FCC technical rules requires
notification to the Commission, particularly in situations that involve extended periods of
time. 

When a station needs authorization to operate temporarily outside of the terms of the sta-
tion authorization, and no specific procedure for such operation is specified, it is usually
possible to apply for a Special Temporary Authorization [Section 73.1635]. 

Requests for an STA must be filed with the FCC at least 10 days prior to the date of the
proposed operation [Section 73.1635(a)(1)]. The STA may be in letter form and should fully
describe the proposed operation and why such operation is necessary. The STA must be
signed by the licensee or the licensee’s representative [Section 73.1635(a)(2)]. In an emer-
gency, licensees can apply to the Commission via telephone or telegram, followed by a
written confirmation request within 24 hours [Section 73.1635(a)(3)]. 

STAs are usually granted for a limited period of time, up to 180 days, and may be 
extended as the situation demands [Section 73.1635(a)(4)]. 

Many FCC rules, particularly those that regulate equipment-related functions, describe the
procedure to be followed in the event a licensee cannot comply with FCC requirements.
The following sections of the FCC rules specify procedures for obtaining an STA, or permit
temporary operations at variance with technical requirements, without prior authorization
from the FCC:

73.62 Directional antenna system tolerances
73.157 Antenna testing during daytime
73.158 Directional antenna monitoring points
73.691 Visual modulation monitoring
73.1250 Broadcasting emergency information
73.1350 Transmission system operation
73.1560 Operating power and mode tolerances
73.1570 Modulation levels
73.1615 Operation during modification of facilities
73.1680 Emergency antennas
73.1740 Minimum operating schedule

When protracted, rather than temporary, relief from an FCC requirement is needed, a
waiver of an FCC rule may be possible. Waivers can be granted for a specific one-time
situation or may grant a licensee the equivalent of a permanent exemption. The
Commission has granted waivers of interference standards, main studio location require-
ments, EAS equipment requirements, requirements for monitoring transmitter operations,
and the prohibition on point-to-point messages outside emergency situations.
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A request for a waiver may be made by letter, by telephone, or in person with Commission
staff. A waiver does not take effect until FCC notification that the waiver is granted,
although such notice can be retroactive in effect. The Commission can modify or revoke a
waiver without prior notice.

In many cases, FCC staff have informal guidelines about the extent to which they will bend
the rules, such as the maximum amount of interference that will be tolerated even when
all parties agree or the maximum amount of time a station will be given to rectify a 
troublesome situation. Since these guidelines are unpublished, one learns of them only
through studying previous cases and learning about specific situations.

Before applying for an STA or a waiver, discuss the problem with an engineer, attorney, the
manager of another station in a similar situation, or other appropriate parties and find out
what showing in support of the waiver or STA request the FCC will expect. 
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This chapter covers the following topics related to technical regu-
lations that affect full-service public stations, translators, and
boosters. The technical regulations that affect LPFM stations are

discussed in Chapter XII. This chapter discusses the following topics: 

• Spectrum Allocation

• Technical Specifications for Broadcast Stations 

• Transmitter Control

• Operational Requirements 

• Required Technical Measurements 

• Meters and Indicating Instruments 

• Painting and Lighting Requirements 

• Authorized Power

• TV Channel 6 Protection 

• Translators and Boosters 

• Class D Stations

X–1The National Federation of Community Broadcasters

Chapter X. Technical Regulations 
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The FCC regulates almost every technical aspect of broadcasting, beginning with the
allocation of the electromagnetic spectrum. Pursuant to requirements of the
Communications Act and agreements between the United States and other countries,

the FCC allocates portions of the spectrum to services such as AM and FM radio, VHF and
UHF television, common carrier services, satellite channels, land mobile service, and
many others. Part of the FCC’s spectrum management function is the reservation of particu-
lar channels for noncommercial use [Section 73.501].

The FCC has reserved 20 of the 100 FM channels exclusively for noncommercial educa-
tional FM broadcasting (i.e., Channels 200–220 (87.9–91.9 MHz). In addition, other FM
channels may be reserved for noncommercial use based on a showing that (1) the remain-
ing reserved channels cannot be used because they would cause prohibited interference to
TV Channel 6 or foreign broadcast stations; or (2) the applicant is prohibited from using
the reserved band by existing stations or previously filed applications and the proposed
station would provide a first or second noncommercial radio service to 2,000 or more
people, who constitute at least 10% of the population within the station’s service area. The
request to reserve a non-reserved frequency must be submitted to the FCC as a petition for
rulemaking to modify the FM Table of Allotments [Section 73.202(b)(11)].

In addition to allocating spectrum, the FCC establishes technical standards for particular
communications services. To ensure adequate quality of the broadcast service, promote
certain signal characteristics, and protect each station’s service area from interference, the
FCC establishes numerous operating parameters for broadcast stations, including power,
frequency deviation, and modulation. Every station is responsible for ensuring that opera-
tions remain within prescribed limits.

The right to construct a broadcast station on a particular frequency is granted through an
application process. In the past, the FCC accepted applications for new noncommercial
stations at any time. In April 2000, the FCC revised its rules to specify a “window” filing
period [see Section 73.3573 and Reexamination of the Comparative Standards for Noncommer-
cial Educational Applicants, 15 FCC Rcd 7386 (2000)]. Applications for new noncommercial
stations are now accepted only during the limited period of time when a “filing window”
is open. Filing windows are announced in Public Notices which the FCC releases and
posts on its website. The application process is described in greater detail in Chapter XI.

While the technical aspects of broadcasting remain heavily regulated, the FCC has
“streamlined” some requirements by eliminating detailed procedures for achieving techni-
cal compliance and giving broadcasters flexibility in achieving the end result. For exam-
ple, the FCC once prescribed a host of technical readings and log entries that had to be
taken every day. Licensees are now given discretion to create their own system of ensuring
that stations operate according to licensed values. In the past, anyone who operated a
station was required to have an operator’s license, and various kinds of equipment testing
and repair could be done only by individuals with “advanced” licenses. Now, no operator
licenses are required to operate a station, stations may operate for periods of time on an
unattended basis, and the qualifications of the person who serves as Chief Operator are
left largely to the station.
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Spectrum Allocation

Spectrum policies affect the frequencies reserved for noncommercial use, the values
which determine the coverage of the station, and the bandwidth associated with the
frequency that is licensed. 

Different principles are used to assign reserved and non-reserved frequencies. Frequencies
in the non-reserved, or “commercial,” portion of the FM band are “allotted” to specific
communities through a rulemaking process. This process also authorizes use of the fre-
quency by a particular class of station. There are now seven classes of FM stations: A, B1,
B, C3, C2, C1, and C0. Each class is defined in terms of levels of ERP and HAAT. For
example, a Class A station is one that may operate with a minimum effective radiated
power (ERP) of 100 watts, a maximum ERP of 6,000 watts, and a minimum height above
average terrain (HAAT) of 100 meters (328 feet). A maximum Class A station has a predict-
ed coverage contour of 28 kilometers (approximately 16.8 miles). The highest-class FM
station, a Class C station, operates with 100,000 watts at 600 meters (1,968 feet) HAAT,
and has a predicted contour of 92 kilometers (approximately 55 miles). The allotments of
non-reserved channels, including the class of the station allowed, are set forth in the FM
Table of Allotments [Section 73.202].

No one can apply to operate on a non-reserved FM frequency until that frequency has
been allotted through a rulemaking process that amends the Table of Allotments. The sta-
tion proposed must be designed so as to cover substantially the entire community of
license with a city grade signal (for FM stations, a 70 dBu signal). Non-reserved frequen-
cies are protected from interference by a “mileage separation” methodology. The FCC rules
specify minimum distances between allotments on the same channel; first-, second-, and
third-adjacent channels; and allotments located 53 and 54 channels above and below the
allotment. The separations required vary with the class of the frequency and the relation-
ship to other allotments [Section 73.207].

By contrast, in the portion of the FM band reserved for noncommercial use, licenses are
granted on a “demand” basis. Frequencies and classes of stations are not allotted in
advance. Applicants are allowed to choose a frequency and tailor its use to their needs, as
long as they avoid interference to other stations. There are no “city grade” coverage
requirements. Noncommercial applicants are required to cover only 50% of their designat-
ed community of license, or 50% of its population, with the service area (60 dBu) contour
[Section 73.515]. Noncommercial stations are assigned a class, based on their ERP and
HAAT, but the classification is descriptive, not prescriptive. That is, the classification is
based on the facilities actually proposed in a construction permit application, not on the
nature of the frequency allotment [Section 73.506].

Interference between non-reserved channels is determined by a “contour” method rather
than a mileage separation method. The FCC rules prevent “overlap” of certain signal
strength contours. These contours vary with the proximity of the relevant frequencies. For
example, the interfering (40 dBu) contour of a proposed station may not “cause” prohibit-
ed overlap with the protected (60 dBu) contour of another co-channel station, nor may the
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proposed station’s protected contour “receive” prohibited overlap to its protected contour
from the co-channel station’s interfering contour [Section 73.509].

The reservation of spectrum has generally worked to public radio’s advantage. By setting
aside a block of frequencies as the exclusive domain of noncommercial radio, the
Commission has protected these frequencies from commercial development and, long
after the commercial radio bands were saturated, afforded public broadcasters a chance to
develop new stations. The demand system also gave stations flexibility in the design of
facilities.

At the same time, like unplanned cities, the demand system has not always resulted in the
most efficient use of space. In many communities, there is limited public radio service but
no room for the development of new stations. In other locations, the configuration of sta-
tions has left substantial “holes” in the spectrum, but none suitable for a significant power
increase by an existing facility.

A related problem arises from the Commission’s frequency allocation policies for televi-
sion. The frequencies allocated for Channel 6 television are immediately adjacent to the
reserved noncommercial FM band. Because of the limited selectivity of many television
receivers, public radio stations may cause interference to the reception of TV 6. In
response, the FCC imposed severe power restrictions on public radio stations located near
Channel 6 television stations. The protection of Channel 6 television stations precludes the
use of many FM frequencies reserved for noncommercial use. 

In addition, treaties with other countries have an effect on the spectrum available for non-
commercial use. For example, it is often difficult to use many reserved channels along the
Canadian and Mexican borders because of international agreements that require U.S. sta-
tions to protect existing Canadian and Mexican stations, as well as unused frequencies
allotted for future use. 

The FCC’s spectrum management policies affect the technical design of new facilities and
modification of existing facilities. Because these technical restrictions vary from case to
case and have become increasingly complicated as the FM band has become more con-
gested, an application for a construction permit to modify an existing station or to build a
new station usually requires help from a consulting engineer. This chapter is limited to a
general overview of the spectrum management regulations most likely to be encountered
by public stations: authorized power levels, rules for translators and booster stations, poli-
cies concerning protection of Channel 6 television, and regulation of Class D stations. 

Technical Specifications for Broadcast Stations

Station Power
The power at which a noncommercial FM station is allowed to operate is initially deter-
mined through an application process. After studying the FM frequencies available, an
applicant must file an application which demonstrates that the frequency will not cause
prohibited overlap with other authorized FM stations, Channel 6 TV stations, or 
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Canadian or Mexican allotments. The application must also propose a specific ERP and
HAAT with which the station will operate from a particular transmission site. If the FCC is
satisfied that all technical criteria are met—and if no mutually exclusive applications or
Petitions to Deny are filed—the FCC will issue a permit that authorizes the construction of
a station. After the station is built, the permittee files a license application and is issued a
license that specifies the technical values at which it must operate. The specified power
levels at which the station is licensed must then be maintained within the following limits
[Section 73.1560]:

FM (over 10 watts) 90% to 105% authorized level

FM (10 watts or less) 0% to 105% authorized level

AM 90% to 105% authorized level

If it becomes technically impossible to operate within the prescribed limits of authorized
power, a station may operate at reduced power for up to 30 days without specific authori-
zation from the FCC. If reduced power operations will extend beyond 10 consecutive
days, the station must notify the FCC by the tenth day [Section 73.1560(d)].

If normal operations are restored after the 10-day notice has been given, but within the 30-
day period, the station must notify the FCC in writing of the date on which the station
returned to authorized power levels. If it is impossible to return to authorized levels within
the 30-day period, the station must seek Special Temporary Authorization to continue
operating at variance with its construction permit or license. This written request must be
submitted by the thirtieth day of reduced power operation. (See Section 73.1635 and
Chapter IX for details concerning requests for Special Temporary Authorization.)

Modulation
Modulation should be maintained at as high a level as is consistent with good engineering
practice (i.e., without distortion) but at no more than the maximum limits outlined below.
The FCC suggests that modulation generally should not be less than 85% on peaks of fre-
quent recurrence, but notes that lower levels may be necessary to avoid objectionable
loudness or to maintain the dynamic range of the material being broadcast. The maximum
limits [Section 73.1570] are as follows:

FM 100% on peaks of frequent recurrence: Stations that broadcast
in stereo and also use their subcarriers for subsidiary services
may increase their peak modulation up to 110% (0.5% for
each 1.0% subcarrier injection modulation)

AM 100% on negative peaks of frequent recurrence and 125% on
positive peaks at any time
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Frequency
Each broadcast station is authorized to operate on a specific frequency and may not devi-
ate from that frequency by more than the following limits [Section 73.1545]:

FM Plus or minus 2,000 Hz: Stations operating at 10 watts or less are
allowed a deviation of plus or minus 3,000 Hz

AM Plus or minus 20 Hz

Stations may measure their frequency as often as, and by whatever method, they choose,
as long as the method has sufficient precision to determine that the station is operating
within the prescribed limits. The most common approaches are by using a frequency mon-
itor (which all stations were required to have at one time), using a frequency counter, or
retaining a professional electronic measuring service. The standard reference source for
frequencies is a National Bureau of Standards signal which is transmitted over stations
WWV, WWVB, and WWVH. Measuring instruments can be calibrated against one of these
stations.

Transmitter Control

The heart of station operations is control of the transmitter. At one time, FCC regula-
tions distinguished among four distinct methods of controlling the transmitter: 

• Control at the transmitter itself

• Control at the transmitter with extension metering

• Control through a remote control system

• Control with an automatic transmission system (ATS)

Current Requirements
Current FCC rules establish general guidelines and let the licensee decide on specific
implementation. Regardless of the control system used, each station must meet certain
requirements regarding its transmitter control point or points (more than one authorized
control point is possible) [Section 73.1350(g)].

For example, any control point for the station must provide for compliance with
Emergency Alert System (EAS) requirements. At any control point, a station must have the
capacity to receive and to transmit the EAS Attention Signal and to monitor EAS messages
immediately. A copy of the EAS Operating Handbook must be immediately available at
any and all station control points [Section 11.15 (LPFM and Class D stations are exempt from
the EAS transmission requirement), Section 11.11(b)].

If the station operates SCA services, the station must be able to monitor and control such
services from its control point, even if those services are supplied from other sources or
locations [Section 73.295(e) for FM and Section 73.127(e) for AM].
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Control at the Transmitter
At some stations, the transmitter is located at the same site as the studio. Other stations
retain a transmitter operator at a remote transmitter site, often where such a person can
attend the transmitters of several stations at once. In either case, the Chief Operator must
devise a system of monitoring the station’s operating parameters as often as necessary to
ensure maintenance of required levels and to make necessary adjustments. 

Extension Meters
Extension meters permit one to monitor and operate the transmitter from a remote loca-
tion. At some stations, the transmitter is in the same building as the main studio and con-
trol point, but on a different floor or in a different room. Extension meters in the control
room are “hard-wired” to the transmitter itself.

The FCC no longer sets forth detailed requirements for the use of extension meters.
Instead, the FCC gives broadcast stations latitude to equip themselves with indicating
instruments for determining power and for proper adjustment, operation, and maintenance
of the transmitting system [Section 73.258]. The indicating instruments must meet certain
technical requirements and specifications [Section 73.1215].

Stations have up to 60 days to repair or replace indicating instruments that malfunction. If
repairs or replacement cannot be made within that time, the station must notify the FCC
and request additional time to complete repairs of defective equipment. The notice should
be sent to the FCC’s Audio Division and should describe the steps taken to repair or
replace defective equipment and the procedures being used while the equipment is out of
service [Section 73.3549].

Operational Requirements 

At one time, the FCC required that a licensed “duty operator” be in charge of the
transmitter whenever a station was on the air. Those requirements were eliminated
as of December 2, 1995. Broadcast stations may now be operated on an unattend-

ed basis without prior FCC approval [Section 73.1300].

It is important to note that permitting stations to operate on an unattended basis does not
mean that the FCC has eliminated the human factor altogether. A human presence is still
required during normal business hours as part of the FCC’s main studio rules (see Chapter
IX). Unattended operation does not excuse a station from complying with EAS require-
ments, designating a Chief Operator, or assuring that the station satisfies all technical 
specifications. 

Chief Operators
Technical operations at each station must be supervised by a Chief Operator. The Chief
Operator is responsible for carrying out, or delegating and supervising, the completion of
the following duties [Section 73.1870]:
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• Periodic inspection and calibration of the transmission system, required
monitors, metering and control systems, and any necessary repairs or adjust-
ments.

• Periodic AM field monitoring point measurements, equipment performance
measurements, or other tests as specified in the rules or terms of the station
license.

• Review of the station records at least once each week to determine if
required entries are being made correctly and to verify that the station has
been operating within the rules and the terms of the station license. After
completing this weekly review, the Chief Operator (or the person to whom
this task has been delegated) must sign and date the log, make any necessary
corrections, and advise the licensee of any recurring problems.

The Chief Operator for FM stations (and for AM stations with less than 10 kW operating
power) may be either an employee or a person working on a contract basis. The Chief
Operator for AM stations with directional antenna systems or operating power of more
than 10 kW must be a full- or part-time employee, on duty for whatever number of hours
the licensee believes is necessary to keep the station in compliance with FCC’s technical
rules.

The designation of the Chief Operator must be in writing. A copy of the designation must
be posted with the station’s license at the control point for the station. At times when the
Chief Operator is unavailable (e.g., illness or vacation leave), an alternate must be desig-
nated. Agreements with Chief Operators working on a contract basis must be in writing
and kept on hand (but not in the Public File), where they can be made available to an FCC
inspector.   

Required Technical Measurements 

AMand FM stations are required to make periodic tests and measurements of
equipment. The records of these tests and measurements must be made
available to the FCC on its request, but are not required to be placed in

the station’s Public File.

AM and FM Equipment Performance Measurements
All AM and FM stations (except Class D stations authorized at output power of 10 watts or
less) must make proof-of-performance measurements of each main transmitter as follows:

• Upon installation of a new or replacement main transmitter

• Upon modification of an existing transmitter [Section 73.1690]

• Upon installation of AM stereo [Section 73.128]

• Upon installation of FM subcarrier or stereo [Sections 73.295, 73.297, 73.593,
and 73.597]
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• Annually, for AM stations, with not more than 14 months between 
measurements 

• When required by the station license or other provisions of the FCC rules
[Section 73.1590]

The FCC rules do not specify a period of retention for the results of these required meas-
urements. The safest rule is to retain the measurements until they are replaced by a new
set of measurements. 

FM Stations: Subchannel Tests
FM stations are required to make certain tests upon installation of multiplex subcarrier
(SCA) generators. These tests should show compliance with crosstalk and bandwidth limi-
tations. Records of these tests must be kept on file at the station [Sections 73.297 and
73.319].

AM Stations: Antenna System Measurements
Because AM stations use their antenna structure to transmit the broadcast signal, changes
in the structure can change the pattern of the AM signal. After modifying an AM structure
(for example, mounting an additional antenna, such as a land mobile or RPU antenna on
the tower structure), the licensee must recalculate the antenna resistance and report the
results to the FCC. A copy of the most recent antenna resistance measurement filed with
the FCC must be kept on hand.

AM stations with directional antenna systems must conduct field strength measurements as
often as necessary to ensure that the station is operating within the values specified in its
license [Section 73.61]. If an AM station using a directional antenna has any reason to
believe that the radiated field may exceed authorized limits, it must conduct a partial
proof-of-performance following the provisions of Section 73.154. The results of these
measurements should be entered in the Station Log.

Meters and Indicating Instruments 

All broadcast stations are required to have such metering and indicating instruments
as are necessary for the proper adjustment, operation, and maintenance of the
transmitting system. The FCC specifically requires the following:

For FM Stations Licensed at More Than 10 Watts [Sections 73.258 and 73.558]:
• Instruments to determine power by the indirect method

• Instruments to indicate the relative amplitude of the transmission line, radio
frequency current, voltage, or power

• Any other instruments needed for the proper adjustment, operation, and
maintenance of the transmission system 
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For AM Stations [Section 73.58]:
• Instruments for determining power by the direct and indirect methods

• A thermocouple-type ammeter or other device capable of providing an 
indication of radio frequency current at the base of each antenna element
(current measured at the input of the excitation circuit feed line is accept-
able as the antenna current) 

The function of each meter must be clearly and permanently indicated on the meter itself
or on the adjacent panel.

The “direct” method of determining the operating power of an FM station is by reading a
transmission line meter responsive to relative voltage, current, or power and located at the
Radio Frequency (RF) output terminals of the transmitter. The “indirect” method of deter-
mining operating power is by means of a formula that multiplies DC input power by the
efficiency factor of the transmitter. It is wise to have the Chief Engineer post this formula at
the control point of the station so that operating power can be calculated by the indirect
method if meters are defective or in need of recalibration [Section 73.267]. 

Specifications for Indicating Instruments
Linear scale instruments having square-law scales, instruments with logarithmic scales, and
instruments with expanded scales must meet the following specifications [Section 73.1215]:

• The scale cannot be less than 2.3 inches (5.8 cm) in length.

• Accuracy shall be at least 2% of the full scale reading.

• The maximum rating of a meter shall be such that it does not read off-scale
during modulation or normal operation.

Instruments with different scales must meet the following specific standards:

Linear Scale Instruments

• The scale must have at least 40 divisions.

• The full scale reading cannot be greater than five times the minimum normal
indication.

Instruments Having Square-Law Scales

• The full scale reading may not be greater than three times the minimum
normal indication.

• No scale division above one-third full scale reading (in watts) may be greater
than one-thirtieth of the full scale reading.
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Instruments Having Logarithmic Scales

• The full scale reading cannot be greater than five times the minimum normal
indication.

• No scale division above one-fifth full scale reading (in watts) can be greater
than one-thirtieth of the full scale reading.

Instruments Having Expanded Scales

• The full scale reading cannot be greater than five times the minimum normal
indication.

• No scale division above one-fifth full scale reading (in watts) shall be greater
than one-fiftieth of the full scale reading.

• Stations can use digital meters, printers, or other numerical readout devices
in place of, or in addition to, a station’s indicating instruments. The readout
of these devices must include at least three digits and must indicate the
value of the parameter being read to an accuracy of 2%. If a multiplier is
applied to the reading of any parameter, it must be indicated at the operating
position.

Defective Meters
A meter that appears to be defective, damaged, or of questionable accuracy cannot be
used until it has been checked and, if necessary, repaired and recalibrated by either the
manufacturer or a qualified repair service. Stations cannot put repaired meters back in use
without a certificate of calibration indicating the instrument conforms to the manufactur-
er’s specifications for accuracy [Section 73.1215].

If a meter is not functioning properly and no ready substitute meets FCC standards, a sta-
tion can operate without that equipment for 60 days—subject to the provisions outlined
below. Licensees are not expected to notify the FCC during this 60-day period [Sections
73.558 and 73.58(e)].

For FM Stations

• If the transmission line meter gives out, stations are expected to determine
operating power by the indirect method during the period that the meter is
not available [Sections 73.258 and 73.267(c)].

For AM Stations

• If a station with a directional antenna system loses its antenna base current
ammeter, measurements may be taken from the antenna monitor.

• If the defective instrument is the antenna current meter of a non-directional
station or the common point meter of a directional station, indications may
be obtained from the antenna monitor, and measurements may be taken
with a remote meter. If the station does not employ a remote meter, operat-
ing power must be determined by an alternative direct method [Section
73.58] or by the indirect method [Section 73.51(d)].
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If the licensee is unable to repair a meter within 60 days, the licensee should informally
request additional time to complete repairs to the equipment [Sections 73.558].

Painting and Lighting Requirements

The construction permit and license for a station may contain conditions for painting
and lighting the radio tower. These conditions are designed to satisfy Federal Aviation
Administration requirements that promote air safety [Section 17.21 through 17.58 and

73.1213]. Details of FAA requirements are provided in FAA Advisory circulars titled
“Obstruction Marking and Lighting” (AC 70/7460-13) and “Specification for Obstruction
Lighting Equipment” (AC 150/5345-43E). Both are available on the FAA homepage
(www.faa.gov). 

Applicability of Painting and Lighting Requirements
Antenna structures must be painted and lighted when they exceed 200 feet (60.96 meters)
in height above ground or when they are close enough to an airport or heliport to present
an aeronautical danger. Applicants may seek to have painting and lighting conditions mod-
ified by explaining why the painting and lighting conditions are not needed to ensure air
safety [Section 17.21].

Painting and Lighting Requirements
Painting and lighting requirements vary, depending on the tower’s height; its proximity to
other structures, airports, and population centers; and other factors.

In general, towers that are required to be painted must have an alternating pattern of white
and aviation-orange color bands equal to approximately one-seventh the height of the
tower. The band may not be more than 100 feet or less than 1.5 feet wide. Orange bands
are required at both the top and the bottom of the tower.

Lighting specifications vary with the height of the tower and may require fixed or flashing
red beacons or high-intensity strobe lights.

Authorized Power 

The FCC has established minimum and maximum power limits for “full-service”
broadcast stations. (The power limits for “secondary” stations, such as Class D sta-
tions, translators, and boosters, are discussed later in this chapter.)

Minimum Power Requirements
The FCC will not license a new full-service noncommercial FM radio station with an effec-
tive radiated power of less than 100 watts, the minimum power for Class A service
[Sections 73.506(a)(3), 73.511(a), and 73.211].
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Noncommercial FM stations operating with a maximum power output of 10 watts and an
effective radiated power of less than 100 watts are designated as Class D stations. These
stations were originally licensed prior to 1978. The Commission will not accept new appli-
cations for this service [Section 73.512]. Class D stations operate on a secondary basis: They
are not protected from interference by full-service commercial stations. 

In September 2000, the FCC created the Low Power FM (LPFM) service and authorized
two classes of LPFM stations. LP100 stations must operate with minimum facilities of 50
watts ERP at 30 meters HAAT and maximum facilities of 100 watts ERP at 30 meters
HAAT. 

The second class of LPFM station, LP10 station, must operate with at least 1 watt ERP (no
minimum HAAT) and with maximum facilities of 10 watts ERP at 30 meters HAAT. 

FM Maximum Power Limitation
In the past, the FCC rules imposed no maximum power limit on noncommercial FM radio
stations. Since January 1, 1985, however, the FCC has applied the commercial limits to
noncommercial facilities [Section 73.511(b)]. As a result, no station will be authorized with
facilities in excess of the following limits:

• In Zones I and IA (the northeastern United States, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and Southern California), the equivalent of 50 kW (17.0 dBk) at an
antenna height of 150 meters (492 feet) above average terrain (HAAT)

• In Zone II (the rest of the United States), the equivalent of 100 kW (20.0
dBk) at an antenna height of 600 meters (1,968 feet) above average terrain
(HAAT)

• Stations may operate with antenna height above average terrain in excess of
the above limits if they decrease their power accordingly

“Grandfathered” stations, authorized at higher power prior to December 31, 1984, may
continue to operate as authorized.

AM Power Requirements and Limitations
The limited number of noncommercial AM stations are subject to a complex set of rules
regarding minimum and maximum power limitations. Applicants for new or modified non-
commercial AM stations should consult Sections 73.21–73.37. 

TV Channel 6 Protection 

Channel 6 television and the noncommercial FM band are immediately adjacent to
one another. Because of the limited selectivity of television receivers, sets tuned to
Channel 6 (82–88 MHz) may also receive interference from noncommercial FM

stations (88–92 MHz). 
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This problem has existed since the FCC established the noncommercial FM band. In the
early days of broadcasting, the limited number of Channel 6 TV stations, the limited num-
ber of noncommercial stations, and the flexibility in channel selection afforded by the
relatively undeveloped noncommercial band all served to minimize the problem. With the
passage of time, however, Channel 6 TV stations became increasingly worried about inter-
ference caused by the growing number of public radio stations. 

The current rules governing protection of Channel 6 were adopted in 1985 at the conclu-
sion of a decade-long rulemaking proceeding. They represent a compromise negotiated by
the National Federation of Community Broadcasters, National Public Radio, the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and parties representing Channel 6 interests. 

The Technical Framework
The compromise is complex [Sections 73.525]. Areas of interference are predicted by using
relevant field strengths of the Channel 6 television station and the noncommercial FM
station. The basic criterion is that noncommercial FM stations will not be allowed to cause
interference to the reception of Channel 6 for more than 3,000 people. That’s the simple
part. The complications arise from provisions designed to secure the maximum coverage
for public radio while providing maximum protection to Channel 6. These rules treat exist-
ing stations and new stations differently, but give both the means of adjusting several tech-
nical factors to reduce interference. 

Adjustments
The FCC rules identify several ways of reducing the number of people affected by interfer-
ence to Channel 6 and, thus, increasing the allowable power for the noncommercial FM
station. Allowances are made for filters on TV sets (installed at the radio station’s expense),
receiver antenna directivity, and vertical polarization of the radio station’s signal. The rules
also encourage collocation of Channel 6 and noncommercial FM transmitter sites, since
this decreases the interference between the two signals.

Further adjustments can be made if portions of the predicted Channel 6 interference area
are served by TV translators, satellite stations, and other TV stations carrying the same net-
work. Considerations for existing interference from co-channel and adjacent channel tele-
vision stations can be taken into account, as can the impact of terrain shielding.

For each of the remedies and adjustments, the rules provide a specific formula to deter-
mine the predicted reduction in interference area or the number of people that can be
subtracted from the affected population.

Existing Stations
Existing stations were not required to modify their facilities to comply with the Channel 6
protection rules as long as they continued to operate with those facilities. Specifically, the
rules did not apply to any facilities authorized prior to December 31, 1984 (including
those authorized by that date but not yet on the air). If any station (or holder of a construc-
tion permit) seeks to change its facilities, however, it must either comply with the provi-
sions outlined above for new stations (i.e., keep the adjusted, predicted interference to
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fewer than 3,000 people) or demonstrate that for each new person predicted to receive
interference from the proposed facility, existing interference will be eliminated for two
people. Situations involving an involuntary change in facilities, as with the loss of a trans-
mitter site, are evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

In planning a new station or modifying an existing station, the first step is to determine
whether any Channel 6 TV station is near enough to be considered an “affected” station. If
the Channel 6 station qualifies as an affected station, the public radio entity will probably
need a consulting engineer to help determine whether its proposal is feasible or can be
made feasible by taking advantage of one or more of the adjustment factors set forth in the
FCC rules.  

Translators and Boosters 

FM translators are used to retransmit the signal of full-service stations (the “primary”
station) to areas in which reception of the primary station is “unsatisfactory due to
distance or intervening terrain” [Section 74.1231(a)]. Translators use a frequency other

than that used by the primary station, i.e., they “translate” the primary station to a different
frequency. Commercial FM translators may use translators only for “fill-in” service; that is,
the translator may rebroadcast the signal of the primary station only within the primary
station’s protected service area [Sections 74.1201 and 74.1232]. Noncommercial translator
stations are not limited to a fill-in service; they may be operated outside of the primary
station’s service area. 

Translator stations are distinguishable from booster stations, which operate on the same
frequency as the primary station and may only be used for a fill-in service by either a com-
mercial or noncommercial station. The power of a booster station may not exceed 20% of
the maximum allowable power for the primary station’s class of station [Sections 74.1201(f)
and 74.1231(h)].

Both translators and boosters are restricted to rebroadcasting the signal of the primary sta-
tion, although translators are allowed to originate emergency warnings of imminent danger
and to make limited requests for financial support [Section 74.1231(g)].

The interference standards for FM translators reflect their “secondary,” or bottom-of-the-
heap, status with respect to all other authorized stations. A new FM translator cannot
cause interference to the direct reception of other stations or television translators, includ-
ing Class D noncommercial stations or existing translator or booster stations [Section
74.1203]. Translators must protect the maximum facility authorized by a construction per-
mit for an LP100 station (a 100-watt Low Power FM station), but are not required to pro-
tect LP10 stations [Section 74.1204(a)(4)].

The FM translator licensee is responsible for resolving interference problems, although if
the party receiving interference refuses to allow the translator licensee to implement tech-
niques that would resolve the interference problem, the translator licensee is absolved of
further responsibility. A translator that is shut down because it causes interference cannot
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resume operations (except for brief transmissions to test remedial measures) until the trans-
lator demonstrates that the interference has been eliminated, the interference problem is
not being caused by the translator, or the party receiving interference will not allow the
translator to resolve the problem [Section 74.1203].

Eligibility and Licensing Requirements
A translator may be licensed to the same entity that operates the primary station or to a
completely separate entity. A translator station may be issued to any qualified individual,
broadcast station licensee, or local governmental body. There are no limitations on the
number of translators that can be licensed to a single organization. Only one input and
one output channel will be authorized for each translator. Each translator is licensed sepa-
rately and must be applied for on a separate application [Section 74.1232].

Transmitter Operation
Most translators and boosters are operated unattended (i.e., without an operator on duty at
the translator or booster site). Permission for unattended operation must be specifically
requested, however, in either the original application or a subsequent application for mod-
ification of facilities. To secure FCC authority for unattended operation, the station must
meet several requirements [Section 74.1234]:

• It must be possible to turn the transmitting apparatus on and off promptly (at
all hours, in all seasons), either at the transmitter site or at a remote control
point.

• The transmitter must be equipped to switch to a non-radiating condition
whenever it is not receiving a signal on the input channel.

• The transmitter equipment and the on-and-off control switch must be ade-
quately protected from tampering.

• The licensee must keep the Commission informed of personnel who can shut
down translator operations in the event the FCC decides operation of the
translator must cease.

• For translators that require a painted and lighted antenna and supporting
structure, licensees must make arrangements for a daily inspection of the
lighting equipment and for logging the results of such inspections.

Power, Emissions, Transmission Equipment, and Related Rules
The power of translators is limited to a maximum of 250 watts, but may be much less,
depending on the location of the station and the elevation of its transmitter site. Translator
stations east of the Mississippi and in Southern California, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
Islands—Zone IA, as defined by Section 73.205(b)—are subject to the following power
limitations: Composite antennas and antenna arrays may be used if the total ERP does not
exceed the maximum allowable ERP [Section 74.1235].
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Except for transmitting antennas, antennas used to receive signals for rebroadcast, and
transmission lines, all equipment used for translators and boosters must be type-accepted.
Wiring, shielding, and construction must be consistent with “good engineering practices.”
(See Sections 74.1235–74.1262 for rules regarding power, emission standards, equipment
requirements, modification of transmission systems, and other transmission information.) 
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Radial HAAT (meters)
Maximum ERP

(millions of watts)

Less than or equal to 32
33 to 39
40 to 47
48 to 57
58 to 68
59 to 82
83 to 96
97 to 115
116 to 140
Greater than or equal to 141

250
170
120

80
55
38
27
19
13
10

Translator stations west of the Mississippi (other than in Southern California) are subject to
the following limitations:

Radial HAAT (meters)
Maximum ERP

(watts)

Greater than or equal to 107
108 to 118
119 to 130
131 to 144
145 to 157
158 to 173
174 to 192
193 to 212
213 to 235
236 to 260
261 to 285
286 to 310
311 to 345
346 to 380
381 to 425
426 to 480

250
205
170
140
115
92
75
62
50
41
34
28
23
19
15.5
13



Other Operating Rules
Translator stations have no minimum operating schedule, but are expected to provide a
dependable service to their community. Translator stations must notify the FCC of their
intent to discontinue operations for more than 30 days. The failure of a translator station to
operate for 30 days or more without providing such an explanation may result in the can-
cellation of the license. Regardless of the reasons for discontinued operation, a license will
expire if the station is off the air for any consecutive 12-month period [Section 74.1263].

Translators may only rebroadcast the signal of a single primary station and are not allowed
to “radiate” for extended periods outside the primary station’s broadcast schedule, absent a
waiver (discussed below). Requests for financial support for the translator may not exceed
30 seconds per hour. Requests for financial support can include acknowledgment of sup-
port (including donors’ names and the nature of the contributions) and underwriting 
messages.

Licensees are required to display the licensee’s name, address, and telephone number—
including the name, address, and telephone number of a local contact—in a prominent
location at the transmitter site. Such information must be posted in a legible form that can
weather the elements [Section 74.1265].

Licensees of a translator or booster must have a current copy of relevant Commission 
regulations [Section 74.1269].

Translator stations are not required to maintain a Public File, but are required to maintain
certain records and make them available to authorized FCC representatives. Required sta-
tion records include a copy of the license, official correspondence with the FCC, mainte-
nance records, contracts, permission for rebroadcasts, and other pertinent documents.
Licensees can keep translator station records at the same location as the records of the
primary station. Station Logs and technical records must be maintained for a two-year
period [Section 74.1281].

Station ID
The Commission assigns all translators a call sign beginning with the letter K or W
followed by the translator’s channel number and two letters (licensees have no discretion
over a translator’s call sign). Translator stations must make an ID announcement three
times a day: (1) once between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m., (2) once between 12:55 p.m. and
1:05 p.m., and (3) once between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. The identifications, which may
be announced by the primary station, must state the translator call sign and location.
Alternatively, the translator may identify its call sign in Morse Code at least once every
hour of its operating schedule. Other methods of identification may be proposed [Section
74.1283].

Booster stations need not be separately identified. Their station ID requirement is satisfied
by the primary station’s ID. 
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Delivery Methods, Waivers
Initially, all translators could only rebroadcast a signal received over the air. While this
restriction hampered commercial broadcasters seeking to use translators to invade other
radio markets, it also limited the use of translators to serve isolated pockets of population
in rural areas. As a compromise, the FCC prohibited commercial stations from owning or
supporting translator stations outside the station’s service area, but did not impose similar
restrictions on noncommercial stations. 

The FCC also permitted booster and translator stations to use “alternative signal delivery
means” that operate on a reserved channel (88.1 MHz to 91.9 MHz) to noncommercial
translators. These special dispensations permit noncommercial stations to use translators to
feed translators located on reserved frequencies by phone lines, microwave, satellite facili-
ties, or other “alternatives” to over-the-air signal delivery. 

With few exceptions, the FCC has limited translators to the function of rebroadcasting a
primary station. The exceptions permit certain Alaskan translator stations that serve remote
communities to receive signals from distant primary stations and to originate some local
programming. The advent of LPFM, and the liberalization of the rules concerning alterna-
tive signal delivery methods for translators operating on reserved frequencies, may make
such waivers difficult to obtain in the future.  

Class D Stations

In the mid-1970s, the FCC conducted an extensive study of spectrum used in the non-
commercial FM band and found that the use of noncommercial FM frequencies by hun-
dreds of 10-watt, Class D stations did not constitute an efficient use of spectrum. The

Commission concluded that such stations were generally too limited in power to offer an
effective public service and that the growing number of such stations blocked the estab-
lishment of full-service stations in a number of communities.

In 1978, the FCC placed a freeze on licensing new Class D stations anywhere outside
Alaska. Existing stations were given several options [Section 73.512]:

• Increase power to minimum Class A standards (100 watts)

• Relocate to a frequency on the commercial FM band where no interference
would be caused to existing stations

• Relocate to a noncommercial frequency where the station would have the
“least preclusive” effect on future station assignments

• Submit an engineering exhibit demonstrating that commercial band frequen-
cies were unavailable and that the 10-watt station was already operating on
the “least preclusive” noncommercial channel

Stations located in Alaska and along the Mexican and Canadian borders were exempt from
these requirements and allowed to relocate on an optional basis.
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All non-exempt Class D stations were required to comply with one of these options by the
time of their first license renewal after the rules were adopted. Once a station complied
with any of the options other than increasing power to 100 watts, it was re-licensed on a
secondary basis. This secondary status meant that the station lost its protection from inter-
ference by full-service commercial stations. As of November 2000, there were still some
135 licensed Class D stations. 

For the most part, Class D stations are subject to the same rules and regulations as other
noncommercial FM stations. The secondary status of Class D stations, however, has led to
a relaxation of some technical and operational standards, as outlined below.

Interference to Commercial Stations
A Class D station may not cause interference, but may receive interference from commer-
cial stations. Such interference could occur if the Class D station were located in the 
commercial band or if the station were on one of the three noncommercial channels adja-
cent to the commercial band. In addition, a change of the commercial FM Table of
Allotments or an increase in power by a commercial station could result in new interfer-
ence to the Class D station. Class D stations are not protected from such interference, but
may elect to receive it.

If a Class D station will cause interference to a commercial station because of the com-
mercial station’s power increase or a change in the FM Table of Allotments, the Class D
station must cease operations when program tests for the commercial station commence.
The FCC may grant temporary authorization to a Class D station to operate on a new
channel if the station would otherwise be forced to cease operations before a construction
permit for that new channel could be processed [Section 73.512(d)]. Procedures for obtain-
ing temporary authorization are outlined in Chapter IX. 

Interference to TV Channel 6 and Television Translators
A Class D station may not cause objectionable interference to a television or television
translator station. Interference is predicted to occur wherever the 15 dBu contour of the
Class D station (based on the F 50(10) curves) overlaps the 40 dBu contour (based on the F
50(50) curves) of the TV or TV translator station. A TV or TV translator station can propose
a new service that would bump an existing Class D station, and the Class D station must
cease operations when program testing begins. 

Interference to Noncommercial Stations
Class D stations may not cause interference to full-service noncommercial FM stations.
Class D stations that operate in the reserve band are afforded interference protection from
other secondary stations (i.e., translators or other Class D stations).

In contrast to the rules concerning commercial FM stations, however, the Commission will
not approve a new noncommercial station or power increase that would force a Class D
station to move or leave the air. If a Class D station has moved to the “least preclusive”
channel, as required in Section 73.512, that Class D station may block other assignments if
it would cause interference to the new assignment. The Commission will not accept a
noncommercial application that would receive interference from a Class D station. 
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Interference to FM Translators
A Class D station may cause interference to an FM translator. An FM translator, however,
may not cause interference to a Class D station and is required to move or cease opera-
tions if it causes such interference. Interference occurs when a “regularly used . . . signal
by listeners is impaired by the signals radiated by the translator, regardless of the quality of
such reception, the strength of the signals so used, or the channel on which the protected
signal is transmitted” [Section 74.1203]. 

Technical Operations
Because of a Class D station’s limited power, which decreases the chance that it will cause
interference to other stations, the FCC has substantially relaxed many requirements con-
cerning technical operations.

Transmitters
While higher-powered transmitters (and some items of studio gear) are covered by fairly
exacting specifications, 10-watt transmitters are required only to conform with the trans-
mitter equipment safety features outlined in the National Electrical Code, as approved by
the American Standards Association. Ten-watt transmitters should be operated, tuned, and
adjusted so that no emissions are radiated outside the authorized band. Audio distortion,
audio frequency range, carrier hum, and noise level should be monitored to ensure satis-
factory service over the station.

Monitors and Meters
The monitoring requirements for 10-watt stations require only an indicator of whether the
transmitter is on or off, an indicator of program modulation, and an Emergency Alert
System decoder (receiver). Class D stations do not need meters that indicate various trans-
mitter functions such as plate voltage and current, are allowed to check modulation by
using either a percentage modulation indicator or a calibrated program level meter, and do
not need an EAS encoder.

Power and Frequency
Class D stations may operate below their assigned power and do not need to notify the
FCC when doing so. Stations may not, however, exceed 105% of their authorized power
level. Class D stations also have greater latitude with regard to staying on frequency.
Operations must be within 3,000 Hz of the assigned center frequency, as opposed to the
2,000 Hz limitation applied to other stations.

Inspections, Logs, and Licensed Operators
Class D stations are subject to the same standards as all other noncommercial FM stations
to ensure that their transmitter is functioning properly and that necessary records are being
kept (see Chapter VIII for details). 

Operational and Content Requirements
Class D stations must comply with most non-technical rules that apply to full-service non-
commercial stations. Class D stations are not exempt, for example, from minimum hours
of operation, political broadcasting rules, or Sponsorship Identification Rules.
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Proposed Changes
The FCC has proposed revising its Class D rules to simplify licensing and application pro-
cessing. The proposal would permit Class D stations that change channels to use non-
reserved channels, and classify such applications as applications for a “minor” change; it
would eliminate the 10-watt transmitter output limitation and define Class D stations as
stations whose 60 dBu contours do not exceed 5 kilometers [see Notice of Proposed Rule
Making, 13 FCC Rcd 14849, 14876–14880 (1998)]. 
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This chapter discusses the procedures by which the FCC process-
es and grants applications for new full-service and translator
stations. It covers the following specific topics: 

• Past Application Procedures

• New Window Filing System

• Evaluation Process: The Point System

• Fair Distribution

• The Point System
– Established Local Applicants

– Technical Superiority

• Tie-Breakers

• Settlements

• Petitions to Deny

• Holding Period
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Past Application Procedures 

Traditionally, applications for noncommercial stations were filed and processed on a
“demand” basis. Applicants were free to submit (or “tender”) an application for a
new full-service or translator station at any time. After a preliminary review of the

application to determine that it was substantially complete, the FCC would formally
“accept” the application for filing and place the application on an “A” cut-off Public
Notice. This Public Notice established a date by which Petitions to Deny or “mutually
exclusive” applications had to be filed. Two applications are mutually exclusive (MXd) if
both could not be granted. 

In the simplest case, two applications were MXd if both proposed to use the same frequen-
cy from the same site. In more complicated cases, applications were MXd if the applicants
proposed to use frequencies within three channels of each other and from different trans-
mitter locations but relevant interfering and protected signal strength contours of the pro-
posed stations overlapped [Section 73.509]. For example, Applicant A, which proposed to
use Channel 210 (89.9 MHz) to serve an urban area, may have been MXd with Applicants
B and C, which proposed to use Channels 208 (89.5 MHz) and 212 (90.5 MHz), respec-
tively, to serve suburbs across town from each other. All three applications would have
been MXd if B and C each overlapped Applicant A, even though there was no prohibited
overlap between Applicants B and C. 

If one or more MXd applications were filed by the “A” cut-off deadline, the FCC would
issue a “B” cut-off list, which identified those applications which were MXd with the A
application and would establish a date by which Petitions to Deny the B application were
due. No applications MXd with either the A or B applications were accepted after the A
cut-off date, however. 

If no MXd applications or Petitions to Deny were filed during the “A” cut-off period, the A
application would be reviewed again by FCC staff and routinely granted if the application
complied with all legal and technical criteria. If MXd applications were filed, the FCC
would designate all applications for a comparative hearing. The hearing was a formal, trial-
like proceeding in which the MXd applications were “prosecuted” before an
Administrative Law Judge to determine which of the applications would best serve the
public interest. 

Over time, this system of processing and evaluating broadcast applications proved to be
nasty, brutish, and inconclusive. The criteria used to compare applicants were so vague
that judges had difficulty in reaching clear, well-reasoned decisions [Real Life Educational
Foundation of Baton Rouge, Inc., 6 FCC Rcd 2577 (Rev. Bd. 1991)]. Instead, judges tended to
resolve comparative hearings by splitting the broadcast baby and ordering the parties to
share the use of a frequency. The FCC ultimately became so disenchanted with the com-
parative hearing process, that it froze all ongoing comparative cases and initiated a pro-
ceeding to establish better ways of distinguishing between MXd applicants [Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking, 10 FCC Rcd 2877 (1995)].
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As the FCC pondered this issue over the next five years, reserved frequencies became
scarcer, the number of MXd applications increased, and the application backlog continued
to grow. By April 21, 2000, when the FCC froze the filing of all applications for new FM
stations on reserved frequencies, more than 1,400 MXd applications were pending
[Reexamination of Comparative Standards for Noncommercial Educational Applicants, 15  FCC
Rcd 7386 (2000), Note 41]. The backlog consisted of 1,356 MXd applications for new full-
service FM stations and 97 MXd applications for new FM translators. 

New Window Filing System 

In order to simplify the application process, the Commission replaced its old “A/B” cut-
off system with “filing windows.” Under the filing-window system, the Commission peri-
odically issues a Public Notice announcing a period of time during which it will accept

applications for new full-service FM or translator stations operating on reserved frequen-
cies [Section 73.3573(e)]. Applications filed prior to the window opening date or after the
window closing date are dismissed. 

Although filing windows simplify the application process and reduce the risk that MXd
applications will be filed for speculative or obstructive purposes, filing windows drastically
restrict the freedom to file applications. Under the filing-window system, applications can
be filed only when the FCC opens a window and only for the period during which the
window is open. The filing-window system thus brings with it new elements of uncertainty
and time pressure. Entities interested in building new broadcast stations must be ready to
file those applications on short notice from the FCC. 

Evaluation Process: The Point System

In revamping its application processing system, the FCC also revamped the criteria for
evaluating MXd applications. After considering alternatives, such as modified versions of
the comparative hearing process, a lottery, and simply granting the applicant that was

the “first to file,” the Commission decided on a “point system” as a method that would
efficiently select the “best” applicant—that is, the applicant that would best advance cer-
tain public interest factors such as localism, diversity, and technically superior service. 

There are three tiers to the evaluation process: (1) a basic or “threshold” tier that deter-
mines which, if any, application will best achieve the goal of a “fair distribution” of
reserved spectrum; (2) a point system that evaluates each application based on certain
comparative criteria; and (3) tie-breakers that may resolve proceedings in which no appli-
cant prevails on fair distribution or comparative criteria.

Fair Distribution 

The fair distribution issue is based on Section 307(b) of the Communications Act,
which requires the FCC to “provide a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of
broadcast service among the states and communities” [Section 307(b)]. The fair 
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distribution or “307(b)” issue arises only when MXd applicants propose to serve different
communities of license. In these circumstances, the Commission seeks to determine
whether a particular applicant will best advance a spectrum allocation goal of a fair distri-
bution of non-reserved spectrum. The comparison is not between competing applicants,
but between uses of the spectrum to serve different communities of license.

There are two steps to the 307(b) analysis: (1) determining if any applicant is eligible for
any 307(b) credit and (2) determining whether a 307(b) credit entitles one or more appli-
cants to a preference over the other MXd applicants. An applicant is eligible for fair distri-
bution, or 307(b), credit [Section 73.7002], if :

• The applicant and other MXd applicants propose to serve different 
communities 

• The applicant will provide a first or second noncommercial educational
(NCE) radio signal to at least 10% of the population within the 1 mV/m con-
tour the applicant proposes 

• At least 2,000 people within the proposed 1mV/m contour will receive first
or second NCE service 

If only one applicant receives 307(b) credit by providing a significant first or first and sec-
ond NCE service, that applicant prevails. If two or more applicants are equivalent with
respect to first service, the Commission compares their aggregated levels of first and sec-
ond NCE service. The applicant providing the most people with the highest level of service
will receive a 307(b) preference if it provides such service to at least 5,000 or more peo-
ple than the next best applicant. If no applicant is entitled to a 307(b) preference, the
point system is used to compare all applicants. 

This 307(b) issue is “basic” rather than “comparative” in nature in that if an application is
preferred to other applications on 307(b) grounds, the Commission will grant that applica-
tion, without regard to the comparative merits of the applicant, as determined by the point
system.

To illustrate these principles, the FCC issued a Public Notice, DA 01-1245 (May 24, 2001),
that applies the 307(b) credit to several specific circumstances. Here are six examples that
show how the 307(b) credit is applied and how complicated the process can become. In
each example, assume that applicants propose to serve different communities, that all
mutually exclusive applicants are identified, and that each applicant’s 60 dBu contour
encompasses 40,000 people, so that a 10% threshold for each applicant is 4,000 people
(which exceeds the 2,000 minimum). 
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Example 1
Principle Illustrated. This example illustrates the standard analysis, including aggregation
of first and second service when first service alone is not decisive.

Analysis. Applicant B is selected pursuant to 307(b). A and B are both eligible for consid-
eration under 307(b) because each provides a new first or second service to 10% of the
population within its respective service areas. Both applicants are entitled to a first-service
preference. However, B does not provide a new first service to at least 5,000 more persons
than A and, thus, is not entitled to a decisive 307(b) preference on the basis of first NCE
service. Next, the FCC considers whether A or B would provide total first and second NCE
service to 5,000 more people than the other applicant. Applicant A provides a first and
second service to 9,000 people (4,000 plus 5,000). B provides a first and second service to
14,500 people (7,000 plus 7,500). B is superior to A because B provides first and second
service to at least 5,000 more people than A (14,500 – 9,000 = 5,500).

Example 2
Principle Illustrated. An applicant meeting the 10% threshold for new service prevails
over an applicant that does not. In such circumstances, the prevailing applicant need not
satisfy the 5,000-person differential threshold. A credit for first service will prevail over
credit for a second service of any magnitude. 

Analysis. Applicant A receives a 307(b) preference. Applicant A is the only applicant to
meet the minimum new first-service threshold. B does not qualify for first-service credit
because B does not propose to provide a first service to at least 4,000 people (i.e., 10% of
the people within its 60 dBu contour). Because B does not qualify for a first-service credit,
A’s first service need not exceed B’s first service by 5,000. Because Applicant A prevails
under the first-service criterion, no second-service analysis is undertaken. 
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Example 3
Principle Illustrated. The point system applies to applicants that are preferable to other
applicants but equivalent to each other under 307(b) analysis. Assume five applicants, A
through E, each serving a different community. 

Analysis. Applicants D and E will be considered under the point system. All applicants are
eligible for consideration under 307(b) since all provide first or second service to 10% of
the people within their respective 60 dBu contours. When first service is compared, how-
ever, Applicant A is eliminated because A does not meet the minimum first-service thresh-
old (10%/2,000 people). B is eliminated because B’s first service is inferior by at least
5,000 people to the next best applicant, C (20,000 – 6,000 = 14,000). C, D, and E proceed
to aggregate first- and second-service consideration. C is eliminated because it provides
total first or second service that is inferior by at least 5,000 people to the first or second
service provided by the next best applicant, E (25,000 – 20,000 = 5,000). D and E will be
considered under the point system because they provide materially equivalent first and
second service.

Example 4
Principle Illustrated. For purposes of comparing a group of three or more applicants,
equivalency is determined by comparing each applicant to the applicant proposing the
next best service, not by comparing each applicant to the top applicant.

Analysis. All applicants are eligible for 307(b) consideration, but no 307(b) preference
will be awarded because no applicant exceeds the next-best applicant by at least 5,000
people. Applicant A is not eliminated even though it proposes to serve more than 5,000
fewer people than C (11,000 – 5,000 = 6,000) because it is not clear who will represent
Community 2, B or C. If B were to prevail, B would not be materially superior to A with
respect to 307(b). 
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Example 5
Principle Illustrated. First and second service totals are aggregated for the purpose of
establishing eligibility for the 307(b) preference.

Analysis. Applicants A and B are eligible for 307(b) consideration, but C is not because
C’s combined first- and second-service level (600) is below the 10%/2,000-person mini-
mum. Applicant A can rely on its combined new first and second service to meet the 10%
threshold (see FCC Form 340 Supplement, Worksheet #6, Lines 5 and 6). Applicant A
would report this eligibility by answering “yes” to Question III(2) on the Form 340 Point
Supplement (concerning second local service) and by providing an exhibit showing that A
is relying on its first and second service combined to establish its 307(b) eligibility.
Neither A nor B meets the minimum first-service threshold, thus no preference is awarded
based on first service. Applicant A provides first or second service to 5,500 people (3,000
plus 2,500). Applicant B provides first or second service to 5,000 people. Thus, A and B
are materially equivalent based on aggregate first and second service. Had the group con-
sisted only of A and C, however, A would have received a decisive 307(b) preference
because A would have been the only applicant to provide first and second service to a
significant population. 

Example 6
Principle Illustrated. If applicants specify the same community, the point system is used to
determine the comparatively superior proposal, even if one of the applicants provides first
or second service to a larger population. 

Analysis. All applicants are eligible for 307(b) consideration by virtue of providing a first
or second service to 10% of their populations. Applicant A is eliminated, however,
because A provides first service to less than 10% of its population. B and C provide an
equivalent level of first service to 10% of their populations. The elimination of Applicant A
eliminates Community 1 from consideration. The remaining applicants, B and C, both
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propose the same community. Thus, the 307(b) analysis is not applied. Applicants B and C
proceed to comparative consideration under the point system.

The Point System

The point system is used to evaluate the merits of applicants in proceedings where no
applicant receives a decisive 307(b) preference. Points are awarded to applicants
that advance the goals of localism, diversity of ownership, expansion of a statewide

network, and technical superiority. 

Established Local Applicants

The Commission considers “localism” the single most important criterion in its point
system and awards three points to an applicant that qualifies as an “established local
applicant.” 

An applicant is “local” if it (1) is physically headquartered, or (2) has a campus within 25
miles of the reference coordinates for the designated community of license, or (3) if 75%
of board members reside within 25 miles of the reference coordinates of the community of
license. Governmental applicants are considered to be “local” throughout their areas of
jurisdiction (e.g., the school board would be local within the district over which it has
jurisdiction) [Section 73.7000].

A local applicant is “established” if it has been local for at least the 24 months immediate-
ly preceding the filing of its application. (For MXd applicants on file when the point system
was first announced, the relevant two-year period was measured backward from June 4,
2001.)

Diversity of Ownership. The point system awards two points to applicants that advance
local diversity of ownership. In this context, local ownership means an ownership interest
in any other broadcast station or authorized construction permit whose “city grade” con-
tour overlaps the city grade contour of the proposed station. For FM stations, the city grade
contour is the area within which the station delivers a signal strength of 70 dBu [Section
73.313(c)].

Only ownership of stations in the same service is relevant to diversity. For example, an FM
applicant’s ownership interest in a local television station would not disqualify the appli-
cant from receiving diversity points.

The definition of “ownership” is potentially complicated since it involves not only the
interests held directly by the applicant, but the interests that are “attributable” to it.
Although the intricacies of the attribution rule may not significantly affect the points
received by independent nonprofit corporations that typically apply for community sta-
tions, they will affect the points received by large organizations that file for reserved fre-
quencies across the country. 
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The point system incorporates attribution principles that are familiar to commercial broad-
casters but that have not previously been applied to noncommercial stations. These princi-
ples, set forth in Section 73.3555 (the “Multiple Ownership Rules”), vary with the legal
form of the applicant. For example, there are different rules for general partnerships, 
limited partnerships, corporations, and limited liability companies. The attribution rules
seek to break through these legal formalities and ferret out interests that are capable of
exercising influence and control over a broadcast station. For purposes of analysis, several
different types of “attributable” interests can be identified. 

Direct Ownership. The applicant’s ownership of interests in other stations is “attributable”
to it. If, for example, an FM applicant is the licensee of an existing FM station or the hold-
er of a construction permit for another FM station, its interests in the existing station or
permit are “attributable.” If the attributable interests are in a station that is “local” (i.e., one
whose city grade contour overlaps that of the proposed station), the applicant will not
receive local diversity points. Attributable interests in non-local stations are disregarded in
the diversity analysis.

Indirect Ownership. Attribution principles not only consider interests owned directly by
an entity, but interests that are owned by a subsidiary or affiliated entity. For example, if
Company A owns 20% of Company X, which owns 50% of a licensee, A holds a 10%
interest (20% x 50%) in the licensee. Since ownership interests greater than 5% are count-
ed (or are considered “cognizable”), A’s interest in the licensee is relevant to a determina-
tion of A’s diversity points. As a general rule, only active ownership interests are
cognizable. For example, a limited or “silent” partner that owns a 20% equity interest in a
limited partnership, but is prohibited from having any involvement in media-related activi-
ties of the limited partnership, does not have a cognizable interest in a broadcast station
licensed to the limited partnership.  

Officers and Ownership Interests Attributed to Officers and Directors. Officers and direc-
tors of a broadcast licensee have a cognizable attributable interest in that entity. If, for
example, a director of an applicant is a director of the licensee of an existing broadcast
station, his “positional” interest in the licensee is attributable to the applicant. Though an
officer or director may not actually “own” stock or any equity interest in a licensee, an
ownership interest is “attributed” because the officer or director is in a position to influ-
ence the licensee’s activities. 

Debt. Similarly, although loans are not generally considered ownership interests, the FCC
recognizes that a large creditor may be able to influence its debtor and therefore considers
debt to be an attributable interest when the amount of the debt exceeds 33% of the entity’s
total asset value and the creditor either supplies more than 15% of the debtor’s weekly
programming or has an attributable interest in other media in the same market [Sections
73.7000 and 73.3555].

To complicate matters even further, the FCC will attribute interests that arise through a
combination of “debt plus equity.” Thus, passive equity interests that would not ordinarily
be attributable may become attributable when those interests, combined with debt 
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interests, exceed 33% of the total asset value of the applicant or licensee. For example, a
stockholder who holds a 25% equity interest in a licensee corporation may not own an
attributable interest if the 25% interest takes the form of non-voting stock. But the same
stock interest could become attributable if it is combined with a loan equal to more than
8% of the corporation’s total asset value.

The attribution rules were developed to prevent the ownership of commercial broadcast
stations from becoming unduly concentrated. Ironically, as attribution principles have
become more sophisticated, the Commission has tended to “deregulate” ownership limits
by relaxing or eliminating ownership restrictions. Ownership restrictions not dictated by
principles of antitrust law have also increasingly come under attack as an unconstitutional
restriction on free speech. Given these competing forces, the FCC’s multiple ownership
rules are likely to remain a subject of controversy, particularly because the application of
these rules to noncommercial broadcasting is new. The rules will evolve as they are
applied and tested in a variety of factual circumstances. 

Statewide Network. The FCC has historically encouraged the development of statewide
networks of noncommercial stations. Recognizing that such networks may not qualify for
diversity points because they already own one or more existing stations, the FCC devised a
special two-point credit for networks. As indicated below, however, the criteria for qualify-
ing as a statewide network are so difficult to satisfy, that points will only rarely be awarded
on this basis. 

An applicant that does not qualify for local diversity points may nonetheless qualify as a
statewide network if it meets one of the following three sets of criteria [Section 73.7003]:

(1) (a) The applicant is a public or private entity with authority over a minimum of
50 accredited full-time elementary and/or secondary schools within a single
state, (b) the schools are encompassed by the combined primary service con-
tours of the proposed station and the applicant’s existing station(s), (c) the
existing station(s) regularly provide(s) programming to the schools in further-
ance of the school curriculum, and (d) the proposed station will increase the
number of schools the applicant will regularly serve. 

(2) (a) The applicant is an accredited public or private institution of higher learn-
ing with a minimum of five full-time campuses within a single state, (b) the
campuses are encompassed by the combined primary service contours of the
proposed station and existing station(s), (c) the existing station(s) regularly
provide(s) programming to campuses in furtherance of their curriculum, and
(d) the proposed station will increase the number of campuses served. 

(3) (a) The applicant is a public or private organization, with or without direct
authority over schools that will (i) regularly provide programming for, and in
coordination with, elementary and/or secondary schools and (ii) meet the
criteria described in paragraph one, or (b) an institution of higher learning that
meets the criteria described in paragraph two. 
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Technical Superiority
One point is awarded to the applicant that provides coverage to both a 10% greater area
and a 10% greater population than the applicant with the next best coverage. The techni-
cally superior applicant will receive two points, rather than one point, if its technical pro-
posal covers a 25% greater area and 25% greater population than the applicant with the
next best coverage.

The “technical superiority” credit is distinguishable from the 307(b) credit in several
respects. First, the technical superiority credits may be awarded even if the MXd applicants
specify the same community of license; the 307(b) credit is available only when appli-
cants propose to serve different communities of license. Second, the 307(b) preference is
awarded to the applicant that best advances the Commission’s spectrum allocation princi-
ples by providing a first or second noncommercial radio service to a significant popula-
tion. The technical superiority points are awarded to the applicant that provides the best
coverage to an area and population, regardless of whether that area and population
already receive other noncommercial radio signals. Third, the 307(b) preference is a
potentially decisive, threshold preference. The applicant that qualifies for a 307(b) prefer-
ence is awarded the construction permit if MXd applicants are not entitled to an equiva-
lent preference. By contrast, technical superiority points are simply added to other points
to which the applicant is entitled. The “technically superior” applicant may still lose to an
applicant that has a higher point tally based on location and diversity credits. 

Tie-Breakers 

The third tier of the selection process comes into play only if no applicant receives a
decisive 307(b) preference and if two or more applicants receive the same number
of points. In these circumstances, two tie-breaking tests are applied, in sequence

[Section 73.7003(c)].

Under the first tie-breaker, the applicants are compared based on the number of attributa-
ble authorizations each holds in the same service for which they are applying. For exam-
ple, radio applicants count only radio authorizations. Only permits and licenses (for
commercial and noncommercial stations) issued as of the date of the filing of the applica-
tion are counted as authorizations. (For applicants considered in the first closed groups of
MXd applications, the relevant date was June 4, 2001, rather than the date the application
was filed.) The construction permit is awarded to the applicant with the fewest 
authorizations. 

If a tie remains after applying the first tie-breaker, the applicants are compared based on
the number of pending applications for new stations or for major changes in existing sta-
tions in the same service area as the MXd application. (Pending applications for “minor”
changes in existing authorizations are not counted.) The permit is awarded to the applicant
with the fewest pending applications. 
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If a tie remains after applying the second tie-breaker, the tied applicants will be awarded
the permit on a shared basis. The Commission will divide time for use of the frequency
equally among the tied applicants if the applicants are unable to agree on a time-sharing
arrangement. 

Settlements

Settlements among MXd applicants are encouraged, and the Commission will suspend
processing of MXd applications if it is advised that the parties are negotiating or have
reached a settlement [Section 73.7003(d)]. After July 19, 2001, no MXd applicant may

be paid more than its reasonable and prudent expenses for dismissing or amending an
application in order to resolve an MX situation. 

Settlement agreements must be submitted to the Commission with a joint request for
Commission approval. The joint request must be accompanied by an affidavit from each
party that sets forth [Section 73.3525]:

• The reasons why the agreement is in the public interest

• A statement that the application was not filed for the purpose of reaching the
settlement, rather than obtaining a grant of its application

• A certification that neither the applicant nor its principals has received any
consideration in excess of the applicant’s expenses

• The exact amount of the consideration

• An accounting of the expenses for which it seeks reimbursement

• The terms of an oral agreement concerning the dismissal or withdrawal of
the application 

Petitions to Deny

After evaluating MXd applicants, the FCC issues a Public Notice designating the party
that prevails (the “tentative selectee”) [Section 73.7004]. Challenges to the tentative
selectee in the form of a Petition to Deny may be filed for a period of 30 days from

the issuance of the Public Notice. Petitions may be filed by other MXd applicants or by
“any party in interest” (e.g., a station that can show it will receive prohibited interference
from the station proposed by the tentative selectee) [Section 73.3584]. The Petition to Deny
must be supported by an affidavit of a person or persons with personal knowledge of the
facts relevant to the petition. The tentative selectee has 10 days to file an opposition to the
Petition to Deny, and the petitioner has five days to file a reply. 

If the Petition to Deny is denied, the Commission will grant the tentative selectee’s applica-
tion. If the Petition to Deny is granted, the outcome may be more complicated, depending
on the nature of the issues raised. The Petition to Deny may simply challenge some of the
points claimed by the tentative selectee. If such a petition is granted, the Commission will
reduce the points awarded and compare the revised point tally with the point tally of the
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other MXd applicants. If the tentative selectee remains the highest scorer, its application
will be granted. If the tentative selectee is leapfrogged by another applicant that now has a
higher point tally, the FCC will announce a new tentative selectee that, in its turn, will be
subject to Petitions to Deny. If the Petition to Deny proves that the tentative selectee is
unqualified, for example because it has misrepresented material facts in order to obtain
the construction permit, then the tentative selectee’s application will be denied without
regard to its points and the applicant (or applicants) with the next highest point tally will
be named the new tentative selectee. 

Holding Period

Construction permits for all full-service FM stations are valid for a period of three
years [Section 73.3589], but construction permits awarded by the point system may
be subject to special “holding periods” that continue after the station has been con-

structed [Section 73.7005(a)].

The first holding period, applicable to all grants made through the point system, begins
with the award of the construction permit and continues for four years from the date the
station goes on the air. During the holding period, the permit or license can be transferred
or assigned to another party only if (1) the other party would qualify for the same, or
greater, number of points and (2) any consideration paid or promised does not exceed the
permittee’s legitimate and prudent expenses. Allowable expenses may include the costs of
preparing the application (e.g., legal and engineering expenses) and of buying and
installing broadcast equipment. Costs incurred in operating the station prior to transfer or
assignment are not recoverable. 

The second holding period applies only to applicants that receive a decisive 307(b) prefer-
ence [Section 73.7005(b)]. These applicants must construct and operate the facilities pro-
posed and, for a four-year period, cannot downgrade service to the areas on which the
preference was based, beginning with the date the station goes on the air. 

The purpose of both holding periods is to preserve the integrity of the evaluation process
by preventing applicants from assigning authorizations to less qualified parties or from
abandoning underserved areas which they had promised to serve. 
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In January 2000, the FCC created a new radio service called Low
Power FM, or LPFM. The service was conceived as a noncommer-
cial service that would give schools, churches, civic groups, and

other nonprofit organizations a means of providing a new locally
based radio service that would, in part, offset the consolidation of
ownership of commercial radio.

This chapter discusses the rules concerning LPFM and surveys the fol-
lowing topics:

• Noncommercial Nature of LPFM Service
• Classes of LPFM Stations
• Ownership and Eligibility Restrictions

– Restrictions on Assignments and Cross-Ownership

• Technical Rules
• Application Process
• Selection Process
• Tie-Breakers
• Construction Period and License Terms
• Operating Rules

– Restrictions on Transfers of Control
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Because LPFM was designed to operate on frequencies throughout both the reserved
and non-reserved portions of the FM band, the most controversial issue in creating
the LPFM service was whether LPFM would adequately protect existing FM stations.

In order to make LPFM stations available, the FCC originally permitted slight amounts of
potential interference to stations operating on third-adjacent channels (i.e., on channels
such as 88.1 MHz and 88.7 MHz, which are separated from each other by three 200 kHz
channels). After adoption of such a standard, but before the grant of any LPFM construc-
tion permits, Congress stepped in and ordered the FCC to restore third-adjacent channel
protections [Pub. L. No. 106-553, 114 Stat. 2762 (2000)]. The technical rules summarized in
this chapter reflect the current, congressionally mandated interference protection rules.
These rules are based on the distance between transmitter sites needed to prevent an LPFM
station from causing theoretical interference to another authorized station.

It is possible that the rules will be relaxed in the future. In July 2003, Mitre Corporation
issued a report commissioned by the FCC, in which Mitre recommended that the existing
third-adjacent minimum distance separation requirements between LPFM stations and
other FM stations be eliminated. On February 19, 2004, the FCC delivered a report to
Congress which summarized Mitre’s technical findings and endorsed Mitre’s recommenda-
tion. Senators John McCain and Patrick Leahy introduced a bill to repeal the third-adjacent
channel restrictions previously imposed (S. 2505), but Congress has not yet passed this
legislation. If Congress agrees to eliminate the third-adjacent channel restrictions, addition-
al LPFM stations could become possible, even in some of the larger radio markets where
LPFM stations are now impossible.

Rules and regulations for LPFM stations can be found on the FCC website (www.fcc.gov/mb/
audio/lpfm/index.html).

Noncommercial Nature of LPFM Service

The FCC concluded that LPFM would best respond to local community needs if the
service was not “subject to commercial imperatives to maximize audience size”
[Report and Order, FCC 00-19, paragraph 17 (January 27, 2000)]. LPFM applicants must

therefore certify that they are (1) a nonprofit educational institution, (2) a nonprofit educa-
tional organization, or (3) a noncommercial public safety radio service [Section 73.853]. An
applicant qualifying as an educational institution or organization must submit an exhibit
describing its educational program and explaining how the station will be used to advance
that program. “Educational” has been broadly defined to include cultural programs, chil-
dren’s programs, and Bible study, among other activities [Reexamination of the Comparative
Standards for Noncommercial Educational Applicants, 13 FCC Rcd 21167, 21169 (1998)]). 

Classes of LPFM Stations

The FCC authorized two classes of LPFM service: (1) an LPFM 100 class and (2) an
LPFM 10 class. 
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LP100 stations are designed to provide service to an area approximately 5.6 kilometers
(3.5 miles) from the transmitter. They must operate with a minimum effective radiated
power (ERP) of 1 watt, and may not exceed a maximum ERP of 100 watts at 30 meters
antenna height above average terrain (HAAT). LP100 applicants that propose a HAAT
greater than 30 meters must reduce ERP so as not to exceed the maximum coverage 
contour.

LP10 stations are designed to achieve a coverage area of 1.6 to 3.2 kilometers (1 to 2
miles). They may operate with an ERP from 1 to 10 watts at 30 meters HAAT. The FCC will
accept applications for LP10 stations only after it has processed the intial round of applica-
tions for LP100 stations.

Ownership and Eligibility Restrictions

In order to assure that LPFM stations are diversified, the FCC imposed several limits on
the ownership of LPFM stations. Broadcast “cross-ownership” is prohibited. That is, no
license for an LPFM station will be granted if the applicant holds any “attributable”

interest in any broadcast station. These ownership restrictions not only prevent existing
noncommercial stations from acquiring an LPFM license, but may disqualify an LPFM
applicant whose directors are the officers, directors, or shareholders of an entity that holds
the license for a commercial or noncommercial broadcast station. For a more detailed
discussion of “attribution” principles, see Chapter XI. 

National and local ownership limits were also placed on the number of LPFM stations that
could be held. For a period of two years from the opening of the first LPFM filing window,
no one may hold an attributable interest in more than one LPFM station. That limit will be
increased to five LPFM stations two to three years after the first filing window, and to 10
LPFM stations after three years [Section 73.855]. Even under these relaxed “national” own-
ership rules, common ownership of local LPFM stations will still be prohibited unless the
LPFM stations are separated by more than 12 kilometers (7 miles) [Section 73.855].

The FCC sought to prevent speculation in LPFM licenses by prohibiting the transfer or
assignment of LPFM licenses, except in circumstances involving (1) less than a substantial
change in ownership or control (e.g., a routine turnover in directors) or (2) an involuntary
assignment of license or Transfer of Control (e.g., if a licensee declares bankruptcy, the
license may “involuntarily” be transferred to a trustee appointed by the bankruptcy court).
A gradual change in a majority of the board members does not, in itself, constitute a pro-
hibited Transfer of Control.  

To assure that LPFM stations remain independent, the FCC prohibits LPFM licensees from
entering into certain programming agreements with other stations. LPFM stations may not
retransmit, terrestrially or via satellite, the signal of a full-power radio broadcast station
[Section 73.879]. In addition, an LPFM station may not enter into “an operating agreement
of any type, including a time brokerage or management agreement, with either a full
power broadcast station or another LPFM station” [Section 73.860(c)]. To assure that the
LPFM service will be a community-based service, the FCC permitted only “local” appli-
cants to submit applications for the first two years in which LP100 and LP10 applications
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are accepted for filing [Section 73.853(b)]. An applicant is considered local only if it certi-
fies that (1) it or its local chapter or branch is physically headquartered or has a campus
within 16.1 kilometers (10 miles) of the proposed transmitter site for the station, (2) 75% of
its board members reside within 16.1 kilometers of the proposed transmitter site, or (3) it is
a public safety entity with jurisdiction in the area [Section 73.853].

The Commission created limited exceptions to its ownership rules for public safety organi-
zations and for universities. Government public safety and transportation organizations
may apply for multiple LPFM stations, but must designate one application as the “priority”
application. The applications not designated as “priority” will be dismissed if mutually
exclusive (MXd) applications are filed. Universities that already own a full-service station
can apply for an LPFM license, provided that the station, although licensed to the universi-
ty, will be managed and operated by students of the university. If a mutually exclusive
application is filed, the university’s application will be dismissed [Memorandum Opinion and
Order on Reconsideration, MM Docket No. 99-25, FCC 00-3-349 (September 28, 2000)].

Early versions of the eligibility requirements granted amnesty for certain repentant
“pirates.” In restoring third-adjacent channel protection, Congress prohibited the FCC from
granting an LPFM license to any applicant not certifying that, “Neither the applicant, nor
any party to the application, has engaged in any manner . . . in the unlicensed operation
of any station” [Section 73.854]. A federal court of appeals found the automatic and perma-
nent disqualification of all pirates to be constitutional because it is “reasonably tailored to
the government’s substantial interest in protecting the broadcast spectrum” [Ruggiero v.
FCC, 318 F.3d 239 (DC Cir. 2003) (en banc), cert. denied, 124 S. Ct. 62 (2003)].

Technical Rules 

To protect existing stations and to simplify the LPFM application process, the FCC
devised an interference system based on mileage separation requirements. An LPFM
station will not be authorized unless the proposed LPFM transmitter site is separated

by specified minimum distances from the transmitter sites of existing full-service and FM
translator stations operating on co-channel or first-, second-, and third-adjacent channel
frequencies, as well as from the transmitter site of TV Channel 6 stations. The mileage sep-
aration requirements include a 20-kilometer “buffer” zone for co-channel and first-
adjacent channel full-service stations. Charts detailing the minimum distance separations
are set forth in Section 73.807 and are built into the electronic LPFM Channel Finder the
FCC has developed to help LPFM applicants determine what channels will meet FCC inter-
ference criteria (www.fcc.gov/mb/audio/lpfm/lpfm_channel_finder.html). To simplify application
processing, the FCC requires LPFM applicants (other than public safety and transportation
entities) to use non-directional antennas. 

Technically, LPFM is placed on a footing similar to that of FM translator stations. Both are
“secondary” services that must protect existing FM authorizations, but are not protected
from interference they may receive from “primary,” full-service stations. LPFM applications
must protect authorized FM translators, based on mileage separations. These separations
are measured in terms of the distance between the transmitter sites of the LPFM and the
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translator station. FM translators must protect the predicted service area of an LP100 sta-
tion. The interfering contour of the translator may not overlap the 60 dBu contour of the
LP100 station. Translators are not required to protect LP10 stations [Section 74.1204(a)(4)].

One important difference between the interference standards applied to LPFM stations and
FM translators is that full-service stations are always entitled to protection from interfer-
ence from translators, but are entitled to protection from LPFM stations only up to the date
of the Public Notice of the relevant LPFM filing window. After that date, an application to
modify a full-service station is not protected from an authorized LPFM station unless the
LPFM station causes interference within the full-service station’s “city grade” (70 dBu) con-
tour [Section 73.209]. For example, a full-service station that modifies its license by chang-
ing transmitter sites can cause interference to an existing LPFM station, but will be subject
to interference received from an LPFM station unless the interference from the LPFM sta-
tion overlaps the core, “city grade,” contour of the full-service station. 

LPFM stations are generally subject to the same technical and content-related regulations
as full-service stations. A complete list of regulations applicable to LPFM is set forth in
Section 73.801.

Application Process 

To accommodate the large number of LPFM applications it anticipated, the FCC
adopted a window filing procedure and created a system for filing applications elec-
tronically [Section 73.870]. Detailed instructions on how to prepare and file an LPFM

application (FCC Form 318) are available on the FCC’s website (http://www.fcc.gov/Forms/
Form318/318Fill.pdf). Applications for new LPFM stations and for major changes in author-
ized stations may be filed only during the filing windows specified in Public Notices
issued by the FCC. 

To license LPFM 100 stations, the FCC randomly divided the 50 states into five groups and
opened a series of windows to accept applications for stations in each state. Groups 4 and
5 were subsequently combined into a single window. 

Because Congress imposed third-adjacent channel protection requirements after the first
three LP100 windows were opened, 653 applications that would have been technically
acceptable became technically defective. Rather than simply dismiss these applications,
the Commission permitted the applicants to file minor amendments to correct defects and
opened an additional filing window in which the 653 applicants could file a “major”
amendment to specify a new channel, if one was available [Second Report and Order, MM
Docket 99-25, FCC 01-100 (April 2, 2001)].

Unless special filing windows are opened, only “minor” changes may be proposed. For
LP100 stations, a minor change is defined as a relocation of the proposed transmitter site
by fewer than 2 kilometers; for LP10 stations, a minor change is a site relocation of less
than 1 kilometer [Section 73.871]. Other technical changes, including changes in channel,
are considered major changes. 
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The LPFM processing rules are similar to those used for other applications for broadcast
facilities (see Chapters I and III). The FCC will issue a Public Notice of the filing of the
application, assign a file number to the application, and issue subsequent Public Notices
of agency action on the application. Actions on an LPFM application can be tracked
through an FCC search function called LPFM Reports (www.fcc.gov/mb/audio/lpfm/index.
html).

Selection Process 

The FCC adopted a point system to resolve situations in which two or more mutually
exclusive (MXd) LPFM applications are filed in a given window [Section 73.872].
Three selection criteria are applied: 

• Established local presence (1 point)
• Proposed operating hours (1 point)
• Local program origination (1 point)

Applicants that demonstrate that they had an “established” community presence of at least
two years prior to the filing of the LPFM application are awarded one point. An applicant
is “local” if it is physically headquartered, has a campus, or has 75% of its board members
residing within 10 miles of the reference coordinates of the proposed transmitter site.
Applicants claiming the “established local presence” credit must document the basis of the
claim in their application. 

Applicants that pledge to operate at least 12 hours per day are awarded one point.
Although the minimum operating schedule for LPFM stations is only five hours [Section
73.561], the FCC encourages applicants to operate more than the minimum schedule by
awarding a point to applicants that pledge to operate more than the minimum schedule.

Applicants that pledge to originate programming locally at least eight hours a day are
awarded one point. “Locally originated” programming is programming produced within 10
miles of the reference coordinates of the transmitter site. 

The pledges made in order to obtain the 12-hour-per-day operating credit and the local
program origination credit will be enforced by random FCC audits, as well as by third-
party complaints. Sanctions for failure to fulfill a pledge may include monetary fines
and/or license revocation. 

Tie-Breakers

If two or more MXd applicants receive the same number of points, the FCC will issue a
Public Notice that announces the tie and that gives the MXd applicants 30 days to enter
into a voluntary time-sharing agreement [Section 73.872(c)]. Such agreements must be in

writing and must allow each time-share proponent at least 10 hours a week of operating
time. The FCC encourages settlements by allowing applicants who enter into a time-
sharing agreement to aggregate the points to which they are individually entitled. 
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If the MXd applicants are not able to reach a voluntary time-sharing agreement, the FCC
will review the applications of the tied applicants to determine that their applications are
grantable, and award the eligible applicants successive, non-renewable licenses. The nor-
mal eight-year license term is divided into license terms of no less than one year per
licensee. The sequence of license terms is based on the time in which the applicants com-
plete construction of their facilities and file a license application. For example, the first
applicant to file would be assigned the first license period. Applicants proposing same-site
facilities are required to submit a written statement as to construction and license term
sequence. Failure to submit such an agreement will result in the dismissal of the applica-
tions proposing same-site facilities and grant the remaining eligible applications. 

If there are more than eight tied, grantable applications, the FCC will dismiss all but the
eight or more with the longest-established community presence. If more than eight tied
applicants still remain, the FCC will dismiss the entire group, unless the applicants are
able to reach an agreement limiting the group to eight. 

Construction Period and License Terms 

The construction permit issued to a successful LPFM applicant is valid for 18 months
(not 36 months as for full-service and translator station permits) [Section 73.3598(a)].
In extraordinary circumstances, where natural disasters or administrative or judicial

appeals prevent the LPFM permittee from constructing, the running of the construction
period may be suspended or “tolled,” but the failure to raise sufficient funding or obtain
necessary zoning clearances are not grounds for tolling the expiration of a permit. Lately,
the Media Bureau staff has been more flexible when it comes to extensions, but successful
applicants that want additional time to construct should be prepared to show the FCC that
they have been diligent in implementing the construction process (e.g., that equipment
orders have been placed).

LPFM licenses are issued for renewable eight-year terms, on the same schedule as licenses
for full-service stations in the same state [Section 73.873]. The principal exceptions to this
rule are short-term licenses issued to tied applicants and initial licenses issued for less than
eight years to synchronize an LPFM license with other broadcast licenses for the same
state.

Operating Rules

The FCC’s LPFM rules are contained in Part 73, Subpart G, of the Code of Federal
Regulations. Subpart G cross-references a number of technical and legal provisions
related to full-power stations, and makes them applicable to LPFM stations. Several

cross-referenced rules are derived from federal statutes relating to matters such as obsceni-
ty and indecency, non-citizen ownership of radio stations, underwriting announcements,
and political broadcasting. Like their full-power counterparts, LPFM stations can be fined
or admonished if they violate FCC rules or policies, or the Communications Act. Extreme
cases of wrongdoing can jeopardize their licenses.
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LPFM stations are excused from several requirements imposed on full-service stations,
including the requirement that the station maintain a main studio [Section 73.1125(a)] and
file periodic Ownership Reports with the FCC [Section 73.3615]. LPFM stations are also
excused from maintaining a Public Inspection File [Sections 73.3526 and 73.3527]. These
exemptions will undoubtedly cause some confusion. For example, although LPFM stations
are subject to the requirement that they maintain a Political File [Section 73.1943], it is not
clear where that file should be kept, since LPFM stations are not required to keep a Public
File. 

The discussion below highlights legal requirements that LPFM stations are likely to
encounter in their daily operations. 

Equipment Tests and Program Tests. Before an LPFM station officially goes on the air with
regular programming, and provided notice has been given to the FCC, its transmitting and
other authorized equipment may be tested [Section 73.1610]. Once the station’s license
application has been filed with the FCC, the station may begin its regular broadcast sched-
ule, known as “program tests.” Program tests convert to licensed operations when the FCC
formally approves the station’s license application. The approval process can take several
months or more, depending on the FCC’s workload.

Continuing Compliance With Technical Parameters. Like full-power stations, an LPFM
station must operate within tolerances prescribed in the FCC’s technical rules and specified
on its construction permit or license. If an LPFM station is operated in an unattended
mode (i.e., without a station employee present), it must install highly stable equipment or
automated monitoring devices [Section 73.1300]. In general, transmission systems must be
monitored either by personnel or through automation. Where a station is completely auto-
mated, it must have equipment capable of taking the station off the air within three hours
of any technical malfunction which is capable of causing interference [Section 73.1400].
Stations may be tested during their authorized hours of operation to assure that they are
operating within FCC-assigned parameters [Section 73.1520]. The technical rules carried
over to LPFM stations also set down procedures for frequency carrier measurements
[Section 73.1540]; for permissible departures from carrier frequencies [Section 73.1545]; and
for maximum modulation levels for AM, FM, and TV stations [Section 73.1570]. Finally, all
LPFM licensees or holders of LPFM construction permits must conduct periodic inspec-
tions of their stations’ transmitting systems and required monitors in order to ensure the
stations are operating properly [Section 73.1580].

Emergency Alert System (EAS). LPFM stations are subject to the same EAS requirements as
Class D stations [Sections 73.11.11, 11.51, 11.53 and 11.61]. That is, they are required to
install the decoder equipment necessary to receive EAS tests, but not the encoder equip-
ment required to generate the EAS codes and EAS Attention Signal. LPFM stations must log
receipt of EAS tests, and broadcast the text of any national emergency message. See
Chapter VI for a detailed discussion of EAS requirements.

Broadcasting Emergency Information. In emergency situations not involving activation of
the Emergency Alert System, LPFM stations may transmit emergency point-to-point mes-
sages requesting or dispatching aid and assisting in rescue operations. The rule governing
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these procedures requires stations to file post-operation reports with the FCC [Section
73.1250].

Station Log. Although LPFM stations are excused from maintaining Public Inspection Files
and filing Ownership Reports, they must maintain a Station Log. The Station Log must
contain a record of four categories of technical information: (1) any outages, malfunctions,
adjustments, repairs, or replacements of the lighting system, if the antenna tower is
required to be lit; (2) a brief explanation of station outages due to equipment malfunction,
servicing, or replacement; (3) operations not in accordance with the station license; and
(4) an EAS log [Sections 73.11.61 and 73.877]. The logging rule also obligates stations to
comply with the weekly EAS log requirements, discussed in Chapter VI. If an LPFM station
is inspected, it is highly likely that the FCC inspector will want to examine the Station
Logs. Although the FCC retention period rule applicable to full-power stations was not
carried over to LPFMs, it is recommended that logs be retained for no fewer than two
years.

The Chief Operator Requirement. Full-power broadcast stations must designate a person
to serve as Chief Operator [Section 73.1870]. Although the chief operator need not be phys-
ically present at the station on a daily basis (and may, in fact, perform duties for several
local broadcasters) he or she is responsible for maintaining the technical integrity of sta-
tion equipment and for reviewing and editing Station Logs. The Chief Operator rule was
not included among the broadcast station rules applicable to LPFM stations. This omission,
however, does not relieve LPFM licensees from their continuing obligation to assure that
they are operating in compliance with the terms of their license and with the FCC’s regula-
tions, policies, and orders.

Posting of Station License. The station’s license and any other authorizations issued by the
FCC must be posted in a “conspicuous place” at the transmitter’s principal control point or
maintained in a binder or folder and available for inspection by FCC personnel [Section
73.1230].

Station Identification and Call Sign Changes. Like full-power broadcast stations, LPFM
stations must identify themselves hourly, as close to the hour as feasible, and at the begin-
ning and end of each time of operation [Section 73.1201]. Stations that program in a lan-
guage other than English may identify themselves in that language [Section 73.1201]. In all
official identifications, the station’s four-letter call sign must include the “LP” suffix, fol-
lowed by its community of license. Call sign changes must be approved by the
Commission [Section 73.3550].

Minimum Operating Schedule (“36/5/6 Rule”). LPFM stations are subject to the minimum
operating requirements that apply to full-power noncommercial educational stations. They
must be on the air at least 36 hours per week, at least 5 hours per day, and for at least 6
days per week. Stations licensed to educational institutions do not have to broadcast on
weekends or during vacation or recess periods. If an LPFM station fails to adhere to a min-
imum operating schedule, the FCC may cancel its license or impose a channel-sharing
arrangement [Sections 73.850 and 73.561].
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Discontinuance of Operation. LPFM stations are subject to the FCC’s “anti-warehousing”
rules. Those rules provide that if a broadcast station fails to transmit for any 12 consecutive
months, its license expires automatically. Operations after the one-year silent period are
illegal [Section 73.873(c)].

Foreign Ownership Restrictions. LPFM license holders must be domestic nonprofit entities
such as a corporation, limited liability company, partnership, or association. Non-citizens
and foreign business entities may hold limited direct interests in these entities (up to 20%),
and indirect interests of up to 25% in a holding company that owns the entity licensed to
operate the LPFM station. A party must seek special permission to maintain indirect own-
ership above the 25% cap. LPFM licensees may have non-citizen officers and directors,
but individuals, regardless of citizenship, and foreign governments or their representatives,
may not hold an LPFM station license [Communications Act, Section 310(a) and (b); Section
73.865].

Phone Conversations. LPFM stations are subject to regulations concerning the broadcast of
telephone conversations. If an LPFM station broadcasts a telephone conversation, it must
first place any party to the call on notice that the call is being, or is likely to be, broadcast.
Notice is unnecessary if the party is aware, or may be presumed to be aware from the
circumstances of the conversation, that the call may be broadcast. Stations failing to pro-
vide proper notification may be fined or admonished by the FCC, which can treat each
instance of non-compliance as a separate violation, thereby subjecting the station to multi-
ple monetary forfeitures [Section 73.1206].

Lotteries. The FCC’s lottery rule and the federal anti-lottery statute apply to LPFM stations.
That statute prohibits a station from broadcasting advertisements of, or information con-
cerning, a lottery or similar scheme. In addition, as noncommercial stations, LPFM stations
may not broadcast “advertisements” on behalf of a for-profit entity. The question of
whether a station may air a lottery announcement on behalf of a nonprofit organization
depends on whether the lottery is legal under state and local law. Thus, announcements
concerning lotteries or state-sanctioned lotteries conducted by non-profits or governmental
entities, or by a commercial organization where the lottery is ancillary to the primary busi-
ness of that organization, may be lawful under applicable state law [18 U.S.C. §1307(a);
Section 73.1211].

Prohibitions of Certain Assignments and Transfers of Control. All radio station licenses are
issued to parties whose qualifications have been evaluated by the FCC under its public
interest standard. With the exception of LPFM authorizations, those licenses and construc-
tion permits may be assigned or transferred to similarly qualified parties. An LPFM license
or construction permit may not, however, be voluntarily assigned or transferred. Only
involuntary (e.g., upon death or bankruptcy) assignments or transfers are allowed, and
assignments and transfers of control that are “minor,” not “substantial.” In general, an
“insubstantial” change is one that occurs gradually, over the course of more than a 
12-month period, and does not result in a change in the objectives of the organization. An
LPFM may change its name by providing written notification of the change to the
Commission [Communications Act, Section 310(d); Section 73.865].
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Political Broadcasting. When it enacted the LPFM rules in 2000, the FCC applied the same
political programming rules to LPFM stations that apply to full-power noncommercial sta-
tions. Less than a year later, Congress amended the Communications Act to exempt all
noncommercial educational broadcasters, including LPFM stations, from the statutory
requirement that they afford legally qualified candidates for federal office “reasonable
access” to their facilities. Moreover, since LPFM stations and other noncommercial educa-
tional stations are not permitted to sell political ads, they cannot be required to provide
airtime to any political candidate unless the station has provided time to the candidate’s
opponent in the primary or race. If, however, a station receives a request for political time,
it must comply with the Political File rule by making a written record of the request and
the station’s disposition of that request. The record should be maintained in a Political File
located at the station’s studio site and retained for two years.

LPFM stations should be alert to the fact that they may inadvertently trigger the FCC’s polit-
ical broadcast rules by allowing a candidate to “use” the station, even in a non-political
context. If the candidate’s voice is recognizable, the candidate’s appearance on the air
permits opposing candidates to demand “equal opportunities.” If, for example, an LPFM
station announcer runs for political office, the station must assess whether it should place
that individual on leave until the election is over, or risk having to honor opposing candi-
dates’ demands for equal opportunities generated by the employee’s “uses.” See Chapter
VII for a detailed discussion of the rules related to political broadcasting [Communications
Act, Sections 315 and 317(a)(7)].

Taped and Recorded Material; Misleading Material. LPFM stations that rely on taped or
recorded program material must avoid creating the impression that a particular program,
such as a sporting event or interview, is occurring simultaneously with the broadcast. To
avoid misleading the public, the station must disclose at the beginning of the program that
it has been pre-recorded [Section 73.1208]. In the same vein, broadcasts of “hoaxes”—
knowingly false information relating to a “crime” or a “catastrophe”—violate FCC rules if
the information causes substantial public harm and is unaccompanied by disclaimers
[Section 73.1217].

Underwriting Rules. All noncommercial educational stations must comply with the under-
writing rules. This fact was brought home in August 2004, when the FCC’s Enforcement
Bureau admonished an LPFM licensee in Enid, Oklahoma, for running announcements
promoting local businesses that had donated funds to the station. Although the FCC
declined to fine the licensee, it warned it that future violations could be punished. See
Chapter V for a detailed discussion of underwriting rules.

Restrictions on the Transmission of Obscene, Indecent, and Profane Materials. LPFM sta-
tions are subject to restrictions on the transmission of obscene, indecent, and profane
material. The FCC is responsible for enforcing the federal laws prohibiting obscene speech
and the statute and federal court decisions defining indecent language or material. The
courts have not yet tested the FCC’s newly asserted authority to regulate profanity.
Indecent and profane material may be broadcast, but only during “safe harbor” hours of
10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. when children (those under the age of 17) are less likely to be in
the listening audience. Defining obscene, indecent, and profane broadcasts is a complex
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and inexact exercise, but LPFM stations must familiarize themselves with basic concepts
and keep up with changes in the law. In particular, LPFM stations that carry non-English
language programming must recognize that they are not insulated against FCC-imposed
monetary forfeitures or other sanctions if those broadcasts contain obscene, indecent, or
profane material. See Chapter VI for a detailed discussion of obscene, indecent and pro-
fane material [18 U.S.C. §1464; Section 73.3999].

Drug Lyrics. There is no outright ban on broadcasts of lyrics that glorify or promote the use
of drugs, and no FCC rules relating to this subject. Public indignation over drug lyrics has
waned over the years, and no broadcast licenses have been lost for violations of the
“unwritten rule” against drug lyrics. Nevertheless, LPFM licensees should be aware of an
FCC policy concerning drug lyrics [Section 73.4095], and apply their own rule of reason in
this area, particularly if this issue regains national attention.

Translators. LPFM stations are intended to promote localism within relatively small geo-
graphic coverage areas. Consequently, the FCC prohibited LPFMs from owning FM transla-
tors, and using them to extend or enhance their stations’ coverage. That prohibition is
inapplicable to FM translators owned by independent parties. Those translators may
rebroadcast the signals of any LPFM station, but must first obtain the station’s “rebroadcast
consent” [Communications Act, Section 325(a); Section 74.1284]. LPFM stations may not
rebroadcast the signal of a full-power radio broadcast station [Section 73.879].

Equal Employment Opportunities. LPFM stations staffed by fewer than five full-time
employees (those employed for 30 hours or more per week) are exempt from the FCC’s
rules concerning EEO outreach, recruitment, and record-keeping. All LPFM stations must,
however, comply with the FCC’s prohibition against employment discrimination, and with
the Commission’s annual reporting requirement. LPFM stations that employ more than five
full-time employees must meet additional EEO program requirements and reporting obliga-
tions discussed in Chapter VII [Section 73.881 and Section 73.2080(a)].

Facilities Changes. LPFM facilities changes are classified as major and minor. Applications
to make major changes, such as the construction of a new tower more than 2 km from an
authorized site, cannot be submitted until a filing window opens. LPFM stations may make
certain minor modifications to their technical facilities without having to await the opening
of a filing window. Applications for these minor modifications include site moves and, in
specialized cases, frequency changes. LPFM licensees may make certain specified changes
in their stations’ transmission systems without seeking prior approval, but must file an
application with the FCC after they begin operating with modified facilities [Section
73.8785]. 
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Public radio stations must worry about a host of legal concerns
beside those governed by the FCC. The Internal Revenue Service
regulates the activities of nonprofit organizations that seek feder-

al tax-exempt status. U.S. Postal Service regulations apply to nonprof-
it groups that take advantage of subsidized postal rates. State and
local governments regulate everything from fund solicitations to the
number of fire exits in buildings. As discussed in Chapter XIV, federal
copyright law affects different aspects of the Internet. 

Although the Public Radio Legal Handbook focuses primarily on FCC
legal requirements, two other unrelated bodies of law affect so many
stations—and are so unlikely to be addressed in general reference
materials for nonprofit groups—that they are discussed briefly here.

This chapter includes an introduction to defamation law and a sum-
mary of requirements applicable to stations that receive funds from
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB). Topics covered
include:

XIII–1The National Federation of Community Broadcasters

Chapter  XIII. Other Legal Concerns
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– Private Versus Public Figures
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– Liability for Talk Shows and Live Interviews
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– Open Meetings
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- Public Notice
- Who May Attend
- Deliberations Related to Public Broadcasting
- Exceptions to Open Meeting Requirements
- Notice Requirement for Closed Meetings
- Documentation of Meetings
- Consequences of Noncompliance

– Open Financial Records

- Exceptions
- Compliance
- Documentation

– Community Advisory Boards
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- Documentation

– Certification
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Defamation 

Defamation is a term that includes the related terms “libel” and “slander.”
Historically, those terms distinguished between written and spoken forms of
defamation. Defamatory broadcast programs are considered to be more similar to

speech than to print and, thus, to be a species of slander. Modern law has largely eliminat-
ed the old common law distinction between libel and slander. 

Although defamation is not regulated by the FCC, defamation law is pervaded by constitu-
tional concerns because a limitation on speech implicates First Amendment considera-
tions. As a result, it is useful to think of defamation law as an ongoing, judicially
moderated dialogue between state and federal law. New court decisions constantly refine
the legal tests that determine when defamation has occurred and what damages are avail-
able to an injured party. 

In simplest terms, defamation is the publication of a false factual statement that injures
someone’s reputation. Corporations are considered “organizational persons” and, as with
individuals, can bring a defamation claim, although some important differences between
individuals and business entities apply [Global Telemedia Int’l., Inc. v. Does, 29 Media C. Rep
1385 (C.D.Ca 2001)]. 

Private Versus Public Figures 
Defamation law is a branch of the law of negligence, and one of the central questions of
defamation law is what level of responsibility, or “duty of care,” a publisher owes to those
about whom it publishes statements. Because defamation relates to false statements of fact,
broadcasters that report or comment on the news face the highest level of potential liabili-
ty. News stations are especially well-advised to carry insurance that covers “errors and
omissions” in program content. 

Defamation law distinguishes between “private figures” and “public figures.” If the subject
of a news report is a private figure, the liability threshold is low and the risk of liability is
high. Liability for statements about a matter of public concern will arise if the publisher of
the statement either knew, or should have known, that the statement was false and injuri-
ous. Before publishing statements of fact, publishers are expected to exercise reasonable
care in determining whether those facts are true and are likely to injure another’s 
reputation.

Factual statements about private figures should be corroborated by multiple, independent
sources before such statements are aired. The language of the news report and commen-
tary must be chosen carefully. If a person has been charged with a crime, that fact should
be carefully reported. There is a world of difference between reporting that “X murdered Y”
and reporting that “X has been charged with the murder of Y by local police.”

The United States Supreme Court has raised the threshold of liability for defamation liabili-
ty if the subject is a public figure. The courts have identified several different types of pub-
lic figures, including (1) a public official (i.e., one who has, or appears to the public to
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have, responsibility for or control of the conduct of government affairs); (2) a public figure
by virtue of his or her position or degree of overall fame; or (3) a “limited-purpose” public
figure, one who becomes a public figure by having been injected into a public controversy
to which the statement pertains. A publisher is not free to say whatever it wishes about
public figures, but is liable only for false statements published with “actual malice.” 

Actual malice, in this context, does not mean spite, hatred, intention to harm, or ill-will
but, rather, that the statement was published with actual knowledge of its falsity or with
“reckless disregard” for the truth. The Supreme Court has held that a defendant publishes
with reckless disregard if it “in fact entertained serious doubts about the truth of the publi-
cation,” or published the statement “with a high degree of awareness of its probable falsi-
ty.” While the standard of fault is not clear-cut, more than simple negligence is required to
show actual malice. In practice, the line between reasonable care and reckless disregard
can be hazy, particularly when editorial judgments must be made about the veracity of
news sources [New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 US 254 (1964); Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418
US 324 (1974); Time Inc. v. Firestone, 424 US 448 (1976)]. 

The distinction between “fact” and “opinion” can also be difficult to define with precision.
The distinction goes beyond syntax. A damaging statement of fact (“X is a crook”) does not
escape scrutiny simply by being rhetorically re-cast as an opinion (“In my judgment, X is a
crook”), an “editorial comment” (“Many believe that X is a crook”), or a question (“Is X a
crook?”). In 1990, the Supreme Court held that even an opinion might be defamatory if it
contains a provably false factual connotation. Thus, a plaintiff can recover damages for a
statement that can be reasonably interpreted as a fact, provided the plaintiff proves that the
factual connotation is false and injurious [Milkovich v. Loraine Journal Co., 497 US 1 (1990)]. 

Liability for Prerecorded Programs
Broadcasters may be liable for “publishing” defamatory statements of others. For example,
if a station broadcasts a program that defames a person, the station may be liable, even if
it had nothing to do with the production of the program. Traditionally, a “conduit” was
held responsible for further circulating (or “republishing”) a defamatory statement only if
the conduit had reason to know of the defamatory character of the statement. The rationale
for this rule is that conduits, such as libraries or bookstores, are passive distributors and
exercise no editorial control over the content of the material.

The application of this rule to broadcasting has proven cumbersome, and the results in the
courts have been inconsistent. In a 1992 libel suit against CBS and three local affiliates
arising from a 60 Minutes report about the insecticide Alar, a federal court in the State of
Washington refused to impose liability on the three affiliates. Applying the traditional con-
duit rule, the court held that the affiliates were aware of the general subject matter of the
report, but had no inkling of defamatory content. The affiliates’ contractual right to pre-
screen and reject “unsuitable” network programming did not impose a duty to censor,
according to the court [see Grady Auvil, et al. v. CBS “60 Minutes,” et al., 800 F. Supp. 928
(1992); 800 F. Supp. 941 (1992)]. 
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This ruling does not mean that a broadcaster can immunize itself from liability by adopting
a “see no evil, hear no evil” attitude toward prerecorded programs. The rule from the 
60 Minutes case is not a universally accepted legal principle, although it is fair to say that
the more active the broadcaster’s role in selecting and editing the content of prerecorded
programming, and the broader its rights to exercise such control, the more likely it is that a
duty to review and reject defamatory content will be imputed to the broadcaster. Stations
that air network programs, or other programs produced outside of the station, should ask
the distributor or producer to “stand behind” the program and agree to “indemnify” or
defend the broadcaster if a defamation action is brought.

Liability for Talk Shows and Live Interviews
Live call-in talk and interview programs are particularly problematic because they do not
give the broadcaster a chance to verify or edit content. Most courts confronted with cases
involving a broadcaster’s failure to censor defamatory remarks by a caller on a talk show,
even where a delay system gave it the technical capacity to do so, have refused to hold the
broadcaster strictly liable. Courts have been especially reluctant to find broadcaster liabili-
ty in “public figure” cases subject to “reckless disregard” for the truth standard. When a
broadcaster has only seven seconds to decide whether or not a statement should be cut, it
is difficult for a plaintiff to establish that the broadcaster had the requisite state of mind
needed to prove reckless disregard for the truth [see Lorentz v. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
472 F. Supp. 946 (W.D. Pa 1979); Adams v. Frontier Broadcasting Co., 555 P. 2d 556 (Wyo.
1976); Pacella v. Milford Radio Corp., 18 Mass. App. Ct. 6 (1984), aff’d 394 Mass. 1051 (1985)].

Broadcasters should, however, be aware that at least one court has held that a broadcast-
er’s failure to use its delay system rendered it liable for the remarks of an anonymous caller
about a public figure. The court found that failure to use the delay system met the “actual
malice” standard, because it amounted to an open invitation for callers to use a broadcast
station to defame others [see Snowden v. Pearl River Broadcasting Corp., 251 So. 2d 405 (La.
App. 1971)]. 

States differ widely on the question of whether defamatory statements can be “taken back.”
Although the majority of states have “retraction statutes” that permit a publisher to correct
an erroneous statement of fact, there is a considerable variation among these statutes.
Some apply specifically to broadcast media; some do not. Some distinguish between dif-
ferent types of media (e.g., newspapers and magazines). Some completely exonerate the
publisher that retracts a defamatory statement made in good faith; some treat a retraction
merely as a factor that mitigates damages. 

Inartful retractions can boomerang. A retraction that is not made in a timely fashion, or
that does not comply with other requirements of the relevant retraction statute, may not
only fail to protect a station, but may compound a station’s difficulties by becoming evi-
dence of fault in a defamation trial. A bungled attempt to take back a false statement can
be worse than silence. 
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The conventional wisdom that “truth is an absolute defense” to an allegation of defama-
tion contains a subtle, but important, inaccuracy. While only a false statement of fact can
be libelous, it does not follow that truth is only a defense or that the protection afforded by
“truth” is absolute.

If truth were available only as a defense, there would be many more defamation trials. The
more accurate formulation of the principle involved is that the injured party has the bur-
den of proving that the statements involved were false. Because “truth” and “falsity” are
not simple concepts, evidentiary considerations are crucial. 

The belief that truth is a complete defense may also give false comfort to a reporter who
imagines that his view of the truth is the last word on the subject. It is not. If a defamation
case is tried, the trier of fact, usually a jury, determines whether the statements in issue are
true or false. Truth is, therefore, something to be proved by the preponderance of
evidence, not something to be presumed. A reporter’s soaring faith in his reportorial skills
can look reckless to a jury that sees the facts differently. 

Some Preventive Measures
Many defamation cases arise as the result of carelessness. The following are some precau-
tions that can reduce potential liability: 

• Identify high-risk programs and screen them carefully. 

• Educate your news and public affairs programmers on principles of defama-
tion law. 

• Check names and addresses for accuracy. Liability for defamation can arise
over mistaken identification.

• Think carefully about the words being used: “he said” and “he admitted”
imply different things, as do “statement” and “confession.”

• An indictment is a charge, not a finding of guilt.

• Be wary of anonymous sources. 

• Be careful with “teasers,” “promos,” and “headline stories.” A fair and accu-
rate job of reporting can easily be undone when it is squeezed into a few
lines of hype.

• Exercise care in covering stories in which reputations are most on the line:
stories of crime, sex, violence, and official misconduct. Use similar care
when emotions, including those of one’s sources and reporters, may run
high. Such stories involve disasters, riots, hate crimes, and situations involv-
ing personal pain or loss.

• Retain documentation of controversial facts. The broadcast of unsupported
allegations of fact is inherently risky, if not “reckless.” 

• Avoid name-calling and personal attacks. A developer who proposes a con-
troversial housing project is not necessarily a “criminal” or “slumlord.” 
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• Refer all defamation complaints to the General Manager. Complaints should
not be handled by the reporter or programmer who is the subject of the
complaint. 

• Consult with an attorney before responding to a defamation complaint or
issuing a retraction.  

CPB Requirements 

Although CPB is not a federal regulatory agency, its grants impose a number of legal
obligations on the recipients. Stations that receive Community Service Grants or
other forms of support must comply with requirements concerning open meetings, open

financial records, community advisory boards, Equal Employment Opportunity, and donor
privacy.

Open Meetings
The Communications Act requires stations that receive CPB funds to hold open meetings
of their governing body (including committees) and advisory groups [Section 396(k)(4)]. All
such open meetings must be preceded by “reasonable notice” to the public. The station
may not require a person to give his or her name or any other information as a condition
of attendance. 

What Constitutes a Meeting. Not all sessions of a governing board or committee fall under
this requirement. A “meeting” is defined as an event at which [Section 397(5)]:

• A quorum is present

• Deliberations occur that “determine or result in” some action or disposition
of some matter before the board, board committee, or advisory body

• The deliberations relate to public broadcasting

Types of gatherings that are not considered meetings include, but are not limited to, back-
ground or status briefings, sessions to stuff envelopes or complete menial tasks, events that
are purely social in nature, or assemblies to assign responsibilities for particular projects to
individual board members [Communications Act and Certification Requirements for CPB Station
Grant Recipients; http://stations.cpb.org/system/certification/index.html (CPB guidelines)].

Public Notice [CPB guidelines—http://stations.cpb.org/system/certification/index.html]. The
open meeting provisions require that meetings be preceded by “reasonable notice to the
public.” The Communications Act does not specifically define reasonable notice, but CPB
guidelines state that “reasonable notice” is a form of notice reasonably expected to inform,
and appropriate to the purpose of the notice. A board can exercise reasonable judgment in
deciding who is likely to have an interest in attending the meeting and can use a form of
notice that will be particularly effective in reaching that group.
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CPB recommends [CPB guidelines] that broadcasters: 

• Provide reasonable notice to the public of the fact, time, and place of an
open meeting at least one week in advance of the scheduled date of an open
meeting

• Provide notice by letter, e-mail, fax, phone, or in person to any individuals
who have specifically asked to be notified

• Provide notice through a recorded announcement that is accessible on the
grant recipient’s phone system 

• Provide notice through an announcement on the grant recipient’s web page 

Who May Attend. Although the Communications Act specifies that “all persons” must be
allowed to attend any open meeting, the language has not been read literally. CPB guide-
lines recognize that practical considerations, such as limitations of physical meeting space,
may make it impossible for “all persons” to attend a given meeting. CPB has therefore
applied a “rule of reasonableness” and interpreted the requirement as one of making rea-
sonable efforts to accommodate the public [CPB guidelines]. 

Deliberations Related to Public Broadcasting. The open meeting requirements apply only
to deliberations that relate to public broadcasting. This distinction may not be especially
important for community licensees, whose sole activity is public broadcasting, but institu-
tional licensees, such as school boards and universities, may engage in many activities and
devote only a portion of their meetings to public broadcasting issues. CPB’s open meeting
requirement applies only to the broadcast-related portion of the meeting. Even when CPB
open meeting requirements do not apply, institutional licensees may, however, be subject
to state or local laws which require open meetings. 

Exceptions to Open Meeting Requirement. The Communications Act recognizes that not
all business before governing boards, committees, and advisory boards should be conduct-
ed in a public forum [Section 396(k)(4)]. Exceptions to the open meeting requirements per-
mit a board, its committees, or its advisory body to hold closed meetings to consider
matters relating to (1) individual employees; (2) proprietary information; (3) litigation; (4)
other matters requiring the confidential advice of counsel, commercial, or financial infor-
mation obtained from a person on a privileged or confidential basis; and (5) the purchase
of property or services whenever the premature exposure of such purchase would compro-
mise the business interests of the recipient [Section 396(k)(4)].

Notice Requirement for Closed Meetings. When a board invokes one of the exceptions
and holds a closed meeting, it must provide reasonable notice of the closed meeting to the
public. This notice may consist of a written explanation of the reasons for the closing of
the meeting and may be done within a reasonable period of time after the meeting is held
[Section 396(k)(4)]. The explanation should reference the closed meeting exceptions con-
tained in the statute [CPB guidelines].
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Documentation of Meetings. As part of its Certification of Eligibility, each CPB grant recip-
ient must certify its continued compliance with the open meeting requirements [CPB guide-
lines]. Accordingly, CPB recommends that each grant recipient maintain documentation of
compliance that can be made available to CPB upon request [CPB guidelines]. 

Consequences for Noncompliance. The Communications Act provides that CPB may not
distribute funds to a licensee or permittee of any public broadcast station that does not
hold open meetings in compliance with the meetings requirements provision 
[Section 396(k)(4)]. Licensees that fail to comply with the meetings requirements risk loss of
all CPB funding [CPB guidelines]. 

Open Financial Records 
The Communications Act requires that CPB grant recipients adhere to certain financial
record-keeping requirements. Stations receiving CPB funding must [Section 396 (l)(3)(B)]:

• Keep financial records in accordance with CPB policy

• Maintain annual financial or audit reports filed with CPB for public 
inspection

• Undergo an independent audit every two years or, if CPB determines that an
audit is too costly in light of the station’s financial condition, prepare an
appropriate financial statement 

• Submit a bi-annual audit report or financial statement to CPB 

The types of financial documents that stations must make available for public inspection
include:

• Annual financial reports filed with CPB (including the CPB Annual Survey)

• Annual audited financial reports or statements filed with CPB 

• Other financial information submitted to CPB, such as financial information
accompanying agreements for production assistance, training grants and
contracts, research or consultant grants and contracts, EEO statistical reports,
and any funding agreement with CPB that requires a financial report

The Communications Act does not say how long CPB grant recipients must retain these
documents; however, CPB must maintain financial records received from stations for pub-
lic inspection and copying at its offices for at least three years [Section 396(l)(4)(A)]. For
more complete information regarding record retention for CPB grant recipients, visit
http://stations.cpb.org/system/record_retention.html and download the Adobe Acrobat docu-
ment at the top of the web page.

Exceptions. Financial information submitted to CPB as part of a funding proposal is confi-
dential until the proposal is actually funded. Once a proposal is funded, the financial
information must be made available for public inspection, but the station may redact pro-
prietary information [CPB guidelines]. A station does not need to make financial informa-
tion related to the proposal available if CPB rejects the proposal. 
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Financial records dealing with personnel matters, such as salary information, do not need
to be made available for public inspection. In general, the records may be kept confiden-
tial if they meet the criteria of the Privacy Act of 1997, 5 U.S.C. §552a. In addition, finan-
cial documents, notes, and working papers associated with a CPB or Government
Accounting Office audit that the station retains do not need to be made available to the
public [CPB guidelines].

Compliance. The Communications Act does not say exactly how stations must comply
with CPB’s public access requirements. One acceptable approach is to maintain CPB doc-
uments in the Local Public Inspection File and follow the same procedures for public
access as the FCC specifies for such records. Alternatively, stations may keep required
financial records in a separate place and develop guidelines for public inspection, provid-
ed that requests for access are not unreasonably denied. Advance appointments may be
required if the process is not burdensome to the public [CPB guidelines].

Documentation. Each station must document the manner in which it complies with open
financial records requirements and provide CPB with this documentation upon request.
The documentation should indicate the type of records made available for public inspec-
tion, the location of the documents, the way in which the records are made available to
the public, the procedure for public photocopying, and any restrictions or limitations the
station places on public access to the file [CPB guidelines].

Community Advisory Boards
The Communications Act requires CPB-funded stations not owned and operated by a state,
political or special-purpose subdivision of a state, or public agency to establish a
Community Advisory Board [Section 396(k)(8)]. The advisory board must be distinct from
the station’s governing body [CPB guidelines].

Role of the Community Advisory Board. The role of the Comunity Advisory Board “shall
be solely advisory in nature, except to the extent other responsibilities are delegated to the
board by the governing body of the station” [Section 396(k)(8)(C)]. In no circumstances may
the advisory board be delegated “any authority to exercise control over the daily manage-
ment of the station” [Section 396(k)(8)(C)]. 

In setting up its advisory board, a station must make a good faith effort to ensure that
[Section 396(k)(8)(A)]:

• The advisory board meets at regular intervals

• The members of the advisory board regularly attend its meetings

• The composition of the advisory board is “reasonably representative” of the
diverse interests and needs of the communities which the station serves
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The Communications Act also provides that the advisory board shall have the authority to
[Section 396(k)(8)(B), CPB guidelines]:

• Establish and follow its own agenda and schedule 

• Review the station’s programming goals

• Review the program service provided by the station

• Review the station’s significant policy decisions

• Advise the station’s governing body with respect to whether the program-
ming and other policies are meeting the specialized educational and cultural
needs of the communities served by the station

Membership on Community Advisory Boards. A station may exercise reasonable discre-
tion in selecting its advisory board members. No individual member of the public and no
representative of any particular organization or group has a legal right to membership on
an advisory board. Stations must make a good faith effort to ensure that the advisory board
is “reasonably representative of the diverse needs and interests” of the communities being
served [CPB guidelines].

Limitations on Community Advisory Boards. No person is entitled to seek a court order or
agency ruling (such as from the FCC) that would require a station to take or refrain from
taking any action with respect to programming or any other area of station operations as a
result of an advisory board recommendation or decision [CPB guidelines]. In no case may
the advisory board be delegated authority to exercise control over the daily management
or operation of the station [Section 396(k)(8)(C)].

Documentation. CPB advises stations to maintain documentation sufficient to demonstrate
compliance with the advisory board requirements. Such documentation should be suffi-
cient to show [CPB guidelines]:

• The existence of a Community Advisory Board and a list of its current 
members

• The mechanism used to determine the advisory board’s composition

• The schedule of the advisory board’s meetings and attendance records

• The role of the advisory board with respect to advising the station

CPB Equal Employment Opportunity Requirement
The Communications Act requires CPB-funded stations to certify that they are in compli-
ance with the FCC’s regulations regarding Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) and to file
annual EEO reports with CPB [CPB guidelines, Section 396(k)(11), Section 73.2080]. CPB may
not distribute funds to any station with five or more employees that does not file an annual
statistical report with CPB identifying [Section 396(k)(11)(B)–(C), CPB guidelines]:
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• The number of full-time and part-time employees, by race and sex, who are
officials and managers, professionals, technicians, semiskilled operatives,
skilled craft persons, clerical and office personnel, unskilled operatives, and
service workers

• The number of job openings that occur throughout the year, which jobs were
or were not filed in accordance with the FCC’s EEO regulations, and, if they
were not, the reasons why

Stations must make their CPB report available for public inspection at the station’s central
office and must certify to CPB that the station complies with the FCC’s EEO regulations
[CPB guidelines].

Compliance. CPB continues to require its grantees to file EEO reports with CPB, even
though the FCC has suspended enforcement of EEO reporting requirements pending com-
pletion of a rulemaking to adopt new EEO rules. CPB does not impose fines or sanctions,
but can withhold funding from stations that do not comply with the EEO regulations. 

Documentation. CPB requires that stations maintain documentation of compliance in a
manner similar to that required for open financial records [CPB guidelines]. 

Donor Privacy 
In November 1999, Congress amended the Communications Act to give a new right of
privacy to those who contribute to entities that receive federal funding through CPB. The
Communications Act was amended to include the following provisions [Section 396(k)(12)]:

“(12) Funds may not be distributed under this subsection to any public broadcast-
ing entity that directly or indirectly:

“(A) Rents contributor or donor names (or other personally identifiable infor-
mation) to or from, or exchanges such names or information with, any
federal, state or local candidate, political party, or political committee

“(B) Discloses contributor or donor names, or other personally identifiable
information, to any nonaffiliated third party unless:

“(i) Such entity clearly and conspicuously discloses to the contributor
or donor that such information may be disclosed to such third party

“(ii) The contributor or donor is given the opportunity, before the time
that such information is initially disclosed, to direct that such infor-
mation not be disclosed to such third party

“(iii) The contributor or donor is given an explanation of how the con-
tributor or donor may exercise that nondisclosure option.”
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Although point A applies only to political candidates, parties, or committees, point B
applies to any “nonaffiliated third party.” The requirement thus ensures donors that “per-
sonally identifiable information” will not be disclosed to anyone not affiliated with the
station, unless the donor is given a chance to object to such disclosure. The station must
give donors the right to exercise this right before disclosing donor information to nonaffili-
ated third parties, explain how donors can exercise their right to object, and periodically
remind donors of their right.

A political candidate is defined as an individual who seeks election or nomination for
election to federal, state, or local office. A political party is defined as an association, com-
mittee, or organization which nominates a candidate to any federal, state, or local office
whose name appears on an election ballot as the candidate of such association, commit-
tee, or organization. A political committee is defined as a committee authorized by a can-
didate, or whose primary purpose is the election of such candidate, to federal, state, or
local office. These definitions limit the scope of these terms to those directly involved in
the election process, and do not include pure “advocacy” groups that merely take posi-
tions on political issues.

CPB guidelines consider a third-party person, company, partnership or other entity to be a
“nonaffiliated” third party when the third party is acting on behalf of, and at the request of,
the public broadcasting entity for purposes of the public broadcasting entity’s fundraising
development. This definition permits a station to disclose donor information to those help-
ing the station with fundraising activities, but not to individuals or companies that do not
act “on behalf of” and at the “request of” the station, or that are not involved in station
fundraising.

Neither the Communications Act nor CPB guidelines defines “personally identifiable infor-
mation.” The term can reasonably be understood to include information such as a donor’s
name, street address, business address, e-mail address, social security number, and credit
card number, but may be interpreted to include additional information that may identify
the donor.

There are several practical implications to the donor privacy requirements. First, stations
must actively maintain control over their donor lists. They cannot turn their donor list over
to a list broker with no other instructions than to maximize its value.

Donors must not only be advised of the station’s policy concerning donor lists, but must be
given a right to “opt out” of having their names included on a list shared with any nonaffil-
iated party. The requirements are ongoing in nature. They cannot be satisfied by one sim-
ple notice to donors.

Because the requirements do not distinguish between commercial and noncommercial
entities, they may have a direct impact on fundraising projects with other nonprofits.
Unless a donor has been given an opportunity to object to the disclosure of information,
the station will be unable to swap lists with another unaffiliated nonprofit, such as a
library, museum, or school.
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Documentation. CPB grantees are required to maintain complete and accurate records
that demonstrate compliance with the donor privacy requirements. The retention period is
a minimum of three years. An “affiliated party” may maintain these records for the grantee,
but the grantee bears the responsibility for record-keeping defects

Certification
CPB is required to withhold funds from any station that does not comply with the open
meeting, open financial records, EEO, donor privacy, or Community Advisory Board
requirements. As part of CPB’s Certification of Eligibility, each grant recipient must certify
annually that it complies with these requirements.

Stations receive Certification of Eligibility forms annually. These forms must be completed
and returned to CPB as evidence of compliance. These forms must be signed by two indi-
viduals: (1) an official of the licensee who is authorized to sign grants or contracts on the
licensee’s behalf (such as a Board of Directors member or school board president) and (2)
the station’s chief executive officer (such as the station’s General Manager, President, or
Station Manager) [CPB guidelines]. CPB reserves the right to request specific documentation
of compliance with the individual provisions from each station.
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Chapter XIV. Licenses for Copyrighted Music

THE PUBLIC RADIO LEGAL HANDBOOK: A Guide to FCC Rules and Regulations

The opening chapters of this handbook deal with long-standing
regulatory requirements for the established noncommercial
broadcast service. The concluding chapters deal with new

broadcast services such as LPFM (Chapter XII), new areas of law such
as privacy protection for donors (Chapter XIII), and new forms of
communications such as the Internet.

The advent of the Internet has transformed every area of law it touch-
es. Legal concepts that had seemed well-settled often seem awkward
or inappropriate when applied to the Internet. Even accepted terms
seem strained. Can a contractual offer be “accepted” by opening a
shrink-wrapped package or clicking a mouse? Is the Internet a “publi-
cation” for purposes of defamation law? Is linking to the website of a
political party a form of “lobbying” by a tax-exempt organization?
Many basic questions remain unanswered.

No area has been more affected by the Internet than intellectual
property law and, in particular, copyright law. This chapter is a brief
introduction to the rapidly changing law of copyright, and to the
licensing issues that arise when audio content is transmitted over the
Internet.
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This chapter will help you:

• Understand some basic principles of copyright law

• Determine which copyright licenses are required to broadcast
music

• Determine which licenses are required to transmit music over the
Internet

• Obtain the licenses needed
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Copyright Basics 

Every original work of authorship that is “fixed in a tangible medium” is protected by
the Copyright Act of 1976. Such works include literary, musical, and dramatic works;
pantomimes and choreographic works; pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works;

motion pictures and other audiovisual works; sound recordings; and architectural works
[17 U.S.C. §102]. For example, a literary work is “copyrighted,” in the sense of being pro-
tected by copyright law, from the moment words are put on paper. It may be necessary or
desirable to “register” a copyrighted work with the Copyright Office for several reasons,
but copyright protection exists from the moment of fixation, not from the moment of regis-
tration. As discussed below, different types of copyright protection are associated with
different types of works. For example, the owner of a musical work is given different rights
than the owner of a sound recording.

The Copyright Act guarantees the owner of a copyrighted work the exclusive right to do
and authorize any of the following [17 U.S.C. §106]:

• Reproduce the work

• Create derivative works based on the copyrighted work

• Distribute copies of the work

• Perform the work publicly

• Display the work publicly

• In the case of sound recordings, perform the copyrighted work publicly by
means of a digital audio transmission 

To perform a work publicly means, among other things, to transmit or otherwise communi-
cate a performance of the work to the public [17 U.S.C. §101]. Such performances require
the permission of the copyright owner (or owners). Broadcasting music on a radio station
and streaming music on the Internet are each considered to be “performances” of a work. 

At least two distinct sets of copyright interests exist in a musical recording: one in the
musical work (the underlying lyrics and musical composition) and one in the sound
recording (a particular recording of a musical work). The musical work and the sound
recording are considered separate works, whose performance must be licensed separately. 

The musical work is usually owned by the songwriter, composer, lyricist and/or music
publisher. The right to perform musical works publicly may be licensed directly by the
copyright owner or by one of three performing rights societies: ASCAP (American Society
of Composers, Authors, and Publishers), BMI (Broadcast Music Incorporated), and SESAC
(Society of European Stage Authors and Composers). These societies serve as agents of the
owners or “authors” of musical works. Each society represents different authors and main-
tains a different inventory of copyrighted works. A separate license is required to perform
musical works from the inventory of each society. 
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A sound recording is a recording or “fixation” of a musical work. The rights to the sound
recording are usually owned by a record company rather than the performer. The
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) acts as agent for the major record com-
panies. No license is currently required to broadcast a sound recording, but a license must
be obtained to perform a sound recording by transmitting it over the Internet, since such a
transmission is a “digital audio transmission.” 

Radio Broadcast of Music 

Public radio stations that qualify for funds from CPB have been covered by “blanket”
licenses that license the broadcast of all music in the ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC inven-
tories. Stations not covered by the blanket license are individually responsible for

obtaining a license and paying the license fees.

Webcasting 

The commonly accepted term for transmitting audio over the Internet is “webcasting.”
When a broadcaster retransmits its audio signal over the Internet, or transmits a new
stream of audio over the Internet, the broadcaster becomes a webcaster. The trans-

mission of music over the Internet requires two separate sets of licenses, one for the right
to perform the musical work and one for the right to perform the sound recording. The
webcasting licenses are distinct from, and in addition to, the licenses needed to broadcast
the musical work.

Digital Transmissions of Sound Recordings

Copyright law did not always acknowledge a performance right in a sound recording.
For the first time, the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995
(DPRA) gave owners of sound recordings the exclusive right to perform their sound

recordings publicly. This right is limited to performances by means of digital transmissions.
Thus, DPRA grants the owners of sound recordings the right to authorize, and therefore be
compensated for, the transmission of their works over the Internet.

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA) amends the DPRA to provide a
“statutory” license for certain webcasters, provided they agree to certain operating condi-
tions. The main objective of DMCA is to prevent the unauthorized distribution and copying
of sound recordings in a way that deprives the copyright owner of compensation.

Broadcasters that stream their broadcast signal over the Internet are not exempt from the
DMCA licensing scheme [see Bonneville International Corporation v. Mary Beth Peters, as
Register of Copyrights, 2001 US Dist. LEXIS 10919, August 1, 2001]. Like pure webcasters,
broadcasters that stream audio over the Internet are subject to licensing requirements for
sound recordings.

Two types of licenses are available: (1) a “statutory” license (also called a “compulsory”
license) and (2) a license specially negotiated with the owner of the sound recording, or
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with its representative, the RIAA. It is possible to “mix and match” these licenses for differ-
ent uses of copyrighted material. Negotiating a separate license for some services does not
preclude a webcaster from operating under the statutory license for other services. 

DMCA Statutory License and Conditions
The statutory license provided under DMCA is available to webcasters that:

• Offer non-interactive programming (i.e., music that is not available on-
demand or in the form of personalized programming)

• Offer entertainment programming and do not sell particular music

• Comply with several operating conditions listed below

Under the “statutory license,” the following conditions must be met. 

Sound Recording Performance Complement. In any three-hour period, webcasters may
not play:

• More than three songs from a particular album, including no more than two
consecutively; or 

• Four songs by a particular artist or from a boxed set, including no more than
three consecutively

These conditions apply to both archived and looped programs, as defined below. 

Archived Programming. Archived programs—those that are posted on a website for listen-
ers to hear repeatedly on-demand from the beginning—may not be less than five hours in
duration. Those that are five hours or more may reside on a website for no more than a
total of two weeks. Merely changing one or two songs does not meet this condition, nor
can programs be taken off for a short period of time and then made available again. 

This requirement does not apply to recorded events or broadcast transmissions that make
no more than an incidental use of sound recordings, as long as such transmissions do not
contain an entire sound recording or feature performances of a particular sound recording.

Looped Programming. Looped or continuous programs—those that are performed continu-
ously so that the program automatically starts over when it is finished without regard to
when the user accesses the program—may not be less than three hours in duration.
Archived programming, on the other hand, always starts at the beginning of the program
when accessed by a user. Again, merely changing one or two songs does not meet this
condition.

Limitations on Prior Announcements. Advance program schedule or prior announcement
of song titles may not be transmitted by text, video, or audio. Webcasters may name one
or two artists or a particular genre of music to illustrate the type of music on a particular
channel. It is permissible to announce the name of a song immediately before it is per-
formed or to announce that a particular artist will be featured at an unspecified future
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time. The condition prohibits a prior announcement of a song, since such an announce-
ment facilitates copying of a particular sound recording.

Repeat of Other Programs Limited. Programs that are retransmitted at scheduled times
may be performed only three times in a two-week period if under one hour in duration,
and four times in a two-week period if one hour or more in duration. 

Identification of Song, Artist, and Album. When performing a sound recording (i.e., dur-
ing, not before), a webcaster must identify, in textual data, the sound recording, the album,
and the featured artist if receivers of the service are capable of displaying this information. 

Do Not Falsely Suggest a Link Between Recordings—or Artists—and Advertisements. A
webcaster may not perform a sound recording in a way that falsely suggests a connection
between the copyright owner or recording artist and a particular product or service. 

Take Steps to Disable Copying by Recipients. A webcaster must disable copying by a
transmission recipient if technology used by the webcaster enables the webcaster to do so,
and must also take care not to induce or encourage copying by transmission recipients. 

Accommodate Technical Protection Measures. A webcaster must accommodate, and not
interfere with, the transmission of technical measures widely used by sound recording
copyright owners to identify or protect copyrighted works, if they are technically feasible
of being transmitted without imposing substantial burdens on the transmitting entity. 

Cooperate to Defeat Scanning. A webcaster must cooperate with copyright owners to
prevent recipients from automatically scanning transmissions in order to select particular
recordings, if it will not impose substantial costs or burdens on the transmitting entity. 

Screen Out Bootlegs. The statutory license is limited to transmissions made from lawful
copies of sound recordings. Transmissions made from bootlegs or pre-released recordings
(unless the performance of a pre-released recording is otherwise authorized by the copy-
right owner) are not covered by the statutory license.

Automatic Switching of Channels Prohibited. Webcasters must not automatically and
intentionally cause a device receiving the transmission to switch from one program chan-
nel to another. 

Transmission of “Copyright Management Information” Required. If technically feasible,
transmissions by a webcaster must be accompanied by the information that identifies the
title of the song, the featured artist (and any other related information) encoded in the
sound recording by the copyright owner.

The only way to avoid these operating conditions is to negotiate individual licenses with
the owners of each sound recording.
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Licensing of Sound Recordings for CPB-Funded Stations
A sound recording license for CPB-funded radio stations has been reached with the
Recording Industry Association of America. This license permits stations that comply with
the above conditions to transmit sound recordings produced by the record labels repre-
sented by RIAA over the Internet. Confidentiality provisions and reporting obligations also
apply.

Stations may register for this license on the CPB website at (http://stations.cpb.org/
musicrights). Fees for the license are paid by CPB. No RIAA license is required for Internet
distribution of music that is part of an audiovisual work.

Licensing for Other Public Stations
Public stations not funded by CPB may qualify for the statutory license by filing an Initial
Notice with the U.S. Copyright Office with a $20 filing fee. A form of Initial Notice can be
found on the Copyright Office webpage (www.loc.gov/copyrightlicensing/notice.pdf). 

Rates for Licenses for Sound Recordings
On February 20, 2002, the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel (CARP) of the Copyright
Office delivered a report recommending rates and terms for the statutory license to per-
form sound recordings on the Internet and to make “ephemeral” recordings of sound
recordings. The report is available on the website for the Copyright Office at
www.loc.gov/copyright/carp/webcasting_rates.html. 

The report proposes rates for pure webcasters as well as for those that stream the content
of a broadcast station, and proposes separate rates for commercial and “non-CPB noncom-
mercial” broadcasters. The basic noncommercial streaming rate is 0.02 cents per perform-
ance. For Internet transmission of up to two additional “side channels” of noncommercial
programming, the rate is 0.05 cents per performance. For more than two noncommercial
side channels, the rate is 0.14 cents per performance. A “performance” is defined as each
instance in which any portion of a sound recording is publicly performed to a listener. For
example, the Internet delivery of a part of a single track of a CD to one listener is a 
“performance.”

An additional fee of 9% of the total performance royalty is imposed for “ephemeral record-
ings.” These are copies of a sound recording that a station makes for the purpose of broad-
casting, streaming, or archiving the sound recording—for example, copies made by a
server in order to retransmit a song over the Internet. Unless preserved exclusively for
archival purposes, an ephemeral recording must be destroyed within six months from the
date it was first used to transmit the sound recording to the public.

The minimum annual license fee is $500, but the actual fee could be much higher,
depending on the number of performances.

The report also imposes detailed record-keeping requirements designed to permit 
verification of the number of performances.
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As an alternative to the statutory license, stations may negotiate licenses directly with RIAA
through its SoundExchange clearinghouse (www.soundexchange.com). SoundExchange pro-
poses the following rates:

• Webcasters (including AM/FM webcasters) may choose to pay either
$0.0004 per performance or 15% of the service’s gross revenues from such
transmissions.

• Webcasters must pay a separate royalty fee for the making of ephemeral
recordings that would be equal to 10% of the royalty calculated under the
options above.

A webcaster that does not obtain a license before it begins offering its webcasting 
service—by registering for a sound recording license through CPB, giving notice to the
U.S. Copyright Office of its intention to operate under a statutory license, or negotiating a
license with the sound recording copyright owner—runs the risk of being sued for copy-
right infringement. The penalties for infringement can be stiff because the Copyright Act
imposes damages based on the number of infringing performances rather than the actual
damages suffered by the copyright owner. 

ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC Licenses for Webcasting Musical Works

Because the broadcast of a musical work is a public performance distinguishable from
the digital transmission of that work on the Internet, each of the performing rights
societies—ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC—requires a license to webcast musical works.

The webcasting license is distinct from the broadcast license issued by the same societies
and from the statutory or negotiated license for the performance of sound recordings over
the Internet.

Licensing for CPB-Funded Stations
Blanket licenses for the webcasting of musical works has been negotiated with ASCAP and
SESAC to allow CPB-funded stations to distribute the musical works in ASCAP’s and
SESAC’s repertory over the Internet. Such stations may register for this license on the CPB
website (http://stations.cpb.org/musicrights). Fees for these licenses are paid by CPB. A simi-
lar blanket licensing agreement with BMI is expected for CPB-qualified stations.

Licensing for Other Public Stations
Stations not funded by CPB must obtain webcasting licenses directly from ASCAP, BMI,
and SESAC. 

ASCAP (www.ascap.com)
ASCAP offers three different rate schedules for its webcasting license, but if a website does
not employ technology to track and compile online music performance data, it must
choose Rate Schedule A. Under Rate Schedule A, each website’s license fee would be
1.65% of gross website revenue. ASCAP defines website revenue as the sum of website
user revenue (all payments made by or on behalf of users to access a website’s music,
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including subscriber fees, connect-time charges, and other access fees) and net sponsor
revenue (all payments made by sponsors of a site less any adjustments). ASCAP does not
include the revenue derived from online sales of goods or online pledges in website 
revenue.

Rate Schedule A is also the most economical rate structure for music-intensive sites. Other
rate schedules are available, but require licensees to submit traffic reports. The minimum
fee for Rate Schedule A is $264 per year.

If a station is not sure if it uses ASCAP-licensed music, it can search ASCAP’s database of
musical titles (www.ascap.com/ace/ace.html).

The ASCAP website also offers PDF versions of its Internet license agreement, as well as a
rate calculator that can estimate the annual fee under the different rate schedules
(www.ascap.com/weblicense/webintro.html).

BMI (www.bmi.com)
BMI offers a website license, the fee for which is 1.75% of gross website revenue and
which requires some tracking of traffic to music pages. Other fee schedules are available,
but require more detailed music use reports. The minimum fee for a website with gross
revenues up to $12,000 is $259 per year; up to $18,500, $388 per year; and over
$18,501, $517 per year.

A station can apply for a BMI website license online (https://dlc.bmi.com/dlcWelcome.
asp) or print out applications and rate information (https://dlc.bmi.com/dlcmenu.asp). In addi-
tion, it can estimate its rate in advance with BMI’s License Fee Calculator
(https://dlc.bmi.com/dlcCalculateGross.asp).

SESAC (www.sesac.com)
Some stations that do not have a music format may wish to review SESAC’s repertoire to
determine whether the station uses any music from the repertoire (www.sesac.com/
repertory/repertory1.html). SESAC offers two rate schedules for its Internet license, both of
which require the licensee to monitor page requests (the number of requests for HTML
documents) on the website, which a webmaster or server administrator should be able to
retrieve easily. Schedule A is for sites with no paid advertising. The charge is $0.005 multi-
plied by the average number of monthly page requests. Schedule B is for sites with paid
advertising: $0.005 multiplied by the average number of monthly page requests multiplied
by 1.3. The minimum license fee is $75 per six months.
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The National Federation of Community Broadcasters

Updates for the print version of the Public Radio Legal
Handbook will be made available with a subscription to the
online version. To download updates, go to www.nfcb.org and

log in to the Handbook. Updates will be provided in PDF format, and
will be located on the Table of Contents page. Each update will have
instructions about which pages need to be replaced in the original
Handbook. A list of updates, with corresponding dates, will be posted
on the NFCB website, along with a printable log that subscribers can
use to check off updates as they are downloaded.

Questions can be directed to the following e-mail address:

legalhandbook@nfcb.org

or mailed to:

National Federation of Community Broadcasters
1970 Broadway, Suite 1000
Oakland, CA 94612

(510) 451-8200 telephone
(510) 451-8208 fax

Updates 
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AFRTS Armed Forces Radio and Television Service

ASCAP American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers

ASR Antenna Structure Registration

ATS automatic transmission system

BMI Broadcast Music Incorporated

CAB Community Advisory Board

CARP Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel

CB Citizens Band

CDBS Consolidated Database System

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CORES Commission Registration System

CPB Corporation for Public Broadcasting

CSRS Call Sign Reservation and Authorization System

DMCA Digital Millenium Copyright Act of 1998

DPRA Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995

EAN Emergency Action Notification

EAS Emergency Alert System (replaced EBS, Emergency Broadcast System)

EAT Emergency Action Termination

EEO Equal Employment Opportunity

EOM End of Message

ERP effective radiated power

FAA Federal Aviation Administration

FCC Federal Communications Commission

FRN FCC Registration Number

GPO Government Printing Office

HAAT height above average terrain

ITS International Transcription Service

LPFM Low Power FM 

MO&O Memorandum Opinion and Order

MXd mutually exclusive

NAL Notice of Apparent Liability

NBS National Bureau of Standards

NCE noncommercial educational 

NFCB National Federation of Community Broadcasters
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NN Non-Participating National station

NOI Notice of Inquiry

NPR National Public Radio

NPRM Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

NWS National Weather Service

PAC political action committee

PN Participating National station

PSA public service announcement

R&O Report and Order

RF Radio Frequency

RIAA Recording Industry Association of America

RMT Required Monthly Test

RPU remote pickup unit

RWT Required Weekly Test

SCA Subcarrier Communications Authorization

SESAC Society of European Stage Authors and Composers

STA Special Temporary Authorization

STL studio transmitter link

TCAF Temporary Commission on Alternative Financing for Public
Telecommunications

TCPA Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991

TIN Taxpayer Identification Number

ULS Universal Licensing System

USPS United States Postal Service

VOA Voice of America
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impermissible announcements, V-9,

V-12–14
logos, use of, V-8
nonprofit promotions, V-10
permissible announcements, V-7, 

V-14–15
program underwriting, VIII-7
Public Broadcasting Amendments

Act of 1981 and modifications,
V-4–5

scheduling of, V-9
Second Report, V-4

antenna. See tower and antenna
Antenna Structure Registration (ASR)

system, I-3, I-7
applications. See subject for detailed 

references. See also FCC, filings;
forms

enforcement, III-5
ex parte rules, I-10
general, I-7–8 (see also forms)
filing

hard-copy filing I-7–8
online filing, I-4, III-4

Media Bureau Consolidated
Database System Electronic
Filing System, I-4

Public File requirements, I-7, VIII-11
Public Notice of, VIII-6, VIII-13
retention of, VIII-14
signature requirements, I-7, I-8, III-4
status checks, I-9

assignment of license to new licensee
announcements

Certificate of Compliance, III-10
Public N otice requirements, III-9–10

definition of, III-7

Index 
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FCC approval, III-3
forms

EEO Model Program Report
(Form 396-A), III-4

Form 314, III-7
Form 316, (short form), III-7

holding period, XI-14
LPFM stations, XII-4
new call sign, request for, IX-14
Ownership Report, III-3, III-6–7
Public File requirements, VIII-11, 

VIII-12, VIII-15
See also Transfer of Control

auctions, V-10
Audio Division, I-3
Authorization and Release form, VI-25
automatic logging, VIII-4–5
auxiliary facilities

FCC rules and regulations, I-13
license requirements, VIII-16
posting requirements, VIII-6
Public File requirements, VIII-6
Public Notice requirements, III-15
Renewal of License, III-3, III-15
studio transmitter links (STLs), I-3, III-3 

B

booster stations. See translator and 
booster stations

broadcast station license renewal. See
Renewal of License

C

call signs
assignments of, IX-13–14
Call Sign Reservation and Authorization

System (CSRS), I-4, IX-14
construction permit applicants, IX-14
effective date for change of, IX-14
geographic assignments of, IX-13–14, 

XI-13
online filing, I-3, I-4

requests
call signs, IX-14
new or modified call letters, IX-14

translator and booster stations, IX-14, 
X-19

Certificate of Compliance. See
announcements

Certification of Eligibility, XIII-14
change in official mailing address

Form 5072, III-11
notification of FCC, III-3, III-11

Channel 6 television. See TV Channel 6
Chief Operator

contract with, III-11, VIII-12, VIII-16–17,
X-9

designation of, VIII-16–17, X-9
temporary designation, VIII-16

designation posting, X-9
duties, X-8–9
EAS log

corrections to, VIII-5
weekly review of, VI-18, VIII-5

inspections and calibrations, X-9
LPFM requirements, XII-10
qualifications of, X-3
Station Log, weekly review of, VIII-5
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-3, 

II-4, II-5, II-7
children’s programming

Action for Children’s Television (“Act”)
cases, VI-7–9

restrictions on promotional 
programming (host selling), V-11

Class D stations
background on rules, X-20–21
EAS

exemptions, VI-16, VI-17, VI-18,
VI-19, X-7 

requirements, VI-19
exemptions, VIII-6, VIII-17, X-9
freeze on licensing, X-20–21

geographical exemptions, X-20
options given, X-20

general, X-20–23
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program-related announcement 
requirements, IV-3

promotion, no consideration received,
V-11

sponsorship identification, II-10, 
IV-3–4, V-7, VII-17

Sponsorship Identification Declaration
form, IV-12

underwriting
definition of, V-7
nonprofit entities, from, V-10

station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-10
See also underwriting, fundraising, and

promotion
contests, IX-8–12

criminal liability, IX-12
definition of, IX-9
disclosure of material terms, IX-9
documentation, IX-10–11
liability, IX-11–12
misleading/deceptive terms, IX-9–10
requirements, IX-8
rule suggestions, IX-10
tax aspects, IX-12

contracts
Chief Operator, II-3, II-5, III-11, VIII-12,

VIII-16–17, X-9
CPB requirements, XIII-9
FCC requirements, III-3, III-6, III-10, 

III-11
license renewal, relating to, III-12
music agencies, III-11, VIII-12
not filed with FCC, III-11, VIII-12
oral contracts, III-10
ownership and control, III-7, III-10, 

VIII-11–12, VIII-14
personnel, III-11, VIII-12
Public File requirements, VIII-11–12
radio networks, III-11, VIII-12
retention periods, VIII-14
SCA lease agreements, VIII-12
station file requirements, III-3, III-11,

VIII-12
translator stations, X-19
underwriters/donors, VIII-7
U.S. government stations, VI-14

The National Federation of Community Broadcasters Index-3

Index

licensing and application changes, X-23
operational and technical requirements

inspections, logs, and licensed 
operators, X-22

interference standards
commercial stations, X-21
FM translators, X-16, X-22
noncommercial stations, X-21
TV Channel 6 and television 

translators, X-21
monitors and meters, X-22
operational and content, X-22
power and frequency, X-9, X-22
technical operations, X-22
transmitters, X-22

rules and regulations, X-20–23
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-6, 

II-8, II-9, II-10
Code of Federal Regulations, I-13
Community Advisory Board, XIII-10–11

certification requirements, XIII-14
CPB mandate, XIII-10
documentation of compliance, XIII-11
governing boards, relationship to, 

XIII-11
limitations on power and status, XIII-11
member selection, XIII-11
role of, XIII-10–11

complaints from the public. See FCC
concerts

co-sponsorship, criteria used to 
determine, V-18

private individual, concert for, V-17
promotional announcements, examples

of, IV-9, V-11, V-18, V-19
underwriting announcements example,

V-19
consideration received

concert promotion programming, IV-9,
V-11, V-18

consideration received rule, V-3–4, 
V-7, V-12

contests, IX-8–9
issues programs, V-12

public affairs fund model, V-12
lotteries, IX-8



open financial records requirements,
XIII-9–10

open meeting requirements, XIII-7–9
record-keeping, VIII-7

D

defamation
actual malice, XIII-4
definition of, XIII-3
editorializing and state laws, VI-3
fact versus opinion, XIII-4
general, XIII-3–7
liability for prerecorded programs, 

XIII-4–5
liability for talk shows and live 

interviews, XIII-5–6
libel, VI-13, VII-14, XIII-3, XIII-4, XIII-6
preventive measures, XIII-6–7
private versus public figures, XIII-3–4
slander, XIII-3

digital transmissions of sound recording,
XIV-4–5

donor privacy, XIII-12–14
drug-related song lyrics

FCC policy regarding, VI-23

E

EAS (Emergency Alert System)
activation, VI-16–17
authenticator list discontinuance, VI-20
checklist, VI-18–20
Class D station exemptions and 

requirements, VI-16–19, X-7
code and Attention Signal monitoring

requirements, VI-17, X-7
compliance with rules, VI-16, X-8
EAS Log, II-3, VIII-4
EAS Log form, VI-24
EAS Operating Handbook, II-8, VI-16,

VI-18, X-7
emergency activation, VI-17
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copyright, XIV-3–9
ASCAP, XIV-3, XIV-8–9
ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC licenses, XIV-8
basics, XIV-3–4
blanket licenses for music broadcast,

XIV-4
BMI, XIV-3, XIV-9
compulsory license, XIV-4–5
Copyright Act of 1976, XIV-3
Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel

(CARP), XIV-7–8
penalties for infringement, XIV-8
rates, XIV-7

CPB-funded stations, licensing for, 
XIV-4, XIV-7, XIV-8

Digital Millennium Copyright Act of
1998 (DMCA), XIV-4–6
general, XIV-4–5
looped programming, XIV-5
statutory license and conditions, 

XIV-4–5, XIV-5–6
Digital Performance Right in Sound

Recordings Act of 1995 (DPRA), 
XIV-4

digital transmissions of sound 
recordings, XIV-4

general, XIV-1–9
musical work, XIV-3
non-CPB-funded stations, licensing for,

XIV-7, XIV-8
radio broadcast of music, XIV-4
RIAA, XIV-4, XIV-7
SESAC, XIV-3, XIV-9
SoundExchange clearinghouse, XIV-8
sound recording, XIV-3, XIV-4
webcasting, definition of, XIV-4

CPB
Certification of Eligibility, XIII-14
Community Advisory Board, XIII-10–11,

XIII-14
CPB-funded station requirements, 

XIII-7–14
donor privacy, XIII-12–14, XIII-14
Equal Employment Opportunity

requirement, XIII-11–12, XIII-14
funding rules, XIII-14



exigent circumstances, III-24, III-25
record-keeping and recruitment, 

III-23
religious, III-22, III-24
voting interest, III-17

filings
Annual Employment Report (Form 

395-B), III-4, III-18, III-26–27
Mid-Term Report, III-4, III-18, III-25,

III-27
Model Program Report (Form 396-A),

III-4, III-18, III-23, III-27
Program Report (Form 396), III-4, 

III-18, III-23, III-27
general, III-4, III-17–18
Public File requirements, II-5, III-21–22
Religious Broadcasters, III-22, III-24

F

Fairness Doctrine, VII-15
FCC

address, I-5
application requirements, I-9–10

Public Notice requirements, VIII-6,
VIII-13

See also applications
assistance from, I-9–11

asking hypothetical questions, I-11
asking informed questions, I-9
interpretation of the rules, I-10
status checks, I-9

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), I-13
Commission Registration System

(CORES), I-7
communicating with

correspondence, I-6
faxes, I-6
hand-delivered documents, I-6
letters, I-8
mailed (USPS) correspondence, I-6
messenger-delivered documents, I-6
phone communications, I-5
whether to write or call, I-10–11

complaints concerning candidate equal 
opportunities, VII-13–14

The National Federation of Community Broadcasters Index-5

Index

emergency broadcasts
Emergency Action Notification

(EAN), VI-16–17
Emergency Action Termination (EAT),

VI-16–17
equipment requirements, II-8, VI-16,

VI-17
encoders/decoders, II-8, VI-17, VI-19
End of Message (EOM), VI-17
protocol, VI-17

FCC inspections 
failure to install or operate, I-13
routine, I-12

general, VI-16–20
LPFM service requirements, XII-9
monitoring requirements, VI-17
national-level alert, VI-19
participating and non-participating

stations, VI-18
recording requirements, II-3, VI-17–18,

VIII-3
remote control operation, II-7
state and local area plans, VI-16, VI-17
state and local emergencies, VI-17
Station Log requirements, II-3, II-8, 

VI-19, VIII-3
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-8
tests of procedures

Required Monthly Test (RMT), II-8,
VI-18, VI-19

Required Weekly Test (RWT), II-8, 
VI-18, VI-19

editorials (station and political), VI-3, 
VII-16, VII-17 

Emergency Action Notification (EAN), 
VI-16–17

Emergency Action Termination (EAT), 
VI-16–17

Emergency Broadcast System, 
replacement of, VI-16

Enforcement Bureau, I-3, I-8
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)

brokering situations, III-22–23
CPB requirement, XIII-11–12
FCC enforcement of, II-10, III-23
exemptions

exemption table, III-27
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FCC organization, I-3
FCC Registration Number (FRN), I-7
field locations and facilities, I-3, I-5
filing and recovery of documents, I-7

Commission Registration System
(CORES), I-7

FCC Registration Numbers (FRN), I-7
filings, general

about, I-4, I-7–8, III-4–5
accuracy, III-5
current forms, I-5, III-4
deadlines, I-8, I-10
fees

exemptions from, I-7
where to send payment, I-7

hard-copy filings, I-4, I-7–8
instructions for forms, I-7–8, III-4
omissions, I-8
online filing, I-4, III-4
Public File requirements, I-7, III-5
Public Notice requirements, I-7
signature requirements, I-7, I-8, III-4
“Stamp & Return” copy, I-8

filings with the FCC
change of official mailing address

(Form 5072), III-3, III-11
contracts (see contracts)
forms (see forms)
issues programs lists, III-3, VIII-6
main studio relocation, IX-7
See also subject for detailed 

references
fines, examples of, I-13
forms, I-4, I-7 (see also forms)
hours of operation, I-4
inspections, I-12–13
investigations, I-12
Internet, I-4
Mass Media Bureau, I-3
Media Bureau

Audio Division
Public Notices, I-3
role of, I-3

organization, I-3
Video Division, I-3

phone directory, I-5

complaints concerning contests, IX-11
complaints concerning defamation,

XIII-7
complaints concerning LPFM 

applications, XII-7 
complaints concerning profanity, VI-11
complaints from the public

commercial message ban, V-5
general, I-11–12
obscenity, indecency, and profanity,

decision reversals, VI-10
enforcement process, VI-3–4, 

VI-11
“news” context, VI-10
Notice of Apparent Liability (NAL),

VI-11
Notice of Inquiry (NOI), VI-11

Public File requirements, VIII-14
response to FCC, I-11–12
retention,VIII-5–6, VIII-14
See also obscenity, indecency, and

profanity
contacting, I-4–5

address, I-5
Consumer Hotline, I-5
directory of telephone numbers, I-5
hours of operation, I-4
phone calls, I-5
website, I-5

copies of FCC documents
Berry Best News Service, I-6
Daily Digest, I-5
Government Printing Office (GPO),

I-13, I-14
International Transcription Service

(ITS), I-5
database

Consolidated Database System
(CDBS), I-4

Enforcement Bureau
files, I-8
Forfeiture Orders (fines), I-3
Notice of Apparent Liability (NAL), 

I-3
ex parte rules, I-10
FCC files and archives, I-8



Political Programming Group, VII-3
rules and regulations, I-13

CFR Title 47, I-13
rulemaking process, I-14

Notice of Inquiry (NOI), I-14
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

(NPRM), I-14
Memorandum Opinion and Order

(MO&O), I-14
Petition for Reconsideration, I-14
Report and Order (R&O), I-14

rules, how to obtain, I-13
Special Temporary Authorizations

(STAs), IX-6, IX-15–16
station files at FCC, I-8
status checks, I-9
violations of rules, I-11–12, I-13
violations, when to notify the FCC, I-11
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau

Antenna Structure Registration (ASR)
system, I-3

Universal Licensing System (ULS), I-3
Forfeiture Orders (fines), I-3
forms

about, I-4, I-7–8, III-4–5
Annual Employment Report 

(Form 395-B), III-4, III-18, III-26
assignment of license to new

licensee/Transfer of Control
Form 314, III-3, III-7
Form 315 (long form), III-3, III-8–9
Form 316 (short form), III-3, III-8–9

change of official mailing address (Form
5072), III-11

current copies of, I-4
EEO Model Program Report (Form 

396-A), III-4
EEO Program Report (Form 396), III-4
FCC forms on the Internet, I-4
fee requirement (Form 159), I-7
LPFM (Form 318), XII-6
new stations 307(b) applicants (Form

340 Supplement), XI-8
Ownership Report (Form 323-E), III-3,

III-6–7, III-11, III-12, VIII-11

The National Federation of Community Broadcasters Index-7

Index

Renewal of License (Form 303-S), III-3, 
III-12
translator and booster stations, III-15

See also FCC, filings with
frequency, X-7 (see also technical 

specifications for broadcast 
stations)

fundraising. See underwriting, fundraising,
and promotion

I

indecency. See obscenity, indecency, and
profanity

interception of wire or radio 
transmissions, VI-22–23

International Transcription Service (ITS),
I-5

issue ads, V-12, VII-16–17
issues programs lists

about, VIII-6, VIII-13
content, VIII-6, VIII-13
Public File requirements, III-3, VIII-6,

VIII-13
sponsorship announcement, V-12
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-5

L

libel,  VI-13, VII-14, XIII-3, XIII-4, XIII-6
license renewal. See Renewal of License
Local Public Inspection File. See Public

File
logos in underwriting law, IX-8
lotteries

definition of, IX-8
state law versus U.S. Criminal Code, 

IX-8
LPFM (Low Power FM) service, XII-1–13

application process, XII-6–7
amendments and corrections, XII-6
electronic filing, XII-6
Form 318, XII-6
Public Notice of filing, XII-7

classes of LPFM stations, XII-3–4
construction permit, XII-8, XII-11



Political File requirement, XII-9
qualifications, XII-3, XII-5
selection process, XII-7

complaints, XII-7
technical requirements exemptions, 

XII-6
technical rules

general, XII-5–6
interference standards, XII-5
mileage separation from FM 

translator stations, XII-5–6
mileage separation requirements, 

XII-5–6
third-adjacent channels, XII-3, XII-6
tie-breakers, XII-7–8

M

main studio rules
AM/FM combination, IX-7
compliance with rules, III-11
definition of, VIII-9
filing requirements, VIII-12
local service requirements, IX-6–8

AM booster stations exception, IX-7
location, IX-6
relocation, IX-7
staffing requirement, IX-7–8
waivers, IX-7, IX-15

LPFM exemption, XII-9
Public File requirements, VIII-9

when outside of community of 
service, VIII-10–11, IX-7

satellite stations, VIII-9
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-4
transmitter operations, X-8

Mass Media Bureau, I-3
Media Bureau. See FCC
meters and indicating instruments

defective meters, X-12–13
requirements, X-10–11
specifications for, X-11–12

expanded scale instruments, X-12
linear scale instruments, X-11
logarithmic scale instruments, X-12
square-law scale instruments, X-11
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frequencies and interference, XII-3
license terms, XII-8
LPFM Reports, XII-7
Mitre Corporation report, XII-3
mutually exclusive (MXd) applications,

XII-7–8
noncommercial nature of, XII-3
operating rules, XII-8–13

call sign changes, XII-10
Chief Operator requirement, XII-10
discontinuance of operation, XII-11
drug lyrics, XII-13
EAS requirements, XII-9
Equal Employment Opportunity 

(EEO), XII-13
emergency information broadcasting,

XII-9–10
equipment/program tests, XII-9
exemptions, XII-9
facilities changes, XII-13
foreign ownership restrictions, XII-11
lotteries, XII-11
obscenity, indecency, and profanity, 

XII-12–13
operating schedule requirements, 

XII-10
political broadcasting, XII-12
prohibitions, XII-11
phone conversations, XII-11
station identification, XII-10
station license posting, XII-10
Station Log, XII-10
taped/recorded materials, XII-12
technical parameters compliance, 

XII-9
translators, XII-13
underwriting rules, XII-12

ownership and eligibility restrictions,
XII-4–5
cross-ownership prohibition, XII-4
operating/programming agreements, 

XII-4
ownership limits, XII-4
pirate ownership, XII-5
public safety organizations, XII-5
transfer of ownership/control, XII-4, 

XII-11
universities, XII-5



new window filing system, XI-4
past application procedures, XI-3–4
Public File requirements, VIII-9, VIII-11,

VIII-16
share-time agreements and 

applications, IX-4–6
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-3, 

II-4, II-5
Notice of Apparent Liability (NAL), I-3,

VI-11
Notice of Inquiry (NOI), III-9, VI-11

O

obscenity, indecency, and profanity, 
VI-3–11

indecency
Action for Children's Television

(“Act”) cases, VI-7–9
definition of, VI-4, VI-6
FCC enforcement, VI-11
FCC Policy Statement, VI-9–11

dwelling/repetition versus fleeting
reference, VI-10

explicit/graphic description versus
indirectness/implications, 
VI-9–10

pandering or titillating manner or
for shock value, VI-10

FCC rules limiting hours, VI-6–7
general, VI-5–6
“seven dirty words,” VI-6–7

legal definitions, VI-4
obscenity

definition of, VI-4
general, VI-4–5
WGBH/Morality in Media case, 

VI-5
profanity 

complaints concerning, VI-11
definition of, VI-4

operating requirements
call signs (see call signs)
contests, IX-8–12
hours of operation, IX-4
local service, IX-6–8

The National Federation of Community Broadcasters Index-9

Index

modulation, X-6 (see also technical 
specifications for broadcast 
stations)

N

new or modified facilities
Public File requirements, VIII-11, 

VIII-16
Public Notice requirements, III-16
STA requests, IX-15
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-3, 

II-4
technical design, X-5
transmitter operation, X-17
TV Channel 6, X-15–16

new stations
construction permit Public File 

retention, VIII-14
construction permit retention, VIII-11
fair distribution issue

examples of process, XI-6–9
Form 340 Supplement, XI-8
principles, XI-4–5
Section 307(b), XI-4–9

general, XI-3–14
mutually exclusive (MXd) applications,

XI-9–14, XII-7–8
attributable interest, XI-9, XI-10
challenges to tentative selectee, 

XI-13–14
definition of, XI-3
diversity of ownership, XI-9–10
educational programming, XI-11
established local applicants, XI-9
holding period, XI-14
localism, XI-9
multiple ownership rules, XI-10
Petitions to Deny, XI-13–14
point system for evaluation of, 

XI-4, XI-9–12
settlements, XI-13
share-time agreements, XI-13
statewide network, XI-11
technical superiority, XI-12
tie-breakers, XI-12



Ownership Report (Form 323-E), 
III-3, III-6–7, III-11

Transfer of Control, III-4, III-6, 
III-7–10 (see also forms; Transfer of
Control)

general, III-5–10
Public File requirements, VIII-11–12
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-5
See also LPFM

P

“payola,” IV-3–4
personal attack

repeal of doctrine, VI-11–12
“plugola,” IV-3–4, IV-6
political ads, V-12, VII-3, VII-15, VII-17
political broadcasting. See political 

candidate rules
political candidate rules

advertising, V-6, VII-16–17
airtime, charge for, VII-3
announcements (see announcements,

sponsorship identification)
appearances on newscasts or 

documentaries, VII-3, VII-9
basic principles, VII-3–4
censorship prohibitions, VII-3, VII-14
Communications Act, VII-15
consideration received, V-12
debates, VII-8
editorials, V-12, VII-16–17
equal opportunities requirements

definition of, VII-10
examples of, VII-10–11
exemptions from, V-20, VII-6, 

VII-8–9, VII-11
requests for, VII-12–14
seven-day rule, VII-10, VII-12, VII-14
station obligations for, VII-10–11

Fairness Doctrine, VII-15
FCC Political Programming Group, 

VII-3
indemnity agreements prohibited, 

VII-14
issue ads, VII-16–17
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lotteries (see lotteries)
multiplex transmissions, IX-12–13

FM and AM transmissions, IX-13
FM SCA and AM carrier services, 

IX-12–13
FM stereophonic sound 

broadcasting, IX-13
operating schedule, IX-4–5

FM station minimum hours of 
operation, IX-5

protection against share-time 
applications, IX-4

reduced schedule operation, IX-5
share-time agreements and 

applications, IX-4–6
definition of, IX-5
FCC-imposed agreements, IX-6
protection against applications, 

IX-4–5
share-time agreement changes, IX-6
voluntary agreements, IX-5, IX-6

Special Temporary Authorizations
(STAs), IX-15–16
request procedure, IX-15
situations for requesting regulation

exemptions, IX-6, IX-15
waivers, IX-15–16

station identification, IX-3–4 (see also
announcements)

station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-6, 
II-9–10

ownership and control
announcements

Certificate of Compliance, III-10, 
III-14–15

Public Notice requirements, III-10
FCC concern with ownership and 

control, III-5–6
filings and reports, III-10, III-11

assignment of license to new 
licensee, III-6, III-7 (see also
assignment of license to new
licensee; forms)

construction permit, III-3, III-4, III-6
other contracts, III-6 (see also

contracts)



EAS (Emergency Alert System), 
VI-16–20 (see also EAS)

editorials, VI-3, VII-16, VII-17
fundraising, V-10
indecency, VI-3–4, VI-5–11
interception of wire or radio

transmissions, VI-22–23
issue and political ads, V-12, VII-16–17
obscenity, VI-4–5
obscenity indecency, and profanity, 

VI-3–11
personal attack doctrine, repeal of, 

VI-11–12
prior notification rule, VI-13
profanity, VI-3–4, VI-11
promotional announcements, V-11
rebroadcasts, VI-13–15 (see also

rebroadcasts)
recorded material, VI-20–21
seven dirty words, VI-6–7
telephone conversation broadcasts (see

telephone conversation broadcast
rules)

promotion. See underwriting, fundraising,
and promotion

promotional programming. See
announcements; underwriting,
fundraising, and promotion

Public File (Local Public Inspection File)
access to, VIII-9
availability of, VIII-9

computer access, VIII-11
copies for the public, VIII-10–11
definition of, VIII-8
FCC inspections, I-12
general, VIII-8–15
guidelines for record-keeping, VIII-15
inspection by the public, VIII-9–10
required documents, VIII-11–14

applications
assignment of license to new

licensee, VIII-11, VIII-12
construction permit, VIII-11
contracts, VIII-12 (see also 

contracts)
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legally qualified candidate, definition
of, VII-4–6

libel, VI-13, VII-14, XIII-3, XIII-4, XIII-6
licensee endorsement prohibition, VI-3
political ads, V-12, VII-3, VII-15, VII-17
political editorials, VI-3, VII-16, VII-17
Political Primer, VII-3
Public File requirements, VII-10, VII-17
public stations, special rules for, VII-16
quasi-equal opportunities, VII-7, VII-16
reasonable access, VII-3, VII-4, VII-15,

VII-17
remuneration prohibition, VII-16
Sponsorship Identification Rules, VII-14,

VII-17
station operations checklist, II-5
support groups, VII-3
“use”

definition of, VII-6–7
examples of, VII-7–8

Zapple Doctrine, VII-7, VII-15–16
See also underwriting, fundraising, and

promotion
profanity, VI-4, VI-11
program record-keeping

general, VIII-6–8
required records

emergency information, VIII-7 (see
also EAS)

issues programs lists, III-3, VIII-6
personal attacks, VIII-6
political broadcasts, VIII-6 (see also

political candidate rules)
Public Notice of applications, VIII-6

other records
information for CPB, VIII-7
on-air fundraising, VIII-7
underwriting, VIII-7 (see also

underwriting, fundraising, and
promotion)

other responsibilities, VIII-7–8
systems for record-keeping, VIII-8

programming regulations
Authorization and Release form, VI-25
background, VI-1
drug-related song lyrics, VI-23



R

reasonable access
rules for political candidates, VII-3, 

VII-4, VII-15, VII-17
rebroadcasts

agreements, VIII-18
definition of, VI-14
general, VI-13–15
non-broadcast special rules, VI-15

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) 
signals, VI-15

National Weather Service messages,
VI-15

Naval Observatory time signals, 
VI-15

non-broadcast transmissions, VI-14–15
of other broadcast stations, VI-14

recorded material, VI-20–22
conversations, VI-21
editing for broadcast use, VI-22
intercepted wire or radio transmissions,

VI-22–23
material that sounds live, VI-20
prerecorded telemarketing messages,

VI-22
recording telephone conversations, 

VI-20–21
Renewal of License

broadcast stations, III-12–15
announcements 

Certificate of Compliance, III-10,
III-14–15, VIII-6, VIII-13

checklist, VIII-8
non-broadcasting stations, 

III-14
post-filing, III-13–14
pre-filing, III-12–13
primary language, III-14
Public Notice requirements, IV-3,

VIII-6
renewal certification, VIII-13

associated materials, III-12
due dates for applications, III-12
granting of renewal, III-15
Petitions to Deny, III-15
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EEO annual outreach efforts
report, III-17 

Ownership Report, VIII-11–12 (see
also contracts; ownership and
control)

Renewal of License, VIII-6, 
VIII-11(see also Renewal of
License)

SCA lease agreements, VIII-12 (see
also SCA)

Transfer of Control, VIII-11, VIII-12
transmitter location, VIII-11

authorizations to construct or 
operate, VIII-11

Certificates of Compliance, III-10, 
III-14–15, VIII-6, VIII-13

complaints from the public, VIII-14
contour maps, VIII-12
donor lists, VIII-13
FCC manual, The Public and

Broadcasting (current version),
VIII-13

investigation or complaint materials,
VIII-14

issues programs lists, III-3, VIII-6,
VIII-13

multiple licensees record-keeping,
VIII-12

Political File, VIII-12–13 (see also
political candidate rules)

sponsors of controversial 
programming, VIII-13

retention periods for documents, I-7,
VIII-14

signature requirements, I-7
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-4–5
transfer of license obligation, VIII-15
violations documentation (see FCC,

violations of rules)

Q

quasi-equal opportunities
Zapple Doctrine, VII-15–16



contour, X-4
demand system, X-5
effective radiated power (ERP), X-4, X-6
FM Table of Allotments, X-4
general, X-4–5
height above average terrain (HAAT), 

X-4, X-6
interference

contour method determination, X-4
international border treaties, X-5,

X–6
TV channel 6 protection, X-5–6

signal contour, X-4–5
sponsorship identification

announcements (see announcements)
“consideration received,” IV-3, IV-4–6,

IV-7, IV-8, V-3–4
donations, IV-5
“garage sale” exception, IV-7
general, IV-1–12
payments to individuals, IV-6
“payola,” IV-3–4
“plugola,” IV-3–4, IV-6
political and controversial 

programming, IV-7
political announcement, VII-17
public’s right to know, IV-3
scenarios illustrating the rules, 

IV-8–11
Sponsorship Identification (ID) Rules

background, IV-3, V-7, VII-17
explanation, IV-4

Station/Employee Sponsorship
Identification Declaration form, IV-12

station liability for violations, IV-6
station policy example, IV-7–8
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-10
See also underwriting, fundraising, and

promotion
station editorials, VI-3
station files and records

designation of Chief Operator, 
VIII-16–17, X-9 (see also Chief
Operator)

FM subchannel (SCA) leases, VIII-17
rebroadcast agreements, VIII-18 (see

also rebroadcasts)
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forms
Form 303-S, III-12
Form 396 (EEO Program Report), III-4 

general, III-3, III-12–16
other facilities, III-15–16

auxiliary facilities, III-3, III-15
booster stations and FM translators,

III-3, III-15–16
Public Notice requirements, III-16

Public File requirements, III-10, 
III-14–15, III-18, IV-7, VIII-6, VIII-8,
VIII-11, VIII-12, XII-9

station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-4, 
II-5, VIII-6, VIII-13

term of license, III-12

S

SCA
AM station use, IX-12–13
Common Carrier Bureau authorization,

IX-13
FM subchannel leases, VIII-17, 

IX-12–13
authorization sale or transfer, IX-13
licensee responsibility, IX-13
remunerative use of subcarrier

capacity, IX-13
station identification 

nonapplicability, IX-13
monitor and control, X-7
multiplex subcarrier generators, X-10
programming rebroadcast, VI-14
retention of, VIII-17
services list, IX-12
station file requirements, III-11, VIII-12,

VIII-17
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-3

Second Report, V-3–4
“seven dirty words,” VI-6–7
share-time agreements, IX-4–6
Special Temporary Authorizations (STAs)

and waivers, IX-15–16
spectrum allocation policies

classification of stations, 
X-4



paperwork, II-3–5
Public File, II-4–5

what goes in the Public File (and
how long to keep it), II-4–5

station documents and records, II-3
for new stations and new facilities,

II-3
Station Log, II-3–4

for AM directional antenna 
stations without an approved
sampling system, II-4

for automatic logging, II-4
technical operations, II-5–9

Emergency Alert System (EAS), II-8
equipment measurements, II-9
radio operators, II-5
remote pickup stations, II-8–9

when operated by remote control,
II-9

stereo and subcarriers, II-8
for AM stations, II-8
for FM stations, II-8

studio and control point, II-7–8
if automatic transmission system

(ATS) used, II-8
if remote control used, II-7

tower and antenna, II-6
AM stations only, II-6–7
directional AM stations only, II-7

transmitter operations, II-6
studio transmitter links (STLs), I-3, III-3

T

technical measurements, X-9–13
AM and FM performance

measurements, X-9–10
AM stations antenna system 

measurements, X-10
FM subchannel tests, X-10
general, X-9–10
specifications for indicating

instruments, X-11–13 (see also
meters and indicating instruments)

technical regulations, X-3–23
authorized power (see technical 

specifications for broadcast stations)
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SCA (see SCA)
station license

posting of, VIII-16
required authorization and licenses,

VIII-16
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-3, 

II-5
technical measurements, VIII-17

AM and FM equipment performance
measurements, VIII-17

FM stations: subchannel tests, VIII-17
station identification

announcements (see announcements)
Station Log

automatic logging, VIII-4–5
corrections to log, VIII-5
definition of, VIII-4
FCC inspections, I-12–13
general, VIII-3–6
measurements for the log, VIII-4
optional entries, VIII-4
required entries, VIII-3

AM directional antenna stations
without approved sampling 
system, VIII-3, VIII-17

EAS entries, VIII-3
field strength measurements, VIII-3,

VIII-17, X-10
proof-of-performance measurements,

VIII-17, X-10
tower lighting malfunctions, VIII-3

retention period, VIII-5–6
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-3–4
weekly review, VIII-5
who may keep and sign the log, VIII-4

station posting requirements
Chief Operator, VIII-16–17
licenses and authorizations, VIII-16

station self-inspections. See subject for
detailed references

Equal Employment Opportunity file, 
II-10

general operating requirements, II-9–10
announcements, II-9–10
hours of operation, II-9



10-watt stations. See Class D stations
tower and antenna

AM stations
antenna modifications 

recalculations, X-10
base radio frequency current, X-11
defective meters, X-12
directional antenna stations without

approved sampling system, VIII-3
field strength measurements, VIII-3,

VIII-17, X-10
proof-of-performance measurements,

VIII-17, X-10
Antenna Structure Registration (ASR)

system, I-3
FAA notification concerning 

malfunctions, VIII-3
LPFM stations, XII-3, XII-5
painting and lighting requirements, 

X-13
power limitations, X-14
STA requests, IX-15
Station Log entry requirements

lighting malfunctions, VIII-3
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-3, 

II-6–7, II-8
translators and boosters, X-18

Transfer of Control
announcements

Certificate of Compliance, III-10
Public Notice requirements, III-10

applications, III-3
FCC approval of, III-3
forms

EEO Model Program Report 
(Form 396-A), III-4

Form 315 versus Form 316, III-8
Form 315 (long form), III-8
Form 316, (short form), III-9

general, III-7–10
notification of the FCC, III-9
Ownership Report, III-6
Public File requirements, III-10, VIII-11
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-4
timing in transfer, III-8
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Class D stations (see Class D stations)
general, X-3
meters and indicating instruments (see

meters and indicating instruments)
operational requirements (see Chief

Operator)
painting and lighting requirements (see

tower and antenna) 
required technical measurements (see

technical measurements)
spectrum allocation (see spectrum 

allocation policies)
technical specifications for broadcast

stations (see technical specifications
for broadcast stations)

translators and boosters (see translator
and booster stations)

transmitter control (see transmitter 
control and operations)

TV Channel 6 protection (see TV
Channel 6 protection)

technical specifications for broadcast
stations, X-5–7

frequency
spectrum allocation policies, X-4–5
standard reference source, X-7
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-6,

II-8
transmission within prescribed limits,

X-7
modulation, X-6
station power

AM and FM authorized power limits, 
X-6

AM power requirements and 
limitations, X-14

FM maximum power limitation, X-14
FM minimum power requirements, 

X-13–14
general, X-5–6, X13-14
operating with reduced power, X-6

telephone conversation broadcast rules
general, VI-12, VI-20–21
licensee responsibility, VI-13
prior notification requirements, VI-13
recording telephone conversations, 

VI-20–21



studio transmitter links (STLs), I-3, III-3,
VIII-16

tests
equipment changes, VIII-17
proof-of-performance measurements,

VIII-17, X-9–10, 
transmitters and boosters, X-17–18
TV Channel 6, X-15–15
Universal Licensing System (ULS), I-3

TV Channel 6 protection
adjustments to reduce interference, 

X-15
existing station requirements, X-15–16
general, X-14–16
LPFM stations, XII-5
spectrum allocation, X-5
technical framework, X-15

U

underwriting, fundraising, and promotion
advertising

definition of an advertisement, V-6
impermissible ads, V-6
permissible ads, V-6
prohibition against advertising on

public radio, V-6
auctions, V-10
FCC rules

“consideration received” rule, V-3–4
current rules and regulations, V-6–20
mandatory identification of 

sponsorship, V-7
origin of, V-3–5
Public Broadcasting Amendments

Act of 1981, V-4
Second Report, V-3–4
Temporary Commission on

Alternative Financing for Public
Telecommunications (TCAF), 
V-4–5

fundraising, V-10
announcements (see

announcements)
for other nonprofits, V-10
general restrictions, V-10
record-keeping, VIII-7
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translator and booster stations
alternative signal delivery methods, 

X-20
announcements

station identification, X-19
applications, III-15, X-17
call signs, X-19
definition of, X-16–17
display of licensee name, address, and

phone number, X-19
eligibility and licensing requirements,

X-17
Form 303-S, III-15
general, X-16–20
interference standards, X-16
operating schedule, X-19

dependable service, X-19
discontinuous operation, X-19

power, emissions, transmission 
equipment, and related rules, 

X-17–18
Public Notice requirements, III-15–16
record-keeping requirements, X-19
Renewal of License, III-3, III-11, III-16
translator operation, X-17
underwriting, X-19

transmitter control and operations
AM boosters, IX-7
Chief Operator requirements, X-8–9
Class D stations, X-22
control point regulations, X-7–8
extension meters (remote monitoring),

X-8
general, X-7–8
inspection and calibration, X-9
licensed operator requirements, X-8
LPFM stations, XII-5–6
meters and indicating instruments, 

X-10–12 (see also meters and 
indicating instruments)
defective meters, X-12

monitoring operating parameters, X-8
Public File requirements, VIII-11
STA requests, IX-15
station Self-Inspection Checklist, II-3, 

II-4, II-6, II-9



Z

Zapple Doctrine
Fairness Doctrine, VII-15
political candidate rules, VII-15–16
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Index

station fundraising, V-10
waivers, V-10

general, V-3–7
issue ads and political ads, V-12,  

VII-16–17
non-profit entities, underwriting by, 

V-10
promotional programming

announcements (see
announcements)

host selling, V-11
issue ads and political ads, V-12, 

VII-16–17
no consideration received, V-11
program-related materials, V-11
restrictions to, V-11

record-keeping, VIII-7
underwriting

announcements (see
announcements)

background, V-3–5
current rules and regulations, V-6
definition of, V-7
illustrations and examples, V-12–15

impermissible announcements, 
V-12–14

permissible announcements, 
V-14–15

nonprofit entities, V-10
rules and Sponsorship ID Rules, IV-4
Second Report, V-4

See also sponsorship identification
Universal Licensing System (ULS), I-3, I-7

V

Video Division, I-3

W

Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, I-3,
I-7
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